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PROFESSOR S. CHAKRAVARTI, 

Member, Planning Commission and. 

Chairman, Fuel Policy Committee. 
·I!' 1 

" Dear .Shri . Malaviya, 

. ( 

. . PLANNING COMMISSION;· . 

NB~. nBun, . 
. August 22~ 1974. 

' . . 

· The Fuel Policy Committee has aullliorised me to sumbit to you this Report 
dealing with the policy issues in regard to fuels, covering the period upto 1990-
91. You may. recall that . Part I of the Report (Fuel Policy for the Seventies), 
submitted to the Government on May .16, 1972, dealt. with the Fifth Five Year 
,·p~~n period only: Subsequent ,tO' th~ submission of Part J. of' the .Report, there 
hiwe been several 'changes in.Jhe ecptlomic_ situation within the country and in 
the international situation in. regard .to the supply .and price, of oil. The perspec
tive of. growth. ,of the economy outlined in the earlier Government documents 
.has beeq changed to some. extent in the Draft Fifth Five Year Plan. The Com
.mittee had, .therefore, to re-examine several of it~ previou~ conclusions and revise 
its recommendations appropriately. The present R~port is based on ~ compre
hensive re-examination of .all issues and should be taken a~ the final Report ·of 
the Committee and not as a sequel (d Part I. · ; 
. ' ' ' : ~ 1 •. 

2. In· order to properly· plan for meeting the' energy demand,, it ·is essential 
that' we assess and forecast -the ·fUture demarid as accurately ·11s possible. •The 

·fact 'that sectors producing energy in prirllary or secondary forms involve very 
long gestation periods extending ;over S to :10 years• or even longer makes it 
imperative that we project demand over a> 15 to 20 year period for evolving 
•an appropriate ·energy production plan: In the nature of the case, such a fore-

, cast involves that a number of assumptions be made: about the rate and pattern 
·Of growth of· the economy, -the technology of energy production and energy utili
zation and about"possible ·directional changes in consumer preferences.; While 
in regard to the rate and pattern ·of economic growth the Committee was guided 
by the perspective growth of the. economy given in the Draft Fifth Five Year 

· 'Plan, in· regard to other· factors. the Committee had to make ·it!l.own judgement 
·based on the study of the past trends in our country, information relating to 
·similarly placed countries and from various~published materials .regarding possi-

, ble technological shifts 1 in future. · , . ,· 

, · 3. The Committee has give~ several demand forecasts for different forms 
of fuels,:,which take into account feasible ,inter"fl\el substitution.,possibilities even 
!when the . aggregate energy requirement may remain. constant .. The projection 
of aggregate qnergy requirements as 1well as those pertaining to specific. fuel 
for-mg. must be. judged as dimensional hypotheses, rather· than as rigid. numbers. 
The maio thrust of the Re.por~ and of the deliberMions of the Committee has 
been to evolve an, appl'opriate policy·.mix for .. the energy sectors for t,he period 
upto 1990-91. We are of the opinion that our. policy conclusions are likely to 
remain invariant with respect to a fairly wide range of alternative .growth rates, 
even though specific numerical projections may need to be kept under constant 
review. · · · · 

1 . 4. In· forecasting energy consumption in ternis' of different fuel forms, it is 
. necessary to take into accmJnt possible shifts in technology in different sectors 

of 'the economy as. well as in the rel!ltive costs o( different fuels over time. While 
'.submittin~ Part I of ti:te Fu~.l Policy Committee ReP<,>f'! 'in _May 1?72, we drew 
the attentiOn, of the Government to the fact that crude ml pnces wh1ch were once 
pr~dicted to come down significantly. had in fact hardened a great deal; during 

'the; early seventies. In view of the desire of the oil exporting ·countries to make 
th¢ most out of. theif exhaus~ing assets, it was anticipated that the prices. would 

' 1 . ' , , ' (iii) , , . , 



r harden "unless major new discoveries come up and possibilities of substi
g oil by other fuels materialise on a substantial scale. We noted that while 
· are definite indications in this direction, they wer~ not.lik~ly to be decisiv~ 

.1e seventies. As there were strong reasons to believe that energy would pose 
~erious problem from the balance of payments angle if certain hard decisibns 

~re not adopted at the right time, we argued that the maximum effective utili~ 
ltion of domestic energy resources should form a basic desideratum in design· 

-·ing a national fuel policy. On this basis the Committee suggested various means 
for substituting coal for oil in areas where on techno-economic grounds substi· 
tution · was justifiable. 

5. These reeommendations were kept in view in preparing the Draft Fifth 
Five Year Plan. The Draft Fifth Five Year Plan indicates a (lirectional change 
in the pattern of utilisation of different fuel resources. by ec<inoinically accept
:able curbs on the rate of growth of oil consumption Vfhile pll!~qiiJg for expand
ed production of coal and electric power. · · ,: .. ,; .': ,, ., .. ,, 

6. The dramatic increase in the price of oil in Oc~ober 1973 :inade' it ihi
perative that we re-examine our earlier studies. Studies done by ,the 'Fuel Policy 
Committee in the middle of 1973 on the, substitution of coal for 'oil in different 
sectors of the economy were made on the assumption that the 'price of oil would 
be around $ 5 per barrel by the end of the seventies. This was in keeping with 
the projections made by noted international authorities with the exception ·of 
Professor Adelman, who went to the extent of predicting a fall in prices. It is 
clear from Adelman's recent study that if the rules of the gamd' in' the wortll 
oil industry conformed to standard economic criteria as discussed in standard 
tex books. his conclusions could be defended without vioh:nce to ·data. But it 'is 
a major act of abstraction and a somewhat unwarranted one to' assume that 
the oil industry could be treated in isolation from a whole set of. socio-political 
factors. The present energy crisis arises out of a very sudden increase . in the 
.price of ·oil products to levels which were not predicted in any :study . by . any 
· country. The movement of oil prices in the international market . itself is an in
teresting study. Given the dizzy heights to which oil prices have soared today, 
there is a common tendency to lose sight of a certain perspective. Oil represents 

, one commodity whose price went down steadily over a period of 15. years. For 
example the market price of light Arabian crude was $ 1.93 per barrel in 1955 
and ,it was $1.3.0 per barrel in 1970. Even in January 1972, it :was still lower 

than the 1955 price. But from then on, it has increased today to over $ 11 per 
barrel within a. period of 24 months. The price upto October ·15, 1973. was around 
$3 per barrel only. Can this movement in prices be explained by a sudden spurt 
of demand or .a sudden fall in production? At this stage, it is extremely hazard
ous to make any guesses in this respect since the problem, as mentioned pre
viously, possesses ,important characteris~cs which are . not purely economic in . 
nature. · 

. 7. While the direction of the change in the energy substitution policies sug
_gested in Part I of the Report is invariant to the likely changes in the 'price of 
'oil products, the pace of inter-fuel substitution bas to be determined with refer
ence to the relative price of fuels. At prices of $ 12 per . barrel of oil delivered 
at Indian ports we find that all the uses of oil except those in the transport sec
tor can be substituted for by indigenous fuel, namely, coal or· coal-based energy 
forms. For example, in the household sector the use of kerosene for lighting 

'can be repla~ed by electricity. The use of kerosene for cooking can be replaced 
by coal_gas m the case of densely populated urban areas and soft coke in small 
towns and some . rural areas. In industry for .all heating requirements coal be

., comes the preferred fuel. For. lifting water, electricity becomes more advantageous 

. relative to diesel-oil. In the case of •transport, the movement of bulk commodi-
ties, -over long distances by rail becomes preferable to road movement even if 
the expected volume of traffic is low. But it will not be realistic to assume that 

. oil prices will continue at the present level upto 1990-91 as possibilities of pro
,ducing oil at a very. low .cost ranging from 15 Cents a .barrel to. $ 4 a bauel are 
available in a large number of countries in the world, given the time to explore 
f~r oil a~d d~velop the oil fields. It would, therefore~ appear that .while direc
ttOnal!Y 011. Will have to be replaced by other fuel forms, which are more abun
dant m this country. we have to be C1ttfemely cl\reenl regarding the type and 
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extent of. substitution that' we aqopt, especia"y. those inyolving v~ry maJor tn• 
vestment outlays.. . '··. ,,, , 1 ,, , •.:· •. .. 

8. Given the uncertainty regardin'g the level of oil prices 'in the future, the 
areas and extent of suli~titution of oil l:>y 'coal will have to be limited to those 
options whose worthwhileness remains largely unaltered for any probable varia. · 
tion in prices. We believe ''that 'the recommendations of the Committee contain.• 
ed in this Report satisfy 'this criterion. The pace of inter-fuel substitution recom
mended by the Committee is' based on our judgement regarding the gestation 
periods involved in converting 6il. using facilities to. those. using alternate fuels 
to satisfy the:·substitution ·requitements and the organisational constraints in 
effecting the inter-fuel shifts. The . recommendations ·made are mostly invariant 
to possible changes in the pil·. prit:e and are feasible of· implementation if they 
are implemented as a whole, taking note of their inter dependence; The ditections 
in which a coherent fuel 'policy should ·move are clearer now ·than· ever before 
and it will not be prudent.to delay the implementation of any of these recommen
dations, if they are, otherwise acceptable, in1 the hope of pos'sible changes in 
the supply and price of oil. . ,, 1 

I · 9. Our analysis'coritain~d'·'in~'the Repdtt establishes'beyond any reasonable 
doubt 'that coal should be considered the primary source of energy to the coun
try. The ·coal resources of India, inspite'of the ·quality being poor and their un
evenness in geographical•dispersal' represent 'the. most ·valuable and reliable 
source of energy· to thd 'economy. ln;'order that this potential advantage is fully 
exploited seyera1 actions are urgently· Called· •for. While ·the primary knowledge 
about our coal resourcesis·adequate;'detailed·information on the nature of the 
deposits is inadequate arid tliis:is iproving'to be. a hindrance to expanding coal 
production quickly. The' arrangements •for' the transportation of coal have proved 
to be very much sliort of· our needs and. 't)nless an integrated plan for production 
and its transport are· drawn :up ' !met synchronised' investments are made in coal 
and transport sectors, ··there· is· likely to' be 'severe'· strains on the energy sector. 
While several suggestions such as pit head generation of power and production 
of fertilizer in the midst ,of <;oa\, fields have J?een ,made to economize on coal 
transport, there wiii still be,,large.demand ~or coal in places away from the centres 
of coal productic;m. Transportation: by! ,r~il by. increasing quantities of coal will 
be unavoidable upto .the end .of the period considered in- the Report. It is, there
fore, necessary to examilie the, techniques and procedures of coal transport and 
devise ways which will 1:nable the transportation of adequate quantities in the 
most economic manner, (:oal, mining inet}:Jods wl,lich , will lead to extraction of 
a larger share of coal in' the groun<I, thii,J1,. wtmt is being done now will have to 
be devised. The methods of beneficiating ~oal to improve the quality and. facili
tate their economic utilization wili'have to be devised. In vi~w of the importance 
of coal. in the energy plans of the· 'country, .we, have given very detailed consi
deration to the. issues conne.cted with coal production,. transport; and utilisation 
and a ~arge number of reCOJllmendatiqp~ haVe} been .made in these areas. · 

10. Our bil resources 'as' known· today·, are vecy 1 insufficient to meet our 
needs. But there are some ·indications .that we may fin() more of ·on and natu.ral 
'gas particularly the latter. Every effort should' 'be mac;le to step up such produc
tion, on shore a:s well as off shore and · apprciJ?riate surveys in advance using 
geophysical and other sensing 'devjces should ·be 'uhdprtaken~the policies out
lined for reducilig the rates of growth' of ; oil consum,ption in . future may not 
require any major revisions. 'Even copntries' :which. are endowed with abundant 
oil reserves like Iran· are' canvassing the 'View that 'bit should be .used as raw 
material for high value chemicals instead of 1being burnt as IJ\ere fuel. The use 
of oil for any purpose in the countrY will have. to. be . decided in future with 
reference to the price a:t which we. can get alternative fuels to be used in place 
of oil. It is. therefore, important that the policy measures suggested in the Re· 
port for reduction of the use of oil in several sectors should be given urgent 
attention. The. extent fP. which . ~~e ,u,se ·?f oil c~;>Ul~ be reduced was _examined 
by the Committee carefully. The suggestl.ons .. made are based on the consensus 
regarding· the extent' to· which such reductions are , feas~ble. They are based to 
1some extent on the subjectiVe~ judgement of 'the members of the Committee, re
garding the drganisatiomil and . tech~plogical improvements that can be achieved 
within the appropriate time span to 'bring abqut reductiol) in the use of oil in 

. 1'·.- ' l' ,, • • 
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sectors which have become accustomed to the use cif 1convenient fueL 'If we are 
faced with more severe balance of payments difficulties in future;' 1t may become 

. necessary tq force the pace of substitution of _oil ,by. other. f~els t<;> rates higher 
than those. indicated in this Report. The specific' estimates gJ.Ven m the Report 
should 'be treated as ''normal" estimates based on the' assuipption that the over
all rate of ~owth in the econom~ is going t? be according W anti~ipa~~<nl" ~~m
tained here. In the short-run, special measures may, therefore, need to be adopt-
ed to tide over exceptionally difficult ·situations, . ,' ' ' ' · ' .·,. ; ; 

·. ll.. The coininittee has endea~o~ed to. integrak the policies regarding fuel 
and supply of feedstock for fertilizers· as ·fertilizer,;production· .. will·lbe a <very 
important activity calling for ·the use of material which could be •used as .fuel. 
We are • convinced ·that in . future· at the relative price of coal and oil assumed 
dn oun studies coal should be the primary feedstock for. fertilizers"inl'the aonn
try, Oil refineries will always have some residual ·heavy-en~ products which 
could be used as a· feedstock. It is !also felt that a greater use•.ofi •secondar}'>ipro
cessing to convert the heavy-end fractions in a refinery to higher value .light pro-
ducts will be more rational for us. · · • · • • ·; 1 •·• . I' . • · ' 

.•. 12. We have .erred on .the side of caution· ill .assessing. electricity rdemand 
as a shortage of electricity will be difficult to remedy by any i short itlrm:, reme
dial ·measures. However,· ·in .translating the power requirements into, capacity 
for powe,r .generation ~ be created, the. Committee • bas tried to ,include. in. its 
calculations a factor reflecting increased efficiency, in the, operation,, of,,pmver 
ge.n~ration and transmission systems. 'Electricity is . a 'highly. capital.intensive 

. source of energy. A country like ours with a serious. shortage :of. capital can ill 

. afford to neglect the possibilities, of capital saving that lJlaY .·be. available in Jhe 
p0wer sectqr. Taking note of the relative merits of different methods .0f, ge.nera
tion .the Committee has suggested that more .attention should• be, ,paid, tQ.: bydel 
power .. ge1,1eration. in the. Sixth Five Year Plan and .that nuclear .pciywelj 1 &!!Dera
tion based on thorium-plutonium cycle should be it}~,:-oduced . a~ leasb , iJJ dhe 
Seventh Five year Plan. · · · . . , , 
'. . 

' 13. The. supply of fueis. to the domestic sector in our country ~~ese~ts a 
numbef of special problems. The percentage' of non-commercial' fuels 'l!sed' in 
the· domestic• sector though large is slowly getting reduced, (it will 'be· abOut 
80> per •cent ·in 1978~79 and 60 per ·cent. in 1990-91) .. Our ·calculation show that 
·the· quantity of non-commercial fuels used which hali'.been increasing· gradul}lly 
r over time; will reach a peak during the early years of the Sixtlf Five Year' Plan 
and wiii decrease· slowing from then ori. But the' magnitude of· firewood used 

. will continue 'to. be so large compared to the availability of the resources that 
there is likely to be serious 'repercussions in 'regard .to the conservation of for~sts 
and the consequential. ecological problems. Informed judgement sugges'~· ·that the 
extraction of about 120 million tonnes of fuels from forests as of today is much 
beyond the level of ·fuels that·could be· eXtracted without serious .impairment to 
our forest wealth:' 'This fact and the divergence· between sociaJ ·and private costs 
of i using forests .fuels nnderline the· need to take-up measures for. supply of in
'creased quantities 9f commercial fuels at appropriate, prices to ,the. poorer, .sec
'tioiis of th~. rural community and. for increasing the. availability of, firewpod •. by 

., ~akin~ '\IP well~conce~,ved. ~chemes of low . cost a!Jorestation. !houg~ the. ben7~ts 
of usmg cowdung a,s a, manure are well-recogrused today,. mcreasmg. quantities 
of dung are beipg used, .as a domestic., fuel.. Go bar .. Gas Plants provide, at,means 
of· exploiting the fuel ~s ,weU: ,as the plant nutrient potential of dung and, there-

. fore, deserve greatet attention. Though the total quantitative contribu,tion.of gol>ar 
gas plants to ~lle fuel needs of .the domestic sector, even, on very .optimistic ex· 
pectations, 'is likely to be limited, the contribution of gobar. gas plants to. other 

· social"penefits. like .. nutrient production,and. pollution ,abatement have prompted 
the CommitJee to strongly, recommend. an. intensified campaign. to populanse', the · 
use of gobar gas. · i'' ,,, ,. .· ']·' 

• . I ' ,. . . ,·· l · · j • ,; ; • ,·!, ,, 

.. ,,. 14. The problem of energy supply to rural as .well as urban.areas JJas im· 
'p'Iications for· ecology and environmental pollution .. Data.,relating, to "Pollution 
costs and cost of pollution contr0l.are, as yet, meagre in India. The COmm\tteo 

· could, therefore, 1;11ake no specific .recommendations in tJ!.is regard. But i~ .is our 
hope that as'and.when the problems of pollution become significantinanY.IUea or 
•industry. the specific issues 'Will l>e examined and appropriate measJ.Jres taken, 
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. 15. We hav_e analysed the possibilities of deriving energy from non-conven
tional sou~ces like g~o-t~ermal energy, tidal power, solar power, etc. It is felt 
tha~ the likely_ contnbution of ~nergy from these sources will be insignificant 
durmg the penod covered by thts Report. 

16. It is well known that there is a growing imbalance between the resource 
base of our economy and the drift of modem technological developments in the 
energy sector as observed so far. The international research and development 
efforts until recently were directed towards improving the methods of utilisation · 
of fuels and feedstock which were in short supply in the country. Inspite of the 
new thrust in research and development towards the use of coal and other fuels 
it is necessary that we should ourselves under~ke research and development 
effort, which would enable a more rational use of our resources. A technology 
plan has, therefore, been· suggested in this Report. 

17. The Committee has been fully conscious of the fact that energy is one· 
of the several inputs required to ensure the desired rate of economic growth. 
The availability of energy is a necessary but not 'a sufficient condition to sus
tained economic growth. Economic growth can be achieved only when the avail
ability of energy is matched by adequate supply of other inputs. A meaningful 
energy plant in the economy should be an intergal part. of the national plan re
flecting fully its objectives and strategies. ·The Committee has endeavoured to 
draw up the recommendations for a coherent energy policy which it considers 
to be in consonance with the objectives and policies of the government. We 
have suggested certain organisational arrangements like the setting up of Energy 
Board which will ensure the integration of energy plan with the national plan 
not only at the stage of drafting these plans but at every stage of their imple-
mentations. · 

18. The Committee is conscious of the fact that our recommendations are 
fairly numerous and amongst themselves cover a very wide range of issues. This 
is of course only natural since the problems pertaining to energy sector are in
evitably complex and are often interdependent. We would, therefore, request 
that our recommendations ·should be viewed in a coordinated manner. If they 
are found acceptable, we hope that necessary actions in these areas .will be ini
tiated and ·pursued with utmost expedition. 

19. I would like to take this opportunity of expressing my gratitude to 
members of the Committee who not merely tendered very' valuable suggestions 
in their own areas of specialization but throughout the deliberations kept in view 
the overall intplications of formulating an appropriate energy policy on conso
nance with our fundamental objectives and constraints. :Jbe Committee through
out received very valuable assistance from the Secretariat. I would. however, 
like to place on record my deep appreciation of .the work done by Shri T. ~
Sankar, Secretary of the Committee, who brought to bear on the problems his 
comprehensive grasp of the empirical and analytical ·aspects of the issues dealt 
with in the Report and thus contributed in a very substantial measure to the 
formulation and completion of this Report. 

With kind regards. 

Shri _K. D. Malaviya, 
Minister of Steel & Mines, 
NEW DELHI. 

Yours sincerely 

(S. CHAKRAVARTY) 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCI'ION 

The Fuel Policy Committee was appointed by 
the Government of India in the Resolution No. 
CI-13(11)/70 dated the 12th October, 1970, of 
the Ministry of Petroleum and Chemicals and 
Mines and Metals (Department of Mines and 
Metals) with terms of reference as follows :-

(a) Undertake a survey of fuel resources 
.J and the regional pattern of their 

distribution; 

(b) Study the present trends in exploitation 
and use of fuels; 

(c) Estimate perspective of demand by sec
tors (in particular the transport, in
dustry, power generation indu$try and 
domestic fuel) and by regions; 

(d) Study the efficiency in the use of fuel 
and recommend:-

(i) the outline of a nationai fuel policy 
for the next fifteen years; 

(ii) a pattern of consumption and 
measures, fiscal and otherwise, which 
would help the best use of available 
resources; and 

(iii) the measures and agencies, to pro
mote the. optimum efficiency in use 
of fuel. 

1.2. The following were appointed to be 
members of the Committee :-

1. Shri R. Venkataraman, Member (In
dustry), Planning Commission-Chair
man. 

2. Shri M. Dutta Cbaudhury, Professor 
of Transport Economics, Delhi School 
of Economics. Delhi-Member. 

3. Vice-Chairman, Central Water & 
Power Commission, New Delhi-
Member. 

4. Dr. M. G. Krishna, Director, Indian 
Institute of Petroleum, Dehradun
Member. 

5. Dr· A. Lahiri, Director. Central Fuel 
Research Institute, Dhanbad-Member. 

6. Shri R. Lall, Managing Director, Ben
gal Coal Company Limited, Calcutta- · 
Member. 

7. S~ri B. S. Negi, Member (Exploration), 
01l and Natural Gas Commission, 
Dehradun-Member. 
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8. Dr. Kirit Parikh, Director, Programme 
~a~ysis Group Atomic Energy Com
miSSIOn, Bombay-Member. 

9. Dr. B. Ramamurti (Statistician), for
merly of ECAFE-Member. 

10. Shri K. Vaidyanath, Additional Mem
ber (TechnicaD, Railway Board New 
Delhi-Member. ' 

11. Shri Rasiklal Worah, President Indian 
Colliery Owners' AssociatioO: Dhan
bad-Member. 

Shri T. L. Sankar was appointed as the 
Secretary of the Committee. All the Members 
of the Committee were part-time and not paid 
any remuneration for the Committee's work. 

Shri R. Venkataraman resi!Wed the Chairman
ship of .the Committee and in his place Prof. S. 
Cbakravarty, Member, Planning Commission, 
was appointed as the Chairman (vide Resolu
tion No. Cl-13(11)/70 dated 27-7~1971). 

Dr B. Ramamurti resigned on grounds of ill· 
health. 

Dr Kirit Parikh left the Atomic Energy Com
mission and rejoined the Indian Statistical Insti
tute. He, however, continued to be a Member 
of the Committee. Shri V. N. Meckoni was 
appointed as Member of the Committee to 
represent the Department of Atomic Energy. 
As Shri Vaidyanath, Additional Member 
(Mechanical), . Railway Board, was ·transferred 
from Delhi, Shri H. M. Chatterjee, Member 
(Mech. Engg.), Railway Board, was nominated 
in his place. After Shri H. M. Chatterjee retired, 
Shri N. N. Tandon, Member (Mech. Engg.), 
Railway Board, took his place. After the 
nationalisation of coal mines in May 1973, Shri 
R. G. Mahendru, Managing Director, Central 
Division, Coal Mines Authority, was appointed 
a Member (vide Resolution No. Cl-13(11)/70 
dated 31-1-1973). After Shri A K Ghosh retired 
from the post of Vice Chairman, Shri N. Tata 
Rao, Member (Thermal) Central Water and 
Power Commission, was associated with the 
Committee. Shri M. Dutta Cbauqhary left the 
country to take a foreign assignment in May 
1973 and did not attend any meeting thereafter. 
Dr. A. Lahiri who took active part in all the 
meetings of the Committee prior to the last 
meeting to consider the final draft of the Report 
could not attend this meeting as be went abroad 
on an assignment in April, 1974. Shri B. S. Negi 
retired from the ONOC in April 1974. 



1/ At its meeting on 25-11-1970, the Com
mittee had set up four Working Groups to study 
different aspects of the fuel policy such as :-

. (i) Energy consumption in' the past . and 
estimates of fu,ture 'demands for fuel; 

(ii) Trends in the relationship between the 
level of fuel consumption and the levels 
of different economic activities; 

(iii) Relative costs of different fuels; 

(iv) Factors influencing the selection of 
. particular fuels and probable trends in 

fuel· consumption taking note of tech
. nologi~al, shifts industry.wise; · 

(v) Designing an AnalYtical framework. 

The different Working Groups were assisted 
in their work by the Secretariat of the Fuel 
Policy Committee consisting of the Secretary 
and Under Secretary (whose services were· often 
available only part-time due. itO their being 
drafted for other Government . work), 4 Senior 
Research Officers, 8 Investigators/Assistants, 3 
Clerks and 3 Stenographers. The staff of the 
Secretariat was augmented. through the part-time 
asso.ciation of the two Consultants for some time. 
In addition, the Committee received help · on 
specific points from. the different .Divisions of . 
the Planning Commission and from ·officers .of 
the National Committee on Science and Tech
nology, Department. of· Mines and Indian Insti-. 
~.te of Petroleum. 

· 1.4. The Committee was originally required to 
submit its Report within. 12 months but due to. 
delays in obtaining staff for the Committee's 
work and in the .appointment of a Chairman 
after the resignation of Shri R. Venkatraman, 
the Committee could start its work in earnest 
only in the latter _half of 1971. Since it .was felt 
that the. Committee's studies would .take time 
and , investment decisions had to be taken 
urgently by the Government with regard to the 
Fifth Plan programme in the energy sector, . a 
quick study was made. of the "Fuel Policy for 
the . Seventies" and Part I of the Committee's 
Report covering the period upto 1978-79 'was 
submitted to Government in May 1972... The 
St~dies 'made in that Report were based on the 
perspective plan for 1978-79 incorporated. in. the. 
Fourth Five Year Plan. Part· I of the Committee's 
Report has to be viewed with reference to these 
targets of economic and industrial. growth .. This 
Report was considered by · the .various Depart
ments of the Government concerned iJi framing 
the,_ Fifth Fiye. Year. Plan pro~sals. 

1.5. 'it was realised by the middl~. of 1972-73 
that there will be substantial slippages in achieve
ment of Fourth Plan targets and , that the pers- · 
pective for the . Fifth Plan envisaged earlier 
would have to be revised. The. Committee, 
therefore, felt that any studies by it in isolation 
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from the Fifth Plan targets would not be reli
. able and decided to wait for the Draft Fifth 
Plan to be finalised by the Government. The 

i · · finalisation took place in November, 1973. 

In the meantime, in order to effect economy 
in expenditure, the Committee's staff strength 
was gradually reduced and by 31-8-1973, the 
whole Secretariat staff had been disbanded. 
'f4e work was thereafter carried out part time 
by some of the officers who were earlier in the 
Secretariat of the Committee but were workina 
full time as officers .of the Project· Appraisal 
Division of the Planning Commission and the 
Department of Mines. The first drafts of the 
different chapters and the Committee's Report 
were got ready by the middle of 1973 and were 
considered by the Committee at its meeting 
held in June, 1973 and July, 1973. Before these 
drafts could be revised in the light of the discus
sions at the Committee's meetings there waa 
significant development in the international oil 
situation as a consequence of the Middle East 
conflict in October, 1973. Subsequently, fn 
December, 1973, a further steep increase in oil • 
prices .took place as a result of which the esti
mates regarding the demand for oil products 

·and· the policy to be followed with regard to 
their use had to be revised. The Final Report 
of the Committee has taken note of the deve
lopments ino the oil producing countries and 
their . impact in so far as the Fuel Policy of 
India is concerned and has attempted to suggest 
a pattern of fuel consumption for the future. 

.1.6. The Fuei Policy Committee held in all 
14 meetings including the first meeting at which 
the various tasks before the Committee were 
analysed, 4 meetings for finalising Part I of the 
Report and 9 meetings for considering the 
Final Report. 

.;('!!: The studies made by · the Committee 
included inter-alia the following . main topics, 
viz. 

(a) Trends in the consumption of different 
fuels state-wise. industry-wise, its rela
tionship with various economic indi
cators like national income, industrial 
production etc. 

(b) The projection of total demand for 
energy and for the different fuels both 
commercial and ·non-commercial till 
1990-91. 

(c) Assessment of the different fuel resources 
available in the country including 
energy sources which are y~t to ~ 
exploited and extent of thetr avatl
ability. 

(d) Regional distribution of energy con• 
sumption. 

,.- (e) Cost of transport of energy in different 
'fuel forms and by c;Iitler~n~ ~~es c:>f 
transport, · 



(f) Relative cost of railway traction. 
(g) Cost of production of different fuels. 
(h) Relative economics of transporting 

coal and transmission of . ,energy. 

1.8. The optimisation studies made by the 
Committee included a model which would enable 
consideration of all the factors simultaneously 
in working out the levels .of supply of different 
fuels which would minimise the total economics 
of meeting the demand for fuel and fertilizer. 
A system study to determine the optimal level 
of nuclear power generation was carried out. 
Another . specific study made by the Committee 
at the request of the Department of Mines was 
regarding the economics of expanding the power 
station at Neyveli involving the opening , of. a 
second mine cut vis-a-vis transporting of coal 
froiD Singareni to power station, near Madras. 

1.9. As mentioned earlier the Committee had 
a very small Secretariat which functioned effec-

. tively for about twq years only. The expenditure 
was kept at .minimum by taking up most of the 
computation work with the help of computer. 
The expenditure incurred by the Fuel Policy . 
Committee was as folJows :-

1. Committee's staff 
2. Travelling allowance 

to members 
3. Computor hire charges 
f, Consulta.ney c!Jarges , 

Total 

Rs. 
2,18,415:~ 

13,253.00 
58;636.00 
10,000.00 

3,00,304.00 . 
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'"·CHAPTER ll •· 

:1. '. -TR:E:@s Yk,i;:~RGY c~NSUMPTION. 
Cmn~ercial and !)O~-~~~~~fcial_ ;~~!!~ ~~'ur~es, .··; ~he ,oi! ~~s~d electricity generation is quantita-
. 2J: T~~ most important fact about thelenergy . , tJyely ms1gmfican_t. Gas derived from coal or 

Situa_ tio~ __ ·.'m I.ndi.a is that -nearly hli1f b_~ the··total'' '\ oil 1s also. cons1d~red as secondary form of 
energy · cons?med in the countrY• coittes' from. · \ e_nerg~. _For analysmg trends in energy consump· 
non-com~erc1al sources. The bulk 'of the non• ' tto~;- It Is fou~d useful to concentrate on three 
commercial supplies is consumed in rural iareas _ · maJor cat.e~nes of energy sources--ooal, oil 
and is o~tained from vegetable waste products, and electncJ~y. An analysis of. electricity. wit~ 
firewood, and cowdung each' •of which ·has ·;better . respect , to.· different sources of xts production 18 
altemat!':e uses from .. the·:.naHona!':point of view.·· .. also- necessary and this has been dealt with in 
In. a!ldttion, mechanical· energy_ · derived·•: from; Chapter IX .. 
anm1al_ po"'er and manpower lised for ;drawing Coni~on unit of measurement of enel'IY 
Water. and. ploughing is !ilSO·, "ilsed in' significant• · 
qu_a_nttt.y. N~. recor.ds, of the quantum of . such 2.4. For purposes of aggregating the quantities 
utihsatton are available. It ·is, however, doubt- ?f _energy obtained from different energy sources 
less that the share of non-commercial energy in It iS necessary · to adopt a common unit of 
the tot;l.l . energy. consumption has been declin. measurement. ·.Different countries and different 
ing ov~r. the past two decades. " ·. . · , · agencies have been adopting different common 

· ·· · ' ). · · units.. Coal equivalent tonne is the most eom-
2.2. A.; careful. ~nalysi~. ,of t'he trends m : monly ·used aggregate measure in various inter

conspmpti~~ ·Bf energy,. in· the 1~st. two .!iecades national studies. With the emergence of oil a~; 
would. proVJd~ , a, good ,basis for . forecasting' the · . the major source of energy in developed conn
energy .~equirements of' 'the future'. As ,the data '. tries, oil equivalent tonne is being adopted as; 
on .. the consumptio~ of . no!l~comll).ercial; energy . a common unit in 'some developed countries. But~ 
has :Qot been compiled m- a systematic ·manner the United Nations is still using coal equivalent: 
annually, it'. has .to be co~puted' from. certain ' tonne as the unit of measure in the ·statistics; 
no~ .. of. consumption calculated . for different·· compiled for all countries; Coal equivalent tonne: 
years. ,We. _sh!lll ·start wi~h '~ detailed analysis of;" expresses the heat content (kilo calories) of each•. 
the; commerctal energy consumption and reserve' · fuel in terms of the heat content of an average· 
the analysis of non-commerCial· energy GOmiu,inp. ... tonne of indigenous coal. The calorific value or 
tion to the end. · · ... ' 1•; '· . ,,.,, Indian coal varies from 6700_kcaljkg in the case: 

Primary and Secondary forms of Energy 

ft.3. Commercial energy can be divided into 
two forms, primary and secondary. The primary 

- forms of energy are those which are used in the 
form in which they are available in nature 
while secondary forms of energy are produced 
by . trans~ormation of the primary forms. In 
lndta Prt!llary . form of energy is provided 
pr~cipally ~¥ coal and petroleum prooucts 
while electnc1ty generated from coal or oil is 
the principal secondary form of energy. Other 
forms of primary energy like solar energy and 
geo-thermal energy have no practical significance 
at present. A part of electricity is also to be 
treated as a primary source in-as-much as its 
production is based on the use of materials 
which are not themselves fuels. Hydro electricity 
and nuclear electricity could therefore be consi
dered as primary energy sources. Hydro elec
trici~ forms an important component of total 
electric energy consumed in India while nuclear 
electricity is only a small contributory sector 
so far. The secondary form of energy is princi
pally electricity generated by the use of coal. 

of selected A & B Grade coal to around 4000' 
kcal/kg for upgraded coal. We have used 
throughout the study, 5000 kcal/kg as the aver· 
age h~at content of lndiap coal. As the thermal 
value of oil products is about 10,000 kcal/kg, 
one tonne of oil is expressed as 2 coal equivalent 
tonnes in this measure. 

',~ 2.5. The Energy Su.rvey Committee• which 
/ made the -first serious attempt to study the trends 
: in energy consumption had adopted the coal 
~replacement tonne as the common measure. -Tho 

justification was that the coal replacement tonne 
gives the amount of coal that would have been 
needed in the economy if no other source of 
energy were available. This measure takes note • 
of not only the quantity of heat value available 
in the different fuels used but also of the vary· 
ing efficiency in. the appliances employed· In 
other words. the coal replacement measure indi· 
cates the amount of coal that would be needed 
to substitute the other fuels taking account of 
the efficiencies involved in typical cases of sub
stitution. For example, while the use of one tonne 
of fuel oil for raising heat in industries can be 
substituted by the use of two tonnes of coal, tho 
use of one tonne of high spee!l di~~l oiJ i» tbo 

~"rhe report of the l'Jnor:zy, Survey of Ind.is,. C'.q~~ittee, Government of India, 1!16~. 
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R.ailwayi fo~ the same- haulage would require 9 
toilnes of coal. One tonne of fuel oil will, there
fore, be measured as two coal replacement 
toilnes,- while one tonne of liSDO will be measur
ed as .9 · coil! .. repiaceinent tonnes. The other 
method used is to express all the heat value . in 
different· fuels in · kilo-calories. As the efficiency 
of the use of coal in different sectors/industries 
increases over time, the coal replacement ratios 
should be revised from time to time. In the 
power sector, for example, the coal replacement 
ratio will change rapidly over time as a result 
of the increased efficiency of the boilers used in 
the modem power plants. But if we change the 
replacement ratios over time to allow for the 
increased efficiency of use, the figures in different 
periods of commercial energy consumption may 
not be strictly comparable. Therefore, the coal 
replacement term in this Report is used only for 
purposes of giving a common measurement for 
convenience of aggregation and should not be 
taken as indicating the coal required for replacing 
a unit of any particular fuel at any given point 
of time. Such substitution needs in terms of coal 

' .. .•' :'. 

J! TABLE 2.1 _, 
.. Coal Replacement and Equivalents of. Diflerent 

·Fuels 

. . _ :.; . , . r ~.~ 

.:.T ·_l . ' ,. 

Coal (Coaking 6640 kcalf 
kg: non-coking coal used 

., 

in steam generation 5000 . 
kcalfkg) I mt · 

Hard Coke . . 1 mt 
·Soft Coke .. :1 mt ;, 
Firewood (4760 kcalJKg), , 1 rnt 

, .Charcoal (6900 kcalJKg) 1, mt 
Oil Produr.ta (10,000 kcalJKg.) 
Black products, (i. e. Fuel 

Oil, Furnace Oil, Refi-
nery Fuel, I.SHS, HHS) 1 mt 

Kerosene & LPG .'. 1 mt 1 

HSDO & LDO • • 1 mt 
Motor Spirit &: Jet Fuel.l mt ·., 
Natural Gas (9000 , · ·r ·: . ·, 

kcalJKg) .. · · ·' .. 1 'l01m8 

Electricity· . • lO'kWh-

Coal eq
nivalent 
inm. 
tonnes 

'mtce 

Coal 
replacement . 

in' m. tonnea 
mtcr 

1·0 1·0 
1·3 1·3 
1·6' 1·5· 
0·96 0•96 
1;0 ' 1·0 

2·0. 2·0 
2·0 8·3 
2·0 9·0 
2·0 .7•5 

·1·8 3·6 
1·0 - 1·0 

will have to be worked out with reference to the . ' •; . 
sector where substitution is to be attempted and Total commercial energy consumption 
the time at which such substitution will take 2.7. The consumption of commercial energy 
place. It should be noted that tvhile adopting during the Period 1953-54 to 1970-71 is· 'shown 
other aggregate measures like coal equivalent or .fuelwise in original' units and in million tonnes 
kilo calorie, for measuring the hydel and nuclear of coal equivalen(and coal replacement unitS in 
power in terms of the common units of measure- Table 2.2. . . · 1 : • •• " .. ,. 

ment, some consideration of the efficiency of the / _. 
use of coal or oil in power stations becomes un- ' . 't · TABLE 2.2 ' . 
avoidable. All the available measures for aggrega- Con'S'umptfon· of Commercial Energy rn 1ln'r/ia 
tion of energy have this limitation. No one 

• • ·. ~ · : ·eoa1 · · · Oil Electri- Tota 
measurement IS mherently superior to any other 'Yea·r, ~ (million (million city (bi- commercial 
and the choice between different measures will . " tonnes) · tonnes) Ilion energy 
~epend on the purposes for which such aggrega- . ·' kWh) 
lion of energy consumption is made. For inter/ 
national comparisons it is essential -· that the 
measurement should be in coal equivalent· terl:ns, .· ' 

2.6. The Committee has, therefore, given fhe . 
trends of consumption in coal equivalent term's' 
also. However, as the coal replacement tonne .has r 
been used in this country for a number of y,ears·· 
and as the various agencies and institutions deal
ing with energy in India are familiar with this 
measure, all the discussions in t,his Report are 
based on coal replacement tonne. · The coal 
replacement measures used for different energy 
sources and different products of oil are the same 
as used in ~he Energy Survey Committee Report. .... 
(See Technical Note 11(1)). However, as different 
products of oil have widely different coal replace
ment values and as the pattern of use of .oil 
produc.ts in the energy sector is changing, the 
ComiDl~tee considered it necessary to use the 
conversiOn factors of the different oil products 
separately instead of using the weighted average 
factor .that was adopted in the Energy Survey 
Committee. The rates of conversion of different 
measures of energy in their regional units to coal 
equivalent and coal replacement terms are set 
out in Table 2·1. 

1953-64 
1960-61 
'i965·66 
1970-71 

A. In original tmita 
' 28·7 3·6 

40·4 6·7 
61·8' 9·9 
51·3 16·0 

7·6 
16·9 
30·6 
48·7 

B. In million tonnu of coal equivalent 
1953-54 28·7 7·2 7·6 
1960-61 40·4 13·5 16·9 
1965166 .. 51·8 19·9 30·6 
1970-71 . 51·3 29·9 48·7 

.r," 

43·6 
70·8 

102·3 
129·9 

- C. In mil!ian tonnflS of coal replacemenl 
)953-54 .. 28·7 23·8 7·6 f60·1 

'·1960-61 40·4 43·9 16·9. 101·2 
1965-66 51· 8. 64·6 30·6 147·0 
1970-7~ 51·3' 97·2 48·7 197·2 

NoTEs:~··' · · · · · ' . 
· · (i) Details for all tht~·.yeare are given in Annex. Table 

ll(ll '' . . . . 
(ii) Figures of conbumption of coal do not include coal 

; 
1 

.- . used for power generation. . 
' (iii) Oil consumption does not include refinery losses 

1 : ; and refinery boiler fuel. • . . 
. ; . (iv) The figures of colll!umption of oil do not include 

non-energy products such . as Lubes and Grease8, 
'-· Bitumen, Naphtha, Petroleum Coke etc. The 
· !consumption of such products was as follows : 

1953-54. Not available · 
1960-61, 1 0·5 million tonne 
1965·66 1· 0 million tonne 

"' · 1970-71 · 2;6 million tonves 



The average annual rate of increase in the 
consumption of commerbial energy over the period 

'n19S3~54' ·,to · 1970•71' was 7.2 ·per cent. ·The 
analysis of the growth·"in sub-periods shows in
teresting variations.· During the period 1953-54 
to 1960-61'. the 'average ·annual rate of. growth of 

'commercial energy consumption was 7.7 per cent' 
between 1960-61 and 1965-66, it was 7.6 per cent; 

. but in 1965-66 to 1970-71 it was only 6.1 per 
cent. ~-

Fuel-wise consumptioll 
!· .. r •.f 

2:8. The percentage shares of different fuels 
' have changed considerably in 1 the ·'last two 
'dbcades. 'Table 2.3 sets out the shares of different 
fuels in the total commercial eriergy 'consumption 
in selected years: '·" ··· ' "· ···1 ·· · '' 

TABLE 2.3 

Percentage' Sluire of Different Fuels in Commer· 
· cial Energy Consumption " · 

Sector 1953-54 1960-6i . 1965-66 1970-71 

·.~---. 

A. I 11 coal repl<Jctfmnt term& 

Coal Direct use) 47·8 39·9 35·2 26·0 
,.~; ... 

Oil (Direct use) 39·6 43·4 44·0 49·3 

Electricity .. 12·6 16•7 20·8 24·7 
,..., ~\-... \ I. 

All fuela 100·0 jOO·O ~!,100·0) 100·0 

B. I~ coal eguivalent term& 

Coal (Direct use) 65·8 57·1 50·7 39·5 
' ' . ~ 

Oil (Direct use) 16·8 19·0 19·4 2S·O 

Electricity 17·4. 23·9 29·9 37·5 

All fuela 100·0 100·0 100·0 100·0 

· The above table shows that the share of coal 
steadily decreased 'while the shares of electricity 
and oil have increased consistently between 1953-
54 and 1970-71. The changes in the relative 

·•'shares of"fuels were more rapid during the second 
half of the Sixties than in the earlier period. 

,,, ·' ., ,, .1, .. '' .·t · ,·, ··.,, , ,, . 

, 2.9. An analysis of the trends, fuel-wise, indi
: cates that over the period 1953-54 to 1q10-11 the 
; ·average percentage ·rate of growth of coal con· 
· · sumption has· been the· lowest at 3.5' per cent 

per annum while that of electricity has been the 
highest at 11.5 per cent per annum and· that of 
oil consumption has ·been at 8;6 per cent per 
annum. The details of the,tates of gr?wth ,du,ring 
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the different sub-periods of . the three principal 
·~ sources of energy are· given in Tab]~ 2.4. · 
~:.; L .. L I • 1 • _,_. 

TABLE,2.4 

Rate of Growth of Comtnercial Energy 
·:ro~uu11lption: 1953-54 to 1970-71 and during 

· Sub-periods · · · · 

Period 

Average annual rate of growth of 
consumption of 

Coal Oil 
(energy 
products 

only) 

Eleotri- Total 
city com-

mercial 
energy 

l953-54to1960-61 5·0 9·1 12·1 7·7 
i 1960-61 to 1966-66 6·1 8·0 12·6 7·8 
·1965-66 to1970-71 ' .. (-) 0·2 8•5 9·7 6·1 
··1953-54 to'1970-71 3·5 8·6 u-5 7·2 
"·-------------------
. ~ector-wise consumption of commercial energy 

: 2. 10. The inajor sectors . of consumption of 
energy may be divided into the following five. 
·namely; (i) Mining and Manufacturing (ii) Trans

' •port (iii). Domestic (iv) Agriculture and (v) Gov-
< emment, Commercial and Others. The consump-
1·tion of commercial energy in the different sectors 
for selected years from 1953-54 to 1970-71 is 

'given in Table 2.5. 
·r•• I I 

TABLE 2.5 
Sector-wise Consumption of Commercial Energy 

· (In million tonnes) 

Sector 
• 1953- 1960- 1965- 1970-

54 61 66 .71 

J A. I 11 coal repwcement term& 

Mining imd Manufacturing 22·4 
(37·3) 

Transport .. 21·5 
(35·8) 

Agricnlture 1 · 8 
(3·0) 

'.Domestic 12·7 
(2·0) 

Government Commercial 1· 7 
& Others ( 2· 8) 

39·'7 
(39·2) 
'34·2 
(33·8) 

3·6 
(3-6) 
20·8 

(20·6) 
2·9 

(2·9) 

60·8 76·3/ 
(41·4) (38·7) 
49·7 64·6 

(33·8) (32·7) 
6·3 9·1 

(4·3) (4·6) 
26·6' 35·5 

(18·0) 18·0) 
3·7 11·8 

(2·6) (6·0) 
--~----------------

All Sectors •• 60·1 
(100) 

B-1n coal equivalent termB 
Mining and Manufactur

19·9 
(46•7) 

15·4 
(35·3) 

0·7 
(I ·6) 

6·9 
(13·6) 

, ' ing 

Transport •• 

Agri??lture •• 

Domestic 

Government Commer-
cial & Others I· 7 

(3·9) 

All Sectors .. 43 · 6 
(100) 

101·2 
(100) 

34·7 
(49·0) 

22·1 
(31 '2) 

1·7 
(2·4) 

9·4 
(13·3) 

2·9 
(4· 1) 

70·8 
(100) 

147·0 197·2 
(100) (100) 

55·2 68·8 
(54·0) (53·0) 

28·1 31·9 
(27·5) (24·6) 

3·2 6·9 
(3·2) (4·6) 
12•6 ·16·4 

(12·3) (12·6) 

3·1 6·9 
(3·0) (5·3) 

102·2 129·9 
(100) (100) 

NoTE: Figures in brackets represent sectoral consumption as a 
· · ··percentage of total commercial energy consumption 

during the year. · '' · · 



:U 1. 1n coal replacement terms the biggest 
chunk of commercial energy produced goes to 
the mining and manufacturing sector. The next 
largest share goes to the transport sect?r which 
alongwith the mining and manufactunng sector 
accounts for over 70 per cent of the total com
mercial energy consumption in the cm1:n~ry. Over 
the period 1953-54 to 1965-66, the mu~mg ~nd 
manufacturing sector had been slowly mcreasmg 
its share in the total commercial energy consump
tion with a slight set back thereafter while the 
transport share has been slowly decreasing over 
time. The share of domestic sector has also been 
decreasing while the share of the other two sec· 
tors bas been increasing gradually. 

Rates of IJ"OWth of commercial energy consump· 
tion in di«erent sectors 

2.12. The average annual rates of growth of 
energy consumption over the period 1953-54 to 
1970-71 in the different sectors were examined. 
The rate of growth has been 7-5 per cent in the 
mining and manufacturing sector while it has been 
6.6 per cent in the transport sector, 6.2 per cent 
in the domestic sector and 9.9 per cent in the 
agriculture sector. However, a su.b-period analysis 
shows that the trends of growth of commercial 
energy consumption in each sector- has been 
varying in the different periods. The results of 
the analysis are set out in Table 2.6. 

TABLB 2.6 

Sector-wise Rate of Growth of Commercial 
Energy Consumption during Different Periods• 

!!eetor 

Mining & :Uanufaoturing 

Trauport •. 

Domeatio 

J.gricultnre •• 

Government Commer-
elal & Othen 

All Beetora •• 

Average annual rate of growth of 
commercial energy (% P.A.) during 

1953- 1953- 1960- 1965-
54 to 54 to 61 to 66 to 
1970- 1960- 1965- 1970-
71 61 66 71 

7·5 8·5 8·9 4·6 

6·9 6·9 7·8 5·4 

6•2 7•3 4·9 6·0 

.9•9 10·0 12·2 7-ll 

12·1 7·9 4·9 26·2 

7·2 7·7 .7•6 6·1 

•Oalaulated with reference to Coal replacement terms. 

Sector-wise Fuel-wise trends of consumption o£ 
commet"cial energy 

2.13. The percentage share of coal for all the 
sectors has declined over the last two decades 
In mining and manufacturing sector, the percent: 
age_ share of electricity has increased at a very 
raptd rate; while that of coal and oil declined
the former at a faster rate. In transport sector, 

7 

oil took ·a major share from coal; while he per
centage. share of electricity did not change 
appreciably. In the domestic sector, elec1ricity 
has gained at the expense of coal; while the 
percentage contribution of. oil remained almost 
stationary. Table 2.7 sets out the sector-wise 
consumption of commercial energy in quantities 
and percentages. . 

TABLB 2.7 

Sector-wise Consumption of Commercial Energy 
(in meter and percentages) 

Sector and Fuel 

Years 
r---------~--------~ 

1953-54 
r--.A---, 
(in (in% 
mtcr) age) 

1970-71 
,-----"------, 

(in (in% 
mter) · age) 

M~ning and Manufact•lr-
22·45 100·00 76·32 100·QO •ng 

Coal* 13·8 61·47 31·07 40·71 

Oilt 3·65 16·26 10·90 14·28 

Electricity 5·0 22·27 34·35 45·01 

Transport 21·46 100·00 64·57 100·00 

Coal* 12·10 56·38 16·91 24·64 

Oilt 8·76 40·82 47•23 73•10 

Electricity 0·60 2·80 1·43 2·21 

Domestio 12·69 100·00 31)•48 100·00 

Coal*. 2·20 17·34 4·07 11•47 

Oilt 9·79 77·15 27•58 77·73 

Electricity 
, __ 0·70 5·51 3·85 10•80 

AgricUltUre 1·81 100·00 9·05 100·00 

Coal* 

Oilt 1•61 88·95 4·51 49•83 

Electricity 0•20 11·05 4·54 50•17 

Government, 0Mnmtr.- , . 
· cia! and Others · •• 1·10 100·00 11·17 100·00 

Coal* 0·60 35·29 0·30 2·1ill 

.out 6·91 li9·liJ 

Electricity 1·10 64·'11 4·50 38·lllJ 

•Exculsivo of coal used for power generation. 
tOil products used for energy purposes only. 
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_ . 2.14 .. The percentage rllte ,.of -growth of different 
fuels used in the different sectors are summarised 
In Table 2.8. 

TABLE 2.8 

Sector-wise Growth of Consumption of Different 
Fuels during Different Periods 

Mining and Manufactu-
ring Sector 

Coal 

Oil 

Electricity .• 

Transpott Sector 

Coal 

Oil 

Electricity 

Domemc 'S.ctor 

Coal 

Oil 

Electricity 

Agriculture Sedor 

Coal 

Oil 

Electricity 

Average a~ual rate of growth of 
consumption during 

1953-
. 54 . 

to 
1970-
71 

4·9 

6·6 

12·0 

1·6 

10·4 

5·2 

3·7 

6.•3 

10·5 

6·3 

1953-
54 
to 

1960-
61 

6·1 

10·3 

12·8 

4·1 

10·3 

4·2 

3·5 

7•8 

11·5 

7·9 

20·2 21·9 

1960-
61 
to 

1965-
66 

7·6 

.2·3 

14·3 

1965-
66 
to 

1970-
71 

0·6 

6·1 • 

8·7 

1·6 (-)1·7 

12·5 8·6 

7·7 4·3 

7·9 (-) 0·1 

3·9 

9·5 

10·0 

18·8 

6·6 

10·2 

0·4 

19·2 

NOTE ' Residual :sector comprising of. Government Comm
ercial and Others has not been included in the above 
table. 

Consumption of Non-commercial energy 

. 2-15. Besides commercial. energy, large quan
tities of non-commercial energy, namely, forest 
fuels, cowdung and vegetable waste, are used in 
India. A substantial quantitY of energy is 
also contributed by animate energy by bullocks, 
camels etc. for drawing water or for carrying 
goods. A certain amount of wind-power is also 
used by country boats playing in the inland and 
coastal waters. There is no estimate of animate 
energy and wind-power consumed in the country .. 
·The nature of their. uses made it diflicult to 
make any reliable computation of their contribu
tion to the total energy supply. However, some 
estimates have been made of the contribution 
to energy supply by firewood, cowdung and 

veget~bte waste. .As most or these <iuantitie~ 'aie 
not purchased but gathered free of cost from • 
forests and grazing grounds, no record of their 
usage is kept. Field surveys to assess the extent 
of quantities used also proved to be unreliable 
as the vast majority of rural population who 
use these quantities have no sense of proper 
measuren;tent and the subjective assessment of 
the quantities used lead the field survey to 
divergent results. (See Chapter X for a detailed 
discussion). 

2.16. The estimate of non-commercial energy 
in this Chapter is based on. the assumptions 
that the per capita consumption of energy in 
the domestic sector is 0.38 coal replacement 
tonne per year and 0.40 coal replacement tonne 
per year in the urban areas. Based on the esti
mates of rural and urban population for each 
year, the total energy consumed in the domestic 
sector is calculated and the commercial energy 
consumed in the domestic sector (as given in 
Annexure ll(1)) is deducted to arrive at the 
total non-commercial energy consumed in this 
sector. The shares of firewood, vegetable waste 
and cowdung, calculated on the basis of a 
survey are 65 per cent, 15 per cent and 20. per 
cent respectively. We have adopted these for 
our purpose. The results are set out in Table 2.9. 

. TABLE 2.9 

J Consumption of Non C~mmercial Energy in the 
Sector 

Domestic 

Year 

1960-61 
1961-62 
1962-63 
1963-64 
1964-65 
1965-66 
1966-67 
1967-68 
1968-69 
1969-70 
1970-71 

I Total 
non ... 

c<•mmercial 
energy 

147·67 
149·64 
151·38 
156·22 
158·12 
163·43 
166·92 
170·87 
173·24 
175·76 
179·41 

Firewood 

95·99 
97·27 
98·40 

101·54 
102·78 
106·23 
108·50 
111·07 
112·61 
114·24 
116·62 

Cowdung Vegetable 
.waste 

22·15 ' 29·53 
22·44 --.29·93 
22·70 30-~ 
23·43 31·25 
23·72 31·62 
24·51' 32·69 
25·04 ' 33·38 
25·63 34·17. 
25·99 34-64 
26·37 35·15 
26·91 35·88 

2.17. The total commercial energy and noJlo 
commercial energy used in the Indian economy 
during the period 1960 to 1970 in terms of the 
primacy fuels used/coal inclusive of coal for 
power generation, oil and electricity produced 
from hyde! and nuclear sources and non
commercial energy are summarised in Table 2.10 
and 2.11 in original units and in coal replace
ment measures respectively. 
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'TABLE 2.'10 

(;onsumption of Commercial and Non-Commer
cial Energy (Original Units) from 1960-61 to 
1970-71. 

Year Coal · Oil in Hvdel . Fire-
in in a,;d wood in 

mt* mt** Nuclear mt 
in b. kWh* 

1960-61 47·1 6·76 6·67 101·04 
1961-62 47·4 7·46 8·23 102·39 
1962-63 57·1 8·39 9·83 103·58 
1963-64 58·4 8·64 11·55 106·88 
1964-65 58·7 9·99 12·42 108· 19 
1965-66 64·2 9·94 12·74 111·112 
1966-67 65·3 10·63 13·86 ll4·21 
1967-68 69·2 ll-28 15·54 116·92 
1968-69 68·4 12·66 17·96 ll8·54 
1969-70 76·7 13·86 19·41 120·26 
1970-71 71·1 14·95 22·09 122·76 

I 

*Coal used for power generation. 

Cow
dungin 

mt 

66·38 
66·10 
66·75 
68·67 
59·30 
61·:!11 
62·60 
64·07 
64·98 
66·92 
67·211 

Vege
t .. ble j 
waste 
in mt 

31·08 
31·61 
31·87 
32·89 
33·28 
34·41 
35·14 
35·97 
36·46 
37·00 
37·77 

••Exclusive of oil products used in no-energy sectcr. 

TABLE 2.11 
Consumption of Commercial and Non-commer-

cial Energy from 1960-61 to 1910-71 

Year Total Firewood Cow- Vege- Total Totall 
commer· dung table l)on- energy· 

cia! waste commer-
energy cia I 

energy 

1960-61 101·16 95·99 22·15 29·63 147·67 248·83 
1961-62. 111·98 97·27 22·44 29·93 149·64 261·62 
1962-63 126·20 98·40 22·7:) 30·28 151·38 277·58 
1963-64 130·02 101·54 23·43 31·25 156·22 286·24 
1964-65 136·47 102·78 23·72 31·62 158·12 f294·69 
1965-66 146·97 106·23 24·51 32·69 163·4J 310·40 
1966-67 154·58 108·50 25·04 33·38 166·92 321·60 
1967-68 164·61 111·07 25·63 34·17 170·87 335·48 
1968-69 176·73 112·61 26·99 34·64 173·24 349·97 
1969-70 191·74 114·24 26·37 36·15 J71>· 76 . 367.60 
1970-71 197·19 116·62 26·91 36·8~ 179·41 376·60 

. • ' ., ·" 1\ (' . 
Economic Factors affecting energy consumption ' 

' • • , • J .J J I • • " ~ 

() . . . .. ~!: . 
. . 2.18. Since . energy is consumed in. the process 

of production of goods and services, one would 
expect that the. consumption of energy in the 
past would have a close relationship with the 
overall growth of the . economy as represented · 
by the change in national income. As a major 
portion of the energy consumption in India goes 
into :the Mining and Manufacturing · and. Trans
port sectors (the level of activity of the latter in 
turn being greatly dependent on production · iq 
the mining and manufacturing sector), one would 
also expect a fairly close· relationship'' between 
the ·total energy consumption and the· .index. of 
industrial production or; alternatively, with' .the 
income derived from the mining and .manufac• .. 
turing sector. Further. increase in population 
would lead directly to increase in consumption 
in the domestic sector. The· degree of. urbanisa
tion would also affect the consumption of com~ 
mercia! energy in the domestic· sector. The other 
factors that affect the· levels of •consumption .of 
energy in different sectors are .the increasing 
levels of mechanisation and standards of com• 
forts on the one hand and the improving 
efficiency in· .the fuel . utilisation· on the other; 
The shift. in ·consumption from one' !fuel· to 
another would be affected by· the relative prices 
and relative availability of the. fileis .. With· our 
present state of knowledge, it is not possible to 
arrive at very . meaningful ; conclusions witb 
respect to the influence exercised·· in ·overall 
energy consumption by the latter set of compli•. 
eating factors.· To ·give a rough idea of the• move
ment of different factors,: the indices,of nationat 
income, population. groWth. and· income · , . frorn 
mining and manufacturing sector are .set out in 
Table 2.12 alongwith the· indice~· of consump
tion of commercial 'energy over time. · 

TABLB 2.12 

Indices of Energy Consumption and Selected Economic' Indices 

1960-61 1961-1!2 1966-66 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 l(l70-71 

_I. Net National Products 
. (1960-61=100) .. 

2. Industrial Production 
(1960-61=100) 

3. NDP in mining & mfg. 
4. Population • -

(1960-61=100) . • • . 
6. Total commerciul energy consump
tion (excluding Domestic Seotcr 
ccru;umption) in coal rcplncemcnt 
terms. 
(1960-61=100).. • • 

6. Total energy comrumption inclu
ding non-commercial onerb'Y in coal 
repln.,.;ment term•. 
(1860-61=100) 

100·0 

101·7 
100·0 

100·0 

100·0 

100·0 

103·4 

111·2 
109·0 

102·1 

110·8 

105·1 

II3·6 

160·3 
139·0 

111·3 

160·0 

124·7 

114·7 

162·8 
140·0 

113·8 

167·9 

129·2 

Souses • II). Economic Survcy-1973-74, Government of India. 
(2) Calculatetl from Mont!Jiy Statisf.io• of Industrial Production, CSO. 
(3) CSO-Estimatcs of Nation11l Product. 

126•0 

i53·6 
"143·0 

ll6·3 

169·3 

-134·8 

129·2 

163·6 
149·0 

,ll8·9 

181·1 

140·6 

136·2 . 142·0> 

175·1 181-~ 
\57·0 160·V 

121·6 ·. 124·~ 

196·6 201-3 

147·7 ln1·2 

(4) Indices constructed with reference tc population figures in'1961 and 1971. Population in intermediate yeal'll bill! 
been projet'ted by 110itable interpolation. 



. ~.19 .. A 11tu~y .of Jhe moyement .of the .different 
IndiCes indicates' that · the movements of indices 
of national income and the indices of total 
energy, consumption .(including non"commercial 
energy)~ is very closely correlated,. while · the 
indices of .total commerc;ial energy .. consumption 
(excluding ~omestic sectoral consumption) . move 
very . closely with . the . indices of income . from 
mi.ning and manufacturing sector. The . Energy 
Suryey Committee had concJuded on , the basis 
of the data,relating to the year 1953-54 to . .196l-
62 :that there was close correlation between the 
growth . in the mdices of national income and 
total energy consu111ption as well as between the 
indices· of industrial . production' and total com
mercial :energy .consumption. The observations 
relating to. J}Ie period; 19.60-61 to .1970-71 reveal· 
that such .correlation still continues; the move
ment o~ indices .of industrial production is not 
closely correlated to the movement · of total 
commercial energy consumption; but ,the index 
of income derived from mining and . manufac
turing sector is more closely correlated to com. 
mercia! energy consumption. The rate of growth 
i!l ·consumption of total. energy as ·well as com
mercial energy was lower during the second half 
of ·the Sixties on account of · the . significantly 
lower rate of growth of industrial production 
during the period. Industrial production increased 
at .the rate of 8.1 per cent during the first half 
of the Sixties but decreased to 3.9 per cent in 
the second half. The indices of industrial pro
duction .include mining and major part of the 
manufacturing sector covered by the Factories 
Act, 1948; but excludes from its purview pro
duction from establishments below the factory 
level. ,Besides the ·usual limitations attacbing to 
the indices of industrial production, the index 

1() 

that is currently used (namely; 1960= 100) does 
not seem to adequately reflect the pattern and 

· growth of the sector during the· latter years of 
the decade of the Sixties due to structural shifts 
within the sector. Normally, the estimate of in
come from the mining and manufacturing sector, 
JS not considered a very safe explanatory vari-· 
able as it includes income from small-scale 
establishments which are computed from scanty 
data. However. for the purposes of explaining 
energy consumption, the index of income from 
mining and manufacturing sector appears to be 
a .more appropriate one. 

Regre&'iion analysis . 

2.20. The statistical regression of energy con
sumption . (global as well as sectoral) on the 
activity levels of the economy as a whole and 
on the sectoral ' level was attempted. It was 
found that there was significant correlation bet
ween total commercial energy and national in
come as well as total commercial energy and 
income from miriiri.g and manufacturing sectors 
and index of industrial production. The i'egres-· 
sion models are set out in Technical Note II (2) 
appended. ~egression. of total commercial energy 
on nationalincome gives an r" of 0.975 indica
ting that· a high proportion. of the total variation 
in energy consumption is explained by national 
income. The index of industrial production 
seems to be the best explanatory variable since 
r• is the highest and the standard error is the 
lowest, but there seems to be auto-correlation. · 
As national 'income as an explanatory variable 
avoids the need to make assumptions regarding 
sectoral growth rates, it has been used for pro
jecting the future demand for commercial energy. 



CHAPT£R.IU 

FORECAST OF ENERGY DEMAND 

3.1. The level of demand for energy -in .fu!Yie 
would be determined mainly by the · pag: __ g_f_ 
economic growth. Factors like changes in inter
seaofafgroWih rates. efficiencies in the use of 
energy in different sectors and the shifts in 
usage due to improvements in technology or. due 
to new technologies within various sectors of 
the economy would also affect the level of 
energy demand to some extent. The inherent 
unpredictability in the latter factors makes the 
task of forecasting energy demand a hazardous 
one. While this is so, the long gestation*. involved 
in the energy industries makes it imperative 
that reasonably reliable predictions of long
term energy demand have to be attempted, if 
adequate arrangements are to be made to ensure 
that the required quantity of energy is available. 
This explains the enormous efforts made in 
almost all developed countries to periodically 
forecast long run energy demand. 

3.2. Energy demand can be forecast either by 
an extra-polation of the past trendS in energy 
consul!lptwn, or by using r~gr_es*JL_lll~ 
which correlate_!_~a,st le_yC?IS of energy consum
tion willi the past levels oteconomic activity 

. or by adopting an "end-use" ·approach where 
the energy consumption norms for various cate
gories of consumption are determined and the 
likely demand for each consumer category in 
future is computed with reference to the level 
of activity in each consuming sector consistent 
with the assumption regarding the overall rate 
of growth. Ail the three methods have been 
used by the Fuel Policy Committee in arriving 
at a reasonable forecast of energy demand for 
the period upto 1990-91. 

Trend method 

3.3. The trend method provides a reliable 
means of forecasting energy demand only in the 
~ase of developed market economies which are 
m the ~tage of stable growth. In developing 
ec?nomtes wher~ the rates of growth are deter
m~ne~ by plannmg apparatus with a view to 
bnngmg about structural changes in the eco
nomy, the past 'lev~ls of energy consumption 
cannot provtde a basts for determining tHe future 

. l~vels ?f demand foe energy. In India, at certain 
times _m the past, the rates <?f growth of con
sumption of different fuels. were constrained by 
tra~sp_ort ~vailability or the ,availability of fuels. 
Thts tmphes yet another limitation on the use 
of the trend method for forecasting energy 
demand. · · · 

3.4. As indicated in Chapter II, the rate of 
, cqnsu~pption of . total .. commercial . ~nergy · in 

India increased by 7.8 per cent per annum 
during 1960-61 to 1965-66 whereas it declined. J 
to 6.1 per cent per annum during 1965-66 to 
1970-71. During the same sub-periods, electricity 

' ,consumption changed from an average growth 
rate of 12.6 per cent per year in the first sub
period to 9.3 per cent per annum in the second 
sub-period; in the case of coal, the rate of 
grovvt~ of ~;onsumption (;llanged fr_qq~ 5 per cent 
per annum to (minus)- 0.2 per cenv per annum. 

· The part· trends like these canq'ot provide a 
basis for .. foreca~~ing energy dema,d in .future 
years. -

Rell'ession method · 

3.5. ,In the. Jndian context regression method , 
which. make.s .. use_ of the observed past relation- ' 
ship between the rate of consumpt~on of energy ! 
and other indices of economic. growth appears i 
to be a reliable guide to determined -the future : 

Jates , of growth and, ~tt9m of consumption of ' 
energy. Jn Chapter. U, a survey has been made· 

,of Jhe regt:ession models. which were studied by 
· the Committee. Though some of the more elabo-
' 'rate multiple regression' models are' marginally 
s_qperiol: .·in. explaining .the past data of consump· 
tion; these have been, discarded for purposes of 
forecasting as the Committee felt that there are 
no reliable ways of accurately . projecting the 
various explanatory variables used in these 
me~ols. A sif!1~-!egres_si~~-J!1.<?4e~JEt:.J:l...Px· 
plams the relat10nsh1p between energ _cops!Jmp
tion and national income ap~e~s to b~~ on the 
.whole, . more useful as a tool for forecasting 

.. energy demand from this one index alone would 
meter about the future level of economic activity 
is the desired rate of growth of national income, 
Committee felt that an attempt to· derive' the 

, energy, demand from this· one· index alonewould 
have greater acceptability. The Chapter on the 
perspective of growth of the Indian ·economy 
given in the Draft Fifth Five Year Plan sets out 
the desired rate of growth 6f national· income 
for the period beyond the Fifth Plan at 6 per 
cent. per annum, The Committee took this as 
exogenously stipulated and derived the con-

. sumption requirements . of different fuels and 
total commercial energy , frqm this by using 
regression models. ·· '' · ' 

3.6. The regression models used for this pur
pose are indicated in Chapter, II.· It may be 
recalled that the regression equations relating to 

d~\·e~_ !lmos: all thnergy
1
industries have gestation over 4 years; a coal mine or a.n oil field takes about 4-6 years for its construction 

. t moo.' _a Prma plant a.bout 4-5 years, •molear plant 5-7 yea.rs and hyde! power station 6-10 years. 
11 



consumption of total commercihf" ehergy· tcr 
national income as well as equations which 
relate the consumption of coal, oil and electri
city specifically to national income were .consi-

12 

dered to be valid and statistically significant. 

3.7. The results of these estimates are given in 
Table 3.1. 

. TABLE 3.1 

Estimate of Demand for Fuels and Total Commercial Energy (1978-79, 1983·84 and 1990·91). 
' · (Regression M~thod) Fig in :.;n:etcr 

1970· 71 (Actual) 

1978·79 

1983·84 

1990·91 

Year 

1 

.. , 

·l . 
1 Coal 1 

·· (Excluding 
. 'for power 
generation) 

2 

.51•35 

95·75 

130•68 

200·29 

These estimates have been used by the Com
mittee as a check on the estimates obtained by 
other methods. 

End-use method 

3.8. In an economy where the rate of growth 
:and the levels of production of differe~t sectors 
:are computed by central planning agencies with
. in an elaborate system of plan calculations it 
\WOuld be more efficient to obtain total energy 
r'demand by employing an l!Jid-use method based 
'on information relating to norms of energy 
<consumption in physical uttits. This end-use 
rmethod sometimes referred to as. the "Method 
<of Norms" has been used in .many countries for 
fforecasting fuel demands. · · · 

·3.9. The norms for energy consumption have 
been calculated with reference to past data and 
some adjustments have been made •to :allow for 
possible shifts in , technology and higfier levels 
of efficiency in the use of fuels. . The · end-use 
method estimation was done by determining the 

~ .levels of production i111 as detailed a manner as 
possible -of ~e various consumer classes withip. 
each sector o~ the, economy .. The results are 
presented in two steps. The first estimates were 
made in the middle ·Of 1973 based on the follow
ing assumptions :-

(a) that the Jactors which 'det~rmined . the 
past trend in the level and pattern . of 
fuel l!sage will . continue to . operate in 
future in the same ~a~~~r; . 

~I •• ,.I 

., 

.(b) that the .relative prices . of fuel· will 
'' ~ontinue 'to .l;le

1 
t!le ,same: ·~n future ~s 

m the past; . 
j ,, 

Oil 
(Excluding 
non-energy 

uses) 

97·19 

178·58 

261·07 

425·45 

Electricity Total commercial energy as 
estimated by 

Summatation Correclation 
Cols. 2, 3, 4 WithN. I. 

4 5 

48·65 197·19 .197·20 

97·19 371·52 373·00 

145·73 537·48 537-:!9 

242·46 868·20 871·90 

We have now made some modifications in 
the norms of usage of different fuels in different 
industries on account of the anticipated fuel 
efficiency or shifts in the technology. It was 
also assumed that the trends in the use of fuel 
oil for heat raising in the industrial sector would 
be more in line with the trends observed in 
periods when there was no severe coal shortage. 

· In other words, the large increases in the use 
· o( fuel oil for heat raising noticed in the early 
seventies on account of the severe . shortages of 
coal were not taken as representing a normal 
level of usage. The first estimate of fuel demand 
using the end-use method was obtained by 
taking into consideration these factors. These 
estimates are presented as Case-I estimates of 
demand. 

3.10. In October 1973, there was a very 
sharp increase in the international .price ofcrude. 
In December, there was a further increase which 
became effective from 1st January. 1974. · (See 

· Chapter VIII-Oil Policy, for an analysis of 
price trends). As a result of these increases, 
the price of crude to be purchased for our needs 
from abroad increased to around $ 10 per 
barrel on the average even from the year 1974-
75; while the previous estimates implied slowly 

' rising prices from the levels olltaining in 1972-73 
and reaching a level of $ 5 per barrel by 1978-
79. The post-October increase has changed the 
price of oil products very orasfically relative to 
·the current prices of other fuels. This is likely 
.to· evoke one or more of the following responses 
from the consuming sectors :. 

(i) In certain sectors, the increase in prices 
may have the effect of decreasing con
sumption of oil products or goods (c) that the technology shifts,. would. follow· 

the same trends , iiS' in the · past.' 1 · • . · manufactured from oil products on 
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account of a significant price elasticity 
of demand. 

11 

(ii) There may be an increase in the effi
ciency of the use of petroleum products'~ 1 

which will lead to the norms of con
sumption of petroleum products being 
altered. 

(iii) In sectors where petroleum products 
are substitutable by other fuel forms, 
there will be a tendency towards an 
increasing use of other fuels in place 
of petroleum products. 

3.11. The Committee tried to examine these 
trends and based on such an examination. has 
drawn two other estimates which can be taken 
as two alternative levels of fuels demand which 
may be needed to sustain the same rate of 
economic growth as in the initial estimate. These 
have been described as Case-H. Case-III esti
mates. Together with the initial estimates referred 
to as Case-I, we have three sets of. estimates. 
The assumptions on which the three alternative 
estimates have been made arc as follows : 

Case !-assumptions are as set. out in para 
3.9 above. 

Case 11-is an intermediate level between 
Case-I and Case-III. 

Case III-represents the level of fuel demands 
on the assumption that (i) the level of economic 
growth upto 1990-91 will be the same as in 
Case-1; (ii) lbe relative prices of oil products 
and other fuels will continue to be the same 
as in the first quarter of 1974. and (iii) the 
measures indicated in this Report for increasing 
fuel efficiency and for substituting oil products 
by other fuels in areas, which are identified as 
viable and desirable · on techno-economic consi
derations. are implemented fully by the Govern
ment. · 

3.12. In the following paragraphs, Case-1 
estimates are first presented in detail with an 
indication of the basis of the estimates; Case-11 
and Case-III are stated with details of the fuel 
efficiency increase and inter-fuel substitution 
assumed. The combined statements of fuel 
demand in Case-1, Case-IT and Case-m are· 
presented at the end. 

Coal demand 
' 3:13. In the. end-use method fol' forecasting 

the demand for:_e_a<:h_fuel,_Jhe sectQI"S which con
sume--signifkant quantities of tile fiier-inq~Ies=
tion have been selected. Care bas been taken 
to evaluate the consumption norms for each 
industry with reference to past data and modified 
wherever' necessary, with reference to possible 
future developments. In deriving the quantities 

of production . anticipated in respect of each 
industry in different years in the future. we have 
relied on estimates given in the Chapter of the 
Draft Fifth Five Year Plan and balances work" 
ed out by the Perspective Planning Division of 
the Planning Commission as well as the Reports 
of "The· Task Forces" which were formed to 
study the needs of .the different industries during 
the Fifth Plan.* , 

In the case of coal the following major. user 
categories were 'examined for determining their. 
specific consumption : · 

L Steel .. Industry. V 

{

2. Railways. 
3. Electricity (Thermal) sector. 
4. Cement Industry. v 
5. Fertilizer Industry . . v . 

-6. Paper arid Paper Boards Industry.'
. 7. Cotton Textiles Industry . .......--· 

8. Glass Industry. -.:· 
9. Jute fndustry. 

; 10 .. Refractories Industry. "" 
11. Sugar Industry. v 

12. Heavy Chemicals Industry. v 

--t3. Brick Burning Industry. 
--t"4. Spft-coke Manufacture for domestic use. 
' \ . ' ' ' .. . ' " ~ . 

3.14. Of these items: 1 to 5, 13 and 14 are 
more important than the rest in terms of quan· 
tities consumed. Steel industry, Railways and 
power .sector between them account for over 6() 
per cent of . the demand. In the case of steel in· 
dustry, the demand for coal was estimated from 
the levels of hot metal production required to 
achieve the levels of finished steel indicated as 
the desired output level in the Draft Fifth Plan 
(Vol. !-Chapter I). The estimates also took into 
consideration the future improvements in the 
technology of the steel industry and the quantity 
of coal that woold be required and the extent 
of coal washing needed. (See Annex Table III(l) 
and Chapter VII for· a discussion of this). The 
Railways will slowly reduce the stock of steam 
locomotives and the demand for coal for the 
Railways is estimated from the programme of 
requirements of steam-locos implied in the Rail
way plans. These estimates are in agreement 
with the judgement of the Railway authorities. 
The demand for coal from the power sector de
pends on the demand for electrical energy and 
the likely contribution of electricity from other 
sources of power generation like hyd~l and nuc
lear .. The estimate was derived from a study of 
the power sector as a whole (see Chapter IX). 
This estimate also took into account the expect· 
ed increase in the efficiency of use coal in the 
power sector on account of the large unit size 

otTheee estimates !rive the production levels in different ip\lw;tries lll'to l9B+~5, )?qr JW!1·91, the Com111i~~ h11o11 made it~ 
own ~t of possible producj;ion, ', : -~ - · 



and'treater 1efficiency·in generating: pJ.ants'·to• be ·" 
constructed · in future ·and ·greater efficiency· in. 
the ·'transmission -and' distribution- of power.· An 
estimate of the availability of middlings from the 
washing programme required to supply the wash· · -
ed cdal demand from the steel industry was also- · 
made and ·the full use of the middlings in the 
power ·sector·. was assumed to arrive at the net 
demand of non-coking coal for power•generation. 
(See Annex Table 111(2)). In other words, there 
is a_. relationship between the steel demand and : 
the coal demand for power .sector . .implied·. in 
these forecasts. If the demand for coal from the 
steel sector does not pick up as anticipated, it 
would lead to a reduction in tho .availability of 
middlings and consequentialincrease -in the de
mand for coal from the power sector, (provided 
all other factors remain constant). In estimating 
the demand for coal as fertilizer feedstock:· the 
likely share 1 of nitrogenous· fertilizer production 
from coal based fertilizer plants· was ~derived 
from separate studies. (See Chapter VIII on Oil 
Policy). 

3.15 The results of the .. different studies relat
Ing to demand for coal in different ·sectors' is 
set out in Table 3.2. 

TABLB·•3.2 . 

First Estimate of Coal Requirements (E~Use 
Method)~. 

Consuming ,Sector 

Energy-u 6t : . •• · 

1.- Steel plant! and Coke 'rl · 

Ovena (a) · .. 

2. Thermal power genera- ' 
tion (b) · 

3. Transport (Railways) 
4,. Industries 1 •• 

!;, Brick burning 

6. DomeStic Soft; Coke 
(a) '. 

7. Exp<irt · 
8. Collieries' ·own con-

aumption! .J f • ~-. · 

I., Potal (for energy-use)·· 

Non-Bmrgy 11.1 M- · 
9. Fertilizer .. feedstock .. , 

(ll) 
" 

10. Total coal (l+ll) 

NOTIIiB : rr
. (a) Iri termtl of :taw coat • 

(In million tonnee) 

Expected requirements ·in 

3!1 53 

45 M 
IS ··1: 11 
20 27 

8 11 

g 21 

1 2 

• " 8 
132 196 

s .6 
135 . 201 

,.\;! 

.j, 

" 

('• 

110 ',., 

118 
10 ,, 

50 

20 

ao 
s 

9 
330 

9 
839 

(b) Excluding middlings (5 rot. in 1978-79, 12 mt in 
1983-84 and 2lmt. in 1990-91) which• aro ·iqcl11d~ "''" 
~qer tile 4eJIWld of st-eel flant, 

3.16: These--estimates of demand indicate that 
of Steel, Power and Railways, the Railways sec
tor will account for 60 per cent of the demand 
for coal in future. The demand for-brick burning 
and for soft cok~ is about 12 to 15 per cent of 
the total demand for coal. but this is ·a modest 
estimate and the level of use of coal in these 
sectors can be higher if there is more production 
of coal and coal transport capacity is available 
to move the coal to centres of demand. If the 
power plant construction and the steel production 
plans are achieved as per the programme now 
drawn up and if the rail transport capability is 
increased adequately, it is reasonable to antici
pate· ·that· the demands ·as projected in this Re
port ·for coal will materialise. · 

Oil> demand • "' 

3.17, 'In respect ·of oil, the demand estimate 
was ·drawn for each oil-product separately. For 
each -of the oil products a detailed exercise was 
done to estimate the possible rate of growth 
either. by regression analysis or by end-use 
methods, depending .on the major industry or 
sector which consumes tlie spe'cl'ftc oil product. 
The- statement below gives the oil products and· 
the major consuming categories: 

Oil Produot 

1. Motor Gas .. 

2. Aviation Turbine Fuel 
fATF) 

3. Kerosene •• 
4. High Speed Diesel 011 

(HSDO) · 

5. Light Diesel Oil (LDO) 

6. Fuel Oil 

Consuming indmtryfoategory 

Motor Gas · (Petro) u'!ing 4 
wheelers, 3. wheelers 11o11d 2 whee 
ler transport vehicles • 

• Tet Engines (Aviation). 
Domestic Sector 

Transport SeotorfVehiclee using 
diesel as fuel, irrigation pumpe 
using HSDO 

Irrigation pumps and stationary 
ji8Der&tors, power stations, 
fishing orsfta ' 

Thermal Power Stations, Fur
naces and boilers in industrioo. 

3.18 In the case of HSDO. the demand was 
· estimated· by regression models relating the con

sumption .of HSDO to income from mining and · 
manufacturing sector. Later these estimates were 
harmonizell with the e~timates obtained by end
use method. The total demand for the transport 
services based on the anticipated level of econo
mic growth were projected and the relative shares 
of rail and .road transport were determined by 
extrapolating trends observed in the last \10 years. 
From this,. the demand for HSDO was determin· 
ed. For kerosene, as indicated in Chapter X. 
the demand was derived on the basis of certain 
normative. assumptions regarding the number of 
households which would use kerosene for light· 
ing in. the rural areas and. for cooking in the 

· urban and rural areas. The L1l>tD iemani was 
determined. with reference to the past trends •and 
checker for c;on~is~ency··by making. an estimato · 
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o( the demand from the agriculture sector for 
use in the number of diesel driven pumps to be 
set up in the future. Motor-gas demand was pro
jected from past trends with some correc~ion for 
the. possible lowering of demand due to m~reas
ed price of. motor-gas. The use of fuel 011 for 
use in furnace in the industries sector was assum
ed to be limited by Government policies to levels 
prevailing in periods. when there w~s no coal 
shortage. In addition to the estimation of de
mim~ for oil products in the energy se~tor, the 
demand in other sectors was also studied. The 
likely extent of use of different oil products, . 
viz. naphtha and fuel oil a~ fe_rtilize~ feeds~oc~ 
were estimated by. separate studies usmg optimi
sation models. · · 

3.19. The result of the studies are summaris· 
ed in Table 3.3. 

TABLE 3.3 
First Estimate of Demand for Oil Products (End

Use Method) (1978""79". 1983-84 and 1990-91) 
(in million tonnes) 

N a.me of product 1978-79 1983-84 1990-91 
r 

I. Energy. Sector 
1. L. P.G. 0·730 1·!00 1·980 
2. Motor Gae 2·100 2·550 3·360 
a. Kerosene 3·400 4·400 6·090 
4. A.T.F.,· 1·500 2·650 6·120 
5. HSDO 10·700 15·200 27·910 
6. LDO 2·050 2·600 3·700 

7. Furnaoe Oil 
a. Used for power gen· 

' eration and indu- !" 
5·500 7·200 10·150 stries 

b. coastal bunkers 0·230 0·400 0·600 
c. International bunkers · 0·175 0·350 0·400 

8. Othero f0·330 0·450 0·700 
9. Total (I) .. 26·715 ~7·000 61·010 

IT. Ot'her than Emrgy Sector 
10. Naphtha .. 3·470 4·270 5·500 
ll.MTO 0·120 0·200 0·300 
12 • .rno 0·090 0·100 0·120 
13. Fuel oil for feedstock 

for fertilizer •• 1·250 2·000 3·000 
14. llnbes .. 0·790 1·000 1·300 
lli. Bitumen 1·580 2·550 5·000 
16. Petroleum coke 0·312 0·500 1·000 
17. Wax 0·078 0·130 0·250 
18. Total (IT) •• 7·690 10·760 HH70 

9. Grand Total (9+ 18) 34·405 47·750 77·480 

_4. Commercial. and Government sectors. 
5. Public· lighting. 
6. Traction. 
7. Irrigation and dewatering. 

In the case of major industries, 47 major users 
-of electricity. in_ the 11ldustrial sector, which nor
mally consume over 70 per . cent of the electri· 
city, were specifically examined and the electri-' 
city demand .estimated from. the expected •levels 
of production. of these industries. The demand 
ior electricity in other industries was estimate<l 
with referenc~ to the. demand from major indus~ 
tries and ·the trends in increase· of "other indus
trial consumptiOn". Consumption in the domes-· 
tic sector. and irrigation and dewatering. sector 
was estimated using· certain normative assump
tion regarding the number of power driven. rural 
agricultural pump sets to be set· up· in· different 
plan. periods*. Commercial publi,.: lighting wa,11 
estimated on the , basis of. past trends. · For rail· 
ways .traction. it .was esti"mated on the basis :of 
the level pf electrification in the-~ailways and 
the stock of electrical locomotives. (This is some· 
what larger than the assessment made by the 
railways). Domestic. consumption has been esti
mated on .the basis. of the total number of house~~ 
holds for 1981='84 and .1990-91 and making. the 
assumption . that 50 per ·cent of the · households 
in 1983-84 and 75 per,.cent of the households in 
1990:91 -would ... be· electrified. The average con• 
sumption per . househol3 has been assumed· to . 
be 200 kWh per year.- · 

The results of the estimates are summarised in 
Table 3.4 .. 

TABLE 3.4 

Revised '{!stimates of Demand . for Electricity. 
(1978-79, 1983-84 and. 1990-91). 

END USE METHOD 
(billion kWh) 

1. Major Industrial con
awnptlon . • •• 

2. Other Industrial con- • 
sumpton. •• •• 

3, Total Industrial con· 
sumption 

1978-79 1988-84 

47·89 80·11 

20•59 35•5 

68·48 115·7 

1990-111 

145;0 

65·0-

110·0 

3.20. In the case of electricity, the future de· 4. Domestici consumption 
lS. Commercial consum- · 

8·68 15·6 1!5•11 

mand was estimated for each consuming class ption · 
separately. The consuming categories were divid· 6. Publio.lighting . 
ed as follows :- 7. Traction (R&il,waya) .. 8., Irrigation and de-

l. Major industries (47 industries which watering ;. .. · 
consume 70 per cent of electricity used 9. Total consumption · '·. 
in industries). · 10. Losses. and .AuD!Iary. 

consumption . . .. 

5•58 
1•10 
1·25-

10•00 
117·09 ... 

22·77 

11·8" 1!1•8 • 
!·0 , .... ; 
5·7 12·8· 

14·2 40·5 . 
10B·O 116·0 

35·$ 70· 
2. Other industries. 11. Tota\ generatiol) re-
3. Domestic sector. quired · 119·86 198·8 IS5·0 

• . . . g . lgation pumpsets is e~peoted with a target or pnmpll8tl ·to 
~ring the Fifth Plan period a. vor~ major morease m energ•s•b •rrr ete to be onergi!ed in evenr l'l~n perio" theroaftar ~o1Jl~ 

be energ~ed a.s 2 million new pmnpsete. I~ !s &611umed t.hat tile fll!lll er o .. 8 . . . ·. · . · · · -~ . · · . 

pl>l\~il\ue 1111 in the :Fifth l'lan, · 



.Adjustments fer. increased oil prices 
3.21. As already indicated, the more . than 

·three-fold increase in the international pnce . of 
_crude and oil produ,cts. bas chan¥ed the relative 
price of oil and other fuels~ Thi~ may lead !O 
eitbe.r . reduction. in the consumptiOn of certam 
oii products due to price elasticity of demand or 
due· :to increased: efficiency of .use of fuels or sub
stituiton ,of petroleum products by o.ther forms. 
But the switch over •to other: fuels m place <?f 
petroleum products would not gem:ra!!y ~ _possi
J.;le in all cases and further wou1a be lfiDited . by 
(a) the avatm15ility •of other fuels; (~) gestation 
jperiod involved in increasing productiOn of other 
lfuels to meet the increased demand duer ·to sub
:stitution; (c) 6y · the· availability of inv7stment 
funds required to produce· the ot~er fuels m pl~ce 
•of 1oil,,and the investments required for ~doptmg 
equipment to use coal and. other fuels m place 
.of ,oil; and -(d) relative price· of fuels in future, 

'3.22.'·Theoretically, it. should be possible to cal
reulate the effect of the price increase tor each 
•(m produt:'t sepanitely-'-kerosene and motor-~as 
:arc the principal petroleum products whose pnce 
·elasticity of' demand may be sig~ificant. There 
are, however. no relia]Jle estimates of price elas
ticity •of demand. ~t niig~t be question.able als_? 
to· apply the results of any study on pnce el~stl
city of demand' made with . refere~ce to margmal 
chan·ges in price' to the :-~evo;:,sitQation w_here the 
price changes hav~ bee.n1 ,very large. It might also 
be questionable to use any such results for pro
jecting the demand for periods extending over 
two' :decades;' It· is~ 'tlierefore,· not feasible to re
vise demands on the basis of price elasticity 
studies.' 

3.23. On account of the increased· price of oil 
products there is a growing , awarenes·s among 
consumers it bout the efficiency of use' of fuel in 
general and petroleum- products, in particular. 
SeveFal~te!flmical committees have examined the 
possibility of improving efficiency of fuel use. 
These committees have: held the view that a 10\ 
per' c~nt savings could be effected in the use of 
HSDO in the transport sector by ·proper mainte
nance'r of .vehicles, by adopting fuel calibration 
systems and by more optimal design of the body 
of the vehicles and by following good driving 
practices. We. can. therefore. adopt 10 per cent 
reduction in, the total demand ·of. HSDO ·obtain
ed by using the end-use method as '• maximum 
possible reduction due 'to efficiency of investment 
in1 the transport sector . .'. In the. case of' fuel oil 
also. ' increased efficiency is possible by setting 
simple methods like pre-heating of .the fbmace 
oil• and by •modifications' of the• burning· equip
ment. Since the estimates have been based on 
certain measures relating to restricted. use of fuel, 
oil, no; specific allowance need be made in the 
estimates of demand for fuel oil which might 
arise· due· to more efficient' use. " · 

'3~24. Inter~fuet' substituiton ca.n be predicted 
with some degree of reliability only when we 
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have relative prices and different technologies 
that may be available in ,future for adoption in 
different sectors. In practice, it is found difficult 
to forecast any price of oil as the possible long
term price. The estimates of long-term price of 
crude vary from $ 4-5 per barrel to $ 11-12 
barrel. We have taken for the limited purpose of 
assessing the· possible substitutions that would 
take place in the economy, a· price of roughly 
$ 10 per barrel as the expected long-term price. 
Even if the realised price exceeds or falls below 
the $ 10 per barrel by a certain margin, the sub

. slitution possibilities envisaged here would still 
remain favourable for the national economy. 
Based oru this price, it was found that the !Post 
advantageous substitution is in the use of coal 
in place of fu,el oil in furnaces and boilers in 
industries sector· where two tonnes of. coal can 
replace one tonne of oil with minor modifica
tions of the equipment available. It was found 
that · substitution of electricity for energising 
power sets would be preferable in the use of LDO 
or HSDO provided the investments for .extend
ing the power connections are contained · at the 
present level. The use. of soft coke in place of 
kerosene is also a desirable shift. In the trans
port sector, moving commodities over l?ng 
distances by the Railways is. more econoiDJcal 
than movement by road. The use of coal for 
production of fertilizer is more economical 
than the use of fuel oil or naphtha. However, 
the heavy ends which would be obtained as 
joint product in the refineries should then be 
subjected to secondary processing to produce 
more of light and middle distillates. Even when 
this is done, certain quantity of res!dual ~el 
would be left in secoondary processmg which 
is also fuel oil though of an 'inferior• qu~~ity. 
This inferior oil should be used for fertihzext 
production. There Y~ill therefore be a certain 
amount of flertiliZer product\Qn based on the , 
use of fuel oil in each Plan period. (See Chapter 
VIII . on Oil Policy). 

3.25 Though all these substitutions are desir
able and could be achieved. the institutional and 
resource constraints will limit the pace of sub
stitution in the riear future. We have used our·' 
judgement to determine the extent of possible 
substitution if the best efforts are put forward for 
achieving the inter-fuel substitutions which are 
desirable on techno-economic grounds. These 
levels represent Case-III of the demand esti
mates. An intermediate level is also forecast 
which· represents achievement of about 5~ per 
cent of the substitution that could be achiev~d 
with the best possible efforts. However, even m 
Case-III. we have not taken into a~count fur
ther savings in oil consumpfion which may be 
possible, if the composition of industrial produc
tion is significantly altere~ away f~om energy 
intensive· industries. For domg thts, tt would ~ 
necessary to assume a strategy of industnal 
growth sharply at variance with our current for
mulation. Furthermore. we •have not assumed 

'the use of administrative machinery-sucll, a11 



large scale rationing for limiting the consumption 
of oil products in arriving at our estimate of oil 
demand. The aggregate oil demand correspond
ing to Case-III should not therefore be interpret
ed as representing any sort of a minimum esti
mate. It represents the likely order of demand 
that may be expected to materialise, if the appro
priate inter-fuel substiliiuons are pursued vigo
rously, with product composition and delivery 
system remaining the same. 

3.26. Depending on the efficiency~oflhe efforts 
taken to achieve the desirable inter-fuel substi
tution, the ·demand may lie anywhere between 
Case-! and Case-III. But Case-II bas been 
presented as a level representing what is possible 
of achievement under most of the foreseeable 
set of conditions. In· the subsequent chapters 
relating to the policy issues regarding specific 
fuels, we refer tw:> Case-IT as the normal case. 
But our recommendations are that efforts should 
be made to bring the demand in line witli the 
estimates made in Case-III. 

The details of the assumptions on which Case
ill and Case-ll are based, are dealt with sector-
wise below. · 
Domestic sector 

3.27. Kerosene is used in the domestic sector 
for lighting and for cooking. In our first estimates 
(Case-!) the kerosene demand tor lighting is 
assumed to decreqse in future due to the greater 
use of electricity. But the use of kerosene for 
cooking increases over time on account of. urba
nisation and the increasing difficulties in the rural 
areas to obtain cheaper non-commercial fuels. 

· We have assumed in making the estimates (Case~ 
I) that 25 per cent of the urban households will 
use kerosene for lighting in 1978-79 and that 
this 'percentage wilf fall to ro per cent in 1990-
91. In the case of rural areas. the kerosene is 
assumed to be used in 60 per cent of the bouse
holds in 1978-79 and this get reduced to 25 per 
c~nt ~y 1990-91. For Case-III estimates, the sub
stttutJOn of kerosene by electricity for lighting 
postulated for 1990-91 is assumed as the level 
to be reached even by 1983-84. In the case of 
cooking, the percentage or rural households using 
kerosene has been assumed to be 10 per cent, · 
15 per cent and 25 per cent and urban house
holds_ as 30 per cent, 50 per cent and 70 per 
cent m 1978-79. 1983-84 and 1990-91 respective
ly. In the case of cooking. the levels of increas- , 
ed usa~e assumed for 1983-84 is anticipated to 
be achteved only in 1990-91. The increased de
mand for other cooking fuels" is assumed to be 
met by making available greater amount of soft· 
coke. Based on this, the requirements. of kero
sen: are reduced in the domestic sector ana an . 
eqmvalent amount of electricity for lighting pur
poses and sofi coke for cooking purposes is 
allowed for. Case-ll represents an intermediate 
level between Case-J and Case-III estimates. 
AJ!ricultura! sector 

3.28. In the agricultural sector, HSDO and 
LDO am used for lifting water by irrigatioQ 

·"0:1 P(D) 190!\lof Erergy-.3 · 
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pumps, and: for running ~ractors and for agricul
tural machmes and eqmpmeJ?.t. In view of the 
increased oil prices, there shoUld be a shift from 
HSDO and LDO to electricity for runnin~ .criga
tion pumps. The other uses cannot be substitut
ed 'e~onomica!ly. :rhe ~umber of diesel pump
sets m operatton ts esttmated to be 1.5 million 
in 1973-74 in Case-1 estimates. It was assumed 
t~at the diesel pumps wouTcllncrease by 0.5 mil
bon pumpsets per year. In Case-III, we assume 
that the annual increase in diesel pumpsets would 
only be 0.1 million pumpsets upto 1978-79 and 
~hereafter the stock of diesel pumps will not 
mcrease. Case-11 is derived as the intermediate 
level between Case-1 and Case-III. 

Industrial sedoll ,I 

3.29. The fuel oil usea for fieat raising can be 
economically substituted by coal except under 
very special circumstances and in the case of 
specific industries. In Case-III· we assume that 
the Case-I estimate of furnace oil will be reduc
ed by a further 25 per cent by a larger number 
of units now 'using furnace oil switching over · 
to the use of coal. After 1978-79, an annual in
crease of 4 per cent per year has been assumed · 
upto 1990-91. Case-11 is obtained as the average 
of Case-I and Case-III. · · ' 

Transport sector 
3.30. In. the transport sector, motorgas is used 

in road transport for private cars, taxis, three 
wheeler and two wheeler vehicles and a small 
fraction of commercial vehicles. HSDO is used 
by commercial vehicles and by the railways. 
A TF is used for air transport services. Fuel oil 
is used by inland and coastal ships and intema-· 
tional shipping transport. (A small portion of 
LDO is used in ships and smaU fishing crafts 
but it is so small that it bas not been separately 
considered\. 

As a result of price increase, motorgas con
sumption bas come down steepTy if( the current 
year itself. In future the number of cars to be 
added to the stock every year may decrease slow
ly. After a few years. the net additions to the 
stock each year may be less than the additions 
previously anticipated and the consumption .per 
vehicle is also likely to be less than in the past 
(as indicated by the consumption level now ob
served after motorgas price hikes). Taking these 
into account in Case-III it has been assumed 
that the rate of growth of motorgas consumption 
may be 2 per cent per year less than the rate 
assumed in the original forecast. It may be ne
cessary to resort to fiscal measures to reduce the 
motorgas demand. Case-IT is obtained . as the 
average of Case-I and Case-III. · 

3.31. In the case of commercial traffic in Case-
I. we have assumed a· declining trend in the per
centage share of the railways in the freight tra
ffic. This was 83 per cent ifi"'11)60-61 and also 
has come down to 70 per cent in 1973-74. Extra
polating the trend!!, it was assumed in the first 



estimates, that the freiglit. traffic would be 66 pet 
c;ent in 1978-79. 62 per cent. in 1983-~4 and 5.6 
per. .cent in 1990-91. It has .been established that 
it is economically pJ;eferable to transport goods 
by. the railways insteac;l of roa~ways in th~ _Indiali 
situation where the cmpmodxty composltxons of 
the total freight indicates that, even by 1990-91. 
bulk of the,commodities moved will'.' oe coal, 
troD. ore and limestone, etc; It }Jas been assumed 
in ~ase-Ifi that the pe!.centage shar~ of the _Rail;• 
ways in the. total freight traffic· w1ll rem.am at 
66 per cent from 1978-79. onwards. In· v1ew of 
the current difficulties faced by. the Railways, it 
will; be unrealistic to expect a bet~er perfor~nce 
than is assumed• ~·the plan,. by,. the Railways, 
upto 1978-79. · It has however veri,fied from the 
Railways that, given clear indication even ·now· 
of the magnitude. of the. task to ·be performed 
by the Railways. it will be possible for. them to 
move larger quantities in 1983-84 and 1990-91. • 
In tile case of passenger traffic in Case-! a s}ttilla:~; 
assumption of declining trend of 'the Railways . 
share has ·been made. In Case-III, it is assumed 
that ·Railway share of. passenger· traffic which 
will be 5.0 per cent by ·1978-79 will now decline 
further ... Case-II is· obtained as the intermediate 
level between Case-! and Case-III. To the extent 
the Railways move lar'ger. quantities than are 
implied in the earlier estimates, they require an 
increased quantity of electricity, because it may·· 
be .assumed that .without electrification, signifi
cantly increased capability in the Railway~ ,can-, .. 
not be achieved. Simultaneously, an adjustment 
is made for the lower level of'. diesel demand in 
th~ road· transport sector on account ot the de- . · 
creased demand , for their services,. . , . 

Non-Eo~igy sector. . ,., . , . , . i ~. ', . 
3,'32. In respect o~ coal, the , only: non-ene~gy , 

us~. con~emplated is' ~or. ~ertilizer feed~~o.c~ whxch ... : 
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,has · been assumed in the original forecast as 
3 m. tonnes in 1978-79, 6 m. tonnes in 1983-84 
and 9 m. tonnes in 1990-91. 

3.33. ·On account of the increased price of oil 
products and the relative prices of fuel oil and 
naphtha which are anticipated to prevail, ther~ 
is little likelihood of new fertilizer projects based 
on naphtha being taken upto 1990-91. In Case-!, 
it was 'assumed that the naphtha use for fertilizer 
production will remain stagnant at 2 m. tonnes 
mom 1978-79 to 1990-91, while the naphtha de
mand for petro-chemicals was assumed to in
crease from 1.47 m. tonnes in 1978-79 to 2.27 m. 
tonnes in 1983-84 and 3.5 m. tonnes in 1990-91. 
On .account of the increase in price of naphtha, 
there . will • be 11 slowing down of the rate of 
growth of petro-chemical industry in line with the 
anpcipations for such decrease in all the coun-. 
tries. In Case-III, it is assumed that the level 
of demand would only be . 60 per cent of what 
is forecast during the years 1978-79, 1983-84 and 
1990-91. In the medium level forecast, it is taken 
as 80 .per cent ,of the original levels. 

3.34, Taking note of the possible levels' of 
availability of heavy stock which may not be 
otherwise used, a judgement of some reasonable 
estimates of the likely use of fuel oil and coal 
for fertilizer production has been made: There 
are possibilities of natural gas production alsQ. 
This has not been taken into account at this. 
stage. (See Chapter VIll para 8.41). As a result 
of these . modifications, our original estimates of 
cqat · oil products and electricity get. revised. 

3.35, Summing up the revised estimates ob
tained for oil and the consequential adjustments 
to be made in the demand for coal and electri
city ·we get the demands for specific fuels under 
the assumptions of Case-I, Case-II and Case-ill; 
these .are set out in the Tables 3 .. 5, 3.6 and 3.7. 

. ' TABLE 3.5 

Revised ~stimiltes ~~ 'C,oal Req.uirement (1978. 79, 1983-84 and 1990-9J! Million tonnea) 

' . Requirements in· 

Consulning Sector .. ·,, , .. 

' 1978-71) 

1. Steel plants an4 CQke 
ovens( a) . • . · '., 

2. Thermal power genera- ' 
tion(b) · · .,·· 

3. Transport (Railways) ; 
4. Industries . . •. , • 
5. Brick burning ) . • • 
6. Domestio soft ooke (a) 
7. Export '· · :, , 
8. Colories' • own co11, . 

sumption , · · · 

:·r 

45 ... ' 48 
13' ' .. 13 
20. 21·8 
8' 1 ,., 8 

'9' 10 
1 1· ' . 1 

32 
rlq>l1! 

. 5l·2 
13 
23 

8 " 

10·6 
l 

32 32 

. l f. 

4 
132. 

Non-Energy Use 
IL l!'erftli~r Fwktock · •. : 3· 
Pot.al Ooat Demand (I+TI) 

I • 

53 ., 

64 
11 
27 
11 
21 
2 

198344 

' 53 53 

"" .68 71 
11: 11 
30·2' 32·2 
11 .· 11·00 

22·6 . 24·2 
2 2, 

6 

110 

118 
10 
60 
20 
so 
3 

1990-91 

Case-m 

110 110' 

128 127 
10 10 

64·5 68·1 
20 1!0 

32·5 85·6 
s I 

9 9 
Ull•O 352·11 

10·5 lll·O 
152·5 364•11 
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TABLE (j,.7 

Revised Estimates of Demand for. Electricity 1978-79, 1983-84 and 1990-91) 

.. 1 . ._, ! END USE METHOD 

1978-79 

CASE 

I II m 

1. Major industrial con-
aumption ... 47·89 47·89 47·80 

2.,0ther induetrial con- ,q. 
sumption 20·59 20ff59 20•59 

.. .. 
3. Total ind,uetrial con-

aumption .. 68·48 68·48 68·48 
·. 

4. Domeetic consumption 8·68 11·53 14·38 

5; Commercial consump· 
tion 5·58 5·58 5·58 ,. . ·- .. ' ' '., 

6. Public lighting 1·10 1·10 1·10 

7. Traction (Railways) •• 3·25 3·35 8·44 

8" .Irrigation • l .t de we.. . , .. 
10·00 

j .... 

tering 10·30 10·90 

9. T?tal COII.If~ption .. ,; ! , 97·09 100·34 
" ' 

103·88 
"I (i 

10. Loases and Auxiliary 
C?nsumption 22·77 23·66 24·12 

• J '. .. , i• 

11. Total generation re-
uired •J r ·' ·•· ..• , 119·86 124·00 ' 128·00 q 

Forecast of demand for ]Son-commercial Energy 

3.36. The domestic sector consumes energy 
derived from commercial fuels like coal, coke,· 
kerosene, LPG and electricity and non•t:ommer
cial fuels like firewood, vegetable waste, cowdung, 
etc; There is no way of direct measurement of 
the extent of use of non-commercial fuels. The 
methods of estimation of non-commercial fuels 
are discussed in Chapter X. Briefly, from the 
field studies, the average per capita consumption 
in the· domestic sector in urban and rural house" 1 

holds is first estimated and from this the total 
requirements of energy for the domestic sector · 
is computed .. The availability of commercial fuels 
to · domestic sector at different points of ·time in · · 
futur~ are determined and the residual represents 
the likely level of consumption of non-commer
cial fuels. In the estimates of future demand of 
coal~ oil and electricity, the possible levels of 
non-commercial fuels that would be used in the 
domestic sector bll.v~ been calc\llated. :Pased on ' ' 

(billion XWh) 

Requirement in 

1983-84 1990-91 

Case Cue 

I II m I II m 

80•2' I 80·2 so-a 143·0 143·0 141•0 

35·5 35·5 35-l! 65·0 611•0 65·0 

115·7 115·7 115·7 1110·0 110·0 210·8 

15·6 18·4 l!Hl 211·0 ll7·1 l!8•1 

9·8 9·8 9·8 !1·8 21·8 1!1•8 

2·0 2·0 2·0 4·4 ,., ,_, 
5·7 6·1 6·5 12·6 ~a-o 11•J 

14·2 15·7 17:2 40·11 43·4 46·& 

163·0 167-7 172·4 11111·0 820·4 . 320•8 

35·8 37·3 38·6 70·0 71·6 72·2 
.·I II 

198·8 205·0 211·0 asii·O 1192·0 891·9 

. these data, the inipned levels Of use of nOJ!·COm• 
mercia! fuels have been estimated and the re
sults are set out in the Table 3.8. (See Cbspter 
X, para 10.7 for details). 

TABLE 3.8 

Estimates of Demand for Non Commercial Fuels 
(1978-79, 1983-84 and 1990-91) 

. ' (In milllon tomieefln motar) 

1978-79 1988-84 19D0-91 

Firewood and char-
coal .. '•'• 132. c12G 131 124 1112 111 

Dungcake (dry) .. 65 26 65 26 G3 il 

Vegetable waste .• 46 " <l6 « '6 " 
Total 195 19& 181 

l 



3.31. Fuel requirements, both ' commercial 
and non-commercial, for energy use only as 
estimated by the Committee may b~ summa
rised as follows: 

TABLB 3.9 

Estimates* of Demand of Fuels (For Energy 
Use) in 1978-79, 1983-84 and 1990-91 

(Iu motor) 

Year 

Fuel 1978·79 1983·84 1990·91 

1. Coal .. 85 124 

2. Oil produo~*** 173 237 

11. Eleetrioity ' '100 . 167 
'.•, 

'· Total commercial eneri!J' 358 528 

5' Non.commercial fuel 195 194 

11. Total energy 553 722 

•Baaed on Ca~~e·II e~~timatell. 

**Exclude~~ coal for power generation 

***Exclude~~ .fuel oil uaed for power generation : 

1978-79 • . 1·5 m. tonne 

l983·M 

1990·91 

.. 2 " 

198 

380 

320 

898 

181 

1079 
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3.38. A comparison of the estimates obtained 
by the end-use method with the estimates ob
tained by regression analysis shows that these 
estimates are close to each other in respect of 
total commercial energy (see para 3.7). But in 
respect pf specific fuels regression analysis gives 
slightly higher estimate for coal and oil. This 
is to be expected as the shifts in technology 
over the years have been slowly in favour of 
lesser utilization of coal directly as a fuel and 
substitution of electricity. Oil consumptipn in
crease has been kept in check in the end-use 
analyses by substituting electricity in transport · 
and agriCltltural sectors. This has led to the 
end-use estimate of electricity being larger than 
the estimates obtained by regression analysis. 

3.39. The rates of growth of demand for diffe
rent commercials fuels during the future Plan 
periods implied in our forecasts are summaris
ed below in Table 3.10. As coal production has 
to be increased to a level adequate to supply 
coal demand including coal for power generation 
demand including coal for power generation 
has been taken into consideration. Similarly 
fuel demand for non-energy uses has also been 
included. 

1 
" TAliLB 3.10 

.,,~ , I'J • ,.J!f: • 

Rates* of Growth of Demand for Different 
Fuels:. Gl978-79, 1983-84; 1990-91) 

' 
nr··_) ';.,I ; 

Period ;EJ~ctp. . Total** 
City comm-

qoal Oil 

'•·' .' ercial 

1970-71 to 1978-79. 
1978-79 to 1983-84 . 
1983-84 to J990-91 • ,, 

I I. 

'· 
,l ••• 

9·4 8·6 9·5 
8;4 . 5·8 .' 10·8 
7·6 6:6 9·7 

*Calculated in terms of original unite 
. ~~Calculated in terms of mtor. 

energy 

7·8 
8·1 
7·9 

I " 
,, 3.40. The rates, of growth of coal demand 
niay , come , do~ slowly . in each Plan . period 
from about, 9.4 per cent in the period 1978-79 

. to· 8.4 per cent in the Sixth Plan perio4 :and 
' 7.6 per cent then on. In the case of oil, it will 

be seen that oil consumption goes down sharp-
ly from 8.6 per cent in the period upto 1978-79 
to 5.8 per cent in the Sixth Plan period which 
then increases to 6.6 per cent in the Seventh 
Plan period and upto 1990-91. The sharp d~c
reastl during the Sixtfi Plan period in oil <:<>n
sumption arises on account of our assumpti<;>ns 
of shifts from oil to other fuel forms dunng 
the Sixth Plan period. Though w.e have a~vo
cated the measures to be taken m the Sixth 
Plan period, the benefits of substitution of oil 
products by electricity and, in. some meas~re, 
by coal, will come into operation P~Y d~f!Dg 
the Sixth Plan period. This will result m ratsmg 
the growth rate of electricity consumption 
during the Sixth Plan period to 10.8 per cent. 
It may be relevant to note here that this also 
reflects the strategy implied in t~e long-term 
perspective of growth of theiDdian economy 
given in the Draft Fifth Plan. 

3.41. The magnitude of the production eff'!rt 
called for power and coal sectors (wh~re deficits 
in domestic production cannot be easily met by 
imports) to achieve the pattern of fuel usage sug
gested in this Report can be seen fro~ the Tab~e 
3.11 which gives the averag~ annual mcrease m 
production in each Plan penod. 

TABLB 3.11 
Average Annual Increase in Demand For Fuels 

Coal* in Oil in Eleotri· 

Period million million city in 
tonnes tonne of b. kWh 

reproducta 

1. 1970-71 to 1978-79 9·1 1·8 6·4 

2. 1978-79 to 1983-84 14·0 . 2·1 13 4 

3. 1983-84 to 1990·91 20·3 3·4 21·8 

•Excluding Lignite. 



3.42. It is relevant to note that the increases 
in the per year addition to production of coal, 
oil products and electricity will slowly increase 
over time inspite of the reduction in the rates 
of growth in oil noticed in the Sixth Plan period. 
The production per year will of course increase 
gradually each year, if adequate advance action 
is taken in the energy sector. But Table 3.11 has 
been given to highlight the magnitude of the 
tasks which will be cast on coal, oil and elec
tricity indus~es ilf future. 

· 3.43. The estimates given in this Report are in 
the nature of conditional statements and they are 
derived from the rate of growth of the economy, 
the structure of ·the economy and structure of 
the industries as foreseen now. The estimates 

. for 1978-79 do not reflect any large variations 
in the demand for' oil products as a measure ·of 

. economy in the use of oil and some substitution 
of oil products for power generation ·and for heat 

. rais,ing in industries by coal has already been 
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assumed in the first .estimates .. Given the- limita• 
ti~ns on increasing coat' and eiectricity, the Com
mtttee did not think· it reali~c. to forecast. any 
severe reduction in the use of .oil; -but it should
be noted that the Committee has not examined 
the possibilities or curbing elitist consumption of 
selected oil products by · administrative action. 
But the alternative patterns of usage suggested in 
this Report will mean a saving· of about 5 m. 
tonnes in 198T-84 and U m. tonn~s in 1990-91. 
If all the measures suggested in the Report are 
taken, the pattern of usage of oil products will 

. come to be closer to Case-ill whe~e. by 1990-91, 
about 21 m. tonnes of oil products could be 
saved. It is worth reiterating here that excepting 
for some quantities of energy which can be re
duced by giving up a measure of comfort, reduc
tion· in the use of a particular fuel will mean an 
increase in quantity of another fuel. It is. there
fore necessary· to note that the patterns of usage 
of Case-I; The-lLand Case-ill should l?e tr~at
ed as different patterns of fuel usage. 

',. 



CHAPTER IV .. 

FUEL RESotJR~. bF INDIA 
Metanuigical coal·: 

4.3;' 9f 'the gross metall!Jrgicai coat ' reserves 
totallin~·. about .. 20,000 mt about 9000 mt ·are 
proved. , These. are. C<?~c~ntrated .in ·the Jharia, 
Bokar~ •. Raiilgarh, Gmdi!t and Karanpura coal: 
fiel~s; m th~ State of. Bihar. S<?m~ quantity of 
cokmg. coa1 ~ostly,,pf the medium and semi to 
weakly varieties are found in the Raniganj coal
fie14,in.West~engal and tli.e Pench Kanhan coal
fields in Madhya· P'radesh. The coking coal re~ 
serves a~e classified .as _prime co)§ng which cari. 
be used for the.. production· of metallurgical coke 
an~ medium, semi coking and ·weakly · coking 
~htc~ can. be ,tls~d ~or preparing metallurgical 
coke only m combmation with prime coking coal 
The prime' 'coking coal is thus an absolute neces
sity for ·the. 111etallutgieal industry of the country. 
!he resources of this ~ariety of coking coal which 
IS found almost exclusively in the Jharia coalfield 
ar~. extremely ·limited, the-total proved reserves 
bemg about 3600 mt. and the indicated and iri
ferred reserves being about ~.000· mt. Consider• 
ing'tbe losses- in mining• and washing which are 
unavoidable and the fact that the coal mined in 
the I future iS likely to be ·high· ash variety, the 
net available reserves of prime coking coal are 
estimated at only 1600 mt. This together with 
the estimated availability of medium and blend. 
able coal will be able to sustain the growing re~ 
quirement of · the steel industry for a period of 
about 40 "years only. Conservation of the scarce 
reserves of coking coal as well -as measures for 
minimising the coke consumption in blast fur
naces may lead to the extenison· of life of the 
reserves. (See Chapt~r VII). Another feature pf 
the coking coal available which has to be noted 
in the context 10f the planning of steel production 
is that nearly 98 per cent of the coking coal re
serves are located 'in the Bengal-Bihar coalfields 
-mostly in Bihar. Ariother faet: is that much of 
the coking coal, particularly the medium and 
blendable. coal, would have to be beneficiated 
before it ·can be used for the manufacture of 
metallurgical coke, unless technology is develop
ed, which would enable the use of high ash coke 
in the blast furnaces. There are also prospects of 
beneficiating non-coking coal to "formed coke., 
for' us~ in the steel industry. (See Chapter Vll). 

4.1. The major'fuel resources available in 
India are coal, on, natural gas, hydro-electric 
potential and ntiCiear fissile material. In addition 
very large quantities of non-commercial fuels lik~ 
~ewood, cowdung and· v~table waste are uti
lised in the country. Non-conventional ·resources 
in the exploitation of which very little progres~ 
has been made .so far, include geo-thermal energy; 
solar energy, tidal power and wind power .. -.A 
survey of the availability position of each of these 
reso?r~~s. is necessary for a!lalysing~he supply 
possibilities of energy from mdigenous sources. 

4.2.( Coal is the largest natu. rally ~ccurring 
source of commercial ene~ in India. The re
sources position is assessecf by the eological 
Survey of I~d!a ~ough ~egional mapping, ex
ploratory drilling aful detailed drilling. In some 
ca~es. cie~il~ arilli!tg !las __ alsQ .. been. don!t..!?i_!_he 
Nafional Coarl>evelopment Corporation and 
some· State · Governments-like"Maharashtra-:-Me
thods-of ··computation· of · resetveS"""1i1iVe--"varied 
from institution to institution. A coordinated esti
mate was made* recently of the total quantity 
of coal a':'ailaote in coal seems of more than 1.2 
meters th~ckness .doym to a depth of 600 meters: 
The detailed estimates of reserves for the diffe
rent coalfields are given in Annex-IV(l). A sum.·; 
ma~ of the total gross reserves of the different 
vaneties of coal is given in Table 4.1. · . . 

TABLE 4.1 

Summary of Reserves of Coal Available in India 

1. Cokl1lfl Coar 
Prime coking coal 
:U:edium coking coal .. 

Total Proved Indi· ·Infer.' 
Groaa Reser- cated • red , 
Reser- ves Reser. Reserves 
ve vee 

6,660 3,600 1,640 460 
9,431 . 3,850 4,309 1,272 

Semi to weakly coking 
ooaJ •• •• 

Total coking coal 

I. Nt116·«Jki11f! eoar 
Non-coking coal 

Tertiary coal 

8. Lipite 
Lignite 

Grand 'l'otal 

6,073 1,559 2,600 
' 

914 .. 20,164 9,069 8,449 2,646 

• • 69,91!8) 

112,306 
... 288 

22,310 26,180 

2.0211 1, 795 202 . 28 

• • 82,976 23,160 30,961 28,854 

•Repon o£ the Tuk Force on Coal .t Lignite, April, 72., 
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Non-Coking Coal . 
4.4. With regard to the availability of · ·:non

coking coal and lignite, the position 'is somewhat 
better. The! gross reserves are estimated at about 
63,000 mt of which about 14,000 mt including 
about 1800 mt of lignite, represent proved re
serves. The balance of about 49,000 mt being in· 
dicated and inferred reserves, the percentage of 



liOn-coking coal available for exploitation would 
··be significantly less. · The requirements of non
coking coal are anticipated to go up steeply 
with the large increase in thermal power genera· 
tion. In view of the uncertainty in the trend of 
demand as well as the fact that much of the re
serves are yet to be proved, it is difficult to ·pre
dict with. any reasona6le degree pf accuracy the 
period for which the non-coking coal reserves 
are likefy to last. On a very rough calculation, 
it may be stated that the reserves of non-coking 
coal ~hat have been categorised so far would last 
for about 100 to 150 years. However, explora
tion for coal seams is a continuing process and 
it is possible that new deposits might be discover
ed and also that th~proving of reserves might 
indicate the availability of larger quantities. 

4.5. About 60 per cent of the non-coking coal 
reserves occur in the Bengal-BThiir coalfields. 
Other major coalfields are Korba, Singrauli, 
Korea, Rewa, Hasdep-Anand and Mand-Raigarh 
in Madhya Pradesh, Talcher and lb river in 
Orissa, Chandawardha· and Kamptee in Maha
rashtra and Singareni in Andhra Pradesh. The 
North-Eastern region comprising the States of 
Assam, Meghalaya, Nagaland, Arunachal also 
do111tain low ash coal most of which is still in 
the indicated and inferred category. 

4.6. As· in the case of coking coal, the vast 
majority of the non-coking coals contain high 
percentage of ash. The good quality coals, that 
is coal with ash plus moisture together not ex
ceecfmg 19 per cent, comprise about 460. mt. of 
proved reserves only. The reserves of superior 
grades of coal. are thus extremely limited and it 
would be necessary for the consumers to adapt 
themselves to the high ash varieties which are 
available in abundance. 

4.7: Table 4.2 depicts the resources of coal 
available in each region and State:-

TABLE 4.2 

Categorywise f Regionwise A vai/ability of Coal 
Reserves 

(in mt) 

Proved Indica- lnferr- Total 
ted ed 

I. -N011 coking coal·:. 
N. E. Region 139 291 398. 828 
E. REGION 
W. Bengal .. 3,071 5,22 8,848 17,139 
Bihar 2,603 8,647 6,612 17,862 
Orissa 895 ,2,4Il 1,810 5,186 
CENTRAr. REGION , 
_Madhya Prade8h • i 4,142. 3,864 '·7,168 15,174 
' 1. WESTERN REGION · 

Maharashtra'. 478 800 . 1,344 ' 2,622 
SOUTHERN REGION 

Andhra Pradesh 978 1,077 2,055 

Total 12,306 22,310 26,180 60,796 

Region 

II. <.:oking coal -

E. REGION 
W. Bengal .. 
Bihar .. 

'CENTRAL REGION 

~dhya PradeshJU.P. 

Total .. .. 
m. Lignite --"" 

W.REGION 
Gujarat 

S.REGION 
Tami!Nadu 

N.REGIQN 
Rajasthan .. 
Kashmir 

Total .. 
Grand Total .. 

Proved Indica- Inferr- Total 
ted red 

967 7'i5 738 . 2,480 
7,987 7,470 1,908 17,365 

105 204 

78 

•; 

1,717 .,, 202 

1,795 202 

23,160 30,961 

20 
8 

28 

28,854 

309 

20,154 

" 
78 

1,919 

20 
8 

2,025 

82,975 

SOURCE:- Con..oruoted from the Report 'of the Task Force 
on Coal and Lignite-.April, }972. 

4.8. A major portion of non~coking coal re
sources is located ·in the Eastern region which 
also contains almost all. the coking coal reserves. 
The unexploited reserves of non-coking coal are 
also maximum in this region:' This .iS: however, 
situated rather unfavourably from the point of 
view of transport because of .sizeable ~rtion of 
the increase in demand for coal, particUlarly for 
power generation, is arising in the Western 'and 
Northern regions. 'nle nearest coalfield to the 
Northern region is Singrauli which has considera
ble potentialities as its exploitation started only 
very recently. With extensive exploitation it is 
possible (since the total gross reserves amount 
to more than 9,000 million tonnes) for tbis field 
to meet a substantial portion of the needs for 
power generation in Northern India for a period 
of over a hundred years. The coal demand in the 
Western region should nomally be met from the 
resources available in the coalfields of Maharash
tra and Madyha Pradesh. By considering the 
likely demand over· time for coal in the Western 
region and the coal resources in· Maharashtra 
and M.P. it appears necessary that the supplies 
froin these coalfields will need to be supplemented 
with coal from the Eastern region. The Southern 
region had long been dependent on hydro-electric 
power and hence thermal power generation had 
occupied an insignificant place in the past But 
in the last decade the need for a rational balance 
between thermal and hydel generation has been 
recognised and the demand for coal has been 
rapidly rising. . The two deposits avai!able 
in the Southern region are those in"' Smga
reni amounting to over 2000 million tonnes and 
the lignite deposits at Neyveli also estimated at 
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about 2000 million tonnes. Besides serving as a 
fuel for power generation, lignite is also being 
used as a raw material for production of fertili
zers and smokless domestic fuel. Du,e to the re
latively difficult mini_ng conditions obtainin& in 
Singareni and Neyveli the development of mmes 
in these fields is likely t_o be slow. The Southern 
region woiild, therefore, have to be suppl~men~ed 
with coal supplies from the Eastern regton I.e., 
from the coalfields in Orissa and Bengal-Bihar. 
The locational aspect of the coal deposits in the 
country underlines the need for developing an 
efficient and adeqaute transport system which 

21) 

would ensure the flow of available fuel resoul'ceS 
from the points of availability to points of re
quirements. 

4.9. In the oil prospect map of India, 27 
basins have been delineated by the petroleum 
geologists on land and off shore covering a total 
sedimentary area of about 1.41 million sq. km 
on land and about 0.26 million sq. km lying 
with the 100 metre isobath of shelf-zone in the 
Indian offshore. The geological basins of possi
ble interest from the point of view of oil explo~ 
ration are categorised below according to · their 
prospective value. ·· · 

TABLE 4.3 
Categorywise Sedimentary .. Areas in India 

Category Basins Sedimentary (including offshore parts) Total 
Sedimentary 

Area including 
offshore 
(thousand 

Remarks 

:, ... 

A 

B, 

c 

Cambay, Large part of Assam-Arakan 

Small part of Assam-Arakan, Gauvery, West
Bengal, Jaisalmer, Tripara. Cachar and Anda
man Nicobar 

Ganga Valley, Punjab, Godavari-Krishna, Damodar 
Graben, Mahanadi Graben, Narmada, Kutch, 
Saurashtra, Kerala, Lacca.dive and Pa.lar 

Cuddapa.h, Ka.la.dgi Bhima., Chatisgarh, Bastar, 
Vindhyan, JodhPur, South Rewa, Satpura, San
cher-Ba.rmer 

Total Sedimentary Area (including offshore) 

SOUBCE:-Oil and Natural Gas Commission. · 

4.10. A map showing the location of these 
basins is attached. Of the 27 sedimentary basins 
on land 12 basins have very ancient sediments 
and have therefore very low priority. Explore
tory drilling so far has been conducted, mainly 
on land, in 7 of the more promising 
basins. 90 per cent of the total volume of 
exploratory meterage drilled todate is concen
trated in two basins of the greatest interest viz., 
the Cambay (Gujarat) and Assam basins which 
between them contain all the known oil fields of 
India today. The well studied oil bearing area 
constitutes about 4 per cent of the total area of 
the Indian sedimentary basins which could be 
the habitat for . oil. . 

4.11. The continued discovery of new oil fields, 
though comparatively small in size on land in 
Gujarat. and of a medium sized field in Assam 
area indicates the possibility of discovering more 
oil in these areas. A total of 19 oil fields have 
so far been discovered in the Cambay basin of 
Gujarat since 1958. In addition, six oil fields 

have so far been discovered by Oil and Natural 

sq km) 

300 High propspects. These are areas with thick 
sections of marine sediments of relatively 
younger age and are known to contain commer· 
cia! oilfgas 

250 Medium prospects. The&!l are ar'l'!s with thick 
sections of marine sediments of relatively 
younger age, but so far have no known commer· 
cia! oilfgas fields · · 

670 Fair prospects. These are areas with thick, 
sections of sedimentary rocks of olde1· ages, 
either wholly or mostly non-marine or have 
some other unfavourable geological featur.,. , 

450 Low prospects; These are ~reas with. sedimelt· 
tary ·rocks of extremely old age · · . • 

1,670 

Gas Commission in the Southern part of the 
Assam shelf. Three fields have been discovered 
and two are being worked by Oil India Limited 
and one small field is peing worked by the Assam 
Oil Company in this area. Despite the large 
volume ,of exploratory worked the upper Assam 
shelf. is not as well studied as the land ·part of 
the Cambay basin of Gujarat. The, hydrocarbon 
prospects of only 16 structures have been so fart 
evaluated by di'illing in Assam--Arakan area out 
of 20 structures prepared by surveys, leading to 
discovery of four oil fields. Thus, there is a good 
chance of discovering more oil fields in the 
Assam region in future years. On the other hand, 
about lOO.structures have been so tar discovered 
in the Cambay basin of Gujarat, including 12 
possible oil bearing structures located in the shelf 
zone off the west coast. Out of these, the hydro
carbon prospects· of 72 structures on land have 
been evaluated by drilling and chances of big dis
coveries on land in future seem remote. How
ever, out of the 12 structures disdovered by geo· 
physical surveys in the shelf zone; mainly · of 
Arabian Sea, only three at Aliabet, Tarapore and 



Jlqmbay., High ·have been partly ·e:Xplored by dril· 
ling till ,r,eceni!,Y. The .first. well drilling at Born· 
bay High structure has penetrated many promis-· 
ing oil, 11nd gas bearing layers. B~:~t the potential 
Of the structure has to. be studied with reference 
to a feW., .more. hOles to be drilled and 'through 
trial pro_i:luction :over a period , o( time. It is as 
yet too premature· to· make any · fqrecast of the 
likely production from this structure .•. The· .Com
!Dittee, .~heref6re,· :di~t.not co~sider it desira~le 
to revise 'the assumptions rega~;ding production 
pf crude' 'from Indian oilfields· ~de pric;>.r t~ the 
findings at Bombay High. "' ' 

4.12. The proved reserves of crude oil anq 
natural gas are shown in Table 4.4. 

' I \ "·I \ 

TABLE 4.4 
' ' 

Reserves of Crude and Natural ~as· 

Area 

Gujarat 

Assam ··~ " 
Total 

Crude Oil Natural Gas , 
(In million (In million Cu

tonnes) , . bio Metres) 

56·38 1..·' 19·66 

71·46""'' ' :42·82 
;,,11•: 

127·84 '. 62·48 . ' 

SoUBO.B:- India.a Petroleum ~nd Chemicals Statistics;' 1972. 
" ,, 

. Recent explotatidns witHin' the country (e.g., 
in Tripura and''B<>mbay High,.~m:as) ~nd ,in c~>n
cessions operated abroad . (e.g.,, ·certam Persian 
GuH areas in the middle east) hold promise of 
discovery of gas··m substantial quantities which 
may increase. several fold the availability of na
tural gas to India. 

" 4.13. In· the riftfi Five. Year Plan peJ:!od, the 
Oil and Natura Gas commission· has ctrawn up 
plans to prove tecoventble oil reserves to th~ ex
tent of 64 mt inclusive of 5 in~. to be discovered. 
and proved in the' offshore areas.' l'bis is estimat~ 

, ed to enable ONGC to· achieve and sustain a 
production of 8 mt _of 'oil per year in '1978-79. 
The forecast of proving of reser~es and produc
tion is contfugent on the' level ' of explora~ion 
and development work done by ONGC being at
least as intensive as indicated ·'in the Fifth Five 
Year Plan prdgrartune. The' Oil India 'Ltd. which 
is exploiting the"oil·fields in 'Assam has' an· ex
ploration programme whicb. 1wo'uld enable them, 
to 'reach and maintain a :!?toduction of about 3 · 
mt. of crude pet year'by 1978-79. The All India 
production of crude· will, 'therefore, be about 12 
mt by 1978-79, ineluOing offshdte ·_ producti~n. 
There is likely to be variations between what i.s 
expected and what is achieved. · ' . · · . . ., ,, ' . 

4.14: 'For 'the period beyQnd :1978-79 detailed· 
studies h~v~ not bee~ ma~e! "f.teli,~ary ~tudies1 ' 
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however, indicate that if adequate.funds are made 
available for. exploration activities, recoverable 
resources of about l30 mt. could be established 
in 5. years and ONOCs oil production alone can 
be about 13 mt Ex !983-84. It is reasonable, 
therefore, to-Iorecast a production rate pf about 
15 mt of oil per year by 1983-84. These prqjec
tions..of oil production and reserves likely to be 
added are essentially prognastic estimates pf sta
tistical nature based on experience and skill gain
ed so far expresed in terms of oil reserves dis
covered per metre drilled. 
\1 ' ' ' ' ' 

4.15. In order that these forecasts are realised 
' :' in future the following steps may have to 'be 

'taken: 

(i) Expedite the exploratory drilling in the 
Bombay High region. 

(ii) Undertake a large volume of explora
tion drilling operations in the Tripura 
and Cachar areas and in the South
Eestern border of the Upper Brahma
putra Valley. 

(iii) Re-survey some already explored por
tion of the Cambay basin and the Upper 
.Brahmaputra valley region of the 
Assam-Arakan Basin. using sophisticat
ed geophysical techniques, and intensive 
exploration drilling operations in such 
portions, to locate additional traps in 
particular stratigraphics which might 
have been missea in the course of the 
exploration work conducted earlier. 

(iv) Extend the exploration· operaiTons to the 
portions of the Cambay basin and the 
Upper Brahmaputra Valley region of 
the Assam-Arakan Basin which had not 
been exploreo so far. · 

(v) Conduct extensive seismic surveys in all 
the areas and foll<;~w up the results by 
drilling of exploration wells. Priority to 
be assigned to the. continental shelf in 

. the Arabian Sea adjoining the area al-
.. ready covered, the continental shelf area 

south of Sunderbans and the continental 
.. , sheH area of the Andaman Islands. · 

(vi) Test by deep drilling alreadl known 
structures in the Shiwalak Toot hill belt 
of Jammu and Xasnmir, Punjab and 
Himachal Pradesh. 

(vii) Intensify the exploration work, including 
seismic surveys and-drilling operations, 
'in the Ganga valley in West Bengal, 
Saurashtra and J aisalmer area. 

(viii) Intensify the exploration work, including 
commencement of exploration drilling, 
in tlle-1and are-a of Andaman & Nicobar 
Islands. 
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'the findings in regard to the potential of 
Bombay High, if composed soon, will enable the 
Government to draw up the priorities for action 
in oil exploration on a firmer basis. 

4.16. In addition to oil available with~n the 
countriy, India also owns a small s~are m t~e 
oilfields in the Persian Gulf and the oil from this 
source on normal assumption can be considered 
as an available resource of India. Indian owns a 
part of the Rustam a~d Rakash oil fields in the 
Persian Gulf along w1th AGIP of Italy and 
Philips Oil Co. of U.S.A. These oil fields to
gether produced about 4 mt of crude in 1~72 ?f 
which India's share is 1 /6th. The productiOn m 
these two fields is expected to decline gradually 
and by 1978 it would be a little less than 2 mt 
and by 1985 it would be around 0.75 mt. But 
there are some possibilities of increase in pro
duction through secondary recovery methods af!-d 
by exploring new areas in the leas~-ho~d ~vail
able in these fields. Recent exploratiOn md1cates 
possibility of large resins of gas being formed in 
the lease area. 

21. 

Hydro-electric resources 

4.17. India is fortunate in having several moun
tain ranges and large nver systems which would 
suggest vast hydel power resources. These have 
been assessed on the basis of the results of sur
veys conducted by the cefltral Water and Power 
Commission between 1953-58*. 

The Central Water ana Power Commission 
study made the evaluation with reference to 260 
specific schemes on the various river systems. 
The river systems were classified into the follow
ing groups: 

(i) The West flowing rivers of Southern 
India covering the Western Ghats and 
the Coastal strip from Goa to Kanya 
Kumari. 

(ii) The east flowing rivers of Southern 
India. 

(iii) The rivei:s of Central India which flow 
to the east and to the west. 

(iv) The Ganga basin including its Himala
yan and peninsular tributaries. 

(V) The Brahamaputra basin and neighbour
ing drainage areas in Assam, Megha
laya, etc. 

(vi) The Indus basin covering the tributaries 
of the Indus in India. · 

The economically usable hydro electric potential 
estimated for each of these river systems and its 
Statewise distribution is given in Table 4.5. 

TABLE 4.5. 
Statewise Distributio~:~ o/ Power Potential . , 

' ' ;,q, l 

State 

.:v Andhra Pradet~h 
2. Assam (including Meghalaya, 

Nagaland and Mizoram) 
3, Bihar 
4. Gujarat 
5. Jammu & Kashmir · 
6.' Kerala 
7 .. Madhya Pradesh 
8. Madras 
9; Mahasrashtra ; , 

10. Myi!or" 
11. Orissa 
12. Punjab & Haryana , ; 
13. Rajasthan , • 
14. Uttar Pradesh 
15. West Bengal . 
16~ · Himachal Pradesh 
17. Manipur 

Total 

M. W.at60%LF. 

11,599·4 
609·1 
677·0 

3,590·5 
i,539·5 
4,582·3 

708·2 
1,909·6 
3,372·8 
2,062·01 
1,360·5 

149'0 
3,764·0' 

22·0 
1,867·.5 

865·0 

41,Hi5• 5 

SouncE:-Central Water and Power Commission. 

The distribution of energy potentials of all possi
ble hydel schemes, region-wise, is set out in Table 
4.6: . ! ' . 

TABLE 4.6 

Hydel Energy Potentials of Various. Regions of 
India 

Regiona 

Eastern 
Northern 
Central • , 
Western 
Southern 
Assam 

Total 

.. 

(Hyde! potential) 

Billion Perren-
kWh tage of 

Total 

14·2 6·5 
36·6 16·9 
43·9 20·3 
13·6 6·3 
42·6 19·7 
65·5 30·3 

216·4 100·0 

4.18. The above power potential has . been 
worked out at 60 per ceni load factor b\:if even
tually the. potential may have to be worked out 
on a lower load factor, as most of the hydro
electric stations will be used as peaking stations. 
Of the total power p~tential, about 10.3 million 

*This has been given in detail in the Report of the Energy SIU'Tey of India Committee 1965-Annexure 3 prepared by the 
CW&PO. · 



k.W J.e. 25 . per cerit represents potential of 
simple "run-of-the river" type projects in the 
Himalayan !_anges atid the rest "storage projects" 
(Energy pofelffial will be 54 billion kWh). "High 
head" type projects utilising drops over 300 
metres account for about 13.63 million kW with 
energy potential of 71 billion kWh. "Medium 
head" type projects i.e., drops from 3.0 metres to 
300 metres account. for 23.86. million kW with 
energy potential of 126 billion kWh and "Low 
head" projects ranging from 8 to 30 metres· main
ly "lift" dams below the major 'feservoirs have 
a to~l of about. 3.:66 million kW with energy po
tential of 19 billion kWh; These· hydro-electric 
resources are widely distributed all over the 
co~ntry, th~re being few regions of the country 
which are sttuated more than 500 km from major 
concentrations of hydro power such as the Hima
layan sources, the Shiltong plateau, the Eastern 
Ghats and the Wes~em Ghats which utilise the 
natllral a<tvmirages of the mountains. Schemes in 
the rillddle and lower ·reaches of rivers like the 
Narmada, the Chainbal, the Sone, the Mahanadi 

·and the Godavari derive their potentials from the 
. topog!'llphic characteristics perrilltting · the con-
struction of large reservoirs. · · 

. 4.19. Schemes which are currently in opera-
t!on .~or under construction or whose investiga

.. t10ns have been cmnpleted · cover potentials of 

.about 6 million kW,-1.2 million kW and 4.4 mil
- lion ~W respectively~ Th~ exploitation of hydro 
electric potential has been minimum in the North

. Eastern region which actually contains the Jar~ 
· gest potential of all the regions. Table 4.7 indi
cates the estimated hydro electric potential avail-

:able and the quantity developed.and under·deve
lopment. 

. TABLE 4.7 

R,~gionwise Distribution of Hydro Electric Re
Sf)urces and Their Utilization (as in 1970) 

Region 

Southern 

·Western· 

Northern 

Eastern.: 
N orth·Eastern 

j.f. " 

Total Resources Percen· 
resources deve. tage of 
at60% . loped utilisation 

LF(MW) 
.and (i.e. of 

under col. 3 to 
develop· col2.) 

ment(MW) 

8,097 3,221 38·8 

7,189 942 13·1 

10,781 M51 22·8 

2,694' '475 21·3 
12,464 . 38 0·3 

4;1,155 '7,225 . l7·.5 ,. . I•. 

SPUBOE:~Report. of the Power Economy Committee 1971. 

Nearly· one-third of the remaining potential of 
29.5 million kW which has yet to be established 

9S-

~y field in":esti~atio~s. repr~sents potential of 
run-of-the-rlVer proJects. This does not require 

extensive investigations as the dependable power 
drafts ha_ve been estimat~d ·on the basis of gauged 
data available for the Himalayan rivers for fairly 
long periods. · 

4.20. In the Hnnaiayan region there is consi~ 
dered to b~ a scope for possible upward revision 
of tbe estimated hydro electric potential. The 
'Seasonal' energy potential that would be avail. 
~ble la_rgely at th~ sites of multipurpose projects 
m Penmsular India has not been included in the 
above estimates. The Power Economy Committee 
expressed the view that "on the basis of the latest 
information regarding hyde! energy resources and 
their economics of development, it would be 
possible to instal about 8U to 100 million kW of 
hyde! capacity on our river systems during the 
next two to three decades ......... ". In the absence 
of details this committee has taken note of the 
hydel potential as indicated by CW & PC. The 
Committee would recommend that a more syste
matic delineation oj our hydro-electric potential 
shotil{[ be taken up as soon as possible. . 

4.21. The Government have recently taken 
steps to declare water as a national asset. This 
measure has come none too soon. If India is to 
make full use of its vast hydro electric resources 
a national approach· would be necessary and the 
hydro electric power generation being the cheap
est method of generating energy, full atte,trlton. 
should be given to the development of these re
sources in. as .economically and speecly a manner 
as possible. The first step required is the detailed 
investigation of the untapped resources in diffe
rent regions of the country. Possibly one factor 
which might have deterred the exploitation of 
hydro power in the Himalayan and Assam re
gions was the lack of demand for power locally 
as well as practical difficulties in tapping the re
sources.· With the concept of a national power 
grid comir!g into existence, electric power should 

. be developed wherever it is possible to do· so 
economically and be fed into the national grid 
for transmission to the load centres. 

Nuclear energy 
· 4.22. Uranium is the only primary fuel that 
can be directly used in nuclear reactors. Exten
sive prospecting and exploration efforts of the 
Department of Atomic Energy during the last 
two decades have led to the discovery of a num
;ber. of ·occurrences ofJ ur:anium in .India~ · The 
most important region in India for uranium ore 
is the Singhbhum region in Biliar. The Jaduguda 
mines and the Narwapahar mines situated in 
this area are the most important uranium mines 
so far. There ate also other possible uranium 
deposits in the Singhbhum belt. The copper 
deposjts ·of this region also contain small amounts 
of uranium. The 1ailings from the copper mines 
near Jaduguda may yield uranium at economic 
prices. 



4.23 .. The reasonably well assured uranium ~c
sources in India are about 22,000 Te U,O, w1th 
an additional inferred reserves of 24,000 Te U,<?•· 
Uranium mined in India is ~ligh~y more expc~1ve 
than in many other countnes. ~mce the :urann~m 
concentration in the ore is relat1vely low m lnd1a. 
However, this is not of any grave consequence 
as the fuel cost forms only a small component 
of the total unit energy cost from a nuclear power 
station. 

4.24. The Government have already initiated a 
nuclear power programme based on natural ura
nium fuelled and heavy water moderated and 
cooled reactors. Except for the first n~clear po!fer 
station of 400 MW at Tarapur which reqll;lres 
enriched uranium as fuel, all·use natural uran1~m 
as fuel. At present 600 MW nuclear gener~ting 
capacity is in operation in Maharashtra/GUJarat 
and Rajasthan. another 640 M'Y is under cons
truction in Rajasthan and Tamil Nadu a1_1d t~e 
construction of a 440 MW power stat1on m 
Uttar Pra!lesh is about to start. As these fi:rst 
generation power stations would need a loadmg 
of about 4 kg of uranium per kW installed for 
30 years of operation, the presently proved and 
inferred uranium resources in India would sup
port only about 10,000 MW of installed nuclear 
capacity based on the current type of nuclear. re
actors Moreover, out of the 120 kg uraruum 
that ~II be loaded every year per MW of instal
led nuclear capacity about 2 kg only will be ac
tually consumed in the reactor and 0.5 kg of 
plutonium will be produced. The. rest of the ura
nium cannot be used as such in the present type 
of nuclear reactors. Nevertheless. the plutonium 
produced in these reactors and the discharged 
(i.e., used) uranium. could be used in fast bree
der reactors which are being developed in India 
and are expected to be in commercial operation 
before the end of the next decade. Once these 
fast breeder reactors come on line by 1985--90, 
they will produce more plutonium than· .. they 
would bum. and then the uranium resources 
available in India would be able to support about 
600,000 to 10,00.000 MW of installed capacity 
for a life time of 30 years. Thus the potentially 
available energy from the presently' known ura
nium deposits in India would amount to about 
120 x 10' to 200 x to• billion kWh of electri
city. 

4.25. Thorium reserves in India are the lar
gest in the world and are estimated at about 
4,50.000 tonnes. Besides. the fast breeder reac
tors would be able to produce fissile UraniUJll---, 
233 from thorium that is abundantly available in 
India. After the fast breeder reactors passed on 
thorium are introduced, there will be virtually 
no limit to the capability to generate electricity 
from the resources point of view, as a total of 
about 2.4 x to• billion kWh of energy will be 

potentially available from the known thorium re· 
sources. · · 

*Noo-eooveoiional IOIIUel of eneru 
4.26. This term is used to cover sources of 

energy such as Solar energy, Geo-thermal energy, 
Tidal power, Wind power and Chemical sources. 
As would be seen from the assessment made in 
the following paras, these sources would be of 
negligible value in the next few years, as a source 
of supply for the country's energy needs, though 
R & D in identified areas of application holds 
considerable promise. 

Solar energy · . 

4.27. The annual average uitensity of solar 
radiation in India is 600 calories per square cen
timetre per day. As the radiation is intermittent 
and variable in its availability, the typical clear 
sky intensity has been estimated at 1 kW per 
square metre of which one-half is. from visible 
light most of the balance ncar infra-red-radiation 
and 'a very small amount of ultra violet radia
tion. Tapping of solar· energy can be el'fCC!ed 
eithet through flat plate collectors or focussmg 
collectors. AU practical solar energy systems now 
in use are of the flat plate variety. Materials, 
costs and operating •problems ·are. stated to. be 
coming in the way of focussing systems bein1 
used widely. The popular applications of. solar 
energy are solar evaporation in the salt.industry; 
water heating, desafuiation of water through dis
tillation, solar drying; solar ·cells. Other . fields 
where solar energy can · bC applied ar.e refrigera
tion, air conditioning. ·water pumping, cooking, 
conversion through plants into liquid and solid 
transportable fuels. In India, research has been 
conducted on the use of solar energy in. several 
institutions like: 

(i) Central Building Research Institute, 
Roorkee, which has designed a fiat plate 
solar energy collector and solar water 
heaters; · · . · · 

(ii) Central Salt and Marine Chemicals Re
search Institute,, Bhavnagar, ·which is 
conducting investigation on solar · radia-· 
tion, solar : distillaiton, solar ponds etc.: 

(iii) Defence Laboratory, Jodhpur, where an 
equipment for treating living space at 
high altitudes; solar stills, solat water 
heaters and hot boxes have been devc· 
loped; · · r~ , ' · · ' . · · 

(iv) Solid State'~Physics LaboratorY (SSPL), 
where the work on solar cells such as 
Silicon, Gallium Cells and Telleurium 
Cells is underway; · · . • . . · 

(v) Auroville School ·of Environmental 
Studies at Pondicherry, where a project 
of "Natura} Energy based · Eco-house" 

•This •ootlo" hn.e hoe" prepal'l'ot with ~!\" CCl-opGratlon of the . Secretariat ?f _the Natioqal Collllllit* or sc!~ce ~ 
'J'echnolo'!y, 

.l·• 
' 



i~; proposed. The solar energy would; be 
utilised for heating water and day t1me 
cooking by low pressure steam, the 
development of solar pumps is also pro-

: posed•. · 
(~i)- At C~ntral Arid. Zo~e Rese~rch Insti

.' · · tute some work IS bemg earned out. on 
' . solar heating; 
'vii) '.Academic .. institutions like liT. Madras, 
' hdavpur University, Regional Engineer
. · .. i:ng College, Allahabad etc. are studying 

and experimenting with various forms 
of utilisation like ·heating/ cooling etc. 

The most important requisite for large !:!Cl!-~e use 
qf ,solar energy is the development of capaet~y to 
store it when available and lise later. Consider
able research will. have to be done to develop 
~n eeonomic and reliable 'Cell'· which . can store 
solar energy. · ' · 1 • 

. :one. possible: method or· directly utms~g ·solar 
energy is to produce fuel through photo-syn~e
sisii In this method, ,certain selected fuel species 
ar~ grown in areas which have low soil f~rtili~y 
and the ··wood extracted· from· the plantation IS 
used mainly as fuel or .converted !O liquid f~el 
(Methanol). With a photo-synthesis, conversiOn 
efficiency. of 0.5 per cent, it has been estimated 
that.· from· one hectare, 5 tonnes of. oil or 32,000 
kWh· of electricity could be obtained per year. 
We do not have large areas of land which do 
not• have a better alternative use which could 
stipp6rt such plantations now; It .is, therefore, not 
foreseen that anv· significant energy contribution 
can be obtained through this process in the years 
upto 1990-91.:· ·: • . , I . 

Geo-thernial energy -· 

. !4.28. Hot spring&, which .are the sources of 
geoithennal ,'energy occur. in four regions in the 
c<>untryl "i~, '(1) N.~. Himalayan ranges ~overing 
areas m 'Ladkh, Himachal Pradesh,, Punjab and 
U.P. (2) Nannada-Sone Valley (3) Thlmodar Val
ley1and (4) the West Coast. Explorations prima
rily at Manikaran and later in the West Coast 
have been_ included 'in the UNDP country pro
gramme· which envisages geological, geo-physical 
!lnd geo-chemical surveys, initially by surface ex
plorations followed ·by appropriate well drilling 
and testing programmes. Another programme for 
exploratory work , in respect of :other. ·areas in 
N.W. Himalayas and Narmada-Solie areas has 1 

also been drawn up by the NCST Expert Group 
on natura\,resources. Preliminary analysis reports 
i~djcate that. out .of 253 springs in, the· country, 
103 are Hot. having a temperature above 37•c. 
The Hot Springs Committee 1966 had considered 
the'.' PUga sp!W.gs in I,adakh and ¥anikaran in 
~.P: as tl).e f~o most 1pr'ospective . geo-thermal 
field~ in India .. The 'optiinum power generation 
poss1ble at Manikaran taking into account esti, 
mated rate of flow, pressure and temperature 
Wall estimated by tltem at 35Q ~W. Their rou~;h 

estimates for Puga and Cambay were 400 kW 
and 1_85~ to 2300 kW respectively. Even though 
quanttta~IVely .geothermal energy is not very im
portant m lnd1a, som~ of tllese sources like Puga 
JD Ladakh have locatwnal advantage which can
not be ignored. In June-september 1973 fue 
GSI led a multipurpose . d~lling exploration in 
Puga Valley With spec1ahsed assistance from 
NGRI, .AM!l, liT .Kanpur, liT Dellii and Roor
ke~ .UmvefSitY: Th1s project consisted of shallow 
~nlhng operatwns at about 15 sites. Central heat
mg by geothermal energy was also successfully 

, demonstra!ed. The exploration experience from 
Puga multipurpose project indicates that the total 
power potential in geothermal energy may be 
several megawatts. · 

Tidal .power 

· ~4.29. An ~xpert panel of the Nationai Com
mitte~ .on Sc1ence and Technology has examined 
th~. t1dal. data and indicated the following pro
mismg s1tes. (i.e. tidal range above about 5 
metres) for tidal power generation : · 

Area 

I. Bhavnagat (Gulf of Cambay) 

2. Nl.Valakhi (Gulf of Kutch) 

3. Diamond Hubour (Hooghly 
river) · 

4. Saugar (Hoog)y river) 

Approximate 
potential Spring 

power output Tidal Range 
(MW) 

460 

123 

56 

10·8 metres 

7·5 metres 

5·9 metres 

Subsequent exa'mination proved that the total 
potential of tidal power would. be around 300 
MW. The Gulf of Cambay appears to have the 
maximum power potential but problems of situa
tion:will have {o be overcome. At Navalakhi sil
tation is low which makes it a more favourable 
area though extensive survey data is called for. 
However, before any tidal power potential can 
be ·tapped. considerable prepafl\tory action in
cluding the design and manufacture of a suitable 
turbine is necessary.· 

Wind mills 

· 4.30. The potential in wind mills has . been 
broadly .assessed by considering extensive wind 
data available with the Indian Meteorological 
Department from over 400 meteorological sta
tions in the country. Wind mills can be installed 
for operation in such parts of the country where 
wind sp~:eds of over 10 kmph are -prevalent, e.g., 
parts of coastal regions, Rajasthan, Gujarat. 
Maliarashtra and Mysore. Whilst suitable wind 
mill designs have been developed by NAL. they 
have :qot been popularised because extensive field 
trials to demonstrate their technical/ economic 
viability when put to specific app}ications have 



not been conducted. Demonstration projects for 
extensive field trials of clusters of wind mills for 
pumping for and power generation applications 
have been worked out by an NCST expert panel. 
Whilst NAL have wound up all work on wind 
mills, CAZRI. Jodhpur and Auroville School of 
Environmental Studies, Pondicherry are at pre
sent actively working on research projects. CPRI 
has also started work on wind electric generator. 
The NCST panel has also recommended that 
design drawings indigenously available for foreign 
5-10 kW wind electric power generators be 
studied to examine whether a few could be manu
factured and ins~alled at a fay()l!!able locatioq 
to establish and demonstrate its techno-econo
mic viability. 

Chemical sources of energy . . ' , 

4.31. The NCST had constituted. an expert 
panel to assess the potenital in chemical source!! 
of energy. The panel has indicated that major 
thrust of R & D efforts should' be directed to 
those areas of application, which could lead to 
reducing dependence on petroleum products, such 
as motor gasoline, HSDO. kerosene. and non-· 
commercial sources of energy .. Th~; group has 
identified the following as potential areas for 
further work: 

(i) Battery powered vehicle, initially based' 
. on lead acid battery. 

(ii) Fuel Cells. Rural electrification, parti. 
cularly of villages having 'a population 
of 500 and below: To meet the objec~ 
tives of these. programmes, the develop. 
ment on the following advanced chemi-: 
cal energy sources have been identi- . 
fied-

(a) Development of Sodium Sulphur Bat-
tery 

(b) Development of Metal-Air Cell 

(c) Development of H,O, Cell 

(d) Development 9f Lithium Cell. 

Non-Commercial fuels 

4.32. Nearly one half of the total energy con
sumed in the country comes from 'non-commer
cial sources sqch as firewood (incll,lding charcoal), 
cowdung and vegetable waste. The , dependence · 
on these fuels is maximum in the domestic sec
tor. This has led to large scale denudation and 
destruction of forests. Out of the total geographi-· 
cal area of 3.27 I!lillion sq km, forests in India 
occupy about 0.75 million sq km (i.e. l!bc;mt 23 

per>· cent). The ·percentage pf . forest area to the 
total land area as well as the per capita forest 
area iii India is mu.ch lower than the world 
average. The National Forests Policy Resolution 
laid down that the area under forests be steadily 
raised to 33.3 per cent of the total geographical 
area, the proportion to be aimed at being 60 
per cent in hill regions and 20 per cent in plains. 
The area under forests during 1960-61 and 1969-
70 and its :break-up according to the exploitation, 
legal status, composition and. ownership is given 
in Table 4.8. • 

'TABLE 4.8 

Area u11;der Forest in thousand hectares 

Description 1960-61 1969-70* 

I, From' point' of t>ieUI of ~loitation 

.. (a) Exploitable • • J.; ' 

(b) Potentially exploitable' I 

(c) Others, , • 

2. By ownership 

(a) State , ... 

.. , Total 

(b) Corporate bodies · : · · 

(c) Private indiViduals 
'I ,,, : r 

,, . 

... 

Total. • • 

•• 11! 

3. By legal 6tal1lB 

, ,(a) Reserved 

(b) Protected 
'' I ' 

I• j, ''1 

(c) Un~lassed ;1 

'' 

4. · By Ormporilion 

(a) Coniferous 
- \'' . 

(b) Broad leafed 

(i} Sal 

,, . 

,I ,. 

Total •• 

(ii) Teak 

(iii) Miso. • • 1 ; 

Total 

*Provisional. ·. ( ,·; 
,,-: '1·· ' 

:. 46,590 · 45,580. 1 

10,020 · ··· U,760 
' I . 

.10,270 14,69~.! 

68,960@ 75,030 

. 65,240 71,170 

~.290 ~.480 

1,430 1,a8o 

96,960, 75,oao 

31,610 88,070 

·24,060 24,450 

11,210 12,510. 

6S,Q60@ 75,030 I 

4,430 

64,530 

11,350 

8,750 

44,430 

. 68,960 

. 4,180. 

70,850 

11,300 

·7,140 

52,210 

75,0~0 

@Includes 2 · 0.8 million bectatW for whicb de~ils ftl"e 1\Qt 
&V&il~b_I~ .. \ . I) I •· . .. ' .,; '/·'~--·· ' . . ' ' 

SoUrce ; · India ~973, 



· 4.33. The statewise distribution of the forest 
~rea is given in Table 4.9: 

TABLE 4.9 . 

Statewise Distribution of the forest area in India 
in 1969-70 

, State/Union Foreat %of Exploi· Poten. 
Territory area forest table tially 

(Million area to area exploi-
hectares) geo. (forest table 

graphi· in use) area 
oal 

I. Andhra Pr~desh ' 6,512 23· 53 '4,836 1,676 

2. Assam (including 
Meghalaya & 

4,442 
.. @@3,059 

1,800 

Mizoram) 
3. Bihar 
4. Gujarat 

36·38 
17·59 
9·18 
3·21 

1,609 
2,107 
l,li13 

5. Haryana 
G. Himachal Pradesh 
7. J. & K. .. 
8. Kerala 
9; Madhya Pradesh 

10, Maharashtra .. 
11. Myaore 
12. Nagaland 
IS. Orissa 
14. Punjab 
15. Rajasthan 
16 .. Tamil Nadu 
17. Uttar Pradesh 
18. West Bengal ' .. 
19. Manipur 
20. Tripura 

Unum Territory 

1. 'A &.N Isl~nd .• 

2. Dadra & Nagar 
Haveli 

3:•belhi 
4.,. Goa, Daman & 

"Diu . 
5. Arunachal Pra, 

desh -
6. Others· 

142 
2,159 ' 38· 78 
2,105 9·47 
1,269 32·66 

'16,813 
6,696 

3,510 
21·76 

:8·30 

57 
1,203 
1,858• 

108 

3,~29 

2,615 
290 17·54 31 

6,746@ 43·29 5,383 
202' 4·01 90 

'3,760@ ' '10·99 .. 2,810 

,210 16· 99 1,419'. 
4,872@ 16·55 ' 3,462 

1,183 13·47 1,080 
602 26·92 291 
630 60·11 

747 90·11 

21 42·86 
5 3·36 

105 27•56 

5,154 61·67 

240 

503 

21 
8 

95 

S4 

200 
952 

••., 

30' 
lf47 
246 
244 

3,987 
2,471• 

895 
207 

1,042' 

1 791 
701 
65 

3ll 
190 

243 
·' 

10 

52 ' 

7. All India 75,033 22·87 45,579 14,760 

•Estimated. @11168-69 fiqure repeated. 
@@1967-68 figures repeated. 

· ·Source-Task ·Force .on Forest~Development. · 

4.34. The main object of forestry development is 
to meet the immediate and long-term agricul
tural and industrial requirements since the de
mand for various forest products, timber, do
mestic fuel and raw materials for industries has 
increased rapidly. Consumption of industrial 
wood in 1968-69 ' was estimated at 11 million 
cu~ic m~ter~ w:Qil~ tltc d~man(J by 1973· 
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74 is projected at 16 to 17 million cubic 
meters. It is expected that the supply may 
be increased to 13.5 million cubic meters by 
1973-74 leaving a deficit of 2.5 to 3.5. million 
cubic meters of timber. l"eqUired for industrial 
use alone. Table 4.10 shows the quantity of 
timber and firewood produced during selected 
years in the period 1950-51 to 1969-70: 

TABLE 4.10 

Production of Timber and Firewood 

(Quantity in 000' cubic meters) 

Year Timber Fuel Total 
wood 

1950-51 3,843 11,948 1 5,791 

1955-56 4,157 10,810 14,967 

1960-61 5,428 II,644 17,072 

196,5-66 .. 8,610 12,094 2,704 

1969-70 8,930 12,860 ; 21,790 

Source : Task Force 01:1 Forest Developmellt. 

4.35 The recorded fuel wood output in 1969-70 
was 12.86 . million cubic meters or. about 9 
million tonnes. The actual consumption of . fire
wood is, however, reported to be of the order 
of over 100 million tonnes, the balance of over 
90 million tonnes coming from unrecorded fell
ings and removal from · 'treelands' outside the 
forest area. It has been estimated that upto 1985 
the output of fuelwood from forests would in-

' crease at the rate of 0.5 million tonnes per• year 
as a result ·of conservation and protection mea
sures. With .the creation of plantations of fast 
growing species likely to yield .about 17.5 mil
lion tonnes more, the total availability from 
recorded fellings might go upto about 35 million 
tx>nnes. If strict control is not ~xercised, un
recorded removal of wood from forests and fell
ings in 'treelands' might continue at the present 
rate of about 90 million tonnes' or go down 
slightly giving a total• availability of about 120 
to 125 million tonnes by 1985. The forecast of 
the demand is somewhat· higher. In view of 
this, a serious shortage in the availability of 
firewood is apprehended if afforestation pro
grammes 'with quick growing species of fuel 
wood are not taken up immediately on a large 
scale or if the use of firewood/charcoal is not 
discouraged by popularisling substitute fuels. 

. 4.36 The other major non-commercial fuel in 
India is cowdung. As· this is mos1Jly ob1Jained 
free of cost and from cattle ·owned by the vil
lagers. no reliable record of the quantity is 
available. But it is possible tx> get a judgement 
of the level of availabilitv from the population · 
of cattle and the normal yield of dung per 
annum per animaJ.. The 1966 Cattle Census esti· · · 
m~ted th~ total• cattle population to be about 
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230 million animals. An NCAER study has pro
jected the level of cattle population as 280 mil
lion numbers by 1975-76. Taking the 1966 popu- , 
Iation of cattle and the assessment made 'by 
field studies that the average yield of, dry dung 
per day per animal as 2 kg, (10 kg' wetdung) 
the annual yield can be estimated to be 170 
million tonnes of dry dung. It is, however, neces
sary to note that only 10 per cenll of the cattle 
population is stabled an4 the rest of the animals 
are left astray in the forests and fields most of 
the time. It is difficult. theref<»re, to estimate 
tb.e quantity of dry dung that coula be recover
ed for use. The level of consumption of dung in 
1965 is 61 million tonnes. 50 per cent of dung 
production may be takeri as the limiting level 
of possible use. · 

4.37 In the case of vegetable waste such as 
rawdust, paddyhusk. coconut shells, bagasse, 

. ) 

'L/P(D)I93MofEnergy-4 

dry leaves etc., also, there is not likely to be 
any availability constraint in view of the pro

; jected increase in agricultural output. However 
bagasse which is one of the vegetable waste pro~ 

. ducts most widely used as fuel both in the do
mestic sector as well as m industries like sugar 
mills~ , has got a ~uch better use, as a raw 
material . for .. paper manufacture .. The availabili
ty of dry bagasse is estill,lated at' 14 per cent of 
the total q1,1lj.ritity of sugarcane crushed. About · 
130 ,million topnes of sugarcane is .grown now 
of which, at least 100 million. tonnes is crushed 
for sugar, k4andsari . or jaggery manufactUre. · 
Availability of baggasse may be assumed as l4 
mlllion tonnes. In view of the need to divert . 
baggasse for industrial use, this J:esource is. not · 
to. be counted upon. for fuer purpose. There are· 
nQ records to.,sY,ow the quantity of other vege- . 
table :1.}'astes tha~ would .. pe availabl~. , ., . ·. 

) .,i .. ) I I ' J 'l ' I-~ .. 



CHAPTER V 

REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF DEMAND FOR ENERGY 

~.1. ,In a large country like India, efficient 
development of energy resources would call for, 
not :(nerely'~ a reliable forecast of the level of 
demand for different fuels in the country as a 
whole, but some broad pattern of the likely spa
tial distribution of this demand among the diffe- · 
ren,tlj regions of the country. There have been 
very few. attempts* in the past to make any sys
tematic study · of _ · energy · consumption at · the 
regional or State level. Most of the past data in 
reliable official records relate to energy consump-· 
tiori' in the · country as a whole, the only excep
tion being electricity data which is available 
state-wise. The reorganisation of States, the diffe
rence in the quality of statistics compiled in the 
different States, the lack of past data in some 
union territories make a stupy of the regional 
energy consumption in the past very difficult. 
The Committee felt that in spite of the serious 
limitations of data, a study of the past trends 
in- the energy consumption in the different regions 
should be attempted and the likely future dis
tribution of demand for energy as between the 
regions indicated. 

RegioDlJ for Energy Studies 

5.2. For the purpose of this Report, the coun
try has been divided into four regions which 
closely correspond to the five regions adopted for 
power planning purposes with the aggregation 
of East and North-East into one region. The 
lack of reliable past data of the consumption of 
different fuels and the difficulties of projecting 
demand for the North-Eastern region have pro
mpted the adoption of a simpler four region 
classification as follow:-

Region 

Northern Region 

Eaetem Region 

Western Region 

Southern Region 

*States which comprise the 
region 

• . Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Pnn. 
jab, Haryan&, Him&ch&l Pra
desh, Jammu and K&ahmir. 

Bihar, West Bengal, OriBB&• 
Assam (including Megh&laya. 
Mizor&m and other States). 
Madhya Pradesh, M&h&r&shtr&, 
and Gujarat. 
Andhm Pradesh, Kerala, Mysore 
and Tamil Nadu. 

---~-------------------------------e 
*The want of adequate data, the Union Territories h&v 

ot been included. . 

5.31. The first step in the -'projection of the ' 
future energy demand is· the study of''the past· 
trends· in the consumption of 'energy in different · 
regions. (It is' relevant to state here that in the 
regional · demand ·studieS, · 'non-ci>mmeicial 
energy ·consumption has been included). Tota.,' 
commercial ·energy consumption in the different 
regions and 'the consumption- ·of different fuels·~ 
from 1960-6l 'to 1970-71 1is·. 8ummarised, -~~ 
Table 5.1.· · · · · ., · · ,,,.,-"! 

'' ' ' TABLE' 5:1 
t; ·: 'I.' . - ~ ' • I : -, 

Statement of Commercial Energy Consumption
Regionwise* from 1960-61 to 1970-71 w< · ,., 

1960-61 

Total C.E. Consump-
tion 

(a) Coal .. 
(b) Oil 
(e) Electricity 

1965-66 

Total C.E. Consump-

(Figures in ~r) 

Regions 

Nor- Eas- Wes- Son-
them tern tern thern 

13·16 23·90 22·43 14·47 
4·43 12·60 4·01 1·66. 
6·58 7·18 14·31 9·06 
2·15 4·12 4·16 3·75 

tion 25·58 38·42 39·52 25·40 
19·20 7·70 2·50 
12·24 24·28 16·50 

.(a) Coal .. 7·90 
(b) Oil II· 92 
(c) Electricity · 5· 76 6·98 7·54 6·40 

1970-71 

Total C.E. Consump-
tion 

(a) Coal .• 
(b) Oil 
(c) Electricity 

39·78 42·92 56·65 38·38 
8·20 17·90 8·90 2·80 

20·65 14·54 34·01 23·32 
10·93 10·48 13·74 12·26 

*Consumption by Railways and the consumption in 
Union Territories are not included. 

5.4. It is interesting to examine the percentage 
share of each region in total commercial energy· 
consumption and compare the results with the 

*The noteworthy exercises in this regard are those made by Energy Sm:vey Committee (1965) and the studies Qfthe N.C.~.E.R 
of the Energy Demand for different regions. The former is a sketchy one while the latter aBSnmes that the rote and pattem of mdus
trial development in different States wonld be the same as suggested hy N.C.A.E.R. in the earlier reports on the ind ustriaiPro~mme 
9f different States, · -

!li 
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percentage share of population. Table 5.2. sets 
out the results. 

TABLE 5.2' 
Percentage distribution. of energy consumption 

Regionwise during 1960-61 and 1970-71 

Region 

Northern 

Eastern 

Western 

Southern 

Percentage of commer~ 
cial energy consump
tion of the total 
commercial energy. 

consumption 

1960-61 1970-71 

18 
(27·06) 

32 
(22·51) 

30 • 
(21·05) 

20 
(25·13) 

22 
(26·73) 

24 
(22·44) 

32 
(21.65) 

22 
(24·67) 

NoTES (1) Figures in brackets indicate percentage, ,of 
total population in each region. 

(2) The iigures in brackets do not add upto 100 
as population of Union Territories is excluded 

5.5. In 1960-61, the Eastern and the Western 
regions, which had only 22.5 per cent and 21 
per cent of the total population, consumed about 
33 per cent and 31 per cent of commercial 
energy; while in the Southern and the Northern 
regions the percentage share in population was 
larger than the percentage share iil 'energy con
sumption. By 1970-71, a more equitable distribu
tion of energy consumption was attained. Per
centage share of the Southern and ·the :Northern 
regions increased; but between the Eastern and 
the Western regions, the latter caine to occupy 
the first position as the largest consumer of 
commercial enegry even though resourcewise ·the 
Eastern region was better endowed ' with energy 
resources and the Western was the. poorest of the 
four regions. From genera1 observation, it may 
be stated that within the Western region; the 
Eastern part has energy . resources while the 
energy demand has .come up in a large way in 
the Western part ·~of the tegion. 

5.6. A:p analysis of the rates of growth of 
commercial energy consumption· in ·the defferent 
regions during the ten year period between 1960-
61 and 1970-71 and during the two semi~decades 
that comprise this period shows interesting facts 
as given in Table 5.3. · ' · 

·TABLE 5.3 
Regionwise rates of growth of consumption of 

commercial energy 
(Figures in % per year) 

1960-61 1965-66 1960-61 
Region to to to 

1065-66 1070-71 1970-71 

Northern i4·2 0·2 ll·7 
Eastern 10·01 2·2 6·0 
Western 12·0 7·5 9·7 
Southern 11·0 8·6 1Q· ,2 

~--..----· --

_5.7. The gro'Yth in commerc~al energy consum
ption was movmg alon11J the nght direction dur
mg 1960-61 ·to 1965-66. In the latter half of 
the decade, the Eastern region suffered a severe 
indust!ia_I recession. As a result, by the end of 
the Stxhes, the Western region which is the 
P?Orest in energy resources emerged as the 
htghest consumer of commercial energy. 

5.8. Per· capita consuption of commercial 
energy in 1960-61 and 1970-71 is· shown in 
Table 5.4. 

TALBB 5.4 

Petcentage consumption of commercial energy 
(excluding Railways) Regionwise 1960-61 and 
1970-71. 

•' 
. ' 

, Northern 

Eastern. 

.W~stern 

'Southern 

(Figures in ttnne of coal replacement) 

. Per capita consump 
stion of commercial 

energy in 

1060-61, 1970-71 

0·107 
(65·2) 
0·208 

(126·8) 
0·239 

(145· 7) 
0·129 
(73· 2) 

0·265 
(81· 8) 
0·302 
(93· 2) 
0·477 

. (147·2) 
0·281 
(86·7) 

NoTF (Figures in brackets represent the index of per capita 
. consumption with All-India per capita consumption=100) 

. By the beginning of the Seventies, the per 
''capita consumption of energy has evened out a 
little in all the regions except the Western region. 

.:.1 
., 5.9 ... The Committee's studies reveal that there 
. was a large increase in commercial energy con-

., sumption over time per unit of national income · 
.. during the decade of the Sixties. This is due to 
the intensity of energy use increasing in the 
·mining and manufacturing sector as well as. in 
agriculture sector. There are difficulties in sepa-

', rating the influence of different factors which in
rfluence· the growth of commercial energy con
.sumption- During the period 196$-66. to 1970-71 
the· income from mining and manufacturing 
f·!otor grew in all . the States (and regions) a! 
lower rates than in. the earlier semi-decades, but 
the State incomes in many $tates grew at a higher 
rate. The commercial energy consumption in all 
the States increased at a lower rate during the 

' latter half of the Sixties as compared to the 
earlier half. 

5.10. Projection of future demand-Based on 
the survey of regionwise past trends of com
mercial energy consumption, the possible rates 

. ·of growth of such consumption in· the future 
· 'tould be attempted. On the basis of Case-IT esti
,, mates mentioned in Chapter ill, the total com
. met~ial energy demand is estimated at 898 mtcr 



· . I,)) ' lj. ' ' •. ' . , " , . 

by 1990-91. The distribution of this total deinand 
between the different regions could be attempt
ed by-

(a) · proie.cting ·the demand on the basis of 
past 'correlation between· energy con

. sumption and regional incomes and 

. using , the regression models to project 
, . future · consumption assuming certain 

levels of income growth; or 

(b) by working out . the picture of possible 
growth in different sectors in each 

· region and oomputing the energy needs 
' ~ ! '• for each sector; or 

(c) by assuming certain policy objectives 
regarding energy consumption in fu.ture. 

'·s.ll. The .Committee examined all the alterna
eives. -several regression models correlating total 
energy consumption,. and consumption of diffe
rent fuels with economic indicators were con
sidered. In ·most of the cases the correlation was 
not significant. Further, the Committee felt that 
an extrapolation of the past trend would _only 
perpetuate regional imbalances .in energy con
sumption. Tlie regression model would still leave 
the question of choosing· ·alternative patterns of 
economic growth in different regiQns (which pro
vide the explanatory variables) to subjective con
siderations. The second method listed above 
would call for economic development plan for . 
different .regions being worked out by the .Com
mittee, which is beyond the terms of refer
ence · of the Committee. The third method 

' of. projecting the distribution of energy demand 
in ' different regions by allSuming certain policy 

. objec~ves involves first the prescription of the 
policjes, 

1
The Committee is not 'in a position to 

. ,sugges~ regional 'policy objectives in the energy 

. se.ct<;>r ,~ithopt intergrating · these policies with 

. the ,over11ll . policies for "regional development or 
, ~gustpal'location policies to}>~ adopted _by. the 
J~oyer,pment. . But a hypotetical exerctse ' of 

. )y:Qat; ,'is · like)y · to. be the trend in consumption 

.. -ip..· 'differe,nt 'regions if the policies were framed 
. ,sQ;, as to en§ure equalisatioiJ.. of per capita com
,, ptercili( energy' consumption in different regions 
withiri a giyyn. ;timv. ~me was attempted merely 

. .~If> . s!\?W . ~he· 'extent'1 ~ :mbd'ificatioris to current 
trends that such 1! pohcy would call for. It was 
;as~u~edjhat' per ·capita ~ commerclar energy 

. ,consu~P,tipn ... would be a .broad .representative 
,llle~tsure of,,'the per capita in90me in the diffe• 
rent' regi1ons 'and 'that a policy would be operat
ed to remedy regional imbalances in su,ch a 

r· manner that it would be reflected ultimately in 
· · the per capita energy consumption in different 
· tegions''being equal. It was further assumed that 

·.by ·r 1990-91, 'the regional imbalances would be 
· · cortected~in this manner. ·The conclusions of this 
'!exerCiselare presented not as a recommendation 

•. that'. action • should be taken in this direction but 
to indicate the changes in trends of energy con
sumption that would be called for and to recom

. Wlflld th<r forii!ulation of overall policy towar(ls 

.,,, 
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regional development and particularly · for''~n 
industrial location policy.,. 1 

·· ,:5:12\1 Th,is, exercise. ~volved firstthe projection 
of populatwn · of the ·,different regions. uptQ 1990-
91. NQ, .official estimates of population in diffe
rent regwns upto 1990-91 have been made. Some 
tentative estimates were made by the Committee 
on the basis of available information. 

TABLE 5.5 
Estimated Regionwise Population 

(In mi'lion) 

•Region (a) .i970- (b) 1978- c~i · i'99o. . '. 7J 79 ,,., 91 !I 

Northern 150·1 180 .213 
Eastern 142·2 167 197 
Western' ll8·8 I 137 1 ,/162 
Southern 

. ,·) 

136·7 153 181 

Total·· • .. • 547·9 637 755 
·,.r,c I. 

(8.) 197H::tlnsus ~ · ._ ·:: ! :, 1r ,, 1 , '. ·, · •• 
, " -· . . - • ' ' • • • ' . ~ I 

(b) As. in\iil·&te•\.' in; the Iong-terin; •rperspectiv" includfd ~n 
the, Dr&ft Fifth Pls.n Ree;ioJla] br,·&k·up. m...Ie on ,l;he 

.. , lines·of Exp- rt .O>mmitoo on POpulation projec-ts;r ' ' 
• 1 • • -~ 1J1 • , · .. • r ' ; · 1 

·(c) .1\ss,umi~ij,the samc~~a,t;• .of gr.'wtb ·or~'p~pulatiofi'-io 
. .. all,.t.IJ.~ J;llOiops, a~?. t~e r&te of'~rowth0 indie&te<l: for tbe 
. Period 1981·86 in th" l)raft Fifth Plan to cOntinue for 

- ·.· tbenei<t5ye&r"~eriodraJso,f .t ~<·. " f''·i•~.',,, 

. S.ft Based 6# these··~·teritativi:( estiti1ate:••(>f 
w:i>uliition, in duferent regions 'imd' the 'assump
tion. that pet .capita ·consumption '·of-' commercial 

. ~neigy, for· a1I the regions should. be· equal,; the 
distribution of · ·eU:ergy -consrin:tption · ras between 
the different regions wa~ compute& .. Tile rates ·of 
groWth of CommerCial 'energy '-'cohstmiption: that 
this would imply fu thtqx:riod 1970-71 ~o 199(),.91 
were comparec;l with 'tl;le' ~st groWth}.il.tes•ln com

. nieiei~l energy consurllpt16n. 'Th~; 'results · of this 
stu.dy are set qW .w !~'?,~a?.~r i~:~<:iJ ·;~~.,.,~ 

·TABLE 5:6: . rr ;, .. , ·.~.'HI! 

rE~;,~t~s r 1 ~{ ~e~iok'i.Jise '.' 'co'hJJ:njifloW' of'· tom
mercial energy and ffze r'mplier:l' taies of'gt~wth 
of 'ConsumptuJif.· . · ·:r .. " ·r,, '• .. · 

,, 
" 

'H•I 

1 

North em 
Eastern 
Western 
Son them 

J:!' ';, ! j :·(JI~ !\-fi\ 1Jf .HIJ: I' 

'Energy; . -.. Rau; of growth'%! I i r' 
CODSUIDp- _< " '' I r, ,, • •. , 

tjon. in P.!'P· Actual 
mil)ion' '" • · lied 

· ,tohnes of ' bet; ~~~0-, ,·.1 '160~. I !)(15-, 
ooal replac~; ween 61 61 '66., 
ment in 19'10- to to to.'' t 
~~~ .. ~- 71 1970- 1965- 1970-
1970 1990- and 71 66 71 
71 ,., '91 

(Ac- (Anti· 1990· 
tual ' ci- 91 

, pated) 

2 3 4 

.. 29·78 254 9·7 

.. 42·92 235 8·9 

.. 56·65 193 6·3 

.. 38·38 216 9·0 

5 a'' ·~ '' 

11·7 14·2 9·2 
6·0 10·0 2·2 
9·7 12·0 7·/i 

10·2 11·9 8·6 



5.14. When the 'normative'• tates of growth 
computed above are compared with the rates of 
growth of commercial energy consumption in 
the decade of the Sixties, it is found that in all 
the regions except the Eastern region. the .. rate 
has to slow down. When the 'normative' rates 
are compared with the rate~ .. of, grow!h, of ,copt· 
mercial energy consumption during 1965-66 to 
1970-71, it. is seen that all regions other than 
Western region has to incr~ase the rate· The rates 
otgip\vth indicated for the. period upto 1999·91 
W ~e. case of, Northern and Southern reg10ns 
ar~ slightly above ' thtiLrates registered in the 
later half of 'tlie Sixties; but in the case of the 
Eastern :1egion.·a,~big. increase 1in commercial 
energy·, copsumption is.•called for while the 
Western· region has to sharply reduce the rate 
of- ·.increase in ·commercial energy. consumption. 
Th~ · reguJation of the growth rates in the com
ing •years .to the levels indicated .will have serious 
implication on . the development plans of the 
different. tegions;,.especially the Western region, 
where the rate"of growth. has..io be reduced. 

F~~. co~pti~~ J of.' .~~cial-energy in 
u.dilfennt regions. ' 1 u ,, ., ,, 

5.15. While the per capita commercial energy 
consumption in the different regions might tend 
to· b~me, equal with policy measures, the com
posjtipn of fuels which makes up total commer
qial e11ergy consumption, may vary from region to 
region depends largely on. the relative availability 
l!nd pr.ices:of the fuels. It is reasonable to assume 
thfl~ in ,Uie natural course., the regions which have 
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abundant coal resources will use relatively mor~ 
coal than oil in their energy utilization. But the 
levels of utilization will also depend on the 
policies of the Government regarding setting up 

.. of different types of industries in different regions. 
As the industrial policy bas no clear guidelines 
~o industrial location and regional development 

' and as it is not possible at this stage to forecast 
possible changes of Government policy in this 
regard, it has not, however;been possible to esti
mate the possible levels of consumption of specific 
fuels like ~;<>a,l, oil and .electricity. . · . 

:., __ :_,: ·-- • I'' ~ j '• 

. ' 
C6nclusions 

5.16. As between the regions of India, energy 
consumption is not very balanced, whether we 
consider the per capita consumption or the con
sumption per unit of national income. While the 
i~balances are slowly getting adjusted, ,the 
WeStern region is emerging ·as a' high consump
tion region iri. respect of commercial ·energy. 
I~ the objective is to achieve a more balanced 
pet: capita total commercial energy consumption 
by 1990-91, there should be a well conceived 
policY. towards regional development which will 
take note· of the divergenees in resource endow
ments. The regionwise energy policy should be a 
part of a well-conceived regional development 
strategy. The figures provided in the Report 
a,bove should be taken as merely illustra:tive · and 
cannot be regarded as a recommendation with 
~~y operational content. ' 

..• 'Tbc rates! ~bO'Wn in ()OJ. 4 in Table 5•6 are referred to as Norniative rates for COmmercial. . .:~ ._ ... 



tl:lAJ.tTER IV· ' . ' 
' '.;J J' I I 

PERSPECTiVE· OF LONG ENERGY PROBLEMS 
' 

_ · Energy Plan and National Development Plan . . . . . ... '· 

· 6.1. The preceding chapters have described past 
trends in energy consumption in India, the rela
tionship between energy consumption and indices 
of economic growth, the likely demand for energy 
and demand for specific fuels in the coming years 
upto 1990-91, the energy resources available in 
the country and the regionwise .supply and de
mand position. 

Energy Consumption 

/"' 6.2. If we take the period from 1953-54 to 
. 1970-71 total energy consumption. increased 
\ from 193.5 ' million tonnes of coal re• 

J placement to 376.6 million tonnes. The share 
of non-oommercial energy in total energy used 
declined from 17.5 per cent in 1953-54 to 48.5 
·per cent in 1970-71. The pattern of growth .in the 
energy section outlined ill this Report would 
take total energy consumption to 1079 million 
tonnes of coal replacement in 1990-91. Of this 
the consumption of non-commercial fuels would 
be only 181 million tonnes of coal replacement 
i.e, 16.8 per cent. In per· capita terms, total 
energy consumption iii India will increase from 
0.509 tonne in 1953-54 and .0.676 tonne in 1970-71 
to 1.439 tonne in 1990-91, in terms of commercial 
energy consuption along, per capita consump
tion would increase from 0.158 tonne in 1953-54 
and 0.361 tonne in 1970-71 to 1,200 tonnes by 
1990-91. It is relevant to note that this figure 
understates the total energy utililized in the coun
try as the large quantity of animal power still 
used in India for providing motive power is com
pletely left ou,t in these calculations. 

Basic directions of energy policy 
6.3. While a review of the fuel policy is essen

tial to decide from time to time the magnitude 
of the production efforts required and the invest
ment decisions called for, the studies of the Com

. mittee have brought out some fundamental direc-
tion of fuel policy which may remain invariant 
under most of the likely developments in the 
future. It would be useful to recount these even 
at this stage. · 

6.4. We can glean the trends in energy consump
tion beyond 1990-91 by tracing the factors which 
affect the quantity and composition of energy 
consumption. In a modem economy energy · is 
used mainly for the following purposes:-

. ,. -..(1) heat raising · 
(2) lighting 
(3) the provision of motive power and 

..J (4) electrolysis 
38 
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. : ' j' ' ., • 
The · demand for the 'first three purposes anses 
in 'liouse~holds. industrial · enterprises,- · transport 
undertakings .and commercial enterprises. Tile de
~aild for the last mentioned purpose is· restricted 
to;~a limited class of 'industrial enterprises. · 
: .. H,' . , ,, .·;J ~· ·,. r. : ·. ·' . . 

'·:65 In 1India, :the household demand for energy 
for' heat raising arises mainly for the purposes of 
cooking' and· ·· lighting.· The total quantum 
of energy demand for cooking may not rise much 
faster than the rate of growth of food consump
tion; ~but the preferred sources of energy for this 
purpose ·maY' change as the economy develops. 
For· instance;.· with growing . urbanisation~ 
electricity,. :gas :of· kerosene· will tend to replace 
non-commercial fuels like cowdung and firewood 
as the source ·of energy for cooking. The .bulk of 
this urbanisation would probably have worked 
itsylf ou.t,by ;1990~91. 
1 16:6. 'Household demand for. energy for lighting 

may well have a ~igher inco~e elastici!Y than the 
demand tor energy for cooking. ~n this case too 
one .can expect a gradual change JD. the preferred 
sources of energy for. this. purpose-mainly a sub-' 
stitiltion ' of electricity ·for kerosene. Here also, 
most' of the structural changes' in energy demand 
would have. been effected by 1990-91. Even by 
1990-91 a substantial J?ortion of ~e rur~l house-. 
holds may still have mcomes which wtll make 
them dependent almost entirely on fuels V.:~ich 
could be obtained at no private cost. But utilis~
tlOn of such fuels unless properly regulated Wtll 
have very high social cost- ~ o~de~ to reduce the 
social costs a number of mstituhonal arrange
ments and research efforts have to be undertaken 
to ensure that the optimal utilisation of local~y 
available fuel resources (vegetable waste, am
mal dung, solar energy etc.) is evol~ed. ~ui~ble 
measures may have to b~ ~ken UJ? m this dtrec· 
tion even from now as mdtcated m Chapters X 
and XII. 

6.7. Household demand for energy f~r motive 
power may also be. highly inco~e-elastlc. AJ?llrt 
fr.om anything else, the growth ~n the urbamsa
tion will ceteris panibus tend to mcrease demand 
on this count. However, with ri~ing incomes .there 
may be a substitution of inammate for ammate 
energy e.g., .as would arise in the switchover from 
bicycles to scooters. But the level of demand on 
this rcount would depend great!~ on goveml?ental 
policy with respect to the pnvate oper!ltton of 
vehicles, the importance attached to J?Ubli«? trans
port, the location of offices and ~actones Y"!th res-. 
pect to residences etc. If the ngbt pohetes are 
followed. India will not expe~ience the sort of 
burst in energy demand on thts cou~t that was 



experienced in U.S.A,.,• Western Europe and Japan. 
The rate of growth of demand may not accelerate 
for quite a long period even after 1990-91. 

• ' • ' J • 't '' '' . 

6.8. The demand for energy, for agricultural 
operations arises mainly for the purposes of pro· 
viding motive power; With the. gradual intens~
cation of agriculture, the level of demand for this 
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demand for individual forms of energy will also 
reflect mainly the income-elasticity of demand 
for that form. , 

6.12. Electricity will be the principal form of 
energy for the purposes of lighting and of course 

. purpose is likely to ~cr~se. M?reo~er. a substa~
t,ial measure of substttutwn of marumate for am
.mate power is taking place and will continue to 
take place· But the. greater part of this substitu- , . 
tion will p~bly h~ve been effected by-1990-~l. 

f: 6.9. The · demand for ·energy for mdustrta1 

· the sole form for electrolysis. It will be used for 
motive power in many applications. particularly 

. those involving stationary equipment. The \Ise of 
electricity for motive power for vehicular pur
poses may tu,m out to be important in the period 
beyond 1990-91 if current research work on 
battery-operated vehicles yields results.· There 
will be some use of electricity,for heat raising. 

. operation' arises mainly for the purposes of heat 
·'raising, for providing motive power and for elec
trolysis. The revel of energy demand for this pur
pose ·Will depend ·essentially on the structure of 
mdustrial production:. Within any given industry 
the level of energy demand per unit of output will 

'not in general change substantially. The high rate 
of growth of energy consumption in industry over 

' the past two decades'· reflects the growing import
ance of basic metals and chemical products in the 
total 1industrial output. In industry. the use of 
energy for the purposes of heat-raising and electro
'lysis probably ·increases faster. than the use of 
energy 'for'motive power as the economy grows. 
However; the impact of· such structural changes 
on the level of energy demand may well be more 
mod'erate in the · period beyond 199().91. · The 
so'urce ·of energy used for these purposes will also 
change if the policies recommended in this Re
port are implemented. Here too, the bulk of the 
~nges may well have been effected b~ 199().91. 

6.10. In the transport sector, energy is used 
almost entirely for the purpose of providing 
motive power.• ·As the economy grows, the de· 
mand for transportation will most certainly in
crease, but the magnitude ,, of the increase will 
depend greatly on the locational aspects of deve
lopment If, as is likely, the degree of specialisa
tion of, different regions in different types of pro
duction increases, the demand for transportation 
will increase at a rapid pace. But there is no 
reason for su,pposing that such trends towards 
specialisation will be more pronounced after 1990-
91 than before. Hence. on this count too, the rate 
of growth of demand for energy may not accele-

. rate. after 1990-91. 

; 6.11. The considerations described above sug
gest that the rate of growth of energy demand in 
the period beyond 1990-91 may not be as high 
ps the projected rate Of growth of energy demand 

1 upto 1990-91 and certainly not as high as the 
growth rates observed over the past two decades. 
Most of the substitutions of one energy source 
for another that are taking place or that are 

, recommended hi this Report would have been 
effected by 1990-91" and the rate of growth of 

6.13 .. Coal will be used mainly for the purposes 
of heat raising including, of course, heat raising 
in thermal power stations. In view of its low 
·efficiency. the use of the steam locomotive may 
decline unless research work leads to some 
dramatic technological developments. 

l . 6.14. Oil prod~cts are a particularly suitable 
It- form of mobile energy with a high energy to 

weight ratio. If the recommendations of this 
Report are aecepted, they will be used mainly 
as a source where such a mobile source of energy 
is necessary-for lighting and cooking in areas 
where electricity and solid fuels cannot be made 
available and for motive power in road trans
port. Oil products are too expensive a source 
of energy for purposes for which coal and elec-
tricity ~n be usc:d. · · 

>-6.15. On the supply side. among the commer-
. cia! fuels, coal will remain the most important 

supplier of energy in India upto 199().91 ·and 
most probably even beyond. The oil resources 
in the country have not been fully exploited. The 
oil bearing area that has been studied thoroughly 
constitutes not more than 4 per cent of the total 
area of the Indian sedimentary basin which 
could be the habitat for oil. But it must also be 
remembered that this 4 per cent has been con-

. sidered the most promising on the basis of the 
knowledge that we have now. While the possi
bility of finding more oil on-shore off-shore should 
not be ruled out, it will be irrational to frame a 
policy on the basis of the likely findings of oil. • 

6.16. As indicated in Chapter IV there are also 
possibilities of our exploiting very large quantities 
of natural ga9 resources from the areas under 
exploration within. the country and, abroad· In
creased availability of natural gas will call for 
changes in the pattern of fuel supply suggested 
in this Report. At this stage. however, it is too 
premature to make any attempt to quantify the 
possibilities. 

6.17. Between 1983-84 and 1990-91. it is anti
cipated that Fast Breeder Reactor technology 
(F.B.R.) would be commercially available to 
India. The availability of economically viable, 

• T n 'f,.Q!, if· on · iA fnon•l in tne ronntry, wbPtber it Rb"UU,. be tll!Od internally or exrorte•l wouM bav" to be, nr· fully 
•h+le! W'itl- roferenre to the other fuel forms aVailable in the country, the relative prite of fu"J in the international 
markot aad ou~ othw. imPOrt needs.- · · 



iOOfiirtiercia1. ·scale :Fast Breeder IR.eactGrs ··in 'the 
··Country would ·:introduce a new 'element in the 
energy supply situation which has not been fully 
taken note of in our; Report. Given the very 
large. resources of thorium and th~. definite possi-

" bility of . accumulating significant quantities of 
. ''plutonium' in. the country by 1~90; 'India would 

. 'be' poised for a very. fast gtowth of nucleal: power 
,poduction · when · FBR technology Js commer
ciali:red. J:'he Depart,meni' of ~tomic 'J?nergy- has 

. drawn up. plans to mcrease · nuclear power ·gene
,_ 'ration' capacity. from '1900 MW in 1983-84 to 
' '8623 MW in 1990-9-. ·Of''this 6620 MW will be 

·bllsed ott' the ''first generation heavy water ·re
actors of thei kind <which•are already being built 

.. while 2,000 MW will be.•based ·un Fast Breeder 
~(Reactor· technology which: is1 :under •development. 
'. The I Committee -would I welcome . such 'fapid in
.. crease in •JUUclear power . generation,> especially, 

power generation·'based on .•FBR'·_,technology as 
in the years beyond 1990-91 .. It will be very 

. ·difficult to meet the . power teqillrement with
out adequate support of supply from FBRs. If 
the pattern of supply of fuels recommended in 'this 
Report materialise by 1990-91, almost the 'entire 
hydet·potential would have been exploited· and 
c<>al production, w,ould' have reached a level that 

· there ·would ·be 'severe limitations to further 
rapid increase in its production; if no large oil 

·reserves are discovered by then in India, the' in
·cremental ·demand for ·en~rgy. beyond 1990-91 
would have to be met by nuclear 'pb'wer 'genera-

. · tion. This would be possible only if FBR tech
,. nology for ·commerciah1lperations· is available 
··by them In view" of thi$,;, Committee , would 
·strongly recommend that adequate· effort shouuld 

,, be put in ~developing this ·technolpgy ·based on 
· the use of thorium fronz;:npw on ... 

' 6.18. The· oth~r I energy. ·~~s~~rd~s. ~hich ~re 
-'not .commercially utilis~ in significant quantities 
. anywhere in the , ;world )JUt wh,ich .are. talked 

about: with great hopes, ·afe geotherma). em;rgy, 
solar energy, wind powt;r, tidal .power .and che

: mical sources . of . energy. The Committee examin
ed carefully. the status of ·work and the likely 
contribution · that could ·be obtained , from these 
sources~ The total energy available from tidal 

.. power and• the geot~etrnal •energy that could be 
tapped on the basis ·of the • ·present • technolog_y 
appears to be insignificant. Similarly, the contn

, · bution"o~ wind power- is·•likely• tot !'e ·small even 
·if a· very large' numbel.' of Wind·mdls are s~t -·~P 

,. in. the country. ·There are grave •uncertamttes 
regarding' -the : commercial juse o~ sola~ • energy 

:·for · industrial ·needs. The ::Committee therefore 
. felt that by 1990-91, the contribu!ion• fro!ll these 
-non-commer~ial, energy .. sources 1s not b~ely .to 

. be significant enough ,to b~ ta~en note c;>f m di.s-
cussing the .energy !>Upply sJtuahon. But,In certam 

, specific.:.I<x:ations/ ·these. non-C<?~mercial e~ergy 
· forms n1ay have some relevance. 1'he Committee, 
has therefore. recommended the support fon. all 
res~arch and development · •activities .connected ' 

with the utilisation of non-conventional energy 
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,for:Jns. ·Beyond l990·9i, there may r.be po~sillili
' :ties of . energy which . appear . the only non-coin
solar . energy ·1which ,appear rthe only non-com
mercial sources of energy which could contribute 

·to supplies in a .substantial way. 
' .. ., . 

•. ~ation:.of ~nergy Cost 

· :6.19.-Upto the early seventies, all over · the 
'[world 'the "trend was not only to ·plan ·for ade-
quate en~rgy ·supplies· but ·to provide -it at mini

.mum';of cost. ·Minimisatien of energy cost was 
' one df the primary objective .of energy planning 

L;~n many ~ountries bu.t the shortages and un
. :;certainties. ~n -oil availability during the :last few 
.. , :}';e.ars has . shif~ed to. emphasis in energy planning 

. to .fl~~uring tile. adequacy of (uels more than the 
.;reduction of energy cost. In the coming year5 

·.· when the. oil situation in the internath:~nal market 
· , settles down.; ,to , ,normal conditions, 1there will 
: ;,~gain):>e a ·renewed j!mphasis on minimisation of 

. ')energy. co~ts. j1( India~s production is .to be com
,petitive in ,the jnteroational market, we. should 

· , ;ensure,, that. our . planning for energy ~dustries 
,aiJ,d operation, Qf ,these industries are comparable 

· . in · efficien<;y, to that. obtaining . in other countries. 
, The. Committee ·has emphasised .throughou.t the 
·-Report ,tQ.e,.need for ~ost minimisation. Any 
investm11nts .,made .in the energy sector which 

,.wquld prod'ijce-high cos~ energy and which would 
nhave .. p~quctiye l~fe 1 beyond 1990-91 will make it 

, . ,. -yery ~iffi~ult. to x:e(j.uce the overall cost .of. energy 
< production.,·Hence,-,howeyer, :urgent. be the com~ 
:.;nptdsion .oLtheo!l\lrrent. situation,,we should not 
. Jl..commit·.ourse_lves irrevocably to such high .cost 

investments. · 

" ll6J20. There are .. indications that a number of 
-c~ec-hnological developments in the coming decade 
· •;will·•reduce the transportation cost of energy~ Un'
··~ess!We·arejalert .. ;md adopt: the most modem and 
· '•the !most--optimal· technologies for, transporting 
· en~rgy, • the · cost of energy to the consumer in 

- ' lndia is 'likely dO• bee higher than . the cost else· 
•' Jwhere. · .Jn· a. country -Of. continentaL dimensions 
· 11like outs with coal. resources situated mostly. in 
.·,Jthe· Eastern. and Central regions and hydel power 
·',. concentrated,mostly in the Northern. region, .there 
~j will .. be need to ·transmit .energy in· the form of 
· ~ electricity c<'>ver .long distances. Transmission costs 

· could be reduced by adopting higher transmis-
. sion. voltage.,&· well. as t,he. newer .technologies 

,,, like .'De; .transmission or transmission . 1hrough 
, cryqgepic , .cOJ:Iductors, ~iquid-filled conductors 
, .. etr,. Research ,,.and development .in this area 
· .• s/u;mld be JakeJJ,,up even from. now. on, if we are 
., ta ensure the. supply of power at economic rates 
· . tq.the, .consumer in the years .beyond 1990-91. 

,: .k21. ',Another .lllajm; .. problein in ene~y trans
, portatioll., which will continue to be of interest 
'·beyond 1990~91 is the ·transport of coal to- .diffe
·. rent ,,.sJJppl}l, .points. In view of the continued 

··· difficulties dn transporting coal, a number of sug
gestions have>' been • made for: transporting coal, 



by converting it first as electricity and transmitting 
it through EHV lines or by gasification of coal or 

- by converting it to coal slurry and transporting it 
, by pipelines. While transmission of power by 
EHV lines in preference to transporting coal is 
economical under certain circumstances, the coal 
gasification and pipdine transport of gas or trans
porting of coal as slurry by pipeline appears to 
be un-economical under Indian conditions. While 
it may be useful to make sorpe detailed studies of 
the economics of coal gas transport and coal 
slurry transport in ce1tain specified locations and 
take up some schemes as part of R. & D. efforts, 
the contribution of the pipeline mode to coal 
transport will be very small upto 1990:91. Even 
if we assume that all power generation will be 
at the pithead by 1990-91, there will still be a 
need to transport by rail around 200 m. tonnes of 
coal need for uses other than for power genera
tion. Pipeline transport, even if this is introduced 
in certain circumstances, may transport at the 
most about 10 million tonnes. The major burden 
of moving coal will have to be borne by the Rail
ways. The Committee has suggested that the coal 
transport capability of the Railways should be 
built up to a level of 85 per cent of the coal pro
duction in tlze country at any point of time. This 
would mean that the Railways' capability to move 
coal should be around 300 milnon tonnes by 
1990-91. While the possibi:ities of pipeline trans
port of gas or slurry becoming economic in the 
circumstances prevailing beyond 1990-91 cannot 
be ruled out, it is clear that even then the burden 
on the Railways to transport coal will gradually 
increase. 

Need for review of energy policy 

r: 

6.22. A number of factors assumed as the basis 
for our forecasts and recommendations may 
change from time to time. It is, therefore, neces
sary to keep the policy under periodic review and 
to effect changes wherever necessary. Energy uti
lisation represents the culmination of a long 
process which starts with the exploration for 
fuels, their transformation and transportation. 
All these stages which precede energy consump
tion have long gestation periods. Energy plans 
should therefore extend to long-term horizons of 
at least 15-20 years. If energy plans and policies 
are to be operationally meaningful, they should 
be reviewed periodically at least once in three 
years and the planning horizen extended at each 
time to 15 years. 

Energy Commission 

6.23. The implementation of the recommenda
tions of the Fuel Policy Committee which call 

· for coordinated action by several Ministries and 
agencies of the Government. An ideal organiza
tional arrangement for this will be the setting up 
of an Energy Commission clothed with adequate 

powers and manned by suitable talents which 
can,:b~ entrusted with ·the responsibility fqr the 
pcnodu: rev1ew of_ .the energy sitt«Jtion and for 
planning for optimal production and distribution 
of the. different fuels. As the experience of ·this 
Committee 'bas revealed that the data "relating to 
sector-wise energy consumption, the ·effect· of 
related p~ices o! fuels; and the, regional e_nergy 
consumption !lata are not available, the Com
missi~m should 'also have the' responsibility of 

··collecting systematically the information and data 
o_n t~e indian as wei~ as internatio.nal energy 
situatiOn and of organiZIDg research and analysis 
which will contribute towards the review ano, if 
necessary, the revision of the Energy Policy. 
However, it is recognised that such a Commis
sion will have to take over the functions which 
are now dealt with in several Ministries like the 
Ministry of 'Irrigation and Power, the Depart
ment of ·Mines, Phe Depart1nent of Petroleum, 
the Railway Board and the Planning Commis
sion. lt has also to be recognised that the scope 
of work of the Commission will become very 
large and some of the problems associated with 
large organization will have to be faced by the 
Commission. · 

Energy Board 

6.24. The need, however, to coordinate the 
activitie.> of the different agncies of Government 
dealing with energy is very urgent. Committee 
considers that it would be appropriate to im
mediately set up an Energy Board consisting of 
the Ministers of the concerned Ministries sup
ported by a suitably structured Secretariat to 
assist this Board. Such a Board would be some
what different. from a Cabinet Committee as the 
Board would have a Secretariat which would 
initiate or undertake studies and analysis rele
vant for the review or revision of the fuel policy 
and would not depend entirely on the administra
tive Ministries for such studies. The Energy 
Board can be set up immediately and with the 
experience gained in its working several func
tions of the Ministries which are more important 
for effective discharge of its functions could be 
transferred to the Board. The· case for the Energy 
Commission could be re-examined at an ap
propriate stage later. 

Institute of Energy Studies 

6.25. In the Report on "The Fuel Policy for 
the Seventies" (May 1972), the Committee recom
mended that an Institute of Energy Sudies should 
be organised for collecting systematically the in
formation and data on the Indian as well as 
international energy situation and of organising 
research ·and analysis which will contribute to
wards the review and, if necessary, the revision 
of the Energy Policy. If the Energy Board is 
formed, it may be useful to entrust the functions 



''Of the sliggested Institute of Energy Studies to 
"''t11e no.ird; •ft should be noted that we ' have 
. several: . institutions in the country which are 
~veP, . now. engaged: in. certain aspects of energy 

:·production and . utilization. Whether a separate 
'Institute of Energy Studies is set up or the pro
: posed EJ1ergy :Board takes up the work, the work-
l'' ' t',, _,. . .'' • I . • 
,.ing of,.th.e ,~ge!'CY entrusted with Energy studies, 
.I 1 .• lt'••J. •. ,. , . ,, . , .._ 
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"' ,gJwuld be oriemed more towards the arranging 
for the studies to be conducted by different imti
tutions and agencies in existence now and' co
ordinating the research projects. Any attempt to 
centralise the research efforts relating to energy 
problems whic.'1 extmt over a very large area of 
economics, science and technology under a single 
i nst it ut irm may prove coullter-productive. · 
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CHAPTER VII . 

COAL POLICY 

Coal : Principal source of energy 

7.1. Coal was the principal source of supply 
of commercial energy in India till the ,early 
Fifties. Over the last two decades. the direct use 
of coal has been steadily declining in relation 
to other fuels and the estimates of demand given 
in this report indicate that this tendency will con
tinue upto 1990-9L The relative proportions of 
coal, oil and electricity consumed in the economy 
and likely to be consumed in future are indicated 
in Table below :-

TABLE 7.1 

Share of coal, oil and electricity in total com
mercial energy 

Year 

1953-54 

1960-61 

1965-66 

1970·71 

1978·79* 

1983-84* 

1990-91* 

Coal 
(Direct 
Use) 
% 

47·8 

39·9 

35·3 

26·0 

23·5 

23·3 

21·8 

Oil 

% 

!19·6 

43·~ 

43·9 

49·3 

48·8 

45·3 

42·9 

--
Electl'icity .. Total 

% 

--
12·6 100·0 

16·7 lOO·O 

20·8 lOO·O 

'24·7 lOO·O 

27·7 lOO·O 

31·4 lOO·O 

35·3 100·0 

NoTE: Percentage calculated with reference to coal replace
ment measure. 

7.2. Though the share of coal directly used in 
the total commercial energy is going down, the 
coal used indirectly through transformation as 
electricity is rapidly increasing. The increasing 
demand for electricity and the limitation on the 
possibilities of increasing power generation ·from 
hyde! and nuclear sources during the period upto 
1990-91 leads to, an increasing demand for coal 
for thermal power generation. As a result of this, 
the quantity of coal used .indirectly is likely to 
increase relative to coal used directly an<f .the 
share of total coal in total commercial energy is 
expected to be stabilised around 38 per cent by 
end of Fifth Plan period. Table. below . sets, out 
tluf likely tr~nd~: . .:, ; , . · . :: , , , I •••• 

TABLE 7.2 

Shqre of coal used directly and indirectly in total 
commercial energy · · 

Total @Coal used %share 
Year commer. of total 

oial Direct In- coai**J 
energy dirrot 

1960-61 101·2 40·4 6·7 47·1 46·&1 
(85·77) (14·23) (100) 

1965-66 147·0 51·8 10·3 62·1 42·24 
'I (831· 41) (16· 59) (lOO·O) 

1970·71 197·3 51·4 14·6 66·0 33·45 
(77·88) (22·12) (100·0) ·, 

. 1978-79* 361·0 85·0 53·0 138·01' . 38·2 

' 1983-84* 
(62·0) (38·0) (100·0) 

38·3 532·0 124·0 80·0 204·0 
(61·0) •(39·0) (lOO·O) 

19!10-91 * 907 198·0 144·0 342·0 37·7 
(58·0) (42·0) (100·0) 

**Percentage· calculated wi1b, reference to cpa! replace. 
ment measure. · 
' , *As per ~timatea (Case-1) in Chapter III. Figures in 
brr.akets indicate percentage, share of coal used directly and 
indirectly in the total coal used. 

@Exclusive of coal used for non-energy purposes. . . . ~ 
As seen from Table 7.2 the share of coal used 

. for power generation as a percentage of total 
coal was 'only 14.2 per cent in 1960-61. This is 
estimated to •go upto 42 per cent by 1990-9L 

1 1 ''7.3. However.' in 'international · comtmrisorls, 
'•the relative shares of coal, oil and hydel electri
'city are"calculated in terms of coal ·equivalent 

c11lleasures is considered, the share of coal remains 
·:<ftboye, 50 per cent .upto 1990-91. ' . ·~. - :, 

• r TABLE 7.3 ,., 
.. Share of coal used directly and •indirectly as ·per 

cent . of total •. Commercial Energy Ail)~; coal 
, , .L equivalent measure's). . . , 

Total Coal u'sed in (a) %share 
commet.' m~ tonnes <If 

; ) cia) I total. 
energy coal 

II· I in mtce 4 in o. t.o.e. 
··: 

il t Direct Indirect Total 
use use 

. 1960-61 .. 70·8 40·4 6·7 47·1 66·5a 
J, '1965-66 102·2 51·8 10·3 . . 62·· 60·16 
; ;1970-71 132·0 51·4 14·6 66·0 50·00 

}078-79 234·0 85·0 53·0 138·0 58·97 
. 1983-84 357·0 124·0 . 80·0 204·0 57·14 
1990-91 . 623·0 198·0 144·0. : 342·0 64·90 

·1t·4-,___..-----------------
.. ) : (~) ;~xd.Usi~e of coal use~ f?r non- ,cn.~~f y Purposes~ 
g ' 



7.4. Coai demand forecast in this report im
p'ies an annual growth. of about 12.6 per cent 
during the Fifth Plan period and about 8 pet_ 
cent from then on. As a result of the new thrust. 
for substituting of oil by coal iri different sectors, 
and the new technqlogical deve1opments · anti · 
cipated in the production of chemicals and fer!i
lizers based on coal, the estimate of coal demand 
forecast for these purposes in the report should 
be 'taken as 'somewhat conserVative: (It is to be 
noted that the use of' coal as a feedstock for 
the manufacture of nitrogenous fertilizer has been 
ta!cen note of ·in our forecast;' but no -other 
chemical production based on coal has been 
assumed, as there are grave uncertainties in esti
mating this). Coal, therefore, will play the most 
important 'role in meeting the energy and feed
stock requirements of the country. Fortunately, 
coat except for the . n1etalhu:'gical'. variety, is 
available in quantities which· may .last for the 
next 100 ·'yea& ''The. production of coalltas a 
long history in the country and the technology 
of coal prM.uctibri. is well developed. We should 
therefore consider coal as the primary source of 
·energy ·in the country- for -the next few decades 
and ilze energy policy of the country has to 'be 

. 'rjesigned olz this basic.· premise. · · · 
, .. 

Survey of coal industry 
.,:~~JJ ...... ~ l ,j ' ·• .. ' 

1
' -'1.5. ·While evolving a policy for coal develop· 
1

ni'e~t~i,Il,' this country, it ·.would be appropriate 
tq' mak~ a. survey ofJhe coal industry. The first 

: published referenc~ 'to the mining _of coal in 
rJndia .dates. back to the year 1774 when shallow 
'':tllines'l are ' reported to have been -developed in 
the Raniganj coal field.' · Systematic mining of 
coal through quarries or shallow pits seems to 

-, h!lve started only in the· second quarter of the 
·~·nineteenth century. By 1860 nearly 50 collieries 

were in operation, produci:ilg'' about 2.8 lakh 
tonnes of .coal per annum in the Raniganj area. 
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· By the end of' the "nineteenth 'century the produc
tion :of coal from the Raniganj field had increased 
~ci·~;~ ri:tillioii tonnes per arim,un but in the mean
time other areas had also started producing coal, 
the most important coalfield being Jharia in 
Bihar. Coal mining started in Madhya Pradesh 

. (then kil~wn 'as Central Provfuces) in 1862, 1in 
'the Rewa State '(now part of M.P.) in 1884, ·m 
;~ii]gar~W,,.'(in th~ then·· Hyderabad State; now 
• ini•Andltri Pradesh) in 1887 and in Upper Assam 
in 1881. At the beginning of the present cen· 
tury; "bo~l' production' had i:eached''\l. 'total of 

about 6 m. tonries. The growth of the indu$try lti 
subsequent years was as follows :- '-,. ~ 

TABLE 7.4 

GrolVI/z of Coal Production in India 

Year 

1900 
1920 
Hiao 
1940 
1950. 
1955 
1960-61 
1965•66 .. 
1969-70 
1970-71 
1973-74* .. 

*Provisional estimate. 

Coal Jll'O· -· 

duction in 
m .• tonnes 

6·00 
- .17-so 

23·80 
29·39. 
32·\!1 
38·84 
55·70 
67·6S 

'• 75·74 
12·96 
77·90 

7.6. Till the end of 1971, before the nationali
zation_ of t_he coal mines, the coal industry was 
orgamsed mto. a number of mines mostly pri
vately owned and very small in size. In January 
1971, the number of. mines in operation was over 
800 and ·the size-wise classification was as 
follows:.- · 

TABLE 7.5 

Sizewise Distribution of Coal Mines (1971) 

SizefProduotion per year* in tonnes 

1. Up to 6000 
2. between 6,000-12,000 
3. between 12,000-60,000 
4. between 60,000-1,20,000 
5. between 1,20,000--3,00,000 
6. between 3,00,000--6,00,000 
7. above 6,00,000 

No. Annual 
Produc
tion'fu 
million, 
tonnes 

228lessthani 
47 less. than i 

211-. 7_:p; 

100 9 
130 25 

74 28 
7 5 

*As per the licensed or approved production capacity. 

It'niay be noted that over' 480 mines had''a 
total production· of only 8 million tonnes, 'in· 

'' dicating· the· smallness of operation of the ma· 
1/jority· of mines .. After nationalization, the entire 
· cbal industry, except for 9 captive mines of the 
' two private sector steel ·plants, (and some tiny 
coal mines. iri certain locations) has co.~pe under 

· three· public sector corporations. Bhatat Coking 
''Coal which took over 208 coking coal mines and 
'186 bon•coking coal mines, has reorganised them 
into 86 units. Coal Mines Authority, which took 



ovW' 29j private mines and 44 . mines of the 
National Coal Development Corporation is still 
ih the' process of reorganizing them. · In its 
Eastern Division 215 mines have been reorga~ 
nlsed into 86 units. The number of colliery units 
at present may be taken at about 376 against 
about 8_00 before nationalization. 

- , I i ( 

·.TJ.7. :!fhe degvee •of mechanization in the diffe
rent mines varies widely. There are mines which 
are still using primitive methods of mining 
where· production is very labour-intensive; there 
aw also rl1ines which are highly mechanized. 

, r ., ,.-. ·~ • , , . 

,, 7.8. The· employment in the coal mining in
d.li6try. which has .recorded* as 3.99 lakh per
sons in,l961 .is ,reported to. have. -declined to 
J..~ lakh-,persons .jn-1971; but in the process of 
nationalization- of the• coal mines it was noticed 
that -part· of this decrease was due to, misreport
ing of labour employed in the mines with a view 
.to: avoiding payment of. the legal .dues to the 
•wdrkenh ifhere is, .however, evidence -that a 
lal'ge ·pOrtion ,of -.the increase. in productivity in 
:the Sixties· has. come- from increases .in .labour 
productivity.· rThe ·output per mine shift• (OMS) 
'basi increased from--0.35~ tonnes in .1951 to 0.48 
ltonne in 196boto 0.67 tonne in 1971. Pait of the 
increasedn productivity.. is .also. due .. to increase 
in production; in coal- from open-cut· mines: instead 
of•· underground· mines,. The ,average output per 
mine·-rshift in. the open-cut mines is ground 1.3* 
;tonnes• though in completely mechanised mines 
like iJhingurda;· it -is,.as, high as 6t tonnes; the 
'output. -in undergreund mines is howeve~: around 
{)!5· tonnes.t The productiont,.derived from open
cast--tmnes was-10,82,m. tonnes in 1961 which 
increased to 15.43 tonnes in 1972-73. 
I''.', .., ft .. • • , • 

,..: 7.9 . .The inadequacy of r11il transport affected 
coal ,consumers severely .. in the. beginning of the 

,Sixties .resulting in the shift to tb,e use of oil pro
·~duots by a num~eJ; of industrial 1,1nits, particularly 
,in, the western.. and southeni regions. With the 
. easy. tavailability of furnace oil and its obvious ad
.,val)tag(f. over coal. in. utilization,- these industries 
,,continued. with. the. use of furnace oil even after 
ftheJ.rail transp01:;t situation improved in 1964-65. 
.f.rom ..1964-65 . onwards. the rail 'capacity was 
-ahe.ad of the coal .demand ~Jnd. th~ Railways bad 
,,to,.gQ to rthe extent of suspending certain line 
-capacity" w.orks . .(e.g., Singraulj-Katni link) and 
.&!111celling . ·the .ordetll' for .a large number of 

,-,wagons.· The" best performance of the Railways 
rtn ·coal-transport was. in 1969-70 when · they 
. .moved,.7l.•million tonnes. The situation changed 
r_suddenly:d'rom ... ,197.0-71 ; and again 'im era of 
•Wagon1shortagy has started. In 1973-74, the Rail
r<ways were .• able to. move only about 61 million 
·~,tonnes. 'Of coal. In- .terms of the av_erage number 
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of .wagons, .Joaded.,per- day, the figures:f~r _1969.; 
70 and.,l973-74 are 8J.91 and 7398 respectively 
The ¥ear 1973-~4 ~i~essed a,large ,scale sho.rt~ 
age ·m ~he .avallabthty of . coal throughout , the 
c1;mntry msptte .of the production recording· the 
htghest lev~! so far reached, nearly 78 million 
tonnes. Th1s fell short of the• demand: which 
has b~e~ assessed ·to be of the ordec of 85,,~~ 
9.0 • mllhon, tonnes. The . shortage ·,was moSJt 
actually felt by small industries,: brick kilns 
consumers of soft coke and other categorie; 
~ho get low priority in .. the allotment of wagons. 

'~ ', . I ·' . I , ~ 

Coal demand 

7.to. In ~ur · ~sthnates of coal' demand in 
1978-79. 1983-84 and·· 1990-91. we have taken 
n?te of the . anticipated ~~~els ?f pro~uction.- of 
dtfferent maJor .commodtttes · m · the. indu.stry 
sector .and the P?ssible, changes in th11 .technology 
of. t~e1r·, pr?ductton: We have al~o provid.~d f9r 
the mcreasmg effiCiency of use of coal. m. tl).f 
·power- sector and its·.' progressive substitution,,.as 
a feedstock for,-nitrog~nous fertilizer prod,uct.ioy. 
·and. as a .fuel m the mdustvy.,sector m,.replfice
ment:•oLmt A fast rate of growth in .the use of 
soft;. coke and low temperature: carbonised coke 
as domestic fuels have .also been provided.' for: 

·- j.., -,' I -~ r• ,. '.f ~ ., ,. _ _ , . , . · -'-_'' 
· , .On ,,these aSSQn;lptiol).s, pur .estimate of deiilana 
f~r coal for direct u.se and for power J?IOdl;lcti~n 
wtll be as follows:- . '' · · · · rn 

I i. 'I i I• I c, • 1• .. 1, () 

TABLi;.'7.6' ,, ·._,;, 
'11 , ,; ~ ,. ' ' r ·. '" 1 , '• t 

Demand -for coal in 1~78-79, 1983-84, ;1990-91 
• · ,l f 'l ·'. ·r· f'l)•rlf 

'.,. ' 
· (In , million: tonnes~ 1 

- .. [: 
Coal. use 1970- -1978-· 1983- 1990-! 

71 79* ·84* 91* 
'(I 

I. 'For .direct .ise in entegy' 
sector ·· '51· 4< 85·0. ·124·0 i98'~o 

14·6 53·0 
: 1 

66·0 138·0 204·0 
. 3·0 7:0· .·rl~·O 

5. Total :coal 66·0 141.0 2IFO 
.• : • ' '1, .•• 

*As .per Case·U in Chapter III, 
'. @Coa.I used in.Sindri plant is 'accounted against. coke pro· 

duotion: coke oven gas is used for fertiliser production. 
_,,_ ;' 'f' . .• • •.. _,-.' 0 

. , 7.11. The rate of growth of coal, production 

.will be. 12.6 per cent during .the Fifth Plan. 8.4 
-per cent in the Sixth Plan and 7.6 per cent·. in 
the period upto 1990-91. The target rate of m
crease in coal production is somewhat.; high 

(a) Mon~hly .Co!'! . Bulletin, January 1973 issued by the Directl!r,General of Mines Safety, Government onndie. .. 
•r .. 

1 • • •• *Monti,J,Iy Coal. Bull,etin, _January 1973 issued by the Director General o£ Mines Safety, Government of India. 
tNational Coal Developm·'nt 9orpore.tion, Ranchi (Progress Report for April 1973). · 

*Office of the Coal Controller. 



during the Fifth Plan on account of the increas
inErderiland for power production as•well·as from 
the· steel industry. · In physical quantities • the 
average annual increase in production would be 
11.2 ·m! ·tonnes per ·year during the Fifth: Plan, 
13.2 rtil tonnes during the Sixth Plan and 19.7 
m .. tonnes during the period 'beyond the Sixth 
P:an uptd 1990-91. Viewed against th:e average 
rate ·of increase of production of Jess than 2 
tonnes per year' during the Sixties, it is clear 
that ·the critical pet:iod in meeting the coal. de
mand··would be the Fifth Five· Year Plan period 
when a steep increase dn 'the ·rate of growth in 
coal production has to be achieved, The subse
quent rates of growth visualized will prove more 
easy, tq accomplish onc;e. this hump ~s ,cross~d. 
1Indigenous coal availability. . . .. . .. . , 
'!• 7.12 .. 'In Chapter IV, a· sur:vey of the coal re
sources' available in the country has been• made. 
This 'indicates that • upto 1990-91. . the •gross 
·resources· of coal available in the ·country ~would 
be adequate to meet lthe'~requirements •. The .long
term 'perspective· of coal supply is discussed in 

1Chapter VI. While on global ·considerations, the 
entirli' coal demand could ·be met from the· re
''sources availablewithin the country>there may 
··be ·problems in · meeting · specific d~m~nd · fro~ 
the nearest source of supply. ·As mdtcated m 
Chapter V, it i~ not po~sibl~ at this stage to 

,forecast on a reliable basts tl:le demand·for ·coal 
in the different regions of the country• '41 the 
coming years; but on ' the supply' side, : it is 
possible to estimate the .p~ysical levels of pr?-
1duction of. coal. from the different coal fields tn 
India based on geological and mining 1 inform~
tioil available regarding the fields. Experts m 
the Coal Industry have agreed that the p~ysical 
levels of' maximum production from the, d1fferent 
mines in the country may be as follows :-

TABLE 7.7 
f'os~ible levels .of production· , of coal ... frqm 

· · different. coalfields upto 1990-91: · . 
, (in mt' ton~ea) 

Coat ~eld 

1
' 1. >MakilmfN.E. region .. .; 

· 2; Bengal.Bihar · 
(a) Jhari ... . 11 

(b) Mugma & Ranij!'tmj 
(c) East Bokaro 
(d) South Karanpura, , "•. 

· ' · · . West Boka~o and Ram· 
. · garh · :., · ., . · · '', 

Ill '· (•) North Karanpura (incl. 
+· ;: ' -, · Hutar & Dalt.oitgimj) 

· ' (f) Rajmahal · • . • . 
I: a. ·Sin~au\i (MP & UP) ' ' •••. 
. r. ;4; Taloher (OriBSB) ... ; . 1, •• 
rh5• Sopagpur &I Korea-R~wo; .1 • 

6. Korha-Haedeo & Ib r1ver' ' . 
7. Penoh-Kanhan-Tnwa . , 
8. Kamtee (Maharaehtre.)' ·;.' 
9. Chanda-Wardha. .. ,: , 

10. Oodavary Valley 

1978- 1983- 1990-
79· . 84 '•91' 

1. 'I' ,, 2 
I I I 

3 

26 36 50 
33 r., 45• 60 
7 12 13 

. .12 . 24~ 30 
(cokilil!')' (ookin<t 

5) . ' ·7) 

. 7, 
4 

16 i 1" 22 
.. ·. ·. a: 1 ·.10 

16 'fiJ?4 

16 
.•: 5. 

7 
I I 2 . ·ii 

4 
''12 

Js · · 12 
) 19" . ·20 
,u. _,. ·22 

7 . ' 8 

I 5 l !'Ill I ~ ~-, 1 

.6 ' 10 . 
16 I• • '21' 

135 ' 225 312 

*'Proved 'Plus indiot~ted plqe Inferred rellllrvfle, 

46 

7.13. These production levels are based on 
t.h~ inf. ormed judgmen~. ,pf experts, inithe geology 
an<l prodt~ction .. of coal;· these shou d be taken 
as a broad perspective . based on information 
now availab.lc and may need . corrections and 
adjustments as. more, information becomes avail
able on furthe,r . , exploration !lnd. investigation. 
The Committee has therefore. not tried to match 
the· demand with the feasible production which 
as' indicated ''above· falls ·short of the.: required 
level•" in 1990-91 by· about: 41 m. tonne8'. . 
;.__.·' 1 !''.1!'1 1; . ,i, •["I • .- •... ·.-

' I 7J4 . .Jt is· relevant to note that ,the achieve
ment of the ·.levels · of production in different 
coalfields, detailed investigation of deposits has 
effo~ in exploratio~: ~etailed .. cinv~stigatio~ of 
deposits· and advance action for settmg up mmes 
and mechanisation d.f the' mines. In ·many of t~ 
lcoaW~lds; detaile~ investigation' of' deposits has 
'beer\. heglected in the last few years and the lack 
of. detailed knowledge about. the characteristics 
of. the deposits' has proved to be a limiting fac
,tor of 'production. 'The Committee recommends 
that detailed investigations should be aimed at 
proving ~ufficient mineable · deposits for the 
requisite level of · production · related to the 

1

demand fol' COal' I estlmated . for 1990-91: On 
lJfO!ld''~;tl~ulatigps.'it appears that even the level 
o( production from differ~nt fields as . suggested 
wUl lea9 to the Western ·and• Northern· regions 
.being in'' deficit' and to these ·regionSI coal will 
have to be · transported during' the· period from 
Bengal-Bihar, area' .. B'eilgal-Bihar coalfields are 
oJd .coalfields havinj.!;' over· SO •per' cent reserves 
qf the 'pountry including prime coking coal and ~ 
i,dbd · quality non-coking : coal. . · Raniganj and 
)hiu'i.a"1foal~elds prdduced 'about 52 ;m• ·tonnes 
out of a total of' 'about 78 m: tonnes m 1973-74. 
In the period up'to 1990~91 ·a little over half the 
Lcoak, requiremef\t .of, tile country will continue 
JiO be produced: in ,the~,e region~. ~Korea-Rewa in 
Central India ... , Pench-Kanhan m Madhya Pra
desh. Chan~a :in ;,Mahl)r(l-shtra 1and 

1
Singareni. in 

· Andhra' Pradesh, were; developed 'as outlymg 
·COalfieldS; ,tO . SUpply the 

1 
reC}Uirements Of the 

~westem · and , the.· · Sopthern : regions. Assam, 
·,Bokaro .. and, Karanpura' ,coalfietas were originally 
. :developed ~s .. minor coa lfiel~s ' to supply some 
:soecifi.c.,requirements: ,.,It is, during_ the. Second 
'Five. Year Plan penod t'!lat· ex~~s1ve develop~ 
ment.of mechanized qpen-cut mmmg was m~de 
in Karanpura and other outlying fields. Dunng 
the Third Five Year Plan period, extensive new 

. developmentS ;,~n .Korba .. Talcher, Tawa Valley. 
yUmrer. · .Silewarl!-.,, •Korea-Rew!l ~s .a:lso deep 
~·mining , in . Jharia . co!llfields. were tak~n .up. 
:.Duringc-the, Fourth Five. Year Plan., th~ establtsh
. tnent..,of the p.ew. mine~ ,in Singra~lt coalfield 
r:ptoYided a rati?,nal, sou,rce ?f .~upvly m the early 
·, yea.rs ,for meetlf!ll the ·nyeds . of the Northern 

region. During the Fifth Five Year Plan. ~ew 
· mines' will be added in all the coalfie~ds. Durmg 
the Sixth and Seventh Plan periods, it is l'ossib!e 
that, many old mines in. Pench-Kanban. Jhana 
and Raniganj will bll e'lhausted of coal reserves 



and many of the existing mines will have to 
go deeper in their workings. When mines are 
exploited at· such great depths, sophisticated 
equipment is needed both for mining and for 
safety. Adequate equipment should be made 
available either. by developing indigenous ~apa
city for its manufacture or by import. Adequate 
replacement 'of mines will have to be planned 
for by early Sixth Plan and the new coalfields 
like Singrauli, Rajmahal, North Karanpura, 
Hasdeo-Arand etc. will increase in importance. 
The Committee recommends that a careful 
perspective of coal production should be planned 
on the basis of the information available and 
suitable action for exploitation and mine plan
ning t~aken in advance in the different coalfields. 

. This perspective. plan for the coal industry should 
be· 'followed by preparing a shelf of project re
ports well· in advance of each plan period. A 
Central Mine Planning and Design Institute has 
been set up at Ranchi. This institute will be 
developed with Polish Collaboration. It is de-, 
sirable that this Institute does not confine its 
activities only to the preparation of projeot re
port's but participates in all activities connected 
With the formulation and implementation of the 
perspective plan for coal. This would include 
exploration. and detailed investigation (in asso
ciation with ·the Geological Survey qf India and 
Mineral Exploration Corporation). of promising 
areas, assessment of ~heir potential over a period 
of 20-25 years, suggestion of priorities for deve
lopment and preliminary feasibility studies of 
the"projects: In this connection, the Committee 
would like to emphasise the importance of pro
viding' adequate power supply for the collieries 
and washeries. It has been reported that there 
are frequent interruptions and breakdowns of 
power supply in the coalfields areas resulting in 
the hampering of production and occasionally 
,endange)ing the safety of tlie mine workers. 
T"~ Committee suggests that seps be aken 
urgently to eliminate this drawback and ensure 
adequate and. uninterrupted power supply to col· 
lieries and washeries. · · 

C()king .coal 

·Categorywise and Gradewise Coal Demand: 

../'?.15: ·Coal can be classified into two broad 
·categories, namely, coking coal which is required 
for the metallurigicaJ, industry and non-coking 
coal wh~ch includes all coal other than coking 
coal. It is difficult to describe in general the 
different qualities which make coal suitable for 
metallurgical purposes but the most important 
is its capacity to be converted to coke measured 

, by its coking index. Coking coal is classified into 
Jhree' different types, namely, prime coking coal, 
:Medium. FOking coal and semi-coking or blend· 
able ·coat· Of these, prime coking coal is the 
most· important as it is a necessity. for the pro
~uction of steel using the . conventional steel 
production processes, Medium coking and semi· 

coking coals are useful f(lr the. production ot 
coke when they are used along with mJ primet. 
coal in the coke ovens. The pattenl ofutilisatiori' 
of . different . categories ' of coking . coal. would r 

depend on the anticipated level of · prc:idti~lioh of · 
steel, the relat~ve availability of different · catel . 
gories of coking coal and the range of technical'· 
blending possibilities. The estilnate of coking' 
coal demand is as .follows:- · ' '·· ·. ' 

' ,, 
TABLE 7.8 . . ·• . \ 

Coking coal demand 1978-79, 19.83-Sf,. a~·d: 
,}990-91 

'.1 • 

(Million i;onnes) ... , 

1978- ' . i983· :·' 19!io~ ',;' 
79 ' .. ' 84. .. ' '91 i, i 

) ' 
Prime coking coal 

Mediu;n coking COlt! 
' . 

i •: I \' 
i•·j2~·9 l .,.t5:9:: 

Blendablo coal' 

'·' . 
, Total '•• ., . ,'36·3 . 53·o .... , :llo·Q. 

., .: 
Notes : .... . . 

(i) Estimates correspond to the following anticipated · ·' ) : 
hoi-metal production in th.e steel ·i)ldustrvo:~~ 

· ' · M. toruie;~ • · 
1978-79 . 14·3 
1983-84 . . 22· 3 
1990-91 • . . . 36·0''',: ... , .,,,,, ., 

(ii) Blends and washed ooal requirements are assmlted 
for all merchant ovens. . , . , , . 

(iii) Progressively·. prime "coking coal of .high~r ~~h 
oontent is assumed to be used. · 

• 'I The production of Stl1el. kY electrical arf ~urnace . 
1s. not . taken note of and .. any prOductiOn . from 
this source will be. additjonal' >to' the levels.' of 
steel production assumed ·J.n' these calculatimis. 
The coal requirements for'th,e 1nan~facture ·9.~ 
hard coke from men;hant coke ovens.'tiave been 
taken note of. ·'· ·· · ''.···<.-. .· ·•·. I 

".o.:~·\r 1 rh t •. 
Resource availability and conserVation of coking 

·coal ' :., .:' .. ·! :. , ,,,, 

. . ( . ,. . i ~ 

7.16. In Chapter IV, we have. indicated tbab 
the total availability of ~oking coal proved, indi
cated and inferred categories will be about 
20,154 m. tonnes:··· The 'prov<:d categories ~add 
upto only about· 9,000 'm, tonnes~ Only above 
50 per cent of the· coal available in the ground 
can be extracted using, mining techniques now 
in practice. As most of the coking coai' ·is of 
high ash content, it requires to be washed be
fore it can be used for coking. In washing about 
45 per cent of the coal is lost as middlings and 
rejects and only 55 per cent is obtained as Wllsll· 
ed coal suitable for feeding into coke ovens. It 
should, however, be· noted .that new coal prepa· 
tation techniques and development in steel tech
nology may improve these ratios. But in out ca/· 
culations no improvements hav!'l. been.,. ,asl!qmed 



a~; ;n~ .' i d~~~ll~v)ri~.~<(~ti~p~ ', :jr~. '~~~i,_ablt~ri .' ~~~~' 
di~~t.Jc'?q. ~s:J>f)p~~·: A sy,st~mahc,. an11!Y~~s, of, 
ti}.,Pp.l?~.~~~ .. ";j:m. eq~u. m) .1\~d p!~l1!i~b .... le .co~l r~serve. s., 
aq9 t,he1r :J}k~ly,.Qep;mnd oveqtm~ m(!1cate~" t!J~t., 
prim~ cqkirw; ifoal llJOY get e~half~ted, . i1f, ,about: 
40 . years', t1me... Th~ medium. coking coal may , 
la_'si3or ~ome 'niore 'years. .Howev~r.' 'as prime· 
co/cmg coal is essential for metallurg1ca( purpose~ • . 
it is necessary to take all efforts from now on 
for the conservation, of prime coking coal, in 
particular, and of coking coal, in general. If the 
rittio o~ >pflme coking coal Used • ·in the steel in~' 
dustry is not reduced to technically feasible 
limits, the exhaustion of our prime coking coal 
reserves will be speeded up further (as the cal
cula,~~ops of ;thls Committee iS based on such 
reduction being achiev~d gradualJ.y). 

·- - - --- -- -- -~-- --
' 7.17. Research conducted by the Central Fuel 
Research Institute has· established the· maximum1 

quantitieS' :of. medium coking coal and'., bl~nd., 
a~le, coal th.~t could be ·added to p~;ime cokin~ 
coal in the 'coke ovr~ns. ·Based on these researches 
as well as taking into account the facilities for 
bleni:ling at· the steel ·Plants, the CFRI had esti
mated the optimal blend possible by 1978-79 as 
follow~.:,,.,;, · .. 1 , •• 1 ... ' ' 

Ratio of 'the blehd in percentages· 
Ill 'i] ,l . 

Prim~ co~ing .• ~fial 

]'yleditim, coking:coal . 

Blendable coal · 

I' ••. 

I •,' f' 

' .. 
, ·~ .1_,r ., . ! 60 

I• , 43 

7 
n-, .. , ... ,; ., . •''\1, '/I' ., ._,,,.._--'---

100 

T~e · A~s<?riS.: ,for lhls ~~];)ear' to il~ the easiei 
availab'i~f>' ,bf · pr_inie 'co~i';lg coal and the .lack· 
o~ ~e'~~tlve ~rushmg f~9ihMs at the steelr plants. 
Prf?ductiori of. the different grades of coking coal 
in, .fut~tre will need to. be planned in accordance 
w,ith the. proportion in which they' are needed 
i#:,tfze .. steel plants and adequate crushing and. 
pr~/u1ration · facilitits .·have. to be im;talled in all 
stee.Z, plants. The phmning of metallurgical coal 
inines and the co.nstrl!ction of ~teel plants will 
~«Y~ ,(q' l?,e' c;a,r~fullY,, synchronised,. As steel and 
Cf?lf,.(fi/J coal p_r9,ductwn have been. placed unqer 
sil'lgle aut!wnty, such synchromsed planmng 
should li..e, e~>'\• . I: I' , , 
\ ·7,,lS. Whi)~> :an· methods o( hmserving of coal 
~nd a gWfiter,1 ~egree of consefviJtg of coking coal 
qould b~,. taken. up in the long run, the Steel in
dus.tr);.; iii .India should also plan for the produco 
tiori of'..steel. when coking coal becomes scarce. 
There. a~e four. technical possibilities of conserv· 
iri_g ~9I,tingp>aJ.:~ . _ · . .. . . · 

. (i) .. Use 0f, small quantities of· low sulphur 
' , ) 'II\. heavy .stock. (LSHS) and . fuel , oil of 
"'' '·" · certain quality parti!llly;'jn .place of coke. 

\ (ii) '·Pre•tedu6tion. of irori ore: · · , 

1 •• 'tni), Pevelbpmeili: of the 'technology for the 
{ -. · 

11 J\se of beneficiated norl.-cokitig coal Oike 

\ \'!· · · · '''·rorm_·· ed coke) fo'r $teel making: · 
J'H~~,.) \' -.. 'I._· ·~\\~· •.. \ -.,~. 1 •. • .. ~ • 

··n \(Iv);Inj~~tiqn, of c;oal dust/P,roducer gas. 
\fhe, use of L~HS,,pan ~ ... a~op~ even ~ ~e 
sl,wrt~.r:Un while the .. other~! a,;e, d1stant possibili
ties. his necessary tl?at research and development 
;llctiv.ities in· this: regard are speeded up from ,1!0W 

,.,_ j 

) 

Stowiiig with crushed material 
'('It·:· ; ,· ··, r1-q~ 'fl, ·~·- ' .; 'T : • , • 

. ·r?J9. OD.~,; me~hod,of, mcreasmg th~. avatla-
b!hty of, cokJQg %'a~ 1s., the .,u~e .pf ~o'W!llg. . A 
l~rf,\C{ part of IndJitn coal m~illng,. which mvotve.s 
mlP!?,g, ·~,,!)f. tniC'k;, se~ms )ln?etgroUnd calls for 
stowmg · m Jhana. Bokaro and . Karanpur coal
fields. There is extreme shortage of sand needed 
for stowing and this has stood in the way , of 
higher percentage of extraction. It is considered 
ne(:eS$ary ,that arrangements· for. stowing crushe~ 
ston~ locally available be made so as to permrt 

'm{;dng 'of 0 imderground coal from thick coal 
1.vi'a1hs. 'Tiii.~ 'will help conservation of under
'grouiid" coRing .co'aldnd high grade .non:coking 

''coal inr'Jhan'r:t A long"term plan for meetmg the 
. ~towirlg'mat~rfal requirements of the coal indus
., try ~hould be drawn up and implemented. 
1 t • ( ' ' ' ' • ' ' • 

no~n-t'~st'' 1minillg in Jharia coalfields ' . 
I 'I 1 ' '). 't. : ·:: '.1' ' . ' • 

f ... ,7.2Q.; !tis realised that with the limitations of 
coking coal reserves in the country. especially the 
primer coking· c;qal. variety, there .would be con-

.. ,straints ou. planning for large scale steel ·produc
r:tion beyond say 30 m. tonnes of hot metal. One 
.;,9tl ·t~e ,ways·(Jto ,inC'rease extraction perce~t~ge 

of coal i$ to win the;: coal by open-cast Pl!nmg 



with, say, 90 per cent coal· recovery as against 
the underground mining, which gives an average 
recovery of only 50 per cent of coal .reserves. 
From the aspect of stowing of coking coal and 
with a view to prolonging the life of the reserves 
it would be worthwhile to take up studies for 
examining the possibility of large scale mecha
nised open-cast mining in Jharia coalfield with 
much higher overburden to coal ratio. It is 
recognised that there are technical problems as 
some of the areas are already honeycombed by 
underground first workings and some areas are 
subject to fire or seams have already caved in, 
apart from the problems of surplus workers and 
built-up areas. This matter needs to be studied 
in depth, in the conteJat of the need for higher 
level of hot metal production and maximising 
the indigenout> availability of metallurgical coal. 

Washeries 

. 49 

for washeries which are best suited for washing 
Indian coal and which would reduce the costs 
of washing coal. 

Qualitywise demand and supply of non-coking 
coal 

7.23. Non-coking coal is classified into diffe• 
rent grades on the basis of the ash and moisture 
content. Consequent on the classification. based 
on ash and moisture content. the calorific. value 
of different grades also changes. Within each 
grade, there is a slight.change in the calorific value 
based on whether the coal .is of high moisture 
or of ' low moisture variety. Broadly, the. classi
fication is :as follows:.:_ 

Grade Ash content Calorific value 
Kilo-calfkg. 

USA 15% tol7% 6360 to 6480 

Grade I .. 17% to 20% 5960 to 6360 

Grade II .. 20% to 24% 5560 to 5860 . 

7.21. As already indicated, the reserves ,of 
coking coal are poor in quality and require bene
ficiation before they can be used for metallur
gical purposes.· Normally, the steel plants prefer 
coking coal with ash content of less than 17 
per cent. Most of the coking coal in India bas 
ash content above this limit of acceptability and, 
therefore, requires to be washed. 'Fhere are 14 
washeries in the country at present, 10 of which 
produce three products, namely~· washed coal, 
middlings and rejects and the rest of which pro
duce only two products viz. washed coal and 
sinks. The Energy Survey Committee , recom
mended that it will be in the national interest 
to have only two product washeries in future. 
But experience has shown that the quality of 
sinks obtained from two product washeries is 
unsuitable for power plants as they contain a 
lot of abrasive material besides ash which im
pair the efficient functioning of the power plant. 
A later technical Committee• has recommended 
that here should only be three product washeries 
in future and that steps should be taken to con
vert the two product washeries into three pro
duct washeries. The discussions with the con
sumers of the middlings and the coking coal 
producers lead this Committee to the view .that 
in fuJure there should be only three product 
washeries. 

··-Grade. III A & ·B 24% to 35% 5000 .to 6060 

7.22. A study of the availability of different 
grades of coal for the metallurgical industry in
dicates that there will be need for washing blend
able coal ·also from the years after 1978-79. So 
there would be need for building up washeries 
to the extent of about 2 m. tonnes capacity 
each year during the next decade and probably 
around 3 m. tonnes each year in the period 
beyond the Sixth Plan. The capital cost of 
washerir.s and the operating expenditure of 
washing have been increasing. It is necessary to 
undertake research for evolving suitable designs 

Ungr~ded 35% to 40% Below 5000 
\. 

IS' o1•Es~l. Singareni and Assam coals are not graded 
Broadly they would correspond to Grade II and Selocted 
'A' Grade respectively on the basis of ash content. 

2. The above figures relate to low moisture coai;The C. V 
of high moisture coals ares slightly lower in each grade. • 

7.24. During th~ period when there was distri· 
qution control for. coal, the quality of coal to be 
allotted to different consumers was determined 
with reference to the technical requireme11ts 
(adjustments were always made on considerations 
of availability and historical usages). After the 
removal of the control over coal distribution; th~ 
use of different grades of coal is determined· by 
consumer preference. Due to inadequate differen
tials between the prices of superior coals and 
inferior grade coals, there is always pressure on 
demand for superior grade coals. Aftef-rlatj..o.n!ll1· 
sat ion, quality-wise distribution is being ·attempt· 

. ed consistent with the requirements of the con· 
sumers and the availability of coal in the vari
ous coalfields. It ·is difficult to project the de .. 
marid for different grades of coal as most of th':\ 
industries can use any grade of coal provided 
o.f the cement units and about 50 per cent of the 
the furnaces are designed specifically to use that 
grade of coal. On broad calculations, it can be 
stated that the requirements of .railways, most 
industries will have to be supplied in the for'!,l 
of superior grade coals, while the rest of the 
industry, power houses, domestic and other re
quitements could. be supplied inferior grade 
coals. 

*The Committee Coal W ·sheries heoded by Shri K. S. R. Chari, 1972. · 
L/P(D)l9 IMofEncrgy-5 



7.z~. Keservli~> u1 sr1ected grades of non-cok
ing coal are estimated at about 400 million ton
nes only. This include:.; 136 m. tonnes of ~ssam 
coal which has high sulphur content and IS also 
located far away from the points of possible in
dustrial consumption. The utilizable quantity of 
selected grade coal appears to be severely limit
ed. Grade I and Grade II coals are relativ~ly 
more plentiful, the total proved reserves bemg 
about 3600 m. tonnes. Of this about 2200 m. 
tonnes are in the ·Bengal-Bihar coalfields. As 
most of the industrial consumers prefer to use 
this grad., ui coal, mcreased . use . of coal f~r in-

, dustries may call for production mc~eases m the 
Bengal-Bihar area and transportation to other 
regions. The remaining coal is of the lower cate
gories and is available in all the other coalfields 
in the country. The largest deposit of low grade 
coal appears to be in Sin_grauli .coal~eld. The 
increasing use of coal fo~ mdustnes will h!lve to 
be based either on th' mcreased productiOn of 
superior grades lying in Bengal-Bihar or by the 
use of washed coal or by washing inferior coal 
availabie in the outlying coalfields. 

7.26. Washing (lj non-coking coal is a costly 
process and leads tv large increases in the cost 
of washed coal. Other methods of improving the 
quality of coal supplied to consumers, like simple 
high specific gravity washing of coal, handpick· 
ing of better grade coal and proper sizing of coal 
by screening, etc.. should therefore be explored 
and the choice ot ·beneficiation' decided with 
due regard to cot.sumer requirements, available 
grades of coal, the scale of the required opera
tions etc. Most Cfi th" consumers require a speci· 
fied grade of coa 1 and not necessarily a superior 
grade of coal. Among the numerous characteris
tics of coal, each consumer class considers cer· 
tain specifications as critical to its needs (like ash 
fusion· temperature in respect of coal power 
plants). Changes in the quality of coal, especially 
variations in the critical specifications, lower the 
efficiency of fuel utilisation and may even lead to 
damaging the coal using equipment. The coal 
industry should therefore accept the responsi· 
bility to_ supply on a long term basis, an agreed 
grade of coal, by changing if necessary the 
source of coal supply from time to time or by 
blending different grades of coal to make up the 
required grades. AlternativelY the washeries 
should be set up to beneficiate the coal and sus
tain the specified quality. Power stations will 
also have to take care in designing the boilers 
based on correct appreciation of coal character· 
istics. 

Sectorwise consumption 

7.27. In Chapter II. an analysis of the past 
trends in the sectorwise consumption of coal was 
~ade, taking into account only the coal used 
directly; coal used for power generation was ex· 
eluded in the analysis, as energy used as elec· 

tricity (including electricity generated .from coat) 
was separately examined in that Chapter. For 
evolving a policy_ for the coal sector, it is of 
interest to take the total coal consumption includ· 
ing consumption for power generation and ·to 
analyse the sectorwise composition of consump
tion. The Table below sets out the consumption 
m different sectors in 1970-71 and the anticipated 
consumption as per estimates set out in Chapter 
III. 

TABLE 7.10 

Sectorwise Consumption* of Coal 1970-71 to 
1990-91 

(In m. tonnes) 

Sector I970-71 I978-79 I983-84 I990-9I 

I. Mining and Manufac- . 
turing. 3I·9 6I 88 I 52 

2. Transport lli-1 13 II IO 
3. Domestic 4·I 10 23 33 
4. Energy Sector (Power 

'I44 Generation) . • I4•6 53 80 
5. Others . 0·3 I 2 3 . ,·, 

Total 66·0 138 204 3:12 

NoTEs-•Based on case II e8timates. , 
(i) Quantities in the table exclude colliery consumption. 
(ii) Coal used in non-energy sector i.e., as fertiliser feed-

s took is excluded from the above. · 
(iii) There is no coal use in _agriculture sector. 
(iv) Row I excludes quantities of middlings generated in 

steel sector but used in power sector. 
(11) Row 4 includes coal consumed as middlings for power 

generation. 
(vi) Row 6 includes export. 

7.28. The percentage shares of different sectors 
in total coal consumption show interesting trends 
as set out in Table below: . 

T.o\BLB 7.11 . 

Sectorwise Share of Coal Consumption 
1970-71 to 1990-91 

(In percentage) 

Sector 1970-71 I978-79 ~983-84 I990-9I 

I. Mining and manufac-
turing 48·3 44•2 43.·1 44·4 

2. Transport 22·9 9·4 5•4 2·9 

3. Domestic 6·2 7·3 ll-3 9·7 
4. Energy Seotor (Power 

generation) . 22·I 38·4 39·2 42•1 

5. Others 0·5 0·7 1·0 0·9 

To\al .. leO·! 0 1o~.oo IOO.CO •I<;f'.O 



The share of totai coal used in the mining and 
manufacturing sectors will continue to be around 
45 per cent throughout the next two decades. 
The share of the energy sector will rise very 
rapidly in the next five years and at a slower 
rate from then on. The share of the transport 
sector in the total coal will taper off very rapidly. 
The factors which influ.ence these trends deserve 
careM consideration. 

Use of coal in power sector 
7.29. The electrical energy anticipated to be 

derived from coal-based thermal power stations 
and the likely requirements of coal for generat
ing that power are set out in Table below: 

TABLB 7.12 
Coal Requirements of the Power Sector 

Estimated Total 

•as 
1972-73* 
1978-79 
1983-84 
1990-91 

1 

Power 
genera-
tionfrom 
coal baaed 
power 
plants 
(b. kWh} 

s 

35 
74 

1111 
224 

*Provisional. 

coal 
demand 

(m. 
tonnes} 

3 

19·5 
53 
80 

144 

Of (3) the likely 
snpplyof 

Coal Middlings 
(m.) (m. 

tonnes} tonnes) 

4 5 . 
17·5 2 

48 5 
68 12 

125 21 

The demand for coal for power generation 
may almost double in the next five years and 
may increase by a lower factor in the VI Plan. 
The share of middlings in the total coal con
sumed in the power sector may increase from 
10 per cent in 1978-79 to 15 per cent by 1983-84 
and continue at a little over this level therea[ter. 
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7.30. Power sector will be the most important 
coal using sector in the economy in the coming 
years. . The new developments in the power 
generation technology like large unit sizes of 
generating. plan~ and the setting up of thermal 
power statiOns With a battery of generating plants 
at on~ . site will call for the movement of large 
quantt~es of c!'al to a few consumption points. 
As a~ Illustration, a power plant with 1000 MW 
capaCity may require 3 million tonnes of coal 
per year; in other words, the power station will 
have to receive nearly 10,000 tonnes of coal per 
day. Such large movements to one destination 
will require detailed planning of the supply 
years ahead of the requirements. The arrange: 
ments for supply of coal to large power stations 
should not only ensure the synchronised develop
ment of the .coal mine and the power plant but 
also t~e s~ttmg up efficient handling systems at 
th~ mme Site and the power station. Coal Fields 
Lmkage Committ~e. recently established by the 
Government to .examine and approve the specific 
coal supply pomts for each major consumer, 

should consider the loading drrangemenis at each 
end and give suitable .suggestions. The Electricity 
Boards which operate the power stations should 
give greater attention to the problems of coal 
handling and storage; optimal stock levels for 
each plant should be worked out with reference 
to the source of coal supply, its distance from 
the power plant, reliability of the rail-link, the 
seasonal variations in these factors, etc. In re
cent years the failure of the monsoon and the 
consequential reduction in the supply of energy 
from hyde! system necessitated greater utilisation 
of the thermal system. At this stage the arrange
ments for coal supply proved inadequate which 
led to serious difficulties. In the coming years, 
when power sector will consume a very large 
share of total . coal, even small seasonal varia
tions in the demand of coal will affect the coal 
supply to other sectors; coal industry cannot 
meet any sudden increases in coal demand with
out seriously curtailing supplies to other sectors. 
This difficulty may be mitigated to some extent 
by building up adequate stocks in the major 
power stations to meet the increased demands in 
the drought years. As indicated in Chapter IX, 
the preparation of coal wiU increase the efficiency 
of· fuel usage in power stations by about 10 per 
cent. It is also important to note that it may not 
be possible to supply large quantities like 3 mil
lion tonnes annually for a number of years from 
the same mines without variation in quality. In 
the major power plallts it would be useful to 
have arrangements for sizing, blending and pre
paration of coal before it is fed into the boilers 
so that the possible changes in quality of coal 
received, are taken care of. 

7.31. Qualitywise, thermal power stations 
would have to consume as far as possible high 
ash coal or washery middlings. The power plants 
also have to use more elaborate material handl
ing system, ash disposal system etc. It is, there
fore, necessary that power plants should be given 
adequate price incentives to use the low grade 
coal. This is of particular significance in the 
pricing of "middling". The power projects based 
on the use of middlings are dependent on the level 
of utilisation of the washery for adequate mid
d~ng s_uppJy and the power plants have to use 
th1s m1ddling, even though relatively superior 
grade of coal may be available in the area. It is 
necessary therefore to have a suitable pricing poli
C:Y for the u~e of !rziddlings for power generation, 
if such use IS to mcrease as estimated in the Re
port to about 21 million tonnes by 1990-91. 

7:32. The supply of middlings to the power 
statiOns depends on the level of utilisation of 
the washeries which, in turn, would depend· on 
the demand for washed coal from the steel in
d~stries. The estimates of the availability of mid
dlings have been made with reference to certain 
assumed levels of steel production. If there is 
any shortfall. in steel production, there is bound 
to _be reduct1on }n the availability of middlings. · 
It IS, therefore, Important that the construction 



of power plants . based on middlings and steel 
plants ·is synchtonised. Even if the plants come 
into operation simultaneously, there may be fluc
tuations in the demand .for coking coal. It may, 
therefore, be desirable to keep certain alternative 
sources of .. supply of -inferior grade coals in the 
. nearest possible source .to serve as a contingent 
source of supply .. 

. ' 

.. 7.33. A region-wise analysis of the demand for 
.coal for· power generation indicates that the 
southern and the .. western .regions will be short 
of coal supplies from their regions. It is difficult 

. to forecast the region-wise requirements rJf coal 
for power generation at different points of time 

· •jn future. Broadly speaking. the northern region 
:will be dependent heavily on the hydel power 

, stations supported by a system of thermal power 
stations .. ·The best source .. of supply of coal for 
power stations to north India would be Singrauli 
:eoalfields, .the large scale development of which 
is planned;_. but the development of Singrauli 
coalfields is not likely to keep pace with the qe
,mand from power .. stations in the northern ·region. 
There is need, therefore, to increase the trans
port capacity from the Karanpura coalfields to 
north India. For the western region, the coalfields 
of Tawa Valley, · Pench-Kanhan, Korea-Rewa, 
,Korba, :Chanda, Kamptee and Umrer will be the 
convenient sources of supply. Of these, a large 
deposit with possibilities of open-cut mining is 
available in Korba. In ·addition, the coalfields of 
H~sdeo-Arand ·Raigarh etc. in Madhya Pradesh 
will have to be developed to meet .the require
~ents of the western region power stations in the 
S~~th ~nd Seventh Plan periods. Another possi
bility 1S the movement of coal by ships along the 
coa~t from the Bengal-Bihar. 'region to power 

· statwns to be located at port sites in the western 
re~on. Careful planning for such power stations 
Will have to be drawn up in advance of the Sixth 
Plan so that optimal transport arrangements 
cou}d be planned. T~e ~outhern region has Singa
rem .coalfields a~d ligrute deposits at Neyveli to 
prov1de the maJOr fuel requirements for power 
ge~eration. Only one-fourth of the 2000 m. ton
nes of gross reserves of Singareni have been 
proved: There is need for proving more reserve 
b_y ·taking up detailed investigations of the depo
Sits, as early as possible in the Fifth Plan so as 

· to provi~e ·the basis for planning power plants 
for meetmg the requirements in the Sixth Plan 
and the Seventh 'Plan. A number of examinations 
of the power requirements of the southern region 
l~a~ us to t~e conclusion that development of 
ligmte ~eposits in Neyveli should be expedited 

.. to provtde the fuel for thermal stations in the 
dee_P s~uth. It may be noted that the southern 
regton ts fast exhausting the easy Tesources of 
hydel pow~r ·and .has to go in for large hydel 
PC?Wer stations Wtth long gestations or a few 
mtcro hydel power stations with minor contribu
tion to energy requirements. There is, therefore, 
nee~ to plan for increased production of Singa
rem coal and Neyveli Lignite. Even then, consi-
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. de ring the requirements for _othe~;, :·u$es ·aiso, there 
is a case for movement of . co;ll· .fn.>m .B~gal
Bihar to southem region. It may be _necessary to 
examine the feasibility of setting up power plants 
in southern region based . on coal from Bengal. 
Taking an overall view of power requirements 
and coal supply feasibility., it i,s :clear .that mean
ingful plans for thermal :power. generation have 
to be drawn up from now on, in a .coordinated 
manner with the plans for coal prodz~ctio11 in this 
region. As the requirements of .power settor are 
fairly well established, the detailed· investigation 
for coal mines to supply the requirements of the 
power stations should be· taken on hand imme-
diately · · -

· Coal for mining and manufacturing sector 
7.3.4. The requirements·\of ste.el industry: have 

already been disc':lssed in p~ragrap.hs re~ating to 
coking coal. The tmportant mdustnes usmg non
coking coal are cement; ' textiles,·· paper;' sugar, 
chemicals,' jute, etc. The (~rtilizer industry has 
so far been using coal for steam raising only. 
But during the Fifth Plan period, thtee fertilizer 
plants at Korba, Talcher and Ramagundam will 

_require coal as feedstock.lD .the_e~_tima_t~_gl!_!e
mand, we have taken note of the increase in de
mand from ·the major industries--including--the 
demand for coal as feedstock for nitrogenous 
fertilizer. The forecast. of demand hal> :made 
some marginal adjustments for the ·shifts in the 

. technology of manufacture of- cement anti; some 
improvements in efficiency ~ the other.' md~s
tries. Most of these industnes can use mfenor 
grades of coal; btit , industries'~like glass and 
certain chemical industrie·s:~nd some ·of' the ce
ment units will require ·~·ifpeFior grades_; of coal 
as the temperature to be rl\i§ed·in th~se units J:Ilay 
be very high. It is. diffic~t to ~sttmate _· regt?~
wise demand for coal for, mdustrral uses. Ind}vl
dual industries, except the cement plants anti the 
fertilizers plants; will :require relatively small 
quantities of cqal as co~pared to th~ 'po~er 
plants. There is another · category o~ md:ustr.lal 

. consumption of coal, namely, the bock-kiln m
dustry which will require coal for a large .number 
of kilns all over the country, and each of these 
consumers will require a small quantity. It is in 
this context ·that the planning of coal dumps as
sumes importance. . The dumps wi~l enable ~he 
individual · industries to .operate wtth lower ~
ventory of coal without endangering the security 
of supplies. The majo~ ·regions of· coal demand 
for industrial use are fairly. ,well · known. The 
cities of Bombay, Calcutta, Mapras, Ahmeda
bad Patiala/Ludhiana; Hyderabad, Bangalore, 
Ka~pur are examples of .the industrial towns 
where there will be an· increasing demand for 
coal for industrial use. 'If i:?al r~qufrements for 
the industrial consumers, wh1ch JVIII mcrease over 
time •. is to be met satisfactorily, coal dump will 
have to be set itp in all the .. major. industrial 
regions. · · . 

7.35. It may be notell. that movement to the 
coal dumps should also be supplemented by the 



movement directly to large consumers which can 
be plallned ·Without reducing the efficiency of coal 
movement by rail. There would be a five-fold. 
increase in the next two decades in the require
meilt of coal for mining and manufacturing sec
tors and this would call for detailed planning 
from now on and the locational policies regard
ing industries should be consistent with the 
plants for the production and movement of coal. 

Coal for transport sector 

. 7.36 .. Historically, railways were the largest 
single consumer of coal, but with the increasing 
intensity of traffic on. the railway system, steam 
locomotives have lost their advantage to diesel 
a,nd- electric locomotives which can run faster 
and can haul. greater loads per train. The studies 
indicate that except on rail routes where the 
annual traffic is less than 5 m. tonnes, it would 
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be produced. The Committee had recommended 
in the report on the Fuel Policy for the Seventies 
that action should be taken to set up two low 
temperature carbonization plants and it is gratify
ing to note that action is being taken to set up 
two plants-one at Singareni and the other near 
Calcutta. In the context of the current oil situa
tion, more units based on the LTC process may 
have to be set up. But throughout the period upto 
1990-91, a major portion of the domestic coal re
quirements will have to be met by using the low 
grade coking coal which is available in the Bengal
Bihar region. This will lead to an increase in the 
demand for railway movement of domestic coal 
from Bengal-Bihar to various parts of the country 
since the success of all efforts to supply soft coke 
to the domestic sector will depend on the cap
ability of the railway system to move coal from 
Bengal-Bihar. The Committee would therefore 
recommend a careful plan to be drawn up for in
creased movement of soft coke from the Bengal
Bihar region to the urban centres in the country. 

be uneconomic · to use the steam locos. It is, 
therefore, unavoidable that the use of coal in 
the· railway system would be slowly reduced. 
(Optimisation of the traction with different 
modes of traction is discussed separately later). 
The steam locomotive fleet of the Indian Rail
ways .. in--1990-91 is expected to consist of about 
5500 locos i.e. about 60 per cent of)he existing 
number. The coal demand at that time would be 
about 10 m. tonnes: As the railway requirements 

.?Exports 
7.40. Indian coal with its high .ash content has 

a handicap in competing with coal from other 
coal exporting countries. The countries which are 
geographically near to India and are poor in 
energy resources, would be dependent on export
ed coal from India. However, the increasing 
pollution consciousness in different countries may 
increase the demand and the fact for Indian 
coal which has a very low content of sulphur;. 
this may, in course of time, help in developing 
an export market for Indian coal. We· have esti
mated a somewhat modest export possibility of 
only 3 m. tonnes by 1990-91, This should be 
taken as a lower limit and · separate plans for 
opening up export-based coal mines near the 
ports of Haldia and Paradeep may be drawn up; 
and possibilities of exporting this coal to Bangla
desh and Burma and countries in the Pacific 
region will have to be separately considered 
without affecting domestic requirements. 

of coal will get reduced from now on, till 1990-91. 
the:e is nCi ·need to draw up special plans for en
sunng the supply of coal to the railways. 

· 7.37. Some quantities of coal are used for 
steamer services in the Ganga-Brahmaputra 
water-based system. With the increased trade and 
co'mm~rce between India and Bangladesh, this 
traffic IS likely to grow. But the quantities of coal 
wil~ co!ltinue to be relatively small and, as this 
regwn IS very near the coalfields, no special plans 
need to be drawn up for this purpose. 

Coal for domestic 'sector 

7.38. Th~ dom~~tic sector will require coal in 
all _its raw forms to. be processed as a smokeless 
solid fuel or gas. The demand for soft coke is 
kep~ under severe constraints by the lack of avail
.abJhty of soft coke at \he consumer end. Since 
the pressure on forest fields and kerosene has to 

,-General problems of the coal industry 

be reduced, ··the supply of coal to the domestic 
sector has to be increased. As calculated in this 
R~port, the supply of coal to the domestic sector 
~1IL·be more than double in the Fifth and the 
S1xth ·Plan periods, and from then on, will increase 
~~· a somewhat lower rate, 

7.41. The coal industry as a whole has certain 
general problems which require very careful 
examination. These are-

(1) Problems relating to increasing produc
tivity in the coal mines; 

(2) Developing the transport capacity for 
coal movement; 

(3) Beneficiation of coal to gas; and 
(4) Equipment supplies for coal production. 

' .' 7.39. Most of the processes of conversion of 
~O&J· to smokeless solid fuel with relatively lower 
'1llNestment costs,-are based on the use of coking 
COi!l, though of lower grades. Non-coking coal can 
also be pro~css_ed by adopting the low tempera
t~re carbonJzatlon process which will require 
.h1ghcr level of investment per unit of soft coke toth~ 

Producti-vity 

I( 7.42. Productivity· in. the . mines is norm~lly 
measured in terms of "output per manshift" 
(OMS). The OMS in mines will vary throughoyt 

country with the extent of mecbanizatioq 
' . I ' , '· •' 



adopted in India. In the early days of the coal 
industry in India, the mines were mostly non
mechanized and underground where production 
was based on primitive methods. The· producti
vity in the mines was very low. But with the in
creasing mechanization in the mines, there has 
been steady increase in the OMS. The new 
mines which are opened up as Open-cast mines 
are based on the use of sophisticated machines 
like draglines, excavators, shovels and dumpers· 
which give high productivity. In the new mines 
which are proposed to be opened, the output 
per manshift is around 0.8 tonnes per manshift 
in underground mines and about 4.5 tonnes in 
open-cast. The steady increase in the OMS of 
underground mines and open-cast mines and the 
tothl coal industry can be seen from the Table 
below:-

TABLE 7.13 

Trend of output per manshift in coal mines 

Year 
' Below 

ground 

1951 0·68 
1966 0·61 
1961 0·66 
1966 0·76 
1971 
1972 

O.M.S. of all persona 
in 

Open Below 
cast ground 

and 
open cast 

0·54 0·57 
0·52 0·60 
0·64 0·65 
0·99 0·79 

0·95 
0·94 

All in the 
mines 

0·35 
0·39 
0·4(t 
0·66 
0·67 
0·66 

SotrncB-Statistics of Mines in India (for years upto 1966) 
and Monthly Coal Bulletin for 1971 and 1972, both published 
by Director General of Mines Safety. 
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. It is noteworthy that inspite of the low produc
tivity of around · 0.6 tonnes per man shift, the 
wage cost of Indian coal is low and this makes 
the coal produced in India at the pit-mouth 
among the cheapest in the world. A discussion 
on the productivity and wage cost and the 
principles -of production cost may be seen in 
Chapter XI. It is of the utmost importance that 
if the coal production in the country · is to go 
up at the rapid rate envisaged in this report 
productivity in the coal mining industry must 
increase. It will not be meaningful to compare 
the productivity in India as a whole with the 
productivity of the coal industry in other coun• 
tries when the mixture of technology used in 
coal production in our country is different from 
that of the other countries. But it would be 
valid to compare the production in specific mines · 
~r'?pos.ed !o~ open!ng u_p now with the · produc· 
ttvtty tn stmllar mmes m other. countries which 
also used the same kind of equipment. An ana• 
lysis of the. n.ew coal mining proposals indicates 
that the anttetpated output per man shift in these 
~ompare~ favourably with that of the mines of 

a similar kind elsewhere; but an expost facto 
analysi~ of the mi~es which have been opened 
up durmg the Thtrd and Fourth Plan periods 
shows that in very few mines the OMS has come 
up to the levels anticipated in the project reports. 
The reason for this is poor utilization of 
machines. While the labour force engaged in the 
mine is often in excess of the anticipated labour 
force, the machine utilization is very low com
pared to the projections made at the time of 
approving the mine proposals. The following 
Table sets out the expected and actual• utilization 
of coal mining equipment in a major coal pro
ducing company. 

TABLE 7.14 

Expected and actual utilization of certain items 
of coal mining machinery in a major coal 
producing company. 

Item of Equipment 

A. Ope11-r"ut EI]'Uipmenl . 
1. Shovels .• 
2. Drsglines •• 
3. Dumpers •• 
4. Dozers 
5. Coal haulers 
6. Drills •. 
7. Overall weighted average 

1. Shuttle cars .. 
2. Loaders .• 
3. Coal cutting machines 

Expected Aetual 
utiliza- utiliza.. 
tion (Aa tion 1971 
percentage · 
of ehift; 
houn) 

60·1 
77·2 
88·7 
41-ll 
112·6 
60·0 
44·11 

34•4 
41·2 
18·8 
21·8 
15·8 
20·6 
21·4 

Percen
tage of 
total• 
number 
opera· 
tion 

71 
71 
811 

*Expected productivity of these maohloea and the 
actual realization are not available. 

7.43. Almost all the mines proposed for de
riving additional production are mechani~ed 
mines. The production per man or pro~uction 
per machine in these mines can be realised as 
per the anticipation only if the machines a~o 
properly maintained and used and the labour IS 
adequately trained in the usc ~d. maintcn~cc 
of these machines. The mechamzation of mmes 
wiU have to be accompanied by trainins of tho . 
mining labour to use these machines. In the 
past, part of the labou~ used in mines, especially 
the .privately owned mmes, were ~ntract labour 
who were not given the benefit~ whtch WCf7 le!~ly 
due to coal mine workers. Wtth the nationaliza
tion of the mines, all the workers will receive 
their le~al dl!es. More9ver, lowcrini gf {lrodl!cti• 



vity will lead to huge losses to the coal industry 
which. could be made up only by increasing 
the-cost of coal to the consumer. The Committe 
would therefore like to emphasise the import
ance of increasing productivity in the coal in
dustry and would recommend that proper steps 
should immediately be initiated for the optimal 
use and maintenance of machines and for train
ing coal· mine workers in the use and mainte
nance of the equipment. 

Coal transport 

7.44. Coal can be transported by railways, 
roadways,' water routes, inland and coastal pipe
lines and rope ways. The selection of the specific 
mode of transport for coal will depend on the 
characteristics of the consuming industry, its 
distance from tbe supplying coal mine, the cha
racteristics of the terrain between the point of 
supply and the point of consumption and the re
lative cost of the different modes of transport as 
paid by the consumer. In India so far, the coaJ 
production has been from numerous coal mines · 
each producing small quantities; and the con
sumers, except the steel industry, have been rela
tively small consumers. The emergence of large 
power stating fertilizer factories and cement fac
tories and the possible organization of coal dumps 
would increase the demand at specific points to 
quantities over a million tonnes. Similarly, after 
the nationalization of the industry, a number of 
coal mines are being combined to form large pro
duction units, This would call for changes in the 
modes of procedure and transport so far prac
tised for moving coal in India. 

7.45. The studies made by the Committee in
dicate that the railways constitute the most 
economic way of moving coal for most of the 
consuming classes and . consumer locations in 
India. Coal transport in this country has been 
dependent on the railways for the carriage of 
about 85 per cent of the total despatches and 
will continue to be dependent on it for a major 
percentage in the future. This would entail a 
gigantic task for the railways which would be 
caUed upon by 1990-91 to move about four times 
the quantity of coal now transported. The siting 
of super-thermal power stations in the coalfields 
and the development of alternative means of 
transport like coastal shipping, inland waterways 
etc. are designed to lessen the strain on the rail
ways. But the quantity of coal that could be 
used at the coalfield or moved by means other 
than rail will always remain small. We reiterate 
that adequate attention should be paid to rail 
transport planning in regard to development of 
additional line· capacity, yard capacity and sil?· 
nalling and communication which would facili· 
tate · speedier turn-over of wagons as well as 
au(!mentation of wa}?on fleet. This would require 
substantial investments in the next two plan 
periods as the lead time required is considerable. 
The collieries have also an important role to 
play by maximising the PIOV~,'Pl~n~ 9f coal' in 

block rakes moving from single loading points 
to single destinations and mechanisation of load· 
ing and unloading in all large output and con
sumption centres, modifying siding layouts to 
facilitate quick loading and speeding. 

7.46. Planning for coal moverru:nt cannot be 
done in the light of broad directions of move
ment. Recent experience shows that even if the 
railway track capacity is adequate in certain 
directions, the limitations on the railway track 
capacity from the mine to the main rail load 
centres and the capacities from the main track 
to the consumer point have made it difficult to 
increase the quantity of coal that is to be moved 
by the railways. Detailed plans for transporting 
the required quantities from the pit-mouth to the 
consuming centres have to be formulated. Such 
plan should also give adequate attention to the 
optimal loading and unloading at the two. ends. 
As indicated, since more than 50 per cent of 
the coal will have to be produced in the Bengal'" 
Bihar area and as inter-regional movement will 
be required from the eastern region to all the 
other three regions of· the country, the succe~s 
in achieving the required coal. movel!lent by rai!· 
ways will depend largely on mcreasm~ th<: fact· 
lities for loading and transportation m the 
Bengal-Bihar area and for moving coal across 
well known bottlenecks in the railway system 
like Mughalsarai, Waltair, the Section over the 
Western ghats. etc. The Committee would recom
mended that serious consideration should be 
given to the problems of-coal movement in the 
Bengal-Bihar area and for removal of th~ factors 
which is not the capacity for Bengal I B1har and 
movement in specific sections towards northern, 
western and the southern regions. 

7.47. The Committee examined in detail the 
possibility of using altern~tive m?des of trans
port, besides railways. and tn the hght of tec~o
economic analysis. would rank the followmg 
modes in .the order of their importance :-

1. Coastal shipping. 
2. Roadways. 
3. Ropeways. 
4. Inland water; and 
5. Slurry Pipelines. 

Coastal sbippin& 
7.48. The cost studies of moying of coal by 

coastal shipping from Bengal-B1har to the sou
thern and western ports indicate that . under 
certain conditions, it can be as econom1cal ~ 
movement by railways inspite of the fact that m 
all cases of coal movement by sea, coal hasthto 
be first taken by rail from coal mines to c 
ports in . the eastern coast, namely .. CalcuttaT 
Haldia. Jnspite of the fact that Ind~an coas~ 
line is triangular in shape and the bigger s::p: 
have to go around the island of Ceylon w c t 
makes the d\$1al\~$ {Tom places from tlte ea~ 



coast · to west coast much longer than. the dis· 
tance.. overland, rail-cum-sea rQute can be as 
~conomical as _rail. Currently, the costs' of carry· 
mg .. coal by. rail-cum-sea toute from Bengal-Bihar 
to Madras or to Bombay or. Kandla are higher· 
than. the costs of carrying it by the all rail route 
due . to the sma.ll · size of ships used and the 
delays at Calcutta port for loading and at the 
receiving port for unloading. The total cost of 
transport by sea falls into three elements (i) . 
ships' internal cost resulting :directly from opera
tions of the ship while at sea and while at the 
ports for collecting or unloading coal;1 (ii) port 
costs and (iii) the cargo costs which relate to 
loading and unloading of the cargo. Of these 
the internal costs while the 1 ship is at the port• 
has the largest weight at present. When the ship's 
load1ng .and unloading time is reduced from 9 
days. at Calcutta and 8 days at Madras 'to two 
days at Calcutta and to 3 days at Madras the 
cosv of carrying coal gets reduced by one-third. 
The completion ' of the Haldia port for coal 
handling facilities is expected to reduce the load~ 
ing: ?me at the eastern ports to about 2 days. 
Studies were made assuming the loading . time 
at Haldia: port as 3 days and unloading time. at 
Bombay or Madras as 2. ' These indicated ·;that 
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' costs of; carrying. coal by rail-cum-sea will com
pare favourably with the costs of . carcyilig coa:l 
bYJ· all rail route. Taking: note of these factors, 
the Fifth Five Year Plan envisages an . increase 
in -1the ·movement of coal by coastal- ships by 
5 ·m. tonnes· by 1978-79. There are possibilities 
of .increasing this in the years beyond 1978-79. 
The• quantities to be moved by sea would depend · 
on the point at which the demand develops and 
the.•.capacity of the rail systemr But it is· reason· . 
able to anticipate that• there will ·be. need for · 
incrf!asing the qu9ntities of coal to be moved by 
sea over the ent1re period ·upto 1990-91. · This 
wouzd ~all ~or de~elop~ng unloading faciliti'es at 
spec1{ic . pomts 111 the southern and' western 
coasts where power· stations or other coal con-

- suming industries or coal dumps might be set 
up. ) _. 

Roads 

Ropeways 

7.50 .. Ropeway transport of coal is used at 
present where the conditions are favourable such 
as ,from a ~olliery to a nearby washery or power 
~ouse. It WJll continue to have this limited utility 
m such areas especially where the terrain. is un
suitable for other means of transport. Ropeway 
transport cannot have large scale application as 
the cost of transport is generall<y higher than 
that by rail. · 

Coa:I Slurry pip~Iine 

7.51. The conversion .of solid fuel or coal into· 
slurry and its transportation hydraulically through 
pipeline is ·one of the possible alternate means 
of transporting coal so as to provide . some relief 
to the overburdened railways. This mode of 
transport is . best suited for the thermal power 
stations .and some specific 'bulk consumers whose 
need ,for fuel is fairly large and constant. 

The advantages in the transportation of coal 
in slurry form through pipeline are as follows :-

• (i) Pipeline. can be laid through mountains; · 
. deserts, rivers etc. 
(ii) Fewer personnel required for erection, 

operation and maintenance. 

·,(iii) As moving machines are located in 
pumping and boosting stations, the · 
system is.· reliable and safe. 

· · (iv) Loss of coal during transit is eliminated 
· · and the dust problem is minimised. The 

deterioration during transit is also pre· 
r . vent<;~. 

· · · (v) Railway sidings, c01il dumping and coal 
· '· storage are eliminated. 

(vi) in mining .industry; it has facilitated ado· 
· · ption pf hydraulic niining and. transport i; 

which · has reduced accident rates and 
dust, hazards. 

,. (Vii) Hydraulic transportation is possible in 
· •all weather conditions; and 

(viii) Capital.' and operating . costs for power , 
plants, designed to handle pipeline coa:l 

. are less. 

7.49. Road movement of coal has been in
creasing in the last few years as a result of the 
shortfall in the planned movement of coal by 
rail. But cost studies indicate that for short leads 
for consumers whose specific demand · iriay ' be · · 
small. i the inovement of coal · by · road will··: be 
ecojl.omical <;ompare4 to the movement ·by 'rail.•' 
The, in.creasit?-g .. detnand for soft coke, anticipated 
in,,thy report will also.·increase the use o(ioad- ' 
ways .for moving . coal. The . setting, up, of .coa~ · . 
dumps in mafor industrial areas will call for co
ordi~a~e1 pl(l!milig for movement of coal from 
tlu: 4umps to the.fof!Sumer points by road a!ong· 
with; ,the ,pl(IJls for mQving cpal from t~e 'mines 
~~· the' dumps, · . , 

A goqd dea:I of research on hydraulic transporta· 
tion.Sbf coal has been done in different countries 
of the world. In Ind,ia, the first study of this mode 
of transport was made by the World Bank Study 
Team on Coal Transport in 1964 for two specific 
locations. The study revealed .that the. cost was 
uneconomic .. as compared to. cost of .movement 
by.rail, In general, however, the larger the pipe· 
lirie .the more the quantity of coa:l despatched. 
Acc'ordingly, as both the. operating and invest· 
men.~ ... co~t J?er tonne might decreas~ w~th the in· 
creased. capacity. the. coal slurry ptpeline would 
app.ear.'to be more suitable for large size or super 

ther?J.al power stations. It woula, t!zf/r~fore, seem 



desirable that the Central Water and Power Com
mission should conduct a feasibility study for the 
transportation of coal by pipeline ·for a super 
thermal power station of more than. 1,000 MW 
capacity. Singrauli-Delhi pipeline may be an 
ideal case for such a study both for the urgent 
need of power. supply in North India, which is 
increasing in volume. While conducting this study, 
the railways should indicate their plans as to the 
extent upto which they can develop rail trans
port facilities to meet the corresponding demand 
for coal for the above power station from 
Si~grauli. 

Inland ·waterways 
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7.52. One of the main advantages of an In· 
land Waterways system is that normally it is 
considered that there is practically no investment 
for the "permanent way". Coal is a bulky mate· 
rial and its transport by Inland Waterways is 
reported to be economical in certain . foreign 
countries. In India, the only waterway system 
which offers possibility for the transport of coal 
is the river Ganga. The principal problem in the 
use of the Ganga river system is that the major 
coalfields are situated at a distance of about 200 
kilo meters from the logical loading points on 
the river thus involving the movement of coal 
by road in addition to the river movement. The 
characteristics of the river, such as the channel 
depth, vary considerably from season to season. · 
The World Bank Study Team on Coal Transport 

,had made a cost study in 1963-64 and found that 
the cost to the economy of transporting coal to 
Allahabad was very much higher than the cor
responding cost' by rail· transport. The Inland 
Water Transport Committee had made a study · 
irr 1968 and worked out the cost at a lower 
figure; The difference was largely due to the fact 
that the latter study assumed a higher speed 
and also a higher capacity for the barges. In 
order to supplement the available rail capacity 
for the movement of coal to northern India, it 
would be useful to make a careful study of the 
techno-economic feasibility of transport by river 
to ffelected towns like Varanasi, Allahabad etc. 
We would. however. emphasise that for the 
scheme lo be successful, large scale river train· 
ing schemes will have to be taken in hand and 
a· navigable channel marked throughout the 
course. Aids for night navigation may also have 
to be provided if the turn-round-time has to be 
kept within economic limits. 

Gasification of coal 

/) 7.53. Gasification ~f coal and its supply by 
pipeline to consumers has been advocated from 
time to time with a view to achieving one or 
more of the foll9wing objectives:- . 

(i,l reduction. in the dependence on rail
ways for movement of energy or for 
reduction of the cost of coal- movement; . 

(ii) · supply a number · of forms of fuels to 
consumers who are reluctant to use coal 
which is a dirty fuel; 

(iii) substitution use of fuel oil for kerosene 
whose use involves heavy foreign ex
change expenditure and thus reduction 
in the cost to the economy of fuels; 

. ! (iv) mitigating the problems of pollution. 

7.54. The consumers' preference for a fuel 
will depend on the relative cost to the consumer 
of· different fuels including the cost of storage 
cost of convenience and the cost of the discom~ 
forts in using certain fuels and the cost of ap
pliances for using the different fuels. In the 
national interest, the substitution of fuels has 
been• :considered in the light of the cost to the 
nation of supplying the different fuel forms. 
Gasification of coal can be achieved by convert
ing coal by several gasification techniques avail
able to form gas of low thermal value, normally 
called the low BTU* gas with the thermal value 
of about 400-450 BTU per standard cubic foot 
(scft). An enriched gas of about 900-1;100 
BTU per standard cubic foot called Substitute 
N~tural Gas (SNG) can also be produced. 

7.55. SNG manufacture calls for more sophis
ticated' technology and is not normally ·resorted 
to unless required by circumstances. When gas 
has to · be carried over long. distances, pipeline 
cos.t· depends on the volume of gas to be trans
ported and, as such, SNG which has more than 
2! ·times thermal value per unit volume of gas 
is preferred; Under other circumstances normally' 
low· BTU ·gas· technology· is adopted. The stand

ard size of equipment today is normally con
sidered to be having capacity of 100 m. scft per 
day which will consume about 1 m. tonnes of 
coal· per year. Under Indian conditions (at 1973-
74 prices). plant of this size will cost about 
Rs. 60 crores. lt.may be recalled that the invest• 
ment for extracting a million tonnes of coal will 
be about Rs. 10 to 12 crores. 

7.56, Gasification· is; therefore, a costly pro
cess and fixed charges. for the production of gas 
are· about 75 · per· cent ··of the cost· of coal gas; 
The cost of ·coal gas increases the cost per unit 
of heat by about 4-5 times as compared to the 
cost of coal. Generally', industrial consumers 
who can consume -coal directly will be reluctant 
to use· gas at such' a high cost as the higher ' 
cost of ·· gast will not be off-set · t1nder normal 
circumstances bY'' the. convenience involved in. 
using gas. instead of solid coal. The investment 
cost for production .'of gas of one· unit of heat 
value is not significantly different even if SNG 
procesS' is adopted. T~ough 100 m.· eft. of SNQ 
gives over 2t times the heat value as compared 
to 100 m: ft. of:,low·B;ru. gas,' Ute· investment·· 
cost. of SNG plant is also ' about 2t .. times the 
cost .of ·a similar' size low BTU gas plant. The 
pipeline·· cost . when· compared to the east of 

•This is sometimes roforro·l t" "" in\ormorlhto BTU ga.s to difFerentiate (t from f~O.S of lower BTU, say. 220 BTU per ~ft, 



transporting . coal by rail also· becomes unecono
mic unless the gas . to be transported .is in very 
large quantities (several . times larger than the 
100 m. eft. per day size- examined). Such large 
volumes of gas can be consumed only. in the 
industry sector or power -sector· and. these sectors 
are unlikely· to prefer coal gas in· place of solid 
coal in view of the four-to-five fold increase in the 
price pertherm of energy when it is obtained in 
the'· form ·Of gas. Domestic consumers prefer a 
clean and convenient fuel even if it is con-siderably 
costly compared to other fuels; but the con
sumption needs of households in India are very 
low per household as space heating is not re
quired in this country as in Europe and other 
western nations. A city of a million households 
or nearly 5 million people can be served with 
domestic coal gas of 100 m. scft per day. 

7.57. It is to 'be noted that the use of coal 
gas in house-holds will call for additional private 
investments in the form of pipelines within the 
household, meter for measuring the gas supply 
and appliances· for burning gas. These are likely 
to be over Rs 650 per household. Public invest
ment in laying the pipelines to the households' 
is .likely to cost around Rs. 500 per household 
even when the density of population is 10,000 
'per sq. mile and all the households in the loca
lity are forced to take gas connections. It is, 
therefore; difficult to foresee any large size gas 
plants located at the pithead · transporting gos 
for industrial or domestic users far away from 
cities: but in major cities 'like Bombay and 
Calcutta, gas plants located near the cities with 
smaller capacities may be· a . viable · proposition, . 

7.58. However, several improvements are 
being ·developed in coal gasification technology 
which may reduce the cost of gasification. Simul-· 
taneously, research and development is being 
done. on the use of gas and steam (dual cycle) 
in thermal pow!:r station using .low BTU gas 
which will increase the thermal efficiency of 
power stations. As the work on these develop
ments gets commercialised, there may be a case 
for gasification of coal for use in large thermal 
power · stations using gas steam dual cycle. Coal 
gasification is also of interest to India as fertilizer 
production based on coal is a viable proposition 
under Indian conditions ·and such production in
volves gasification of coal· as a preliminary step. · 
Research and development· should, therefore, be · 
con1inued on the techno-economic aspects of gasi~ 
fication and specific possibilities should be inves
tigated for using poor quality ·coal for · 'gasifica
tion and for use in industrial locaitons. 

Machinery requirements 

7.59. The method of extraction of coal depends 
upon various geological factors. mainly the thick
ness of the overburden and of the coal seam. 
Due· to historical reasons the major part of the 
produ<;tio!l of, co~l in Jn4ia (about 83 per ~ent) 
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comes from underground mines. The proportion 
of open-cast mines is bound to increase signifi
cantly in the future with the development of coal 
mines in the outlying coalfields where the surface 
area of the coalfields is relatively free from roads, 
railway lines and buildings. Open-cast mines 
have the following advantages over under-ground 
mines:- · 

(i) they can attain capacity production in 
about 4 years as compared to 6 years 
for shallow underground· mines and 
10-12 years from underground mines; 

(ii) the capital investment is comparable to 
that of shallow underground mines but 
significantly less than that of deep 
underground mines. 

(iii) mu.ch higher productivity is possible 
through the deployment of heavy earth
moving machinery. 

(iv) 80 to 90 per cent recovery of the coal 
in situ is possible as against 50-60 per 
cent in underground mines. 

(v) cost of production is likely to be cheaper. 

(vi) hazards of accidents due to gas explo-
sion are minimised. 

As against these several advantages, one dis
advantage today is that the current capacity of 
indigenouS' industry to supply large size earth 
moving equipment like draglines, shovels and 
dumpers is inadequate to meet the demand aris
ing out of the contemplated very large increase 
in coal production. It is, therefore necessary for 
the Government to take steps to expand the 
indigenous capacity for heavy earth moving 
equipment. While doing so, it would be useful 
to standardise the design at an optimum level 
of utilising· capacity for each equipment. 

7.60. With regard to underground mining 
equipment, it is stated that the capacity avail
able at the Mining and Allied Machinery Cor
poration, Durgapur and various private manu
factunirs 'is adequate to meet current needs ex
cept for certain pieces of sophisticated equip
merit. We repeat the suggestion made in our 
first report that a Committee of representatives 
of ihe concerned Departments and organisations 
should make an assessment of the indigenous 
cap'ttcity for the manufacture of coal mining 
machinery. suggest increases in capa~,ity and fix 
import requirements for the period till the indi
,genous capacity catches up with the demand. 
This 'Committte or a group of technical experts 
nominated by it should devote itself to the task 
of standardising the equipment to be obtained 
for the future programme of production. It may 
be made obligatory for the equipment manufac
turers to produce a certain quantity of spares 
for the machines every year, to avoid the con·
tinuance of the situation where indigenous equip· 
ml!'lf i~ idle for want of spare$. 



7.61. Moreover, as already stated, where the 
production of the required quantity of coal is 
possible by means of different teclmologies with 
varying levels of machinery. the selection of the 
optimal technology should be made on economic 
grouncfs using appropriate weightages for 
machine utilisation under Indian conditions and 
for the availability of abundant labour force. It, 
however, appears that since the production in
crease particularly of coal for thermal power 
generation is so large, extensive use of machines 
is inevitable espedally in the coming decade. 

Lignite 
7.62. Lignite as a mineral is a semi-formed 

coal having lower calorific value and inferior to 
bituminous coal. The average calorific value of 
lignite is about 2,800 k. cal.jkg. It has a high 
percentage of moisture (about 50 per cent) but 
the ash content is very low (3 to 4 per cent). 
Lignite can be used as a fuel for power gene
ration as well as for the production of briquettes 
for domestic use. It has also got a more valuable 
use for the production of urea. The biggest 
deposit of lignite in India occurs at Neyveli in 
Tamil Nadu. The proved reserves amount to 
over 1,700 m. tonnes and the gross reserves to 
about 1.900 m. tonnes. Small. deposits of lignite 
are also found in Gujarat, Rajasthan ·and Jammu 
and Kashmir. Large scale utilization of lignite 
takes place at Neyveli. The scheme as originally 
sanctioned envisaged the following:-

(i) mining of 3.5 m. tonnes of lignite per 
annum; 

(ii) generation of 250 MW of power; 

(iii) fertilizer scheme to produce 1,52,000 
tonnes of urea; 

(iv) manufacture of 7.20,000 tonnes of 
lignite briquettes and their carbonisation 
to produce 3,80,000 tonnes of carbonis
ed briquettes; and 

(v) clay washing scheme. 

During the Third Plan, expansion of the power 
station from 250 MW to 400 MW and the 
matching expansion of the mine from 3.5 to 5.5 
m. tonnes were approved. A further. expansion 
of the power station from 400 MW to 600 MW 
with balancing equipment for the mine to pro
duce about 6 to 6.5 m. tonnes of lignite was 
approved for the Fourth Plan. Experience has, 
however, shown that the highest production that 
has been achieved so far has been only 4.28 m. 
tonnes in 1969-70. Since then, the production bas 
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gone down and the report of the Expert Com
mittee submitted in March, 1973, has assessed 
the present capacity of the mine at 3.6 m. tonnes 
only. The Expert Committee has also suggested 
the procurement of certain mining equipment 
valued at about Rs. 11.6 crores to achieve a pro· 
d~ction of 4.5 m. tonnes of lignite. This quantity 
will not be sufficient to meet . the full require· 
ments of the . 600 MW power station and the 
fertilizer and briquetting plants. This Committee 
made a detailed study of the economics of power 
generation at Neyveli vis-a-vis the alternative of 
generating power at Singareni and transmitting it 
to the Tamil Nadu grid and transporting coal from 
Singareni and generating power at Ennore near 
Madras. The Committee has come to the con
clusion that on economics alone, the generation 
of power based on Neyveli Lignite is justified. 
This· Committee, therefore, strongly recommends 
that the second mine-cut at Neyveli be taken up 
to meet the power and fuel requirements of the 
region. 

7.63. Since adequate depo~ts (nearly 2,000 m. 
tonnes), the bulk of which .. have been. proved, 
are available at Neyveli, it would be possible to 
plan a production of 20 m. tonnes per annum of 
lignite in due course. Lignite has value not only 
as a fuel but also as a feedstock for the manu
facture of fertilizer. Considering the needs of the 
region, we feel that a balance should be struck 
to meet . the requirements for fertilizer produc
tion and for po,wer generation. The success of 
Leco as a domestic fuel justifies the expansion 
of the briquetting and carbonisation plant also 
to meet the domestic fuel requirements of 'l'amil 
Nadu, Kamataka and Kerala. Tentatively, we 
are estimating the lignite requirements of the 
power sector at 14 m. tonnes and the fertilizer 
feedstock and briquetting needs at 6 m. tonnes 
by 1990-91. 

7.64. The. mining of lignite requires special 
equipments which are "custom built". It is under
stood that the possibilities of manufacturing 
bucket wheel excavators, indigenously, are being 
examined. This examination should be speeded 
up and the manufacture of the required number 
of excavators taken· up in a coordinated manner. 

7.65. The financial investment in the lignite 
mine is quite heavy. lnspite of the heavy invest• 
ment, the Committee strongly recommends the 
openinf! up of additional mines at Neyveli and 
increasing· the production to an optimal level of 
about 20 m. tonnes for the full utilisation of this · 
fuel T'esource which has a tremendous locational 
advantage.· 



CHAPTER vm 
. OIL POLICY 

E.Dergy ·and non-energy · uses of oil products 

·. s'.'L Oil is· an irilj:>ortant source of energy and 
a raw. material for the fast growing petroleum . 
based. chemical industries. The demand for oil 
products has been increasing at a fast rate during , 
the)ast two decades. In India, oil consumption 
has .followed nearly the world trend. In .view of 
the. increasing -quantities of oil. products being 
consumed for. non-energy. uses, the Committee 
felt :that .implications of oil policy will have to 
be· examined. by. analysing the trends in energy 
a!i~'~on-energ}l, uses .of products together. Majon 
QJ.~ products used for, non-energy ·purposes are 
naphtha and fuel oil (used for fertilizer. and petro
chemical produ..:tion), bitumen, lubes and petro-. 
leum coke and the major products used for 
energy uses are· motorgas; kerosene, ATF, HSDO, 
LDO and fuel oil. . · · 

'Period 

1953,64< to l960-61 
1960-61 to 1965-66• 
1965-66 to 1970-71 
1953·54 to 1970-71 

,. 

.. 

Oil pro-
ducts 
used in 
energy 

sector 

·9~1% 
', 8·1% 

8·5% 
8·6%' 

Total. 
including 
non-ener-· 
gy 118011. 

7·8% 
8·6% 
9·9% 
8·70/o 

.. ·-;-'-"'· -;-' ...:...''-'' ----------~ 

~ur:vey of i»il. industry 

·. :·· ~-~· tn' the early. !i~ys_, the· entire oiJ· product 
~emand was met ·by Imports. · Ttle first refinery 
was set up at Digboi even prior to. 1900 to pro-· 
c~ss the crud': -produced in Assam, but its capa
City was neghgtble. In the early Fifties of this 
ce_ntury refineries were set up at Trombay and 
V1shakh~patnam for processing c"riille to meet 
the requirements of 011 products in the country. 
These were in the private sector. A number of 
public &ector refineries followed during the 

Secon<~:-•and· Third Plan periods. The Government 
of· India -set 'up the Indian Oil which was later 
converted into corporation to operate public sec
tor refineries.· The oil industry plans were to get 
as. ~uch of the products as possible produced 
Wlthm the country ~nd to import the necessary 
crude to augment the domestic supplies to ope
rate the refineries at full capactty. Table 8.2 sets 
out of. the level of the relative shares of crude 
and products in our total petroleum imports. 

TABLE 8.2 

Share of Product Imports in the Total Crude and 
· · Product Imports 

. 1950 

1955. 

1960 

1961 

1.962 • 

1963 

1964 

1965· 

1966 

1967 

1968 

i_969 

1:970 ' 

1971- . 
' •·. 

197~ 

(million tonnes)· 

Import of Import of Total 

Product 
importl 
as% of 

crude products totals 
imports 

~-026 

5·723 

5·968 

6·022 

6·519 

6·791 

6·8ll 

7·457 

8·704 

. 10·450 

10·702 

11·665 

2·986 

2·071 

2·032 

l!'-481. 

2·984 

2·900 

2·956 

2·880 

2·207 

2.!186 100.0 

5.297- 40.6 

7·755 26.2 

8·4<19 29.4 

9·006 33.1 

9·419 

9·747 

9·691. 

9·664 

30.8 

30.3 

29.7 

22.8 

0·951. 9·655 

0·933 . 11·833 

9.8 

8.2 

9.0 1·052 11·754 

0·970 12·635 . 't. 7 

/1: 12·688 1·932 U.620 13.2 

21..0 12·289, 3·257 15.546 
,__._____; _ ___.:_ _________ _ 
. ,. " Source : Indian Petroleum· and Chemicals Statistics, 
197B- (Page 44),1\Jinistry ·of Petroleum and Chemicals, Gov
ernmeat, of J.ndia. 

8.4; The Increase. in demand of oil products 
in the country was not matched by discoveries 
of crude resources and production of crude from 
indigenous oil fields. Due to the initiative taken 
by the Government in the late Fifties and early 
Sixties, the crude production within the country 
increased rapidly for a few years and the sharl; 



of indigenous crude in the total crude demand 
increased. But from 1966 onwards, the share of 
indigenous crude has stagnated between 36 per 
cent and 38 per cent of our total crude require
ments. (See Table 8.3):-

TABLE 8.3 

Consumption of Crude and Share of lndi[!enous 
Crude 

Year 

1950 .. 

1955 .. 

1960 .• 

1961 .. 

1962 .. 

1963 .. 

196! .. 

1965 .• 

1966 .. 

1967 •• 

1968 .. 

1969 .• 

1970 •• 
1971 .. 

1972 .. 

Refinery* 
through-
put 

0·251 

3·335 

6·091 

6·440 

7·003 

8·138 

8·932 

9·754 

12·031 

14·430 

16·096 

17·495 

18·491 
19·588 

19·672 

Indige-
no us 
crude 
produc-
tion 

0·259 

0·347 

0·454 

0·513 

1·078 

1·652 

2·212 

3·022 . 
3·647 

5·667 

5·853 

6·723 

6·809 
7·185 

7·373 

Indigo-
· nous· 
crude: as 
%of 
through . 
put 

103· 19 

10·40 

7·45 

7·97 

15·39 

20·30 

24·76 

30·98 

38·63 

39·27 

36·36 

38•43 

36·89 
36·68 

37·48 

*Includes oil ccnsumed as refinery processin~ fuel arod · 
losses. This element has not been included earlier chap
ters and the figures in the 1'ab!e do not tally wi<h tli e 
figures ;;ivon elsewhere in the Report. 

Roughly, the import of crude to meet the re
finery requirements of the country decreased from 
90 per cent in the early Fifties to around 64 
per cent in 1968 and has stayed around that level 
since then. The import of products as a percen
tage of the total oil products consumption dec
reased from 90 per cent in the early Fifties to 
about 5 per cent in 1970; but this has increased 
to about 15 per cent by 1973 on account of the 
delays in construction of refineries. Taking crude 
and products together. our dependence on sup
plies from outside the country has decreased 
from about 90 per cent in the early Fifties to 
about 65 per cent in 1970 and has increased to 
about 70 per cent in 1973. 

Trends in product-wise consumptioo 

8.5. While the total demand for oil pwducts 
has shown fairly a steady trend (See Chapter II), 
the demand for specific products like kerosene 
or fuel oil, has changed at different rates. (See 
Tables 8.4 and 8.5). 

As kerosene has been 'diverted for use in 
transport vehicles and this disturbs the consump-

. tion trend which might have been noticed other
wise in the case of each. of these .two products, 
the total of HSDO and kerosene was also exa
mined, Annual percentage change in consump
tion. of each product shows ·wide variation. A 
sub-period analysis showing. the rate of growth 
of consumption in. different five year periods was 
made. The results are in Taqle 8.5. 

TABLE ·8.4 · · · · ·

Consumption of Selected' Petr_oleum Produci$ 
(1950. to 1972) 

(in million ton..:os) 

Producte . 1950 1965 1970 1972 

1. Naphtha 0·030 . 0·837 1·112 

.,/2. )\{otorgas 0.624 0.942 . 1.090 1.410 . ! .586 

,_, 3. Other L.D. ~ : . 

products 0·080 0·116 0·169 . 0·291 0·343 

4. T~tal L.D. ,(!·701, 4·058 1·289 2·53~ 3·041 

\¥" 5. Kerosene . 0·899 1·948 . 2·525 3·262 . 3·507 

/6. A.T.F. .. . 0·008 o·l98 0·458 .0·728 0·892 

v"i H.S.D.O. 0·185. 1·,205 ·2·320 3•743 '4·620 

'·1t L.D.O. .. 0·343 0·640 0'735 :1'·056 1·394 

9. Other M.D. 
producte 0·064 0·083 0·093 0·071 0·086 

10. Tow! M.D. 1·499 4·074 6·131 8· 851 0·499 

11. (Kerosene 
(3· 153) (4·845) (6·996) (8·127) & HSDO) (1·084) 

vd. F.O., L.S. 
H.S. &.H. 
H.S •. .. 0·580 1·276 2·592 4·235 5·220 

13. Other pro-
ducte 0·325 0•409 0·599 0·460 0·354 

a. Total F.O, 0·905 1·685 3·191 4.695 5·574 

15. ·Bitumen 0'055 0·392 0·589 0·751 1·144 

16. Other H.E. 
producte 0·155 0·283 0·528 0·752 0·932 

17. Tow! H.ft. 
produdll 1·115 2·360 4·308 6·198 '(·650 

18. Towl Pro-
ducts Con-

. sumption 3·318 7·492 11·728 17·587 21·190 . 
19. Refinery 

· fuel .C. ws· 
0·002 0·292 0·551 1·147 4·250* Be8 

20. Grand to-
· total 3·320 7·784 12·279 18· 734 22·440 

L. D. =Li~ht Distillates; M. D. =Middle Distillates 
H. E. =IIeav,• Ends. 
* . Estimated 

Forecast in: Cell SmJrces: I. I. P. Report of Demani 
August, 1973. 



TABLE 8.5 

Rates of Growth of Consumption of Sele~;ted Oil 
. Products (1950 to 1972) 

Product 

llotorgas 

Kerosene 

HSDO •• 

KerOI!ene 
HSDO •• 

LDO 

& 

% rate of growth of consumption 
. between 

1950 1955 1960 1965 1950 1960 
& & & . & & & 

1955 1960 1965 1972 1960 1972 

'. 6·38 2·08 2·96 5·50 4·20 4·44 

. • 9·33 6•77 5·32 4·80 8·04 5·02 

•• 18•43 22·83 14·00 10·34 20·61 11.85 

•• 11·10 11·43 8·97 7·67 11·27 8·21 

5•30 7·59 2·81 9·57 6·44 6·70 

Fu,;l oil including 
LSHS & HHS •• 3·57 13·05 15·23 10·52 8·20 11·46 

Tote! Oil products 7·41 9·58 9·38 8·82 8·49 9·05 

In the case of kerosene, rates of change of de
mand vary widely on account of the fact that in 
the Sixties, kerosene was used partially illegally 
as a "substitute" for HSDO on account of the 
relatively lower consumer price of kerosene. The 
total consumption of HSDO and kerosene shows 
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a more regular trend. LDO is mostly used in 
running irrigation pumpsets and the demand for 
LDO is dependent on seasonal conditions and on · 
the number of pumps installed. This explains the 
variation in growth rates if the product~ are 
grouped into three main product groups, viz. 
light distillates, middle distillate and hewy end 
product groups. It is found that the middle dis
tillate demand increased at the rate of 7.8 per 
cent during 1961 to 1971; while during the same 
period the light distillate demand increased by 
11.6 per cent per year and the heavy ends increas
ed by about 10.2 per cent. 

Forecast of demand 

8.6. As different oil products are used for diffe
rent uses and their demand is dependent on 
diverse factros. the Committee has adopted the 
procedure of estimating the demand for each t'il 
product separately. (See Chapter III). Case-1 re
presents the forecast of demand based on the 
trends of fuel-usage observed upto early 1973. 
Case-11 and Case-III represent the corrections 
possible to the pattern of fuel utilisation if mea
sures are taken for reduction of consumption of 
oil products in certain industries and sectors und 
to substitute the use of oil in some seletted areas 
by other fuels. (See Chapter ill for details). The 
product-wise demand estimates are shown in 
Table 3.8. The implied rates of growth of select
ed oil products in all the three cases are exhibit
ed in Table 8.6. 

TABLE 8.6 

Rate of Growth of Demand Implied in the Fore cast for Oil Products From 1972-73-1990-91 

C~I Case-IT ca.se-m 
Product 72-73 78-79 83-84 72-75 78-79 83-84 72-73 78-79 83-84 

to to to to to to to to to 
78-79 83-84 90-91 78-79 83-84 90-91 78-79 83-84 !'0-91 

ft. 

Naphtha 8•5 4·3 3·7 8·5 -0·7 5·2 8·8 -0·9 4·3 

Kotorg"" 4·7 4·0 4·0 3·9 4•0 3·7 3·1 4·0 3•4 

XcrosPne 11•6 5·3 4·8 4·6 5•1 4•4 4·1 4·1 4·0 

HSDO 10·7 7•3 9•1 8·9 7•1 8·2 7•0 11·9 7·0 

KeroseD<· & HSDO 9·3 6·8 8•2 7•7 6·6 7·4 6·2 6·2 6·3 

LDO .. 6·9 4•9 5·2 6·3 6•3 4·3 5·3 1·9 3·8 

}'uel oil including LSHS 
aodHHS 4•1 6·8 5•2 2•1 5•4 4·9 0·7 4•4 3·8 

Total oil Producte 8·0 11•8 7•2 11·9 5•7 6·6 5·8 5•1 5·11 

f 



8.7. ln these demands, we have included both 
energy products and non-energy products. The 
relative share of energy and non-energy products 
in the total oil products demand is shown in 
Table 8.7. 

TABLE 8.7 

Share of Oil Products in Energy and Non-energy 
Uses Implied in the Forecast (Case 11) 

{in million tonne) 

Demand for oil products 
Year 

Energy Non- Total 
use energy 

use 

1970-71 15·00 2·80 1_7·60 
(85·23) {14·77) (100) 

1978-79 24·51 7·69 32·20 
(76·12) (23·88) (100) 

1983-84 33·17 9·41 42·58 
(77·90) (22·10) (100) 

1990-91 52·49 14;.25) 66·74 
(78·65) (21·35) (100) 

Figures in bra kets indi '· te the Por '' ntago of the total. 

The non-energy use of oil products which was 
only 15 per cent in 1970 is aniticpated to increase 
to about 24 per cent in 1978-79. As per the esti
mates of this Committee, this share is reduced 
marginally in each subsequent plan period. 

8.8. The total demand for oil products (for 
energy and non-energy uses together) is estamit· 
ed to grow at the rate of 8 per cent in Case-L 
during the Fifth Plan period. The growth rate is 
reduced to 6.9 per cent in Case-II and 5.8 per 
cent in Case-III. Thus, the reduction m tl;e rate 
of growth of oil demand will only be 2.2 per cent 
less even if the suggestions of the Committee are 
implemented. It is relevant to note that in mak
ing these estimates, the Committee did not 
examine the possibilities of reducing oil products 
consumption by modifying the consumption and 
levels of production of goods and services postu· 
Iated for 1978-79 in the Draft Fifth Five Year 
Plan. (See Chapter VI), nor did it consider the 
possibilities of reducing consumption of some oil 
products by physical controls over distribution 
and consumption. Inter-fuel substitutions suggest· 
ed to reduce Case-1 estimate to those of Case· 
ill are based on the Committee's considered view 
that such substitutions are justifiable on techno· 
economic grounds and that levels of substitution 
are feasible of achievement within the time avail
able, if adequate measures are taken. Case-11 
levels of estimate are taken into account during 
discussion of the issues in the report only to en· 
sure that discussions are based on a 'balanced' 
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view of the implications of production effort re
quired to each fuel industry. 

8.9. The availabifity of indigenous crude has 
not been e~timat~d for ~eriods beyond 1978-79. 
0~ the bas1~ of mformat1on available, the Com
mittee has tned to make a judgement of the likely 
availability in the periods upto 1990-91. Table 
8.8 sets out the percentage- of indigenous crude 
Ii~ely to be available as a percentage of total 
OJ! produts:- · · 

TABLE 8.8 

Crude Oil Requirements and Indigenous Avail
ability of Crude (1978-79, 1983.-84 and 1990-91) 

Oil pro- lndige- %of indi· 
ducta* none genoue 
consumed crude crude to 
inm. inm. total of 

Year 
tonnes tonnes coneump-

tion 

1978-79 32·20 12·00 37·3 

1983-84 42•58 15·00 35·2 

1990-91 66·74 15·00 22·5 
to to 
20·00 30·0 

* With reference to Case-II forecost, 

These are admittedly conservative estimaies. A 
large number of oil bearing structures have been 
discussed in off-shore areas. These hold great 
promise but it is not possible to hazard any csti· 
mate of the likely oil find. (See Chapter IV. para 
4.11 and para 8.42 of this Chapter). If the explo· 
ration in the off-shore structures lead to the iden· 
tification of sizeable deposits and if the pace of 
on-shore exploration is accelerated, there is likely 
to be considerable increase in domestic produc· 
tion of crude. 

8.10. It is clear that in the next two decades, 
India's dependence on external sources for meet· 
ing the oil requirements may increase both in 
terms of quantity as well as the pel'centage of 
imported oil to the total oil products required. 
India's oil policy should, therefore, be based on 
an understanding of the international oil situation. 

International oil situation 

8.11. Total world p~oduction of crude which 
was about 520 m. tonnes in 1950' bas risen to 
nearly 2700 m. tonnes by 1973. Major increases 
in consumption were registered in USA, Western 
Europe and Japan which are all developed eco· 
nomies. The rates of increase in the consumption 
of oil products in the last decade in selected 
countries including India are set out in Table 
8.9. 



Consumption of 

Country 

U.S.A. 
Western Europ~. 
Japan 
India* 

TABLE 8.9 
Oil Products in Seiected Coun

tries . 
(in million tonncs) 

1960 1970 1973 

483 716 799 
203 363 830 
30 199 273 

7·8 18·7 22·4 

*Inclusive of refinery fuel<onsumption; n: loss<·s. 

While consumption has grown very rapidly, the 
exploration efforts have not resulted in an equi
valent rate of ·increase in the proved world oil 
reserves. The ratio of proved reserves of: crude 
oil to annual production of crude in the Western 
hemisphere .fell from 14 to 12 between 1960-
1971 and in the Eastern hemisphere from 83 to 
52. From 1970 onwards, this gave rise to some 
anxiety among the consuming countries about the 
possibility of obtaining their oil supplies over 
time. In a specially commissioned study a group 
of experts* have recently reported "that the glo
bal oil reserves are sufficient for 31 years provid
ed the rate of consumption does not exceed the 
present one; and for 20 years if consumption in
creases in line with ·the quickening of economic 
growth; oii reserves,. however, will last for 50 
years if-reckoning upon possible further explo
ration-reserves tum out to be five times as much 
as known at present". · · · 

8.11. A more significant fact is that the large 
reserves found and the consequential increase in 
production were much greater in the middle-east 
countries· which are relatively under developed 
while the oil consumption is increasing in the 
developed countries resulting in the growing de
pendence of the developed economies on a few 
exporters of oil in the middle east. Table 8.10 sets 
·out the production, consumption and imports and 
exports of selected countries in the yeiiTS 1960 to 
1972. 

TABLE 8.10 
Production, Consumption-Exports a~d Imports 

of Oil in Selected Countries 

USA 

(in million tonnes) 
. 1960 

; ' · Pro. Ex- Con' · Pro
duo- ports sump· duc
tion . (-) · tion tion 

Im- (-') 
ports 
<+> 

... 392 91 483 538 

1972 

Ex- Con
ports sump
(-) tion 
Im-
ports 

. !+l 

237 . 775 
Western Europe .. · 15 188 203 50 700 '150 

Nil 29. ·. 29 ·Nil 240 240 Japan •• 
Middle East 262 -240 22 905 -.-850 55 
Soviet Block .... 168 "-22 146 400 -60 340 

· *The limits to growth-A report. for the Gluh of Rome's 
project on the Predieament:of Mankind Now York, 1972 
Universe Books, 205 page. 

It is seen that (a) the developed countries of 
USA, West Europe and Japan, consume over 75 
per cent of the total world consumption; (b) 
nearly 4/ 5th of the crude oil reserves are in the 
developing countries of the Middle East and 
North Africa. 

8.12. The reserves in the Middle east and 
North Africa were, till 1970, mostly controlled 
by major oil companies. By 1970, 8 major oil 
companies controlled about 75 per cent of the 
world oil reserves and 64 per cent of the oil re
finery capacity. The developing countries with oil 
reserves were compelled to take greater interest 
in the production and pricing of crude when in 
1959, oil companies reduced the price of oil. Oil 
exporting countries of Iran, Saudi Arabia and 
others formed themselves into the Organization of 
Petroleum . Exporting Countries (OPEC) with a 
view to ensuring that prices were not reduced to 
levels which· led to avoidable loss to the oil ex
porting countries. The negotiations of OPEC 
with oil companies led to posted prices being 
maintained as tax-reference prices i.e. the coun
tries computed the taxable surplus of the oil com
panies on the assumption that the crude products 
were sold at the posted prices. But the companies 
were allowed to give discounts and ">ell tne crude 
at lower prices. This situaiton continued till the 
middle of 1965. After the Arab-Israel (Six Day) 
war, the Suez Canal was closed and oil had to 
be transported from the Persian Gulf round the 
Cape to European and Western markets. This 
resulted in severe shortage of tankers and Libyan 
crude obtained an additional advantage as it 
could be transported at much lower freight cost 
to the European and Western ports. Oil produc
tion in Libya was stepped up rapidlv. In 197l. 
Libya bargained and obtained a higher price for 
crude. On this, OPEC bargained for increase in 
plice of crude from all oil importing countries 
and -oil companies 'agreed to increase the posted 
prices by\45 cents per barrel for Gulf countries. 
From then on OPEC steadily increased the price 
of crude ... 1• 

8.13. OPEC views on oil price arc based on 
the broad considerations that oil resources are 
irreplaceable wasting assets, that developed Ct1Un
tries are p10re depedent on oil from OPEC coun
tries, tlriit the cheap price of oil leads to transfer 

:of resources from the OPEC countries to develop
ed countries. that the governments of developed 
countries collect more by way of taxes <>n oil 
products than the tax revenues collected by OPEC 
countries, that the price of oil should bear a. re
lationship t othe price of goods and seCVIces 
which the OPEC countries import from developed 
countries and that the long-term interest of the 
world as a whole will be better served by increas
ing the price of oil to levels nearer to the rrice 
at which substitute fuels could be used in place 
of oil. On these considerations, the OPEC coun
tries have been proposing an increase in oil 
prices. On October sixteen!h nine~een-~eve~ty 
three OPEC announced an 'mcrease m o.l pnce 
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that was nearly doubled compared to the p:ices 
prevailing before October 16. This sudden in
crease was followed by a further increase in De
cember, 1973. The movement of price of •Jil to 
the consumer can be seen from the Table he
low:- · 

TABLE 8.11 
l'ostcd Price and Market Price of Aga Jari 

(Light) Crude in $ per Barrel 

Year 

195~ .. 
1959 .. 
1960 .. 
1963 .. 
1969 . . .. .• 
1971 (After Tehran F.,b. 

Agreement) . . . . 
1971 (Tripoli June Agree-

ment) _ .. 
1972 (After Geneva. Agree-

ment) .. 
1973 (After Oct. 16th) 
1974 (with effect from lst 

January) 

Estimated 
arms 

Posted length 
pric': price Discounts 

2·04 1·79 0·25 
1·86 · 1·56 O·ilO 
'1·78 1.43 0·35 
1·78 1·:!8 O.,JO 
1·79 1·29 0·50 

2·17 1·70 0·47 

2·27 1·79 0·48 

2·47 1·89 0·58 
5·12 5·12 

11·63 11·65 

8.14. In order to analyse the trend in oil prices 
and in prices of manufactures, a time series of 
the price relatives of oil and manufacturers has 
~een attempted. Such a comparison ne..:essarily 
mvolves certain assumptions which should be 
taken to indicate only the broad magnitude of the 
price relative. (See Table 8.12):-

TABLE 8.12 
Price Relatives of Oil Manufacturers 

1953 •• 
1954 .. 
1957 .• 
1958 .. 
1959 .. 
1960 .. 
1961 .. 
1962 .• 
1963 .. 
1964 .. 
1965 .• 
1966 .• 
1967 .. 
1968 .. 
1969 .. 
1970 .. 
1971 .• 
1972 .. 
1973 .. 

... 

Unit 
value: · 
world 
manu
factures 

Base: 
1953-
100 

100 
97·9 

104·3 
103·2 
103·2 
105·3 
106·4 
106·4 
106·4 
107·4 
110·6 
112·8 
113·8 
113·8 
117·0 
124·5 
131·9 
142·6 
168·1 

Iran Iran 
Petroleum Petro-
Arms leum/ 
length world 
price ma,nufac-

1954--
100 

N.A. 
100 

93,7 
93·7 
81116, 
74·9 
74·9 
73·6 
72·3 
68·9 
63·9 
68·9 
68·.9 ' 
67·6. 
66·5 
65·4 
91·4 
99·9 

281•6 

tures 

102·1 
89·8 
90·8 
79·1 
71·1 
'70·4 
.69·2. 
68.·0 
64·2 
62·3 
61·1 
60·5 
59·4 
56·8 
52·5 
69·3 
68·3 

167·5 

Smm;e: Col. (I) Derived from U.N •. data. 
Col. (2) Obtained from index Nos. derived from · 

Indian Petroleum and Chemicals Statistics. 
Col. (3) Derived from Cols. 1 & 2. 

L/P(D)190MorEnergy-6 

The price relatives of crude to manufactures dec· 
reased gradually upto 1970 and from then on, 
increaseu slowly upto 1973; but October 1973 
price change announced by OPEC made a very 
big difference to the price relatives. The further 
increase made in December with effect from 
January. 1974 has increased the price relatives 
still further. But the prices of manufactures, 
metals and other commodities have been increas· 
ing very rapidly during the last few months of 
the year 1974. In this very fluid situation it would 
be unrealistic to construct any set of price rela
tives for 1974. Given these facts, it is difficult to 
forecast any trends regarding the future price of 
oil. The inter-relationship between oil prices and 
the prices of otqer commodities and manufactures 
ar.! such that it will tak¢ some time for prices 
of crude to settle down. It is only at this stage 
that some long-term projection of prices could 
be attempted. 

8.15. Inspite of the uncertainties in the price 
situation, it will be reasonable to assume that the 
prices of crude- in the international market will 
be high compared to the prices prevailing in 1972 
or early 1973. The period of low oil price which 
began in 1959 may be considered to have ended 
with 1973 and the return of the price to that level 
cannot be anticipated in normal circumstances. 

8.16. Besides prices, a change is taking place in 
the ownership and structure of the world oil in· 
dustry. The long period of control of, the cil re· 
sources by the oil companies is being replaced · 
by a system of control exercised primarily by the 
oil exporting countries and the oil companies. 
The oil exporting countries' share of total oil 
products in the world is increasing t'n account 
ei participation agreements entered into by the 
OPEC countries with the oil companies operat· 
ing in their countries. · 

Oil Policy for India 
8.17. The oil policy foi: our country will have 

to be based on the perspective that oil prices are 
likely to prevail at a' significantly higher level 
than those anticipated tn early 1973 and that 
India's dependence on import of oil is likely to 
continue right upto 1990-91 and that it would be 
very difficult for the country to meet the im.reas· 
ing needs of oil imports without causing serious · · 
balance of payment problems. The oil policy 
should, therefore, be designed with the specific 
objectives of (a) reducing the quantity of oil pro
ducts to be imported to sustain the desired level 
of economic activity by either substituting oil 
consumption by other fuels or by increasing the 
indiRenous production of crude; (b).reducing the 

< ·'total foreign exchange expenditure hy undertak· 
'- _ ing such measures as to produce the needed 

quantities of various .oil products at the lowest 
possible cost to the economy; and (c) improving 
the security of supplies of crude and oil products 
required from sources outside. the country. The 
reduction of the quantity of oil products requir
ed may be attained by changing the final pattern 



of production envisaged in our plans or by shift
ing the. technologies ,of produCtion of goods in 
such a manner that the same production is ob
tained by the use of lower levels of oil products. 
It has not been possible for this Committee to 
work out the alternative rates and patterns of 
growth which might be more optimal in the 
changed oil price situation. (See Chapter VI). 
The' Committee has, however, tried to identify 
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the .Government pursues policies for inter-fuel 
substitution. A more detailed discussion of the 
actions required product-wise is dealt with below. 
The· total outgo of foreign exchange to meet the 
Specified demand for different · products could 
also be achieved by adopting optimal refining 
patterns as discussed below. 

Refining capacity requiremen'ts 

alternative technologies that could be adopted to 8.18. The demand for oil products distillate-
produce the same levels of goods and services wise in the three cases estimated in Chapter III 
but' with reduced levels of consumption of oil and the crude and the total throughout require-
products. The level to which substitution could ment on certain broad assumptions are given in 
be effected will· depend on the vigour 'l'<ith which Table 8.13. 

TABLE 8.13 

f?istillate-wise Demand and Refinery Capacity Required (Without Secondary Process) For 
' 1978-79, 1983-84 and 1990-91 (in million tonnes) 

1978-79 '1983·84 1990.91 

Distillate A. 

Case ·Case Case '' Case ·Case Case Case Case Case 
I II m I II m I II Ill ....... ;:.-~ 

,, 
Light Distillate 6·63 6·53 6·44 8·47 7·44 7·29 ll·54 10·62 9·71 
Middle Distillate 17·86 16·55 15·33 25·15 22·90 20·61 ·44·24 38·00 " 32·00 
Heavy End 9·92 9·12 8·62 14·13 12·24 10·99 21·70 18·12 15·13 

Total 34·41 32·20 30·39 47·75 42·58' 38•89 77·48 66·74 56·84 

Refinery losses 2·20' 2·05 1·94 3·05 2·72 2·48 4·95 4·26 3·63 
Crude charged 36·61 34·25. 32·33 50·80 45·30 41·37 82·43 71·00 60·47 
Additional refining cape.-

city required . . • 2·47 17·14 52·01 

Total refining capacity ... 34·52 49·19 84·06 

NOTE---- (i) The existing and approved capacity for 1978-79 h~ been taken as 32·05 million tonnes. 
(ii) From the existing and the approved capacity, the yield of light distillate is 5·07 mt. middle distillate is 15·4 mt. 
and that heavy end is 9 · 82 mt. · , 
(iii) The additional refining capacity to the planned capacity has been~ taken to meet the middie distillate demand and 
the yield of .middle distillate has been taken as 43 per cent. . . 

8.19. The heavy-end products not only give 
fuel oil but also other non"energy oil products 

· like bitumen. petroleum coke and lubes. These 
three products manufactured from heavy-end 
fractions are,,high value products and it should be 
the endeavour to manufacture as much of this as 

required within the country. Even so, one of the 
features noted in our forecast is that over the 
years the heavy-ends fraction as a share of the 
total oil products is decreasing. Table 8.14 sets 
out the percentage shares of products of each 

·distillate r~oge in the total product demand. 

TABLE 8.14 

Light Distillate 1 • 

Middle Distillate 
Heavy end 

1978-79 

Case Case. 
I II 

19·27 20·28 
'51·90 51·40 
28· 83 . 28•32 

' 

Case 
III 

21·19 
50·44 
28·37 

Case 
I. 

17·74 
52·67 
29·59 

1983·84 

Case 
II 

17·47 
53·78 
28•75 

--. 
Case 
m 

18·75. 
53•00 
28·25 

14·89 
57·10 
28·01 

(in 

1990-91 

15·91 
56·94 
27·15 

percentage) 

17·08 
56·30 
26·62 



The refinery plan based on the experience of 
other countries will not give us the •Jptimal re~ 
suits. As compared to the product-mix obtain
able in India given in Table above. the share of 
different distillates in other countries 01re given 
in Table 8.15 which shows the wide variations of 
the comparative shares of each distillate ~.:r.nge:-

TABLE 8.15 

Comparative Shares of Different Distillates in 
Western Countries (1972)* 

(in percentage) 

Distillate U.S.A. Western 
Europe 

Light Distillate .. 43 17 

Middle Distillate .. 29 32 

Heavy-end 28 51 

----·· 
*Includes refining losses. 
SoUrce: Based on data from British Petroleum Statis· 

tical Review of the World Oil Industry 1972. 

In view of the very sharp difference in the pat
tern of refinery production required in the coun
try as compared to the patterns obtains:d in other 
countries. it is necessary for us to work out opti
mal patterns in refinery planning. 

8.20. The Committee felt that refining capaci
ties based on the broad aggregates of oil products 
demand will not lead to optimal decisions in in
vestment planning in the petroleum industry be
cause of the joint product nature c·f Ieiining 
operations. Regional dis-aggregation d demand 
estimates show dissimilar patterns of regional dis
tribution of the requirements of various petro
leum products. Also, the growth rates of con
sumption of different oil products are different in 
various regions. Because of these variations it 
comes difficult to match supply pattern of pro
ducts exactly with the demand pattern. For ex
ample. if a region is short ·of middle distillates 
some of the choices open are : 

-To increase the refinery capacity so as to 
meet the demand for these products 
fully and to transport surplus.naphtha 
and fuel oil to other regions; or 

-To increase the refining capacity margi· 
nally. maximise the yield of middle dis· 
tillates. import the rest of the require
ments of middle distillates into tl·e re
gion and transport marginal 5urpluses 
of naphtha and fuel oil to other regions; 
or 

-To increase the refining capacity marginal
ly and use surplus fuel oil for ~econdary 
processing like hydro cracking to yield 
the maximum middle distillates and 
transport the marginal surpluses out of 
the region. 
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Each of these alternatives has correspondlng 
costs and economic consideration's would suggest 
the choice that involves minimum costs in terms 
of production and transport of crude and pro-
ducts. · · 

8.21. It was observed that the approach to . 
planning for production and distribution of oil. 
products so far has been the basis of partial ana-. 
lysis: For a given' demand pattern which is de
marcated by administrative and price policy con
siderations, demands for all the oil products are 
estimated and a proposal for. a refinery along 
with necessary secondary process units is made 
which meets the product demands of this zone. 
The selection of (a) type of crude- oil; (b) capaci
ties of secondary process units; and (c) the blend
ing of intermediate stocks to get final products, 
are all made with reference to the given demand 
pattern in that zone. In regard to the existing 
refineries also the criterion of operating decisions 
by the refinery management is to maximise pro- . 
fits given the product prices and demand pattern 
of the demand zone, though Government inter
venes from time to time to marginally modify 
the product pattern of the refinery in the public 
interest. Investment and' operating decisions 
taken on the basis of considerations outlined 
above need not result in a yield pattern of re
fineries which meet the product demand in diffe
rent regions at a minimum cost to the economy 
as a whole. 

8.22. Investment and operating decisions . in 
petroleum refining have significant interrelations 
with investment decisions of oil consuming in
dustries notably nitrogenous fertilizer industry. 
Inter-dependence between the decisions of these 
two sectors is so important that the Committee 
felt that the decisions in these two sectors should 
be · simultaneously considered. Nitrogenous ferti
lizer (urea, ammonium sulphate and calcium 
ammonium nitrate etc.) and complex fertilizers 
require ammonia as the major intermediate pro-,. 
duct. For indigenous production of ammonia, 
various raw materials can be used as feedstock 
ranging from natural gas, coke oven gas, naphtha 
(unrefined petrol) fuel oil (heavy stock), · coal, 
lignite and water (electrolysis process). The selec
tion of raw material for fertilizer production 
would depend upon the estimated availability of 
the raw materials and relative investment and 
operation cost. Natural gas has the lowest invest
ment and operating cost but its availability is 
limited both quantitatively and geographically. 
Coal-based fertilizer plants near the coal mines 
and for regions away from coalfields, the use of 
naphtha and fuel oil (LSHS. Low Sulphur Heavy 
Stock) 4S feedstocks for fertilizer manufacture 
would have to be considered. The availability of 
these raw materials would, however. depend on 
the level of refining capacity and the yield pat· 
tern of the refinery. Availability of naphtha, for 
example. would be determined by assumptions 
regarding. (a) level of refining capacity in the re
gion, (b) production of ligh~ gistillates to crude 



charged, ·(c).~sti~ated demand for light distillates 
in the form of ml)tor gasoline. By J.Ising different 
assulij.ptions at each of three levels one can esti
mate ·the surplus or deficit of naphtha. On ac.
count of this inter-dependence, decisions regard
ing level of refining capacity and its regional dis
tribution, 'addition of new secondary process 
units and extent .pf flexibility in refinery opera
tions have to be considered simultaneously with 
the technological choice and locational alterna
tives in• the fertilizer industry. To the extent coal 
can •be substituted for oil in fertilizer production, 
power· •generation, rail transport etc., investment 
and production decisions of coal industry would 
also have to be integrated with those of petro
leum. · ·,ti · , · t• 

t ~:; ~·I;' ... : jl I 

~ p ~: l I· j... ' , 

·8.23" .The Committee evolved a Mathematical 
Programming Model* which. would enable the 
explicit. consideration of inter-dependence of in
vestment and operating decisions in the petroleum 
and fertilizer industries. The components of this 
programming · ,model are (i) spatial patterns of 
demand for, the product, (ii) the investment cost 
of Narious technological alternatives which are 
available to meet these demands, arid (iii) the 
choice, of those alternatives which minimise the 
total· cost of production plus transportation of 
meeting these demands . .This is part of a larger 
model which incorporates the demand for coal 
and possibilities of substitution of coal for fuel 
oil ·etc. · ' ' · · 
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8.24. The results obtained from the program
ming exercise can be considered as providing a 
guidance to the directions for making a policy. 
The figures . of capital cost as well as operating 
cost and different investment options used in this 
study have changed very rapidly during the last 
one year, and more so during the last few months. 
The locational aspects of the investment like the 
crude that would be processed in each refinery, 
the demand for bitumen in that area and the 
possibilities of producing and marketing further 
high value products and ·the units sizes of the 
secondary process plants to be adopted are fac
tors which have to be taken into account along 
with the results of the programming exercises to 
arrive at meaningful investment options., While 
each specific investment decision will have to be 
made on the basis of a more detailed study, the 
broad directions in refinery planning appear to be 
that we should undertake more of secondary pro
cessing of heavy-end products to produce more 
of middle and light distillates. This will be true 
as long as the price ratio between middle and 
light distillates to the heavy ends continues to 
be in the same proportions as prevailing prior to 
1973 .. (The differential between the middle distil
lates and heavy-ends in very high now and at this 
price secondary processing is very desirable). 
The Table 8.16 gives the broad indications of the 
products required and .the extf}nt of refinery and 
secondary processing capacity that can come to 
production which will optimally meet the total 
requirements. 

TABLE 8.16. 

Suggested Refinery and Secondary· Proce~sing Capacity in 1978-79, 1983-84 and 1990-91 

( . ·.· . . 1 , ,. I, 

A., TotaL. 00pacilJJ 111 the. end of the. period 

(i) Refining 

·, 

> ' 
B. Produ.c.t . 1111ai!abiiity <krnt~ncl from oop11city sugueslc~ at A. 

. '-' .. 

( i) Light Distillate 

('jiil ¥,iddl~. Distille.te .. 
·'(iii) He~vy Ends 

•'· 

. 1978-79 

Avail-
ability 

5·22 

16·66 

9·21 

33·05 

2·00 ' 

Demand 

6·.53 

16·55 

9·12 

(Figures in m. tonnes) 

1983-84 

44·55 

3·50 

Ave.il-
ability 

6·70 

22·76 

12·11 

Demand 

7·44 

22·90 

12·24 

1990,91 

72·05 

8·00 

Avail- Demand 
ability 

10·25 10·62 

38·02 38·00 

18·14 18·12 

*The matheme.tical formulation of the programming model is described in Teohnioe.l Note VIII (1). 
' : . . > ~ 



8.25. The results show that secondary proces
sing capacity in terms of hydrocracking may 
have to be increased to about 8 million tonnes 
by 1990-91. But these should be taken only as 
broad indications. Other processes like catalytic 
cracking and coking may be of greater advantage 
under certain circumstances. The Committee 
would recommend that in each Plan period, there 
shoiJid be a very careful examination of the re
finery locations, the product-mix required in 
each refinery the extent of secondary processing 
((, be established and the feedstock choices for 
the fertilizer industry should be examined by 
considering these options simultaneously, if ne
cessary with the help of programming models. 
The Committee feels that substantial economies 
in investment and crude import costs could be 
·achieved by proper investment decision in t1le 
petroleum and fertilizer industry. 
Minimizing the foreign exchange requirements 

to meet the oil demand 
8.26. Given a level of demand for oil products, 

the net expenditure in foreign exchange required 
to supply these could be minimized by (a) in
creasing the quantitiy of oil products within the 
country by increasing the. crude production which 
can be achieved either by intensifying oil explo
ration activities or by developing orr a commer
cial scale, the technology of converting coal to 
oil, and (b) by reducing the cost in terms of 
foreign exchange for a unit of crude or product 
delivered to the country. . 
Oil exploration in India 

8.27. The option of converting coal to oil does 
not appear to hold any bright promise till the 

· technology is adequately developed. (See Chapter 
XII). Intensifying oil exploratioDI activities is, 
therefore, an urgent need. The potential oil re
sources of the country, the activities of the oil 
exploration agencies and. the success achieved so 
far have been analysed in Chapter IV. This ana
covers only 4% of total potential oil bearing 
iovers <Ynly 4% of total potential oil bearing 
area. The expenditure on oil exploration so far 
is less than Rs. 400 crores. The cost of develp
ing the oil wells in India and producing crude, 
based on an experience so far is quite favourable 
if oil is valued at the price of imported crude 
even if the prices as in early. 1973 are C<Ynsider
ed. At the present price of crude in the interna
tional market, oil exploration in India is an eco
nomically viable activity even if the risks are 
rated high. The results of the recent drillinf! at 
Bombay Hi[:h have added urf!ency to the oil ex
ploration ·activities. All evidence points towards 
the need for speeding up exploration activities 
particularly in the off-shore areas and selected 
on-shore areas. There are various ways of ex
pandin!! exploration activities. India should care
fully consider the options available, expedite oil 
exploration activities and draw -up a policy which 
Will not onlv be an advantage in the short-run 
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but also be consistent with our long-term deve
lopment strategies. To begin with, there is urgent 
need to augment the capabilities of the ONGC 
by providing them with more 'modern equipment, 
like deep drilling equipment and seismic explo
ration vessels and off-shore rigs, training out men 
in new technologies of exploration. ' ·' 

There are also possibilities .of developing oil 
resources in the Middle East countries in colla
boration with the Government of those countries. 
Based on the compleinentarfes of the resource 
endowments of India and the oil exporting coun
tries, meaningful bilateral arrangements under 
which India can participate in· crude production 
in the Middle East countries, could be explored. 

,J.,, 

Reducing the cost of oil transport 
~ ' . . 

8.28. The delivered cost of crude to India • 
would consist of the price paid for the crude at 
the exporting port and the cost of the · ocean 
transport to bring it to India and the cost pf 
handling at the port. There are significant econo
mies to be obtained by using the large size ves
sels for import pf crude and by adopting optimal 
handling methods. It appears· that importing of 
crude in very large crude carriers and unloading 
them in off-shore terminals .would be .of greatt(r 
advantage than the construction of new port faci
lities to bring in larger vessels. There should be 
a proper matching of the size of vessels acquir
ed by the Indian Shipping Companies, the type 
of the ports developed and the location of re
fineries. It is necessary to undertake systems 
studies on these to ensure that optimal decisions 
are taken regarding the long-term development 
of ports and shipping and refineries)n India; 

8.29. The net foreign exchange. expenditure. on 
account of oil imports could also be reduced··by 
stepping up the export of certain high value ojl_ 
products like lubes, solvents and petroleum w::tx 
which are made out of the low value heavy-end 
fraction. As oil demand in the country increases 
the unit size of oil refineries will increase and 
this will provide· opportunities for taking up the 
manufacture of high value products . on· scales 
which would make their production international
ly competitive. But it ~~ necessary to ~ot~ that ~n 
pursuing such export . mvestment option~. India 
will have to compete with very large mterna
tional oil . companies and the long-term demand 
and supply situation will be subject to • several 
uncertainties. While the potential for export ·of 
oil products should be kept in view, adequate 
care should be taken to analyse the . _long-term 
prospects for the product before fnilest"'<entor,-
tions are approved. . · 

Security of snpplies ·~ ;• · "' v' 

8.30. Some of the measures already' discus~ed 
like increasing exploration activities. increas!ng 
crude carrying capabilities of the Indiat:t Shippmg 
industry etc. will increase the security of supply 



of oil to India. Besides this, with a view to pro
viding an insurance against short-run breakdown 
in the supply of crude to the country, there is 
need for building up a stock of crude within the 
country. In the countries of European Economic 
Community (EEC), the suggestion to build up 90 
days' stock is being vigorously pursued. As the 
cost of maintaining stocks is . very large, we 
should explore various ways of building up our 
stocks consistent with our resources. 

Product-wise policy implications 

8.31. As oil is consumed invariably as a refin
ed product, measures which are to be adopted 
as part of the oil policy should be designed with 
reference to each important oil product separate
ly. The important oil products are Naphtha, 
Motorgas, Kerosene, HSDO and LDO. Fuel Oil 
including LSHS and HHS. It would be useful to 
review the use of these important oil products. 

Naphtha 

8.32. Naphtha and motorgas constitute the im
portant products in the light distillate range in a 
refinery. The yield of Naphtha and motorgas 
within the possible total yield of both of these 
can be adjusted. In other words, more of Naphtha 
can be produced at the cost of motorgas and vice 
versa. The consumers of these products fall in 
ditferent categories. Naphtha is used as a feed
stock: for the manufacture of fertilizer and petro
chemicals; while motorgas is used for propelling 
motorgas driven vehicles. The demand for naph
tha for the fertilizer and petro-chemical units in 
operation and under construction would add upto 
3.47 million tonnes by 1978-79. At the present 
relative prices of naphtha, fuel oil. and coal, no 
naphtha based new fertilizer project is likely to 
~e .un~ertaken. The ~ift~ Five Year Plan gives 
md1cat•on that there IS hkely to be no new in
vestments in petro-chemical industries. Invest

' ments, if made in the Sixth Plan, the projects may 
he completed only by 1983-84. We have there
fore not taken note of any possibilities of increas
ed naphtha consumption right·upto 1983-84 from 
the !evels .reached in 1978-79. In fact, increase in 
.efficiency of use of naphtha in fertilizer industry 
as well as petro-chemicals is possible in · the 
co':llltry and in view of this the total naphtha re
qwrements may go down marginally. But by 
1983-84 there will be some more plants in the 
petro-chemical sector using naphtha and its de
~and may go up. As seen from the refining capa
c;•ty a~d. pattern .suggested for different years, 
light diStillates will be in short supply right upto 
1990-91. Naphtha demand will have to be re(!u
Jated by proper licensing of fertilizer and petro
chemical projects. It will be necessary to price 
tht; naphtha produced within the country appro
przately and not to make it cheap. Motorgas de
~and has been projected to increase at a rate 
shg~tly , lower than 4 per .cent throughout this 
per10.d. The qemand for motorgas has been shown 
efa~tlc to prices and, if at any time fhe demand 
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for motorgas increases beyond the rate anticipat
ed, it will be possible to regulate it by suitable 
fiscal measures. 

Kerosene and HSDO 
8.33. The past trends in the. consumption of 

kerosene and HSDO give some misleading re
sults as there has been diversion of kerosene for 
use in transport. An analysis of the growth of 
consumption of kerosene and HSDO together 
shows that in the last twelve years from 1960 to 
1972, it increased at the rate of 8.2 per cent. The 
estimates made in this Report (Case-H) would 
imply a growth of 7.7 per cent of kerosene and 
HSDO combined in the period between 1972-73 
to 1978-79, which will be reduced to about 6.6 
per cent in the VI Plan period and increase later 
to about 7.4 per cent in the VII Plan period and 
beyond. The management of demand of kerosene 
and HSDO will be the most important element 
of Oil Policy. The Committee in its Report "Fuel 
Policy for the Seventies"-May 1972, had re
commended that "efforts should be made to 
bring kerosene and HSDO prices as near as 
possible either by increasing the price of kerosene 
or by reducing the'price of HSDO". This has now 
been done. If at any time it becomes necessary 
to tax the consumer of HSDO and kerosene 
at different rates, tax should be levied on the 
consumers of HSDO by suitable levies on other 
products which they use along with HSDO like 
tyres, tubes or spare-parts for diesel driven vehicles 
than by increasing duties on HSDO as such which 
will re-introduce a difference in the prices of 
HSDO and of kerosene. Besides, the levies on 
materials like tyres, tubes or spare-parts used by 
diesel consumers who are dependent on the ex
tent of use of diesel there can also be ·a levy 
which can be collected along with the road tax 
that is collected on vehicles. In view of the diver
sion of kerosene to other use, the Committee 

. would strongly urge that the price of HSDO and 
kerosene should continue to be kept at par with 
each other by increasing or decreasing the tax on 
these together whenever there is a need for a 
price revision. 

8.34. When the prices of diesel and crude were 
brought to the same level, the extent of register
ed officially computed HSDO consumption and 
kerosene consumption will be quite different from 
what has been observed in the past. Oil industry 
estimated that consumption of kerosene will go 
down by 4.5 per cent followed by an equivalent 
increase in HSDO consumption. The experience 
in the last few months indicates that kerosene 
consumption has not gone down by this extent. 
The Committee, has, therefore, taken away 30 
per cent from kerosene consumption and added 
it to HSDO to get the assumed base level con
sumption of HSDO in 1972-73. In view of the 
uncertainties regarding the base level consump
tion of HSDO and kerosene it is not very useful 
to make a comparison of the rates of growth of 
HSDO and kerosene separately, with those im
plied in the forecast. 



8.35. Our estimate for HSDO has been maqe 
in quantitative terms for the year 1978-79, 1983-" 
84 and 1990-91 and these tally with the likely 
availability of vehicles in the respective years. 
In arriving at Case-II estimates, we have assum
ed that beyond 1978-79, the rate of growth of 
road transport is assumed to. be lower th~n in 
the previous years and that this can be achieved 
by more efficient management of the Railways 
and proper coordination of road and rail trans
port. If this is to be achieved in the Sixth Plan 
period, organizational and operational improve
ments have to be introduced in the railways even 
during the Fifth Five Year Plan. Management of 
HSDO demand to the levels indicated in this 
Report is possible only by proper formulation of 
a transport policy which will coordinate the road 
and railway transport in an optimal manner. The 
Committee would recommend that immediate ac
tion should be taken in this regard. Long distance 
movement of commodities by road should be 
discouraged; while simultaneously increasing the 
capability of the railway transport. Containerisa
tion and introduction of door-to-door service by 
the railways are some of the procedural measures 
that could be adopted to make them discharge 
efficient transport of certain commodities which 
are moved increasingly by roadways now. 

Diesel traction in railways 
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8.3.6. The Committee has tried to examine, 
whether the use of diesel for tradition in the rail
ways could be reduced. The study brings out that 
the selection of the optimal mode of traction as 
among, steam, diesel or electricity will depend 
on the density of traffic prevailing on particular 
sections, the profile of growth of traffic on the 
sections and the topographical conditions. Other 
factors like continuity of· mode of traction and 
the relative price of coal and oil and electricity 
also have a bearing on the results. The major 
problem in making a study to work out the opti- . 
mal mix of coal, ~iesel, electrical traction is the 
lack of data to project the traffic density along 
the various routes in the railways based on fore
casts of the regional pattern of growth and the 
pattern of commodity movemenmts. The first 
outline of the Corporate Plan of the Indian Rail
ways has been drawn up only recently and this 
does not contain the pattern of commodity move
ment. Making a partial analysis, it is found that 
diesel traction is better than steam traction on 
routes where the density of traffic is more than 
4 to 5 million tonnes. The efficiency of energy 
utilisation in a steam loco is 7 to 12 per cent 
compared to about 28 to 30 per cent in the diesel 
engine. The operational costs of steam-locos are 
also higher on account of the need to provide 
stoppages for watering facilities etc. There is a 
large stock of steam locos with the Indian Rail
ways in which the investment has already been 
made and the continuance of this traction is P1ore 
economical than replacing them with newly ob
tained diesel electric locos in areas w~ere the 

traffic conditions on a particular route do not call 
for an increase in the number of trains to be 
moved. Introduction of the diesel traction or 
electric traction on a line increases the number 
of trains which could be moved along the tiack 
on account ·of the increased speed of the diesel 
locos. The operational costs are · · also lower 
than in the case of steam locos and lower still 
in the case of electric locos but the· investment 
costs are higher in the case of electric traction. 
Given these facts, it is clear that steam locomo
tive have to be preferred only on lines where the 
density of traffic is low and diesel traction lines 
where the density is higher but not adequate to 
justify the investment required for introducing 
electric traction. 

) 

8.37. The mix of steam, diesel and electric 
traction which should minimise the total cost of 
moving a given level of traffic will depend on the 
density of traffic on the different lines and the 
terrain of the land. In the absence of data regard
ing commodities, origin, destination, details of 
freight etc. only broad judgement of the likely 
trends could be made. The traffic routes from 
Delhi to Calcutta, Delhi to Bombay,' Bombay to 
Calcutta and Madras to Delhi account for 14 per 
cent of the total route kilometerage but they carry 
50 per cent of the total frieght traffic. The rate 
of growth of traffic on these lines has also been 
steadily increasing. Similarly, the sub-urban 
routes around metropolitan towns have very high 
traffic density which has also been increasing 
rapidly. The rail transport requirements in. the 
steel-coal belt area has also increased considerab
ly. It is clear that these routes should be electri
fied as expeditiously as. possible. The railways 
have already drawn up plans in this direction. 
It has been estimated by the railways that 1800, 
3000 and 4000 Km will be electrified during the 
Fifth, Sixth and the Seventh Plan periods, which 
would take the total electrification to 12,800 
Kms. With electrification of track increasing to 
that extent, it is anticipated that the railways can 
maintain the stock of diesel locomotives at a 
constant level of about.2,600 and the consumption 
of diesel at 0.8 mt. per year from then on. In 
other words, diesel consumption which was 0.5 

.mt in 1970-71 will increase to 0.8 mt by 1978-79 
and stay 'at that level from then on. Though the 
stock of diesel locomotives will remain the same 
from 1978-79 onwards, the areas in. which they 
operate will change from time to time. The diesel 
traction will be introduced in the areas where the 

. steam traciton will be unable to handle the in
creasing load traffic but electricity could not be 
extended for want of adequate traffic. The Com
. mittee considered this plan to be a reasonable 
one, as upto 1978-79, the pace of electrification 
cannot be increased and the increasing traffic 
loads can be carried by introducing diesel locos 
only. However; the extent- of goods to be moved 
by electric traction as per our estimates indicat• 
ed in Chapter III will be somewhat higher. The 
Committee's estimates of demand of electricity 



for' transport is; therefore, ''considerably higher 
than the estimates made by the railways. 

. . ~ ' 

these deficiencies in the coal distribuiton ~vstem 
·are remedied, there is great scope for :curtailing 
the use of fuel oil. All efforts ~hould, therefore, 

L.D.O. be made to prevent any new industry from tak· 
· · · · ·· · ing up the use of fuel oil if it can use coal. The 

8.38. LDO is used for running ir!:igation pump· Committee would, therefore, recommend that 
sets for lifting water and for running fishing crafts even at the stage of licensing new industries, the 
and as a support fuel in certain thermal power use. of fuel oil in furnaces should be prohibited 
stations. The estimates of demand. imply a 6.3 .and the nationalised coal industry should be ask-
per cent growth during 1972-73 to 1978-79 and ed to take immediate steps to set up coal t!umps 
.3.5 per cent in the Sixth Plan and about 4.5 per · in all the industrial centres. of the country from 
cent from then on. The reduction in the rate of where, the industrialists could collect their coal ' 
growth in the. Sixth Plan is dependent on the in- requirements. 
creased pace of rural electrification and extend-
ing electricity to most of the pumpsets. 'This 8.40. Another large sector using fuel oil· in in-
should be done in a phased manner to ensure creasing quantities is the thermal power . ~ector. 
first that in each electrified village all the pump· Though the main fuel in the power generating 
sets should ,,be electrified, instead of energizing stations is coal, a certain amount of oil has to be 
only a few pumpsets. This will bring down the used during the start-up of the plants as 'Nell as 
requirement of public jnvestment for reducing at times when the load on the thermal stations 
oil consumption in the agricultural sector. fhe goes below a particular level. The previous de- ' 
procedures now followed fm: . electrification of sign of the small boilers was such that the .oil 
wells in villages and the procedures of extending support became necessary only when the load on 
financial assistance to farmers for setting up elec- the thermal stations was below 30 per cent of its 
trical pumpsets should be suitably modified to capability. Newer designs "seem to call for. oil 
ensure that almost all pumpsets in any village support even when the load on the statio~ is 
which is electrified, obtain electrical connection around 50 per cent. Some · of the power statton 
and operate on electricity only. Surveys show that engineers .are claiming that oil support becomes 
a large percentage of farmers · with electrical necessary even when the load is as high as 7U 
pumpsets also keep diesel pumps for .standby per cent. Considering the very large increase in 
operations !!Dd use them frequently on account thermal power generation in the coming decade, 
of the frequent failures of elec.tricity in the rural the Committee would recommend that the Gov-
areas. The improvement in the efficiency of opera- ernment should take immediate steps to improve 

.. tion of rural power supply will have a salutary ' the desif?n of indigenous thermal equipment with 
effect in reducing the consumptiqn of ;oil. the .specific objectives or reducing the technologi· 

cal requirements of oil in the thermal plants. 
Fuel '!il 

8.39. Fuel oil is one oil product whose con- · Fertilizer production based on oil products 
sumption can be severely restricted without affect- 8.41. The major industries which use oil pro-

. ing the level of economic activity provided the ducts for non-energy purposes are fertilizer and 
substitute indigenous .fuel namely, coal, is made petro-chemical industries. ·Nitrogenous fertilizer 
available to the consumer in adequate quantity. can be produced by using either natural gas, 
As discussed "earlier naphtha WO\}ld be in great ·· " naphtha, fuel oil or the coal as the feedstock. ~he 
shortage and a large portion . ·of our fertilizer choice of feedstock would depend on the relattve 

~ needs may have to be met by production based availability and the price of fe~dstocks and the 
on fuel oil. Fuel oil is a valuable raw material investment and operating costs· of producing a 
for the production of high cost petroleum pro- unit of fertilizer, using the different feedstocks. 
ducts which have either a good export potential The Committee. as indicated earlier, tried to 
or serve as-import substitutes. Large quantities of identify the optimal level of u~e o~ di~erent feed-
fuel oil should, therefore,' be earmarked for pro- stocks in the economy keepmg JD VIew the re-
duction of high value products like lubes, bitu- tinery capacities and the demand for different oil 
men, petroleum .coke and wax. There is a strong · 'products. The exercises using a programming 
case for curbing the· use of fuel oi\. Technologi- model* indicate that the use of naphtha for fer-
cally, about 70 per cent industries where fuel oil tilizer production will not lead to overall eco-
is used, can switch over to coal and about 2 to nomy. Fuel oil becomes the preferred feedstock 

. ·. 2.2 tonnes of coal can substitute 1 tonne of fuel as long a.s the price of. crude is around $ 7 per 
oil. In earlier periods fuel oil demand was below barrel. If current prices of coal and crude are 
the level of its availability. The oil companies considered, coal is indicated as the prefered fced-
a.nd even the Government bad 'undertaken promo- stock for fertilizer production. If the fuel oil pro-
ttonal measures for the use of fuel oil. Currently, duction in the refineries is in excess of the demand 
the case for the use of fuel oil rests almost en- for fuel oil needed for energy use, it should be 

· tirely on the non-availability of coal and the un- subjected to secondary processing to get more of 
reliable nature ·of its supply to the industries. If middle distillates products like diesel or kerosen~. 
~~--------~~------------~----
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But the discussions with the Government agencies 
dealing with fertilizer production indicateu that 
the technology for coal-based fertilizer production 
has not been tried out on a large scale so far and 
that they would like to gain operating experience 
from the three coal based fertilizer plants under 
construction in the country before new coal based 
projects are taken up. The construction time for 
a coal-based fertilizer plant is atleast a year 
longer than the construction time for a fuel oil
based plant. The Committee is of the view that 
even if in view of the lack of operating experience 
of large scale fertilizer: produciton based on coal 
and the need to complete quickly a few more fer
tilizer projects within the country to meet the 
shortage of fertilizer a few projects based on fuel 
oil are taken up during the Fifth Plan, these pro
jects should have adequate provision to switch 
over to the use of coal at a later date. Such a 
change in feedstock is technically feasible with 
certain additional investment. The Committee is 
also of the view that new fertilizer projects should 
be desi{:ned to make use of coal as the feedstock. 
However, in the refineries, even when the surplus 
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heavy-end products are subjected to secondary 
processing, there will be some quantities of heavy 
residual material (vacuum-bottoms) which cannot 
be used as a oil product except for burning as a 
fuel or as feedstock for fertilizer production. Such 
material should be used as feedstock in preference 
to their use as fuels. There would, therefore,' be a 
small proportion of fertilizer. units during each 
Plan period which would be based on the use of 
"fuel oil" i.e. residual oil in the refineries after 
producing other oil products; the rest of the Ier
tilizer .production may have to be based on na
tural gas or coal. 

Gas utilisation 

8A2. The· use of natural gas represents only a 
very small share in the total consumption of com
mercial energy. But it is noteworthy that very 
rapid increase has been registered in the last one 
decade. In 1961 the natural gas production was 
170 million cubic meters whereas in 1972 it in
creased 'to 927 million cubic meters. Table 8.17 
sets out the pattern of utilisation in selected areas.· . ' ,• 

TABLE 8.17 
I· 

Production and Statewise Utilization of Natural Gas in India 

Year Produc- Assam 
tion 

AOC* ·OIL* Others 

172 ' 154 14 3 

803 145 64 46 .. 

1961 

1966 

1970 

1972 

1424. 134 55 171 

1,565 

NOTE: UPH~Uttaran Power Station. 
DPH-Dhuvaran Power Station. 
GSF~ujarat State. 
Fertiliser Co. 

127 164 206 

It ·will be seen that considerable quantities of na· 
tural gas are not being utilised Jl~W as these are 
produced in small quantities in a 'l_arge number of 
wells. Efforts are now being made to utilize as; 
much as possible of the production. Recent ex
plorations. inland and on-shore, indicate the 
possibility of discovering substandard quantities 

(million cubic metre) 

Utilization 

. Gujarat (ONGC) Grand 
Total 

Total UPH DPH, GSFC Others Total 
... 

171 . 1.71 

255 66 51 117 372 

360 85 58 174 317 677 

497 125 89 189 2'J 430 927 

*AO(., and OIL have been using gas for field operations. 

. . 
of natural gas. The production. of fertilizers, 

· methanol imd other chemicals based on natural 
gas will have to be given preference over the use 
of natural gas as a mere fuel. It has not . been 
possible at this stage to assess the likely le~el of 
production of natural gas in the coming years. 



CHAPTER IX 

POLICY FOR POWER SECTOR 

9.1. Electricity is an important 1=onstituent of 
commercial energy consumed in India. Due to 

· the versatility of its use the rate of growth of 
consumption of electricity in this country has 
been the highest among the growth rates of con
sumption for the various fuels. As electricity can 
be produced from different sources, namely, coal, 
oil. nuclear fuels or hydel potential, the choice of 
technology for production of electricity will have. 
an effect on the demand for other fuels in the 
country. The choice of technology for power 
generation will depend on a number of complex 
techno-eonomic factors which would be discussed 
later in the Chapter. 

Trend in power consumption and generation 

9.2. The generation of electricity from 1960-61 
to 1971-72 and the projected level of demand in 
1978-79, 1983.-84 and 1990-91 are set out in 
Table 9.1. 

TABLE 9.1 

Electricity Generation-1960-6.1 to 1990-9i 

'1960-61 •• 
1965,66 

1971-72 •. 
· 1978-79 (Projected) 

1i983-84 (Projected) 
1990-91 (Projected) 

. ~ . 

Indices of Fuel Consumption 

(in million KWhrs) 

20123 

~-. 36825 
66384 

• • 124000 
205000 
392000 

9.3. The indices of consumption of difffferent 
,fuels is given .in Table 9.2. 

TABLE 9.2 

Indices of Consumption of coal, oil & electricity 

(1960-61=100) 

Year Coal . Oil*. Electri-
.• city 

1960-6l. ; . ··100 100 100 
1965-66 128 159 181 
1970-71 127 245 288 
1973-74 199 316 355 
1978-79 341 478 618 
1983-84 505 632 1023 
1990-91 ~ 0 • 847 990 1968 

Note : *This includes oil products used in the non-energy 
sector, . 

·' 

9.4. In Chapter II. the relative rates of growth 
in qmsumption of electricity and other fuels have 
been discussed. The average annual rate of 
growth of generation of electricity during 1953-54 
to 1960-61 was 10.7 per cent while from 1960-61 
to 1965-66 it was 12.85 per cent but from 1965- · 
66 to 1971-72 it was 10.35 per cent. In the period 
after 1971-72 there were severe physical con
straints on power generation and its rate of 
growth in 1972-73 was about 5 per cent. Our! 
forecasts imply that during the Fifth and the 
Sixth Plan period and upto 1983-84 the average 
annual growth rate of electricity generation would 
be 10.7 per cent. The figures obtained by diffe
rent methods . of forecasting indicated a decreas
ing trend in the annual rate of power require
ments over time. But in keeping with the policy 
of restricting the use of oil products, the · Com
mittee felt that electricity generation requirements 
should be suitably increased so as to provide for 
the assumed increased consumption of electricity 
in place of oil in transport, agriculture and do
mestic sectors. 

9.5. The levels of power generation forecast in 
this Report is capable of fulfilling the following 
targets of powet: consumption: 

-by 1990-91 all urban households and 70 
per cent of rural households in the 
country will be provided with electricity 
for lighting purposes; 

-the number of agricultural pumpsets ope
rated by electricity will increase from 
2.5 million in 1973-74 to about 12 mil
lion by 1990-91; 

-the per capita consumption would increase 
on an annual average rate of 9.0 per 
cent during the period 1973-74 to 1990-
91 and· reach . a level of 447 kWh in 
1990-91. 

9.6. The per capita consumption of electricity 
in India from 1960-61 to 1990-91 are set out in 
'fable 9.3. 

TABLE 9.3 
Per Capita Consumption of Electricity (1960-61 

to 1990-91) 

Year 
1960-61 
1965-66 
1970-71 .• 
1973-74 •. 
1978-79 .. 
1983-84 •. 
1990-91 .• 
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Per capita 
consump· 
tion 
(kWh) 

38·2 
61·83 
89·76 

103·22 
173·40 
253·00 
447·00 



9.7. Changes in the per capita consumption of 
electricity are determined by_ . the ~hange's in 
population and the total electricity ava~lable; the 
latter is closely correlated to gross national pro
duct (GNP). The index of ratio of electricity 
generated to -GNP will move closely with the 
index of GNP. The movement of the indices of 
electricity generated, GNP and per capita electri
t;.ity generated in India is given in Table 9.4. 

TABLE 9.4 
Indices of electricity generated, GNP and per 

Capita· Electricity Generated . , 

Year · 

1960-61 
1965-66 
1970-71 
1978-79 
(projected) 
1983-84 
(projected) 
1990-91 
(projected) 

Index of Index of 
eleotri- GNP 
city ge-
nerated 

100·0 
183·0 
326·6 
616·2 

1018·7 

1948·0 

·100·0 
115·0 
144·2 
221·3 

296·1 

(1960-61=100) 

Index of Index of 
ratio of per capita 
electrici- electri-
ty genera- city 
ted to generated 
GNP 

100·0 
168·0 
226·5 
278·4 

344·0. 

437·6 

100·0 
168·1 
258·1 
385·9 

594·9 

9.8. The elasticity of electricity consumption · 
is defined as the ratio of the percentage rate of 
growth of power consumption to the percentage 
rate of growth of GNP. Experience of other coun
tries indicates that the elasticity of electricity con
sumption slowly deceases over time. The past 
trends in India and the forecast of electricity 
consumption made in the. Report conforms to the 
experience of other countries. The elasticity of 
electricity consumption in India is set out in 
Table 9.5. · 

TABLE 9.5 
Elasticity of Power Consumption 

Average Average Elasti-
growth growth city 
rate of rate of 
GNP% power 

Period 
consump-
tion% 

1960-61 to 1965-66 2·8 12·6 !l·5 
1965-66 to 1970-71 4·6 9·7 2·1 
1973-74 to 1978-79 5·5 11·7 2·1 
1978-79 to 1983-84 6·0 10·6 1·8 
1983-84 to 1990-91 6·0 9·8 1·6 

Modes of generation 
9.9. The extent to which such growth in the 

level of consumption of electricity would affect 
the primary fossil fuel industry like coal and oil 
would depend on the extent of contribution to 
the power requirement from the hyde! and nu
clear power stations in the power generating sys
tem. The percentage share of power generated 
in the past and that projected for 1978-79 from 
different categories of power stations is given in 
Table 9.6. 
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. TABLE 9.6 

Percentage share of electricity generated by 
different modes of !Jimeration 

Year Hyde!, ·Thermal Nuclear Total-

1951 48·82 51·18 ~ »: . 100 
1956 44·45 55·55, 100 
1960-61 46·27 53·73 100 
1965~66 46·15 53·85 .. 100 
1970-71 45·23 50·44 4·33 100 

9.10 From 1951 right upto 1970-71 the hydel 
stations have been contributing about 45 per cent 
of energy generated in the power sector. It is 
only by the end of the Fifth Plan period that the 
energy contribution from hydel··stations is likely 
to pe lower, i.e., about 38.3 per cent of the total 
power generation. · This lowering_ of contribution 
of. power generation from hydel stations is partcy 
d~e to the pliffiiledSlilft towards usi~_g _hydel_.P..Q..· 
~er stauons as pea~mg stat~ ana E_artly_ due.to-
madequaCL:QClly£1:~_ss;_liemes · tffin __ up _dqring 
the previOUs Plan· periods. lff'ilie past there was 
no""systematicevaliiafion pr-Qitferent ·· choices 
av'llthrbtero(]ioyv~r generation for. selecting the 
optliiiar'mode of generation .. Wherever hydel po
tential was-ea~~.f expl~i!a.~!C:..fl.Yd.~- sta,_tions: ~er~ 

· ~-~p _and ~ermal_ stati£11S ·cam~ ·up ess~nt.all~ 
m area~·.\.Vpc::re·-c~al was m abundant supply. . 

c9.11. Table 9.7 gives the category-wise. installed 
capacity in the power sector in India at different 
points of time. · , , 

TABLE 9.7 

Installed Capacity-Categorywise 
(MW) 

Thermal . , ···: ,' . 
Year Hy~el Coal Diesel Nuclear Total 

·&Gas 

[,,;··, 

1940 469 624 115 1206 
1951 575 1098 163 1836 ,. 
1956 1061 . 1596 228 ... ·, . 2885 
1960-61 1917 2436 300 4653 
1965-66 4124 4417 486 9027 
1970-71 6383 7508 398 -4ll0* 14709 

*DAE reporta rap•city ~xolusive of auxiliary,. consumP-
tion as 400 MW. · 

9.12. This table indicates.that during the Plan 
periods upto 1965-66 the rate of groWth of hydel 
power generating capacity' has been higher than 
that of other modes. From then on, the additions 
to thermal capacity have been· more than the 
addi-tions to hydel capacity. 

9.13. The percentage share of different modes 
of power generation in the total power system is 
given in Table 9.8. 
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ITAB~B 19.8 
Percentage share of different categories of instal-

9.i4. The Statewise break~up of different modes 
of 'Power generation would indicate that in many 
States which are away from coalfields the power 
'system consisted mainly of hyde! stations supple
lllented with a few is~lated thermal stations. Over 
the years, ·content of thermal generation has in
creased· in these systems also. Statewise installed 
capacity for generation for sel~cted years given 
in Table 9.9. illustrates the trend . 

.. ·• led,·power capacity·· 
•\ '·'' Thermal 

Year Hyd,el 
(includ-
ing Die- Nuclear , ,'fptal 
eel & Gas) 

1940 38·8 61·2 100 
1951 31·3 68·7 100 
1956 36·8 63·2 . . 100 
1960-61 .. 41·2 58·8 .. 100 
1965-66 45·7 54·3 100 
. 1970-71 .. 43·4 . 53·7 2·9 100 

TABLE 9.9 

.. ) : ·'· different States-Category- wise (MW) 

' _.,,. 1965-66. 1970-71 
·Name of the fstate or Uworl ··, r-~-'---".....,~~~...-.. 

; 1 Teqitory, 
.,,_, ,.,. :· f Diesel 

& Gas 
Hyde! Steam· Diesel Hyde! 

& Gas 
Steam , Diesel 

& Gas 

. '- I: ,.. 
Assam 

. ,'f -

Bihar ... 
l_;· 

Gujarat .,, ,., •• 

:S:acyana 
,_ .. ... 

Himachal Pradesh ' · 

';t.:&; K; 
; :' :;'. '' '' ,; . 
Kerala 

Madhya Pradesh 

Maharashtra 

Mysore 

Nagaland 

Qrissa 

Punjab 
,II. 

.I •' 

-~il'stha~ 

Tamil Nadu --;-. 
~.: . . . . 

\ .. 

West Bengal (Inc!, DBC) 
. • < . 

D~ib.i' (U.T.)' -: . . •.:. 

Uttar Pradesh 

9•3 

44·0' ... 288~.5 

280•9 

6•3 

10·6 

132·5 .I 

69·0 169·8 

.281·9 ·,· #3·3··· 

·178·2 

''· ·: 

I 
123·0 
-· 
324·7 

67·2 

92•5 

5·8 

1·6 

46·3 

,101·5 

677·0 

53·6 

270•8 

20·2 

10·2 

18·4 
'd· 

52·4 

4·3' 

0·9 

4·8 

28·7 

34·4 

12·9 

9·5 

,. 0·5 

9·5 

22·7 

34·2 

152·9 

45·.11 

44·0 

ll3·5 ., 

608•.8 

609·6 

32·1 
' 
ll3·6 

19·5 

41·0 .. ' 

267·9 

66·7 

10·0 

320·0 

245·7 28·1: " 6·.3 408·5 

49·0 

26·9 

546·5 

472·8 

619·6 

90·6 

28·1. ,, 
192•5'· ''. 

46·0 '_233·4 

598·9 653·3 

432·0 

. I 

304·4 

417·4 

156·3 

906·6 

67·5 
' ' 

477·8 

1·1 

.-. •-... 
5·8 

5·6' 
I 

48·5 

401·5 

1,211•2' 

91·6 

398·2 

7·5 

4·6 

26·1 ; 143·5 582,·0' 

52·4 844•3 1,471·0 

22·5 

0·7 

4·8 

877·5 

.. . 
304·4 

10·3 660·7 

41·8 326·8 

. 6·0 1,114· 0 

13·5 129·5 

20·8 

5i·6 606·3 

258·3 

15·0 

i69·2 

851·5 

2,128·9 

231·0 

709·8 

20·2 

113·0 

16·3 

77·2 

4·8 

1·7 

5·9 

1·6 

1·6 

14·1 

0·6 

2·0 

1·5 

4·5 

15·2 

20·8 

35·0 

, NoTB : l-}n the year 1?~0:71 Maharasht~a includes 420 MW of nuclear capacity against stea!D. 
, . i . 2. ',Che !J>,Staped. capacities of jointly. owned projects h~ve been taken according' to the share of participating States. 

r• ·•' Source: C.W.P.(J •. ,~neral ),teview-1971~72. . 
· -9~15 •. The relative. growth of installed· capacity regions rely more on thermal power. The region-

. o~ hyde1 and •thermal ·power· generation in the · wise installed capacity of power generation and 
different regions indicates that the Northern and the energy generated · from hydel and thermal 
~he Sol\t~~m regions are llJ.Orx dependent on by- power 1 stations in different years are given in 

. ~el poVf.e~ y.>her~~~~ ,the , eastem!',and the western Table 9JQ. 
(I ' ' . 7. 



TABLE 9.10 v 
. ',. ·. _'.: ' - ._; ·,u -. , . , 

Region wise growth ,of installed . capacity and. energy generated from hyde/ and thexmal. power . 
stations · · ... _ 

Year 

1950-51 
1960-61 
1965-66 
1970-71 

1950-51 
1960-61 
1965-66 
1970-71 

1950-51 

1960-61 

1965-66 

1970-71 

1950-51 

1960-61 

1965-66 ' 

1970-71 

1950-51 

1960-61 

1965-66 

1970-71 

1950-51 

1960-61 

1965-116 

1970-71 

.. 

.... 

.. 

: .. 

Hyde! 

559 
1,911 
4,124 
6,383' 

52 
•335 
847 

1',472 

_238 

891 

1,684 

2,806 

253 

351 

654 

987 

3 

234 

416' 

0·6 

9·3 

45·9 

66·7 

.,. 
Capacity in MW , ,' G~neratio~ in Jllilll~~ KWH' 

Thermal 

1,004 
2,436 
4,551 
7,667 

.·:r': 

•. Total 

I ALL-INDIA ' 

1,712 
4,653 
9,027 

14!709 

.,. 

2,360 
• ' 11 8,738 

17,441 
25,206 

"•1 

:t j;,·, 

Thermal Total. 

.,2,779. 
8,732. 

32,990 
28,864' 

5,s5s
1
.' 

16,987: 
32,990 
56,604.; 

·,' ·! 

NORTHERN REGION ··•· 1. ·I 

56 
108 
186 
513 

98 

186 

546 

1,192 

201 

984 

1,502 

2,307 

r.851 

972 

1,826 

81·5 

8~·5 

147 
507 

1,104 
2,078 

188 
1,022 I 

3,497 
5,124 ... 

SOUTHERN REGION 

362 .''! ' 

I'. ''1,176 

2,266 

400 

'• 

,i,256 

4,168 

5,499 

'11,435 

WESTERN REGION 

620 

1,362 

2,266 

3,75;1 

1,229 

1,388 

3,236 

5,003 

EASTERN REGION 

598 

1,241 

' 2,279 

6 

788 

1,426 

NORTH1EASTERN REGION; 

2 

21 

58 

,l ~ 

3·4 
10•2 

32·1 

38·0 158 ... 

180 
348 

' 536 
1,822 

., 

2,742 

4,030 

653 

3,474 

5,681 

8,633 

1,318 

3,559 

' 6,960 • 

2 

'15 
1 

194 

., 

411 
'' 1,432: '': 

4,084, 
6,981 

1,500. 

4,749 

8,26l 

!5,465 1 

1,987 

5,016 

9!051 

J 

,.16,0~, .· 

·' 

1,346 
" ,4,407 

" 8,426 1 ' 

\' 

··. I ~ 
··· .. 

9. 

36·' 

96 

3,377 



Power gen~ration and installed capacity 

9.16. The data of installed capacity and power 
generated from'·each mode have been examined 
with a view to determine the possible levels of 
supply from the different modes of power gene
ration .in future, the possible improvements in 
operational efficiencies so as to arrive at some 
broad conclusions. regarding the total installed 
capacity that would. be necessary to adequately 
supply 'the projected electricity .demands at diffe
rent ·points ·of time -in future. The Committee 
adopted the procedure of estimating the future 
capacity needs of the power industry from the 
forecast of energy .. requirements. The methods 
adopted· for forecasting the consumption require
ments .of energy have been described in Chapter 
III.,.The consull,lption requirements of electri~ity 
have been converted into generation requirements 
by adding the extra power required for auxiliary 
consumption· and to provide transmission losses. 
The power generation requirements are convert
ed to capacity requirements ·by studying the past 
relationship between generation and installed 
capacity. · ·· 

. ··' 
Auxiliary consumption -

9.17. A power generating station requires po
wer for consumption in the station itself which is 
referred to as auxiliary consumption. This is nor
mally around 8 per cent in thermal stations ·and 
a little less than J per cent ~ hydel stations. On 
the basis of the mix of hydel and thermal, in the 
different periods; · assumed in our forecasts in 
Chapter III. the auxiliary consumption require
ments have been estimated to be as 6.2 per cent 
of the total generation during the Fifth Plan 
period and about 5.6 per cent in the subsequent 
periods. · t 

I\ ·, 

9.1S. In a pow~r· system, the':difference in the 
units despatched from the generating station and 
the units sold to the consumers is referred to as 
the energy losses in the system,. This loss consist~ · 
or two components (i) the energy 'dissipated of 
the system due to the inherent characteristics of 
the equipment arid lconductors used for transmit 
ting and distributin~ power (i.e., loss due to tech· 
nicat reasons) and (ii) commercial losses or un
accountable losses due to pilferage, maccuraLc 
meter readings and computations etc. We shall 
refer to the former as electricity "Dissipation" 
and the latter as electricity ",Losses". The ptagni- .. 
tude of the "Dissipation" depends largely on the · 
area served by the system, the pattern of loading 
of transmission lines, types of loads and the plan
ning and designing of the generation and trans· 

·mission system. The "Losses" depend on the effi· 
cie!lcy of administration of the power system. 

. •. . ': 

9.19. A comparison of energy dissipation and 
losses (total losses) in power system in India with 
other cou11tries indicates that the total energy 
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losses in India are high as compared to other 
industrially advanced countries. 

Table 9.11 shows the percentage of transmis
sion and distribution energy losses during the year 
1967 and 1968 in the power systems of certain 
European countries and India. 

TABLE 9.11 

Percentage of total transmission and distribution 
losses. in various countries during 1967 and 
1968. 

Serial 
No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
i2 
13 
14 

Country 

Austria .. 
Czechoslovakia 
Finland 
France .. 
Hungary 
Ireland .. 
Italy 
Norway •• 
Poland .. 
Sweden· •• 
Switzerland 
West Germany 
Yugoslavia .. 
India 

.. 

Total Transmission ' 
& Distribution 

Energy Losses 
(Percent) 

,----A---, 
1967 1968 

9·6 9·9 
7·8 8·1 
8·3 7·7 
7,6 7·4 
9•3 10·3 

11·2 10·6 
10·1 9·1 
10·4 10·2 
8·7 . 8·6 
12·1 12·5 
8·2 8·1 
5·9 5•7 

11·9 11·1 

9 8 
The percentage of total losses varies fr~m 5.7 per 
cent in West Germany to 12.5 per cent m Sweden. 
As compared to this the total losses in India dur
ing the years 1967-68 and 1~-69 were 15.04 
and 16.7 per cent respective! . In 1970·71 the 
total ~osses were esti. ·mated to l:l 17.3 per cent in 
India) . 

9.2o(M the total losses in India Wt:re 'main
tained m 1970-71 at the level of 1967 (1.e. IS p~r 
cent) the savings in energy would have been 
nearly 1.500 million kWh and the savings in cost 
of power generation nearly Rs. 9 crores annually. 
The reduction in total energy losses would have 
reduced the required installed capacity for power 
generation, fuel consumption etc. Based on !he 
figures of 1970-71, there could have been a savmg 
of about Rs. 60 crores in the investment costs •. if 
the level of total power losses had been mam-
tained at 15 per cent. · 

9.21. It is noteworthy that several c<;mntri~s 
which had experienced large total losses m therr 
power distribution and transmission system have 
taken successful measures to reduce the extent 
of losses. For example, the percentag$ of 'total 
losses' in Japan was 30 per cent in 1945, but the 
figure has now been: reduced to 11 per cent by 



constant efforts. Another example is Taiwan· 
where losses have been reduced from 21.7 per 
cent to 13.6 per cent in 1960*. 

. 9.22. It is to be recognised that a major portion 
of the total losses is "Dissipation" arising out of 
technical reasons and the reduction in such dissi
pation can be effected only by a proper planning 
of the power system. In India the total loss varies 
widely from State to State. Table 9.12 represe!ltS 
the total losses (dissipation and losses) as percent
age of energy available for transmission in each 
State of India for the years 1961-62, 1965-66 and 
1970-71. It would be seen that the States of 
Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Haryana, Jammu and 
Kashmir, Nagaland, Punjab, Tamil Nadu and 
Uttar Pradesh have particularly higher percentage 
of total power losses. 

TABLE 9.12 

Losses in transmission, transformation, distribu
tion and energy unaccounted for expressed as 
percentage of energy available for transmission 

State 1961-62 1965-66 1970-71 

1. Andhra Pradesh .. 26·35 24·71 24·77 . 
2.Ass&m 18·24 . 23·61 17·87 
3. Bihar 23·49 11·56 23·58 
4. Gujarat 10·441 ll·51 16·59 
5. Jammu & Kashmir 15·45 21·49 
6. Haryana •• 27·89 
7. Kerala .. 15·81 20·06 12·17 
8. Madhya Pradesh 11·83 11·75 14·35 
9. Maharashtra 9·95 12·00 13·10 
10. Mysore 13·83 16·34 14·28 
II. Nagaland 15·88 20·34 
12. Orissa 15·32 14·60 5·48 
13. Punjab •• 13·58 14·59 35·46 
14. Rajasthan 19·43 20·06 11·91 
15. Tamil Nadu 19·28 17·52 17·21 
16. Uttar Pradesh 15·34. 18·60 23·63 
17. West Bengal 9·55 8·60 8·30 

ALL INDIA 14•44 14·02 17·30 

SoUBOE : General Reviews CW & PC 

9.23. The reasons for high dissipation of ener
gy are mainly due. to inadequacy of transmission 
and distribution lines,· large proportion of agri
cultural loads, supplying power to areas located 
far from the generating sources, low power fac
tor, etc. This "Dissipation" of energy can .be con
trolled through certain measures such as careful 
scheduling of the reactive generation, integrated 
operation of various power systems, provision of 
adequate quantity of transmission lines and selec
tion of right designs for transmission and distri
bution lines. "Losses" (unaccounted for) are 
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mainly due to unauth<?rised tapping of energy ,and 
these could be reduced by stricter administrative 
measures. 

9.24. In order to reduce the percentage of total 
losses an in-depth study was conducted by the 
Power Economy Committee and certain m,easures · 
for reducing the total Losses as outlined above, 
were recommended. This Committee would like 
to endorse these reconimendai.ions and suggest 
that systematic study of the <;_auses of transmis
sion losses in different regions and States should : 
be undertaken and remedial measures taken to 
completely eliminate the losses due. to adminis
trative reasons and reduce the "Dissipation" to 
the level that is technologically determined, 

9.25. In our projections of power generation 
we have assumed that the total power losses 
would be reduced to 13.8 per cent by 1978-79 
and to 13.4 per cent by 1983-84 and thereafter. 
Considering that in the· first half of the Sixties, 
the power losses were only 14 per cent to 14.5' 
per cent, this assumption regarding ·the losses 
during the Fifth Five Year Plan appears very 
reasonable. In the period after 1978-79, if there 
are large number of pithead generating stations, ' 
energy "Dissipation" at the transmission stage 
may increase but improved· and rationalised dis
tribution system that may be set 'up will help in 
reducing the "Dissipation" at the distribution 
level: "Losses" can be brought down by better ad
ministration of the power system. The Commit
tee has, therefore, assumed that the total power 
loss could be brought down to 13.4 per cent by 
1983-84. 

Electricity generation capacity 

9.26. The primary purpose of forecasting elec· 
tricity demand is to initiate action for setting up 
the required additional capacity for generating 
electricity to meet the expected incremental de-· 
mand. 'There is, therefore, need to have reliable 

· . 'procedures for converting the demand forecast • 
of electric energy into the required power genera
tion capacity. If the structure of load at the diffe-1 
rent centres of demand at different points of time · 
in future is known it would be possible to work 
out the required capacity and the mix of different · 
modes of generation simultaneously. In the ab
sence of reliable forecast of load at different cen
tres, the required generation capacity is usually 
determined on the basis of the past relationship 
between energy demand and installed capacity. 

9.27. Tlie normal procedirre is to first estimate 
the peak load demand, consistent with the energy , 
requirements by applying estimated load factors .. 
The load factor represents the amount of energy 
in kWh required per kW of peak load and it is 
usually expressed as a percentage of the total · 
number of hours in a year i.e. 8760. 

~'oLoad Factor Energy Requirements ikWb) X lOO 
" Peak Load (kW) x 8760 ' 1 

-------------------------------------------------EGA FE U.N. Publication No. 62 II FB 



Load factor' would depend on a nu~ber of fac· 
tors like 'the mix of different consumer catego
ries served by the power system and also the 
habits and convention~ of the · ' people, weather 
conditions, etc. While some of these factors are 

·beyond-the control of the power authorities, some 
adjustments in the load factor could be effected 
by a rational· system of regulating power supply 
and· pricing of· power (See Chapter XI). A load 
factor of 60 per cent for the total system has been 
achieved in India in most years (See Table 9.13). 
The decline in the load factor from 1968-69 on· 
wards· is a·. disturbing trend. It is true that the 
sharp increases in the share of supplies effected 
to agricultural 1 · loads .and rural area d~mands 
would. tend to. increased variations in the demand 
during different hours ofthe day and various 
seasons' ,of the year and thus affect the system 
load factor. On the ·other hand, better inter· 
conn.f;ction of generating systems in each State and 
inter-connt;ction of different State-grids should 
lead to a great level of coo'rdination in the opera
tion. of different power ·systems and increase the 
sy.stem load; factor. Effects .of these two develop
ments ·should at least off set each other and main· 
tain ~he ~yst~tn.load factor at 60 per cent. Energy 
Survey, Committee (1965) had suggested that the 
load factor· should· be 60 per cent in the Seventies 
and .a little higher in later years. Taking all the 
facts il}to account, the Committee has assumed 
that the load factor in India would be 60 per cent 
upto. 1978-79 and· 65 per cent thereafter. Peak 
load at different points. of. time have to be cal· · 
culated on this basis. · · 

9.28. The power system should have adequate 
installed capacity to serve the anticipated peak 
~~a~l The ratio of peak load to peak capability 
IS referred to as the Demand Factor. 

· · · • · . ' · · · Peak Load (KW) 
Demand Factor= · · 

· Peak Capability (kW) 
In Indi~ · ~he' demand factor for the entire power 
system has· varied from 75 per cent to 85 per cent 
in the past. as 'set out in Table 9.13*. Energy Sur
vey Committee· (1965) had suggested that the de·. 
mand factor should be 80. per cent. In other 
words, the gross margin (of installed capacity) 
over the peak lo.ad should be .. 25 per .cent of the 
peak load. The gross margin in a power system ' 
should be of sufficient magnitude to provide for 
scheduled maintenance, emergency outages and 
system operating requirements. The gross margin 
obyiously would depend upon the size of the sys
tem, the hydro-thermal mix of generating plants 
in the' system, the size of the largest set in the 
system, fo~ced outages. of different. generating 
sets;'.the characteristics of the load which is sup· 
plied fro!p the system, the extent of coordination 
available with .. other power systems and the ·ex· 

so 
pected reliability postulated for the system. A 
proper determination of the gross margin require
ments would involve a detailed system study of 
eacll power system in the country. So far no such 
studies have been madet. But, past experience 
shows that under different conditions, the gross 
margin of 25 per cent over the peak has been 
achieved and such margin enabled the system to 
service the demand without significant load shed· 
ding. We, therefore, assume that upto the end of 
the Fifth Plan, the demand factor would be 0.8. 

9.29. In later· years, the inter-connection bet
ween the system would tend to increase the de
mand factor; but the introduction of larger unit 
size plants in relation to total system capacity . 
would tend to decrease the demand factor. It has, 
therefore, been assumed that the demand factor 
may continue to be 0.8 right upto 1990-91. The 
plant factor which is defined as the multiple of 
load and demand factors would be around 48 per 
cent during the Fifth Plan period. As a result of 
the increase in the load factor to around 65 per 
cent in the subsequent periods, it is assumed that 
the plant factor would be 51 per cent in the years 
beyond 1978-79. This is in agreement with the 
suggestions made by the Energy Survey Com
mittee in 1965:1:· that the plant factor should be 
around 48 per cent during the Fourth Plan period 
(upto 1970-71) and 51· per cent beyond that 
period. 

9.30. These assumptions also appear to be very 
reasonable as seen from .. the past data. 

TABLE 9.13 

Load factor,. demand factor and plant factor of 
. the power system in India 

Year Load Demand Plant 
factor factor factor 

1955-56. 0·656 0·756 0·496 
1960-61 ' . 0·584 0·854 0·499 
1965-68 0·672 0·742 0·499 
1970-71 · .. 0·637 0·828. 0·527 
1973-74 (likely) 0·595 0·902 0·537 

9.31. The installed capacity of power genera
tion may not be the same as system peak capabi· · 
lity; installed capacity represents the total of the 
name plate rating of the units set up at different 
points of time in the past. Their capacity rating 
would diminish over time. The power capacity 
of hydel stations vary with the seasons due to 
changes in storage level and seasonal flows. The 
full power capability of the hydel stations may 
not occur at the time when the annual peak load 

· occurs. This leads to the maximum system cap· 
ability being less than their 'Norms' or _name 

"'In the Yeara 1972·73 t,() 19i3-74, th' dem~nd factor h'l.S inorea.sod bnt thoee years also Witnessed widespread and fre<Inent 
lo~d shoddings and as such should nDt be considered as a"basis for foreoastJt•g the demand faooor in futnr~ years. 

tThe oommittoe attempted to organise stndies in this regard whloh had to abardord for want of data, 
*Report of the E~ergy Survey Committee, page 174. · 



plate rating. The Power Survey Committee which 
does the annual forecasting of power determines 
the power capability of each of the power sta
tions and sums up the total as system peak cap
ability. This has been varying from 85 per cent 
to 93. per cent of the installed capacity in the 
different regions. With rapid increase in the ther
mal capacity, the system peak capability as a 
percentage of installed capacity should increase. 
Considering all the factors, a 90 per cent of the 
installed capacity can be assumed as system peak 
capability during the Fifth Plan period; after the 
Fifth Plan this percentage will increase as a large 
number of old thermal sets would be retired by 
the end of the Fifth Plan and as hydel power 
stations would be designed to meet specific load 
patterns. It. has, therefore, been assumed that in 
the period beyond 1978-79, 95 per cent of the 
installed capacity would represent peak capabili
ty. 

9.32. The installed capacity requirements for 
differen~ years in future to meet the energy re• 
quirements corresponding to the Case II estimates 
projected in Chapter III of this Report have been 
computed in Table 9.14. 

. TABLE 9.14 

Installed capacity requirements for power genera
tion in 1978-79, )983-84 and 1990-91 

Forecast Forecast II\stalled 
Year of of capacity 

Energy Energy needed 
Consump- Require- (millic•n 

tion ment* kW) 
(bkWh) (b kWh) 

1978-79 100-3 116-4 33-6 

1983-84, 167:7 193-6 53-0 

1990-91 320-4 370·7 87-3 

*At the bus-bar, i.e., consumption plus line losses. 

NoTEs 

(1) On the basis of the calculations for 0·4,8 plant factor 
and 90 per cent avaihtbility t'he in•talled capacity required in 
the year 1978-79 would be 30•7 million kW. However, as there 
is a large spillover of works from the Fourth Plan and due 
to bunching of new pro.jects the capacity c~ming on stream 
into the final year of the Fiffh Plan is very large. But as 
many of them would be operative cnly in the second half of 
the final year, only half of the honefits have been counted 
towards the Fifth Plan and hence the increased provision of. 
installed capn.city. 

(2) For tho year 1983-84, on the bnsis of 0·495 plnnt 
factory and 92 per cent availability t.he installed capacity 
should be 48 li million kW. This is, however, being assumed 
as 53•0 million l<W for reasons which are similar as in the 
case of 197R. 79. 

(3) Tho fi~1ro of in•tallod capacity has been arrived o.t 
87.3 million k W on the basis of 0 · u1 plant factor and 9f> per 
cont availability, 
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9.33. In the above table somewhat higher esti
mates of Installed capacity for the years 1978-79 
and 1983-84 have been assumed. This is because 
the efficiency in operation etc. would be gradually 
achieved over a period of time. However, it is 
necessary to take effective measures to improve 
the: plant factor in the Indian •power system at 
least from the Sixth Plan period and thereafter. 
Such improvements have a significant effect on 
the investment requirements for the power sector 
and consequently on the cost of power . to con
sumers. With an improvement of 1 per cent in 
the plant factor in the Fifth Plan, there could be 
a saving of Rs. 163 crores. It appears possible 
to improve the plant factor beyond 51 per cent 
also, if proper measures are taken; the minimum 
pe.rformance expected in 1983-84 and .1990-91 
should be 51 per cent plant factor. The Commit
tee would strongly recommend that rational mea
sures should be initiated in planning and operat
ing the power' systems so as to ensure gradual 
improvement in the plant factor. ' 

9.34. It is also possible to -improve the load 
factor by influencing changes in the structures of 
load that faces a· power system. If the difference 
between the peak load demand and the ott-peak 
load demand is reduced, the load factor of the 
power system would improve. In several coun
tries, this reduction in the difference between the 
peak load and the off-peak demand is .being 
achieved . by offering differential rates to consu
mers with reference to the time at which they 
consume · power. In countries like France . and 
. U.K. efforts to develop off-peak load by supplying 
power at reduced price (usually on marginal 
pricing) during off-peak hours have yielded good 
dividends. In U.K.· the electricity supply authori
ties devote greater attention to load ·d~velopment 
measures. 

9.35. The Committee recommends that during 
the Fifth Plan period efforts should be made to 
develop ·a more optil'nal load structure: 

· '· 1. by setting up more pumped storage 
schemes wherever' such schemes would 
improve the system capability at mini
mum cost. · 

2. by ind~ntifying ·industries, which- are in· 
tensive users of electricity and are also 
capable of organizing their production 
sehedule in such. a way that their peak 
demand would occur ,during the system 
off-peak. period -and by giving to such 
units adequate incentive through spe
cially designed tariff. to encourage them 
to reorganise their ,Production; 

3. ·by general pricing of the industrial tariff 
and agriculture tariff to provide incen
tive for use of more electricity during 
off-peak hours. 



9.36. In the Chapter in 'Cost and .Prices' cer
tain aspects ot a ranonat pnctng policy in the 
power sector have been discussed. · 

Growth o~ peak load 

9.37. On the basis of our projections, the con
necting peak load that can be reliably serviced 
by the power system in India at different points 
of time are as follows : 

1978-79 
1983-84 
1990-91 

22.1. million kW 
35.7 million kW 
66.4 million kW 

The likely peak load in the year 1973-74 is esti
mated to be 13.66 million kW. This will provide 
for an average annual growth rate of 10.20 per 
cent in the Fifth Plan, 10.10 per cent in the Sixth 
·Plan and 9.30 per cent in ~he subsequent periods., 
It is worthwhile to note that the average rate of 
peak load growth in the past i.e., from 1960-61 
to 1965-66 and from 1965-66 to 1970-71 has been 
11.1 per cent and 11.8 per cent respectively. 

Selection of the mode of generation 

9.38. Electricity could be generated using coal 
~r _ligniie as fuel in the ~hermal stations or by uti
lizmg the hydro electnc power potential or by 

. using fissile material in th~ nuclear plant. . Each 
of these modes of generatwn has certain charac
teristics in terms of their capability to supply 
power energy, they also have widely varying in
vestment and operating costs. The thermal plants 
have ~ .high investment cost as well as a high 
operating cost but they are capable of giving a 
steady stream of power for long periods at a 
stretch .. They are ideal for use as base load power 
stations. The hydel plants have high investment 
... usts but very low operating costs. They can be 
sWitched on and off at short intervals but the 
total energy potential would depend on the hydro
logical environment. Hydel stations (the· reservoir 
type stations) are best used as peaking stations 
to meet the power demand during the peak hours 
of the day. The run of the river hydel stations 
have very low pperating costs and ·sometime very 
low investment costs, but large variations in the 
seasonaf flow of water in the river lead· to the 

. energy contribution varying with the season. The 
nuclear plants have a very high investment cost 
and useful only as base load stations as they are 
economical only when operated at a load factor 
of over 75 per cent. The selection of the mix of 
thermal, hydel and nuclear stations that could be 
set up to adequately meet a given structure of 
demand for electricity could be done rationally 
only b~ i.Qvestment planning exercises using pro
grammmg models. There are no officially spon
sored studies so far for any region or any State 
based on such investment planning exercises. 
The Fuel Policy Committee attempted some exer-

. cises but v:ere unable to complete the work for 
want of reltable data of the characteristics of the 

hydel stations and the structural and spatidl dis
position of power demand. 

9.39. Even in the absence of such studies. it is 
possible to make a comparative evaluation of the 
choice to be made between hydel and thermal sta
tions in the circumstances in India today. Data 
on the relative costs of hyde! and thermal stations 
are discussed in Chapter XI. It is clear f!·,at as 
of today, hyde! stations are more economical 
than any other source of electricity at low load 
factors. Supplying the peak load involves the 
generating stations operating at low load factors 
of even 30 per cent and below. In such condi
tions, · hydel power is the best way of meeting 
the demand. The fact that hydro resources con
stitute the cheapest source of electricity produc
tion·. under present conditions has been empha
sised by several Technical Committees. The Ener
gy Survey Committee in their Report in 1965 had 
concluded "that storage hydel is the cheapest 
method of generating electricity in the conditions 

· for which it is most suited, so long as most 
favourable sites can be discovered"(:!: and recom
mended that "it seems elear that India will be 
well advised to explore hyde! resources wherever 
there are suitable sites available". The Power 
Economy Committee (1971) have brought out 
succinctly the loss in our economy by not follow
ing the admittedly more economic path of lowest 
cost development and observed "our aim is to· 
create the maximum amount of generating capa
city with the funds available and to generate 
power at as cheap a rate as possible. To achieve 
these objectives, it is recommended that during 
the Fifth and Sixth Plans the level of new gene
rating capacity to be added should be derived 
from hydro stations, both of the energy intensive 
and peaking categories". · 

9.40. This Committee in the earlier Report on 
the 'Fuel Policy for the Seventies' had empha
sised the need for giving high priority for hydel 
power development even during the Fifth Plan 
consistent with the need to supply adequate power 
to meet the demand in this period. The Com
mittee is concerned that the target dates for com
pletion of hydel stations under construction ab 
indicated in 1972 are now reported to have re
ceded due to a numbel,' of reasons. T~e Commit· 
tee would urge that during the Fifth Plan, a very 
strong effort should be made to complete as many 
as possible of the hyde/ stations under construc
·tion. This would improve the power avai/abl'lity 
and redtice the total system cost of power genera
tion during the Fifth Plan. During the Sixth 
Plan and thereafter if hyde/ power is not ade
quately developed, it would become very diffi
cult to meet the electricity requirements. 

9.41. In Chapter V, the. region-wise distribution 
of hydro resources and their classification into 
potential storage projects and potential !lin-of
the-river projects have been d!cussed. It IS ~een 
that except in the eastern region, other regiOns 

( 1) lllrergy Survoy ColllUiittee P"8'' 132, pnr11 349, 



have very large hydro potential which remains 
un-utilised. 

TABLE 9.15 

Regionwise distribution of hydro electric resour
ces and utilization by end of Fifth Plan 

Region 

Southern 
Western 
Northern 
Eastern 
North-Eastern .• 

Tohl 

Total 
Resources 
at60% L.F. 

(MW) 

so97 
7169 

10731 
2694 

12464 

41155 

Resources Percentage 
planned of 
to be utilization 
utilised by by 1968-79 
1976-79 

6785 83·77 
2315 32·29 
5700 55·12 
1395 51·78 

392 3·15 

16585 40·30 

During 1990's. there is a possibility of greater 
contribution from nuclear sources. Till 1990-91. 
thermal ~nd hyde! power stations would contri
bute the major share of power capacity. Harness
ing of hyde! power should be given priority and 
by 1990-91 at least 70-80 per cent of the total 
known hyde! potential in the country should be 
developed. In terms of regions it may mean 
about 50-60 per cent of the potential being used 
in the North-Eastern region and about 80-90 
per cent being used in the other four regions. In 
our calculations of coal requirements. we have 
assumed the contribution of hydel power to total 
power generation to the extent of 35 per cent in 
1983-84 as well as in 1990-91. To maintain the 
share of hyde! power at about 33 per cent of 
total power generation in 1990-91 as compared 
to 43 per cent in 1973-74, about 70-80 per cent 
of the total hyde! potential will have to be har
nessed. 

9.42. The Committee would strongly urge that 
a detailed investigation of the specific projects 
which could be set up to- utilise the hydro-electric 
resources should be drawn up within the next 
two years and the. scheduling of different hydro 
projects should be determined with reference, to 
the cost of the projects, the characteristics of the 
projects and their locations. On thls basis, a de
tailed hydro-electric power development proRram
me should he drawn up for the future ltpto 1990-
91 or even 2000 A.D. -

Nuclear power 'generation 

-9.43. The capacity of nuclear generation to be 
set up in the country would depend on the long
term nuclear technological development pro-

. l!ramme which. in tum. would depend on a num
ber of factors like availability of nuder fissile 
materials. the advance in nuclear technology and 
the strategy adopted by the country by nuclear 
advancement. These are dealt with in a separate 
section in this Chapter. Briefly. based on the con
clusions of the studies discussed therein and th~,J 
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assessment of the pace of construction· based on 
current experience of nuclear power projects it 
was felt the capacity of the nuclear power stations 
could be as follows: · 

1978-79 1020 MW 
1983-84 1900 MW. 
1990-91 4600 MW 

The Department of ·Atomic Energy (DAE) has 
confirmed that their programme for power project 
construction would agree with our estimates upto 
1983-84; but by 1990-91, the DAE have estimated 
that 8620 MW of nuclear power capacity weuld 
be established. This amount to nearly 1000 MW 
of nuclear capacity being added every year from 
1983-84. The Committee would like to endorse 
the view of DAE that nuclear power capacity, if 
possible, should be increased to the maximum ex
tent possible by 1990-91. It is too early to make a 
positive assertion on the possible level of nuclear 
power in 1990-91 and. therefore, it would recom
mend that a review of nuclear programme should 
be made by 1978-79 in the Ught of the pace of 
construction of nuclear power stations in the 
Fifth Plan period. the preparedness of the DAE 
in respect of design for 500 MW nuclear power 
plants and the progress made by them towards 
the commercialisation of the Fast Breeder tech
nology. (See section on Nuclear Power in this 
Chapter covering the nuclear power programme). 

9.44. The capacity requirements in different 
areas and the contribution from diffe{ent sources 
of different modes of power generation have 
been calculated and given in the Table below. In 
these calcu:ltions, all hydel and thennal stations 
have also been calculated on roughly 60 per cent· 
load factor. In reaNty: the relative share of instal· 
led capacity between hydel and thermal will vary, 
usually hyde! stations being higher and thermal 
stations being lower as the load factor of opera
tion of the hydel stations would be much less 
than 60 per cent whereas that of thermal stations 
higher than 60 per cept. It will not be p_o~sible 
at this stage to work out the actual capaetties of 
the hyde! stations till the investigations and pro
ject reports for hydro-electric projects are com
pleted. 

TABLE 9.16 

Installed capactiy categnrywise for power Renera
tion (1978-79. 1983-84 and 1990-91) _ 

Year/Mode o~ 
Generation 

Hvdel 
Nuclear 
Thcrmsl 

Total 

1978-79 

13•00 
1·02 

19·55 

3:l·li7 

1983-84 

20·00 
1·90 

31·10 

53·00 

1990-91 

28·40 
8·62 

50·30 

NoTE: ThPrrnal Stations i11olnde coal and lignite based pow 
~tat ion~. 



~~~iC«( of size of ~Jene.,ating units 

9.45. It is clear from the demand forecast of 
electricity that the requirement of electricity will 
increase so fast that the power supply m the 
country has to undergo big modernization ~nd 
change. In the place of small power generatmg 
units of 30 MW and 60 MW there will be need 
for including very large size of generating units. 

· The factors which favour the adoption of 
large generating units are : · 

-The lower capital cost and lower operating 
cost due to higher efficiencies in heat 
utilization; 

-Reouction in the number of construction 
· and maintenance crews; a category of 

skills which are in short supply in the 
. country .. 

The factor~ which discourage the large units 
are-

-- Increased forced outage rate due to high 
pressure and high temperature at which 
large size units function; 

- Increase in transmission system cost. 
9.46. Selection of appropriate generating size 

should, therefore, be done taking into account 
not only the economics of skills of the individual 
·power station level,· but also with due regard to 
system stability considerations. The economies 
in investment and operating costs due to increase 

. in si2;e are admitted by all, though there are di
vergent views regarding the measurement of the 
economics. · '' Ulfll 

· 9.A1. In the current situation in India, the cost 
for different sizes of thermal plants are given at 
Table 9.17. 

TABLE 9.17 
*Table showing investment and operating costs 

of thermal plants of diff~rent sizes 

100 200- 500 • 
MW MW MW 

Cosf; per kW installed Rs. • • 1,800 1,500 1,300 
. Operation and maintenance char-

gesperkWinstalled Rs. .• 31•50 26·25 22·751 

• Bas~d on 1970data. the relative costs may atillremain 
thesa.me. -

The selection of size o( plant for a thr.rmal 
station has also a significant effect in the quantity 
of fuel that would. be required for power genera
tion as the large size plant consumes lesser coal 
per kWh of power to be generated. Assuming a 
calorific value of coal as the fuel requirement per 
kWh for different sizes of plant are summarised 
in Table 9.18. 

TABLE 9.18 
Fuel requirement for different sizes o! plant 

Coal requirement per kWh (of 
energy generated) (kg) 

100 200, 5001 
MW MW MW 

0•60 0•53 0·50 
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It is interesting to note that there could be a 
saving to the tune of about Rs. 60 lakhs per an
num on account of cost of fuel only if two sets 
of 500 MW each were adopted instead of 5 sets 
of 200 MW each for a 1000 MW thermal power 
station operating at 60 per cent plant factor (as
suming a coal price of Rs. 40.00 per tonne). How
ever, the selection of plant cannot be made purely 
with reference to the economics available at the 
plant level. · 

A wide range of factors have to be taken into 
account as follows:- · 

1-The present size of power system. . ' 
2-The energy sources, i.e., hydro, thermal 

or nuclear plant, in the 'System. 
3-The level of reliability expected from the 

system. 
4-The transmission grid in operation. 

5-The pattenr of growth of power and 
energy demands. 

6-The forced outages of the generating 
plants of different sizes. · 

7-The gestation lags in commissioning 
plants of different sizes. 

8-The comparative investment in op~rating 
and maintenance of plants of d1lferent 
sizes . 

9-'--The manufa~turing capacity of the elec
tric supply industry. 

10-The possibility .of t~ansporting . the 
equipment of specific sizes and weights 
to the different parts of the country. 

11-The additional transmission investment. 

All these factors could be taken note of only by 
elaborate system studie~. The Commit~ee would 
recommend that immedwtely such stud1es should 
be undertaken to determine the optimal plant 
size for different regions of the country. 

9.48. In the absence of .stud~es, the Committee 
tried to determine the umt siz~s that. could be 

· introduced in the power system m India by get
ting opinion from people who .are closely asso
ciated with planning and operation of po_wer 
systems. It is generally felt that 500 My.t stati~ns 
could be introduced only after ~he regi?nal gnds 
are in full operation by proper mte~at10n of t~e 
power generation systems of vanous State~ m 
each region. As the constructi<;m of the req~ured 
transmission lines and evolutiOn of op_eratiOnal 
techniques are yet to be comJ?lete~. the mt~oduc
tion of 500 MW sets will be possi?le only m ~he 
eighties but during Fifth Plan penod, the d~s1gn 
ca abiltty should be developed and oper~tlonal 

· no~ms for a 500 MW set should be stud1ed . by 
settinf! 11p an R&D plant of 500 MW capac1ty. 
The Committee agrees . with this recommenda
tion. 
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Choice of location of power plants 

9.49. In addition to the choice of type of power 
stations, the location of the power stations is also 
very important. Considering the requirements of 
power in the near future, the size of thermal 
power stations will have to be necessarily rela
tively big, of the order of 1000 MW each. Stations 
of this magnitude will need about 3-4 million tcn
nes of coal per annum. Movement of such large 
quantities of coal in the context of the difficulties 
we are experiencing even now for the movement 
of comparatively small quantities of coal to 
power stations from the pit-heads would pose 
formidable operational problems incluJ:ng that of 
heavy investment on the railway system. More
over, since the available reserves of good quality 
coal are severely lim:ted, power generation will 
necessarily have to be based on inferior quality 
coal with relatively high ash content <·nd low 
calorific value. The ash content of oar coals and 
of the middlings that may have to be used may 
be of the order of 35-40 per cent. This would 
mean additional load on the rail transport. Seve
ral studies have been carried out to investigate 
the relative economics of power generation at 
load centres vis-a-vis at pitheads. These investi· 
gations show that for a 1000 MW plant, even 
when it is assumed that the railway operations 
would improve significantly and that th<; move
ment of coal to the load centres will be carried 
out on unit train basis, the pithead generation 
and transmission of power to load centres is still 
slightly more economical than to transportation of 
coal to power plants at load centres. Furthermore, 
location of power stations of this dimension at 
load centres which may be densely populated will 
expose a large number of people to pollution. 
The Committee, therefore, feels that in the overall 
interest of the economy and environmemul con
siderations. more and more of such power stations 
should be located at pit-heads. Depending on the 
local conditions, however, construction of power 
stations at load centres can be considered on 
merits as a spedal case. 

Transmission and load despatching stations 

9.50. In any power generation and distribution 
organization, the maximum economies are attain
ed only by the proper designing of the power 
system and by the integrated operation of the 
system as a whole. As power requirements of 
e.ach cons~mer of power vary at each moment of 
lime, the mtegrated operation enablesthe diverse 
nee~s to be met at the lowest cost. Proper con
nectiOn. of diffe.rent generating systems and the 
ge~eratmg stat10ns with load centres through a 
ratJOnal!y designed transmission system capable 
of !lleetmg the transmission requirements fully is 
a~ Important as having adequate generating capa
City. The ~ecent trippings in the transmission sys
tems at dtfferent places in the country have 
br?ught out the urgency for more attention to be 
patd to transmission system. 

9.51. The investments in transmission in t.he 
country app~ar to be inadequate .to ensure pro
per dtstnbutlon of power and rational operation 
of the generating system. Even in the early years 
of the Fifth Plan when there will be some localis
ed shortages of power, there will be power sta
tions which cannot be operated at full load due 
to lack of transmission facilities. 

9.52. There are enormous advantages in ra· 
tionally designing a transmission system keeping 
in view the demand over time at different pointa 
of consumption. In other countries, extra high 
voltage transmission already in operation and 
bulk transfer of power through D.C. transmission 
lines is also being practised. In our country, the 
first 400 kv line will come into operation in Uttar 
Pradesh in the year 1975-76. There is need for 
greater attention being paid to transmission plan
ning and operation of transmission lines. 

9.53. The great advantages of the large electri· 
city system could be fully reaped only if there is 
an integrated operation of all the generating sta· 
tions. At the moment, the State Electricity 
Boards are the owners of the generating stations 
and the generation optimization is being done 
strictly with reference to the stations within the 
control of each Electricity Board. Some measures 
towards regional operation have been introduced 
in the Southern Zone with the setting up of the 
Load Despatch Centre, under the auspices of the 
Southern Regional Electricity Board. The Gov· 
ernment have accepted, in principle, the scheme 
of integrating the operations of the Electricity 
Hoard in each region. Load· despatch stations 
have been proposed in each region and the hard· 
ware required for the same are being procured. 
But important questions relating to integrated 
operation like the conditions under which inte~
State power flows could be charged o~. a cont1· 
nuous basis and the procedures for shanng short· 
ages etc., have still to be worked out. 

9.54. The Committee would very strongly urge 
that the schemes for setting up of regional grids 
·a11d regional load despatch centres should be 
vigorously pursued; simultaneously procedures 
for the integrated planning and operation of po
wer systems based on system studies should be 
introduced. 

Rural Eledrlficatioo 

9.55. Electrification of a village not only adds 
to the productive .capaci~ies o~ . the farmers b~t 
also brings with 1t socml, CIVll and dome~t1c 
amenities and has a salutary psychologtcal 
effect on the rural people who start having a feel 
of the modern age, Its availability stimulates the 
growth and expansion of agro-ba~ed sm.all ~nd 
medium scale rural crafts and JDdustnel hke 
pottery, weaving, wood work, rice, flour :md oil 



mills, could storages . and packing industries etc. 
It also helps to substitute kerosene oil which is 
used for illumination, by electricity. But the pri
mary justification of rural electrification is to 
help. the production efforts in the agricultural 
sector. 

9.56. Presently, out of the total geographical 
area of 327 tnillion hectares about 158 hectares 
of land is under cultivation. But the output is 
low due to inadequate availability of irrigation 
facilities. The erratic character of Indian mon
soon very seriously affects agricultural production 
and creates large uncertainties regarding India's 
economic· growth. Provision of regular· and suffi
cient supply of water is therefore important. Em
pirical evidence suggests that the periodic uncer
tainties that beset stirface irrigation sources do 
not affect the ground water sources in the same 
intensity. It is here that rural electrification can 
play an important role by increasing the number 
of tubewellsfpump sets in the country. Table 
9.19 gives the conclusions of the Irrigation Com
mission (1972) regarding the ground water re
sources available in different State of the country 
and the extent to which these have been utilized. 
It is estimated that the txent of the ground water 
resources now utilised will be only about 40 per 
cerit. 

9.57. '{he Table also reveals that the ground 
water potential yet to be utilised is fairly large in 
almost all the States. The analysis of towns .elec-
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TABLE 9.19 
Ground Water Resources 

State 

1. Andbra Pradesh 
2. Assam Region (incl. 

Nagaland,NEFA esol 
3. Bihar . • .'. 
4. Delhi 
5. Gujarat .• 
6. Haryana .. 
7. Himachal Pradesh 
8. J&K 
9. Kerala 
10. Madhya Pradesh .. 
11. Tamil Nadu and 

Pondicherry 
12. Maharashtra 
13. Mysore .. 
14. Punjab .. 
15. Ori•sa 
16. Raiasthlm 
17. Uttar Pradesh 

Net 
ground 
water 
rechar-

ge* 

Annual Net Area 
draft ground irriga· 

by the water ted** 
end of recharge by 
1967- availa- ground 
68* ab1e for water 

future at 
ground present 

water (m. 
develop acres) 
ment*. 

17·2 3·57 13·6 1·4 
16·7 o·o 3 16·7 

21·9 2·35 19·5 1·2 
0·3 

10·2 4·13 6·1 
3·5 0·75 2·7 
0·9 n.a. 
4·0 0·001 4·03 0·03 
5·4 0·004 5·4 0·016 

26·7 4·22 22·5 1·00 

11·5 3·47 8·00 2·30 
12·6 3·41 9·2 2·00 
10·0 1·03 9·0 0·75 
6·9 3·3 3·6 ; 8·5 

16·0 0·15 15·8 0·20 
3·4 . 2·07 1·4 3·00 

35·5 17·92 17·6 9·00 
18. West Bengal 16·1 0·36 15·7 0·10 .. , ------------

Total 218·8 46·738 170·83 24·496 

*In million acre feet. 
**Distribution on the proportional rate of the total irriga· 
ted area. · · 

n.a. Not available 
(SoUBOIII: Report of the Irrigation Commission, 1972) 

trified show that by 1971, 2688 out of 2699 ttiwns 
had been electrified. The villages electrified are 
given in the Table 9.20. 

TABLE 9.20 

Villages Electrified in India 

Population Number eleotrifie 1 as on 
ran.ze Total 
(1961 oansus) 31.3.51 31.3.il1 31.3.68 31.3.69 31.3.70 

Upto499 .. 3,51,653 522 3,986 10,265 19,934 26,222 
500 to 999 .. 1,19,086 611 4,306 9,787 17,226 21,775 
1000 to 1999 65,377 843 5,918 11,567 18,128 22,504 
2000to 4999 26,565 825 5,458 9,441 12,913 15,948 
5000 to 9999 3,421 197 1,319 1,963 2,397 2,638 
10000 and above 776 134 560 647 682 693 

Total 5,66,878 3,132 21,547 43,670 71,280 89,780 

NoTEs: .. 
1. The data for electrified villages of Punjab and partly of U.P. is based on 1951 census. 
2. The data of electrified villages for Tamil Nadu upto 31-3·61 only is based on 195'1. Census and therefore population-wise 

break-up for all periods npto 31-3-61· · 
3. The populationwise break-up of o(eotrifie.l villages and other figures have been estimated wherever actual· figures 

are not available. 



Among the villages the rate of progress o~ electr!· 
fication in respect of the more populous VIllages IS 
higher than the rate of progress among the smal
ler villages. The reasons for such a development 
are fairly obvious-

(i) the implementation of a faster rate of 
rural electrification requires huge capi
tal investment which is not readily 
available. 

(ii) the smaller villages are flung apart and 
long transmission lines have to be pro
vided for small loads thereby making 
the continuance of power supply to meet 
such loads relatively un-remunerative 
in the financ'al terms i.e., the revenue 
often do:s not cover the interest ~•nd de
preciation of distribution lines and 
transformers apart from the wst of 
generation; 

(iii) the power required is sometimes seaso
nal and only for a few hours which tells 
upon the overall load factor of the gene
rating stations; and 

(iv) the large expenditure on operation and 
maintenance. 

· As long as the priorities for electrification of 
villages are determined with reference to finan
cial returns, the pace of electrification of the 
smaller villages will be slow. Certain studies* 
show that the social benefits of rural electrifica
tion are much larger· than strictly the financial 
benefits to the Electricity Board. Procedures 
should, therefore, be found for a proper evalua
tion of the relative social benefit cost of electri
fying different areas with reference to the ground 
water potential, the possibility of increasing pro
duction in that area, the other non·agricultu.rol 
production that might be triggered off in the area 
etc. The correct approach to rural electrification. 
should be through the formulation of an integ
rated rural development programme for cluster 
of villages in which the supply of electricity 
would be one of the inputs that could be arrang-
ed by the Government. · 

9.58. If the selection of villages is done on a 
more rational basis, the problem of bridging the 
gap between social and private costs will still 
remain. The Electricity Boards are greatly con
cerned with supply of electricity at relatively 
high cost to rural areas as compared to industrial 
loads and the relatively low returns which they 
get. The main problem in supplying rural loads 
is that the consumption in kWh per kW of con· 
nected load is very low. It is also distributing that 
this energy consumption per unit of connected 
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load has been fast deteriorating in the last few 
years as seen from Table 9.21. 

TABLE 9.21 

Energy Consumption in Agricultural Sector 

(Pump Sets) 

Year 

1966-67 
1967-68 
1968-69 
1969-70 
1970-71 

No. of Total Energy Consump Consnm-
sets in oonnec- consnmp- tion ption 
opera- ted tion per in kWh 
tion .load (m.kWh) pumpset per 

649182 
847357 

1088774 . 
•• 1342006 
•• 1642006 

(MW) (kWh) kW of 

2501 2107 
3175 2585 
4155 3466 
5106 '3770 
6254 4110 

3245 
3050 
3189 
2809 
2503 

connec
ted 

load 

842 

814 
834 
738 
657 

This difficulty could be solved by reducing the 
costs or by increasing the tariff for agricultural 
loads or by doing both. The Energy Survey Com
mittee and the Power Economy Committee had 
suggested several measures for reducing the costs 
like standardization of designs and equipment, 
construction practices etc. The Naional Develop
ment Council in 1965 had recommended that 
schemes to meet power demand for a group of 
v.llages having clusters of pump sets should be 
drafted with a view to reducing the investment 
costs in rural areas. This Committee also feels 
that there is scope for designing the rural agricul
tural load supply system in such a way as to en
able the utilisation of a given connected load for 
larger number of hours. The" Committee would 
also recommend a proper pricing of the power 
supplied to the agricultural' loads so as to en
courage the consu11Jers to use the optimal size of 
pumpsets and for drawing supplies during the 
system off-peak hours. 

Fuel requirements 

9.59. As has been described earlier the thermal 
power stations would be playing an increasingly 
predominent role in power generation in tl:e 
country in view of limited hyde! potential avail
able and due to large variations in the seasonal 
flow of water in the rivers. On the basis of the 
projected requirements of installed capacity the 
contribution of coal based thermal st~tions only 
would be around 19.55 million kW in 1978-79, 

. 31.10 million kW by 1983-84 and 50.59 million 
kW by 1990-91. Consistent with this respective 
generation requirements from thermal statians 

*Study conduct by the NOAER and soma of studies by rural Electrification Corporatiou, 



would be 69,121 and 231.5 billion kWh. But, this 
would depend upon the efficient use of generating 
capacity and the thermal efficiency at which the 
power stations operate. 

In order to cut down the cost of fuel and also 
to conserve the nat.ural resources of coal, as far 
as possible, it is very important to ensure that the 
thermal power stations operate at an efficiency 
level as high as possible. It has been observed 
that the number of thermal power stations operat
ing at lower thermal efficiencies has progressively 
reduced while the number of those operating at 
slightly higher efficiencies has gone up. Thls shift 
could mostly be attributed to the advancement 
in technology and the installation of plants with 
modern design and higher capacity having better 
efficiency level in the recent past. 

At. present the manufacturing capacity in this 
country of a thermal unit is limited to 200/250 
MW which is further expected to rise· in the com
ing years. In other advanced countries . units of 
500 MW or even 1000 MW size are in, operation. 
Keeping this. in view, in our study we have as
sumed that most of the new power stations pro- . 
posed to be set up till the Sixth Plan end i.e., 
upto 1983-84 would have units of size 200/250 
MW and thereafter upto 1990-9'1 the new units 
installed would be of 500 MW each. 

To generate electricity from coal based thermal 
power stations, availability of fuel becomes· ·one 
of the most important factors. The estimates of 
coal requirements by thermal stations could be 
worked out by segregating the use of plant de
pending upon its size as consumpt,ion rates greatly 
vary· among different power stations according to 
bot~ t~e type of boilers, pressure and temperature 
mamtamed and of course the quality of coal 
used. However, due to lack of availability of 
necessary data it has been assumed in our study 
that the thermal power station· in operation at 
present would continue to consume the' same 
quantity of coal upto 

1
1990-91 as much they are·' 

consuming to-day. The new capacity to be added 
would consist of bigger units with better thermal 
efficiencies. ~;~nd the coal consumption rate would 
consequently go down. Keeping this in view and 
based on the Case-II estimates projected in Chap
ter III of this Report the coal ·requirements (in
cluding middlings for the years 1978-79, 1983-84 
and 1990-91 have been worked out as 53, 80 and 
144 million tonnes respectively, as set out in 
Table. 9.22. (For details refer Appendix Table · 
ITI-1 of Chapter III of this :Report). Since the 
bulk of the coal consumed in thermal power sta
tions is of inferiol' quality having low calorific 
value and high ash content; necessary, margins 
ha.ve been provided to the actual requirements on 
this account. Further, in order to ensure that the 
coal requirements are fully met in 1978-79, the 
coal demand calculations are based on contnou
tion of thermal power stations to energy genera
tion as 79 billion kWh instead of the actual con
tribution of 69 billion kWh. 
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Captive power generation 

In all the above calculations, it has been as
sumed that the total power requirements. would 
be met through the public utility system only. ln 
iew of the prevailing shortages of power and at 
mes due to interruptions in the continuity of 
ower supply, there is a tendency to have cap-

tive power plants: These captive power plants 
being of smaller capacity would entail higher 
costs of installation besides working on low effi
ciency rate as the kWh per kW utilization per 
annum would be low in a large number of indus
tries. This Committee feels that in the overall 
national interest and in order to achieve the 

· power target through the limited resources· avail
able, setting up of such captive plants should not 
be encouraged except in cases where process 
steam requirements have to be met and in the 
process saving incidental power generation is 
possible. Efforts should be made to increase the 

·· capacity of the power utility system to meet all 
the demands with high reliability. 

Nuclear .power programme 

9.60. In the first stage of India's nuclear power 
programme, power stations based on thermal re
actors have been planned. These reactors can 
either be light water reactors (like Tarapur Ato
mic Power Station) or heavy water reactor (as 
has been put up at Rana Pratap Sagar). The 
light water reactor uses enriched uranium as fuel 
whereas heavy water reactor uses natural' uranium 
as fuel. Both these reactors produce plutonium 
as a by-product. The second stage of our nuclear 
power programme is based on Fast Breeder Reac
tor (FBR) which would enable us to fully utilize 
the uranium resources as well as exploit our vast 
thorium reserves. A FBR uses either plutonium 
or U-233 (both are fissile materials) as fuel. In, 
addition either depleted uranium or thorium is 
put into.it. A FBR produce, in addition to power, 
more plutonium (if depleted uranium has been 
used) or U-233 (if thorium is used) than what has 
been consumed. It is necessary for us to have 
sufficiently large capacity of thermal reactors 
which would produce large quantities of pluto
nium before we could go in for the breeder reac
tors. The breeder reactor system is a self-sustain
ing system as it produces more fuel than is con
sumed. 

Current Status of nuclear programme 

9.61. At the movement total nuclear installed 
capacity in operation in the country is 600 MW. 
This includes 400 MW Tarapur Atomic Power 
Station and 200 MW Unit I of the Rajasthan Ato
mic Power Station. In addition, 200 MW Unit 
II of Rajasthan Atomic Power Station and 2X200 
MW Madras Atomic Power Station are under 
construction. Work has also started on the fourth 
Atomic Power Station (2 X 200 MW) at Narora. 
The ·following table gives the expected dates of 
~ompletion of the various projects on which work 
has commenced. 
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Capacity Expected 
Power Station date of 

completion 

arapur atomic Power 
Station 2x200 Operating 

MW 

2. Rajasthan Atomic Power 
Station Unit I 200MW Operating 

J. R >jasth.an Atomic Power 
Station Unit II 200MW ;,Dnrmg! Plan 

4. Madras Ato.nic Power 
220 ~1Wj During Plan l:ltatiou Unit I •• 

5. Madras Atomic PowerJ 
End of 1979 Station Unit II 220 MW 

6. Narora Atumio 
l:ltation Unit I •• 

Powet• 
220MW 11182 

7. Naroara Atomic Power 
Station Unit II 220MW 1983 

Long-term persp~ctive 
9.62. The Department of Atomic Energy has 

formulated the long-term strategy for develop
ment of nuclear energy taking into account the 
conditions prevailing in the country. This can be 
summarised as follows: · 

(a) Installation of 1680 MW capacity (upto 
Narora II) by early 1983. 

(b) To start work on one more"2x220 MW 
power station by early 1977 and comple
tion of its first and second units in 1983 
and 1984 respectively. 

(c) To take up construction of 500 MW 
Heavy water reactor unit in 1979 and to 
have 9 Heavy water power reactors of 
500 MW each in operation by 1990-91. 

(d) To start construction of first commercial 
Fast Breeder Power Reactor of 500 
MW by 1978 such that it can be in 
operation by 1986. 

(e) To add 3 more 500 MW Fast Breeder 
Reactors to the system by 1990-91. 

In short, this strategy would yield the following 
nuclear capacities: 

By 1978-79 
By 1983-84 
By 1990-91 

Instaiied Nuclear, Capacity 
1,020 MW 
1.900 MW 
8,620 MW 

9.63. Apart from the necessity of getting the 
projects sanctioned and executed in time, the reali
sation of the nuclear power programme depends 
on the adequate and timely mobilisation of re
sources and effort in specific related areas. One 
of the important requirements is that the urani
um production should be -significantly increased. 
At present uranium production is being done only 
at the Jaduguda mines. Production from this mine 
will be able to meet the requirements of the envi
saged nuclear power programme only upto the 

year 1984. Hence, in order to achieve the target 
of ~.620 MW from the thermal reactor power 
stauons by the year 1990-91, uranium mining 
from other uranium deposits will have to be 
taken up. At the same time exploration work to 
locate additional uranium deposits would also be 
essential to meet the long term requirements of 
the nuclear power programme. _ 

9.64. The realisation of the proj{!cted nuclear 
power programme will also depend upon the indi
genous industrial back up that could be built 
up· during tbe next. jew years. Timely avail
~bility of spe~ial types of steel, alloy steel cast
mgs and forgmgs and other materials such as 
Argon gas for welding would be essential. The 
lnd!an maf!~l~cturers will also have to develop 
thezr capabtllttes to produce many of the sophisti
cated and heavy components as well as special 
pumps and instruments required for the nuclear 
power programme. 

9.65. Adherence to time schedule by equipment 
manufacturers and delivery of the componenls in 
time is an essenti!!l requirement in order to 
achieve the projected targets of installed nuclear 
capacity. Many of the components for the nu
clear power stations are heavy and over dimen
sioned. Transportation of such pieces of equip
ment will require considerable improvements to 
some of the national highways. Improvement of 
road transportation would be even more impor
tant for the transportation of equipments for 500 
MW units. Integration o{ the electricity grids 
would also be important before 500' MW units 
could be added to the network. 

"' 9.66. While formulating the long term strategy 
for the development of nuclear power, the vari
ous implications of the different possible strategies 
have been considered. The heavy water moderat
ed CANDU type reactor has been selected for 
the first stage of the nuclear power programme 
in India. The plutonium produced in these ther
mal reactors will be used to install fast breeder 
reactors which will utilise the vast thorium re
sources in India in addition to the uranium that 
would be discharged ft'om the thermal reactors. 

9.67. As the presently known uranium resources 
available in India are not very large, the total 
installed nuclear capacity from uranium burner 
reactors cannot be more than about 10,000 MW. 
Consequently, it has been found that developing 
more than one type of thermal reactor is unattrac
tive. From the considerations of the maximum 
utilization. of the available uranium, the potential 
fo~ .the h1ghest le':el of indigenisation, the cap
ability for the max1mum production of plutonium 
and thereby support a reasonably rapid growth 
of installed capacity from fast reactors by and 
beyond t~e la~t decade of this century, and from 
the cons1derat10n of the economics of power 
generation, the CANDU type reactor has been 



found to be the best suited among all the uranium 
burner reactors, under the conditions prevailing 
in India. 

9.68. Considering the uranium availability and 
the industrial capability, the Committee has felt 
that it will be prudent to aim at adding about 
4720 MW from CANDU reactors by 1990-91 in 
addition to the nuclear power stations that are 
under operation or construction now. In addition 
to this, the CANDU power programme will gene
rate adequate plutonium to install about 2,000 
MW from fast breeder reactors by 1990-91. there
by making the total installed nuclear capacity by · 
1990-91 to be about 8,620 MW. 

9.69. In the absence of reliable data to deter
mine the optimal level of nuclear power genera
tion capacity that is to be established between 
1983-84 and 1990-91, the Committee has felt 
that it would be prudent to assume a construc
tive estimate of 4000 MW. This is essentially a 
risk minimisation approach, as this assumption 
would lead to greater preparedness in the coal 
production and thermal generation. The CCim
mittee would recommend that if possible, the nu
clear capacity should be increased in the years 
beyond 1983-84. This should be based on a re
appraisal of the nuclear power programme on the 
lines suggested above. 



CHAPTER X 

POLICY FOR ENERGY SUPPLY TO DOMESTIC SECTOR 

Fuel consumed 
10.1. The greater part of ~e Indian population 

lives in villages and functions, to some extent, 
outside the monetised economy. The energy con
sumption of this section. of ~he populatio~ is es
sentially for household hghtmg and cooking; the 
fuels consumed by them are mostly the non-com
mercial fuels viz., firewood, cowdung and vege
table waste. The richer sections of the rural popu
lation, however, consume kerosene, soft coke or 
even electricity. besides non-commercial fuels. The 
urban population mostly use kerosene or soft 
coke for cooking and kerosene and electricity and 
small quantities of kerosene for lighting. The 
domestic sector as a whole consumes all forms of 
fuel namely, vegetable waste, cowdung, firewood, 
soft coke, coal, kerosene, L.P.G. and electricity. 

Data 

.10.2. There have been very few systematic 
studies of the pattern and trend of consumption 
of fuels in the domestic sector. The Energy Sur
vey Committee of India relied on the sample sur
veys conducted in 1958 by the National Council 
of Applied Economic Research (N.C.A.E.R.) 
covering the cities of Bombay, Calcutta and Delhi 
and a sample survey of rural households all over 
India in 1962. The National Sample Survey, 
Eighteenth Round, conducted between February 
1963 and January 1964 covering over 4000 urban 
and over 21.000 rural households also estimated 
the consumption of fuels in households in quanti
tative as well as financial terms. 

The studies revealed the pre-ponderance of non
commercial energy sources in domestic energy 
consumption. The NCAER studies estimated that 
about 90 per cent of the total domestic consump
tion o( energy in rural areas and about 75 per 
cent in the urban areas was in the form on non
commer~ial fuels. The corresponding figures of 
the Nat10nal Sample Survey (Eighteenth i~ound) 
were 87 per cent and 61 per cent respectively. 
After 1964, there have been no representative 
~eld studies of energy consumption in the domes
tic sector. But it will be reasonable to assume 
that the share of non-commercial energy used in 
the household sector is gradually getting reduced. 

Per capita consumption in the domestic sector 
10.3. The different surveys have yielded diver

gent results regarding the use per household of 
non-commercial fuels in the domestic sector. · 
Such divergence is to be expected in view of the 
seasonal and regional variations in the quantity 
of fuel consumed as well as the inability in many 
c~ses of the sample population to quantify the 

1 

fuel consumption accurately. On the basis of the 
earlier NCAER reports, the Energy Survey Com
mittee computed the following per capita con
sumption of energy in the domestic sector:-

TABLE 10.1 

Per Capita Consumption of Fuel 

Big Cities 
Other Towns 
Rural Areas 

(lD coal replacement tonn<;::]_ 

1153·5! 1959-60 1961.62 1962-63 
0·38 0·40 0·40 0·41 
0·37 0·38 0·39 0·39 
0·36 0·37 0·37 0·38, 

10.4. The Energy Survey Committee assumed a 
slowly increasing rate of consumption over time 
to take into account the income elasticity of lie
maud for fuel consumption in the domestic sec
tor. The Energy Survey Committee estimates show 
a lower trend of energy consumption in rural 
areas relative to urban areas. The National Sam
ple Survey (Eighteenth Round) gave a somewhat 
different result. According to it the per capita 
consumption in rural areas was higher than in 
urban areas (0.34 tonnes as against 0.29 tonnes 
per annum in coal replacement terms). This result 
may be explained by the widely varying pattern 
of fuel consumption in the urban and rural sec
tors and the inaccuracies in the coal replacement 
measurements of the non-commercial fuels used 
in rual areas. It can also be argued that the· rural 
population who gather fuels free of cost may be 
using them in wasteful ways as compared to the 
urban population who have to pay for their fuels. 
The latest systematic survey of energy co~
sumption in B<11llbay by the NCAER has estt
mated per capita fuel consumption in the domes
tic sector as 0.44 tonne per annum in .:oal re· 
placement terms. 

In view of the fact that Bombay has a high 
per capita income and its urban character, it is 
to be expected that the per capita fuel. consump· 
tion in Bombay would be somewhat higher than 
rest of the country; it is, however, noteworthy 
that quantitatively, per capita consumption in 
Bombay in 1972 is only 10 per cent higher than 
the per capita consumption assumed for .:>_ther 
urban areas in the Energy Survey Commtttee 
Report for 1962-63. The Committee consid~r7d 
the possibility of estimatin~ the inc?me elasticr!Y 
of domestic fuel consumption. It ts felt that 10 
view of lack of reliable data such an exercise 
would not give any meaningful results. The avail
able data• regarding the trends of urbanisation 
in future are in terms of all the urban areas taken 
together and there are no estimates for the growth 



of population in the metropolitan centres of Cal
cutta, Bombay and Delhi. It would therefore be 
difficult to project· the demand for metropolitan 
cities separately. The Committee felt that the na
ture of the basic issues of meeting the fuel de
mand in the domestic sector would not change 
by the refinements that could be introduced in 
the estimation of the total requirements of fuel 
for the domestic sector. The Committee, there
fore, assumed an average of 0.40 tonne per 
head of. fuel consumption in urban areas and 
0.38 tonnes in rural areas in coal replacement 
terms ap.d that this per capita levels of con
sumption would continue unchanged till 199.1. 

Fuel consumption trends in the past in the do· 
mestic sector . . 

10.5. As indicated in Chapter II, the consump
tion" of fuels in _the domestic sector has been 
calculated on the basis of the size of the rural 
and . urban population in each ydar and the per 
capita norm. of consumption. Deducting from 
the annual total consumption of fuel, the com
mercial fuel consumption in the domestic sector 
(for y."hi<:h fairly reliable data are available), 
the levels. of usage of non-commercial fuels as 
so far observed have been derived. The ratio 
of _firewo~d. cowdung1 , and vegetable waste was 
estimated in the Energy Survey Committee Re
port to be ~5 per cent, 15 per cent and 20 per 
cent respectively of the., total. , non-commercial 
fuel consumption in 1962-63. , These relative 
sha!es have been adopted in tliis Report for the 
penod upto 1970-71. Based on this, the. trends 
of energy consumption in the domestic sector 
both commercial and non-commercial in the de
cade of the Sixties, are as set out in Tables 10.2 
and 10.~. 

TMJLE 10.2 . 

Consumption of Commercial E~ergy in Domestic 
Sedor · 

(In Meter) 

Oil 
Year Coal Products Electri- Total 

city 

1960-61 2·80 HJ-52. 1·50 20·82 

1961-62 2·80 18·43 1·70 22·93 

1962-63 .. . 3·20 20·25 1·92 25•37 

1963-64 . '3·50 20·25 2·06 25·81 

1964.-65 . 3·40 21•66 2•25 27•31 

19611-66 ... ,; ·. 4·10 20•00 2·36" 26·46 

1966-67 4·60 20•58 2·63 27•71 

1967-68 • . 4·30 21•39 2·93 28·62 

1968-69 . '4'•30 23•76 3•18 31·24 

1969'70 4·80 25·55 3•49 33·84 

1970-7i 4·07 27·5S 3•83 35·48 

TABLE 10.3 

Consumption of non-Commercial Energy in the 
Domestic Sector 

Year 

1960-61 
1961-62 
1962-63 
1963-64 
1964-65 
1965-66 
1966-67 
1967-68 
1968-69 
1969-70 
1970-71 

Total 
Non-

commer .. 
cia! 

Energy 

147·67 
149·64 
151·38 
156·22 
158·12 
163·43 
166·92 
170·87 
173·24 
175·76 
179·41 

Firewood 

95·99 
97·27 
98·40 

101·54 
102·78 
106·23 
108·50 
1ll·07 
112·61 
ll4·24 
116·62 

(In meter) 

Cowdung Vegetabl> · 
waste 

22·15 29·53 
22·44 29·93 
22·70 30.28 
23·43 31·25 
23·72 31·62 
24·51 32·69 
25·04 33·38 
25·63 34·17 
25·99 34·64 
26·37 35·15 
26·91 35·88 

10.~. There is a steady increase in the total 
quantity of energy consumed in the domestic sec
tor .. However, the consumption of commercial 
energy ha~ ~creased at a more rapid rate than 
the consumpt!on of non-commercial energy. This 
has res1;11ted m the percentage of commercial 
~nergy m the. total energy consumption changing 
m the domestic sector significantly as indicated in 
Table 10.4. 

. TABLE 10.4 
Percentage share of Commercial and non-Com
mercial Energy consumed in the domestic sector 

1953-54 1960-61 1965-66 1970-71 
Fuel 

Commercial .. 7·4 12·4 ' 13·9 16·5 

Non-commer-
eial 92·6 87·6 86·1 83·5 

Total 100·0 100·0 100·0· 100·0 

This change in the r~lative proportions of com-
mercia! and non-commercial energy consumed in 
all the sectors of the economy are set out in Table 
10.5. 

TABLE 10.5 

Percentage share of commercial and non-commer-
cial energy consumed in all sectors 

Fuel 1953-54 1960-61 1965-66 1970-71 

Commercial .. 31·1 40·6 47·4 52·4 
\ 

Non-eommer-
cia! 68·9 !l9·4 52·6 47·6 

Total 100·0 100•0 100·0 100·0 



Forecast of demand 

IO.i. While, the total consumption per head of 
fuels in the domestic sector is likely to change 
only marginally over til?le• the co!Dposition of 
fuels used in the domestiC sector wlll undergo a 
significant change in the coming years. The r-apid 
electrification of rural areas contemplated in the . 
Fifth Plan which is likely to be continued in the 
later Plan periods will increase the availability 
of electricity for lighting in the rural areas. The 
coal production plan also contemplates a big in
crease in the use of coal in the form of soft coke 
or low temperature carbonised coal for cooking 
in the domestic sector. The increase in the stan
dard of living wil lead to increases in the use of 
households will use kerosene for cooking. The 
Committee has, therefore, projected the demand 
for commercial fuels in the future years on the 
basis of certain normative considerations. It was 
assumed that by 1990-91, 100 per cent of the 
households in urban areas and about 70 per cent 
in rural areas would be using electricity and 
about 20 per cent of the population kerosene for 
lighting purposes; and that 60 per cent of the 
urban households and 10 per cent of the rural 
household will else kerosene for cooking. The 
rest of the demand was assumed to be met by 
non-commercial fuels. Assuming this for the ter
minal year of this study, the rate of growth .in 
the use of commercial energy in the intermediate 
years 1978-79 and 1983-84 were calculated. The 
ratio of firewood, cowdung and vegetable waste 
were assumed to be the same. as in the past: be
.yond 1983-84 even though the total non-com
mercial energy used gets reduced, vegetable waste 
consumed was assumed to remain at the same 
level as in 1983-84 as even in subsequent years 

. the available waste will have to be disposed off. 
The rest of the non-commercial fuel demand was 
distributed between firewood and cowdung cake 
as in. 198~-84. On these assumptions the estimates 
of demand for different fuels in the domestic 
sector in 1978-79. 1983-84 and 1990-91 are shown 
in Tables 10.6 (in original units) and 10.7 (in 
coal replacement units). 

TABLE 10.6 

Estimates of fuel demand in the domestic sector 
in 1978-79, 1983-84, 1990-91 

(in original units) 

Energy Source Units 1978-79 1983-84 1990-91 

1. Soft coke mt 6 14 20 
2. Kerosene mt a-5 4·5 6 
3. L.P.G. mt 0·4 0·8 2 
4. Electricity· b-kWh 8 13 25 
5. Firewood & 

Charcoal .. mt 132 I at 122 
6. Dung cake mt 65 65 53 
7. Vegetable 

wasta .. mt 46 46 46 
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TABLE 10.7 

Estimates of fuel demand in the domestic sector 
in 1978-79, 1983-84 and 1990-91 

·(in meter) 

Energy Source 1978-79 . 1983-84 1990-91 

Soft coke . 9·00 21·00 30·00 
Kerosene 29·05 37,-35' 49·80 
L.P.G. 3·32 6·64 16·60 
Electricity 8·00 13·00 25·00 
Firewood/Charcoal 125·40 124·45 ll5·90 
Dung cake .. 26·00 26·00 21·20 
Vegetable waste 43·70 43·70 43·70 

Total 244·47 272·14 302· 20 

10.8. On the basis of the projections thus de
rived, the percentage shares of commercial energy 
and non-commercial· energy in the domestic sec
tor in the coming years will shift in ·favour of 
commercial energy as indicated in Table 10.8. By 
1990-91, the share of commercial energy in-total 
energy used in the domestic sector will increase 
to 40 per cent from ·tess than 20 per cent in 
1970-71. 

TABLE 10.8 

Percentage share of Commercial Energy and Non
Commercial Energy in the Domestic Sector 

; . t", 

· Fuel 1970-71 1978-79 1983-84 1990-91 

Commercial 
energy .. 16·5 20·1 26·1 : 39·9 

Non-commer- .. 
cia! energy 83·5 79·9 73·9 60·1 

Total .. 100·0 100·0 100·0 100·0 

It may be noted that these forecasts are based 
on the assumption that the trend in tbe use of 
different commercial fuels will continue to be 
the same as in the past. If the Government take. 
action as indicated earlier for. the reduction in 
the use of kerosene in the domestic sector, there 
is likely to be a change in the percentage share 

· of different fuels in the energy used in the do
mestic sector. 

Availability oil fuels fm: the domestic sector and 
policy implications 

10.9. In Chapter V, we have s~mmarised the 
likely availability of different fuel forms upto 
1990-91: The limitations on the_ level to which 
coal production could be increased :t>y 1990-91 
and on the transport of coal/soft colce from 
Bengal-Bihar coal fields to other parts of the 
country, make it unlikely that the availability of 
coal/soft.co~e can. be increased very much. So, 
for the next 15 years, as indicated here, the re
quirements of firewood will have to be met. It 



would appear that upto 1978-79 when the de
mand for firewood will increase to 132 mjllion 
tonnes there will be severe . shortage unless ac
tion is' taken to augment the availability of fire· 
wood. The availability of LPG and kerosene may 
be limited by our ability to buy from the inter
national market the require.d quantities of crude 
or .kerosene. It is, however, necessary to examine 
in detail the availability of each fuel required in 
the domestic sector.· 

Firewood 
10.10. The demand for firewood has been in

creasing slowly at the rate of about 2 to. 3 mt/ 
year. As long as large sections .of the rural com
munity live in conditions of poverty, there would 
be a tendency to use fuels which could be ob
tained free of cost and consyquently forests will 
be denuded. From the level of 117 million tonnes · 
consumed in 1970-71, the demand is likely to 
increase to 132 million tonnes by 1978-79. This 
level appears to be the highest demand for fire
wood ~thaf would be registered in the country and 
is ·likely to continue upto 1983-84, beyond which 
the demand should start declining slowly to 
around 122 million tonnes by 1990-91. Hence, in 
the next five years, we must provide for an addi
tional demand of around 10 million tonnes of 
firewood and to: sustain that level of production 
for· another five years upto 1983-84. As indicated 

. i,n"Chapter. V, the total availability from record
ed fellings in the forests maintained in the public 
sector might go upto 35 million tonnes. The un-

. tecorded ·removal of wood 'from tree land, private 
forests and trees on road sides and private land 
is likely to be around the present level which is . 

·about 90 million tomies. Even this level of fcll
ings is against the national interest. Consultations 
with the authorities incharge of forests conserva
tion have clearly brought out the fact that at 
the current rate of fellings, forest resources ae 
dwindling steadily as the destruction of forests 
is. proceeding at a faster .rate than their regene
ration; It 'is relevant to note here that in addi
tion to the demand for domestic ·fuels in the 
form of firewood whenever there is a shortage of 
coal, small-scale industries, especially the. brick
kiln industries, tend to use firewood. It is diffi
'cult to quantify the extent of such usage. But it 
should be noted· that any supply deficits of coal 

· for 'the industries sector will increase the pressure 
of demand for firewood and reduce the avail
!lbility of forest fuelsto domestic users. A fairly 
generous estimate of the' forest fuel. resources puts 
the availability of forest fuels ·in 1978-79 to be 

· around 94 million tonnes* as· against· our esti
" mate of 'dernai'Jd of. '132 million. tonnes (equiva

lent of 125 mtcr), .The solution to this problem 
lies in-; taking up programmes ·of afforestation 
especially with: wood species which are quick 

'' growing and . are capable or yielding wood for 
.fuel purposes. 
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10.11. In the past, village panchayats and vil
lagers used to devote special attention to the 
maintenance of panchayats forests; but in the 
past few decades, this work has been neglected 
and as a result, the village forests have been de
nuded and fuel shortage is felt even in. rural 
areas in several States. The National Commission 
be a scheme for introducing "social forestry"-
on Agriculture gave serious consideration to the 
problem of supplying the fuel and fodder needs 
of villages and has suggested* that there should 

. i.e., multi-purpose small forests .near village sites 
which would supply the needs of the rural com
munity for fuels, small timber, fodder, protection 
of agricultural fields and recreational needs. It 
identified certain quick growing species like 
Casurina, Cagery, Babul, Pongam_ia etc., which 
can be cultivated in small holdings and recom
mended a pilot scheme for the development of 
farm forestry in 100 selected districts of the 

. country during the Fifth Five Year Plan. The 
costs of cultivation are estimated to be about 
Rs. 1,000 per hectare. Even if very quick yield
ing trees like Eucalyptus are planted in the social 
forests, the yield is likely to be about six 'tonnes 
per hectare per year on a. ten-year cycle. As 
Eucalyptus cannot be planted under all climatic 
conditions, the yield, from social forest is likely 
to be considerably lower than six tonnes per 
hectare. If we have to supply a village with 500 
families, we may require as much as, say, 200 
to 250 hectares of land under social forests. Such 
large tracts may qot be available except in .;orne 
areas of the country. The social forests. C(ln, 
therefore, be only a supplement to the other mea-· 
sures 'for supplying the fuel needs of t!ze rural 
population. · It is also necessary to exploit all 
available land which does not come under for,est 
but may ·be capable of supporting tree growth 
like tank beds, river and channel bunds to aug
ment the supply of fuels. This Committee, there
fore, recommends that consideration be given for 
the programme of .tree plantations on the road 
sides, canal sides and railway ·sides (consistent 
with safety requirements). 

Cowdung 
10.12. On the basis of our estimates of demand 

in future, there seems to be no problem in the 
availability of. cowdung. Based on Indian Live
stock Census estimates, the total outtum of wet 
dung even now is estimated to be 170 million 
tonnes of dry dung. The demand for cowdung 
for fuel is about one-third of the' availabe dry 
dung in the country. But the major issue here is 
that cowdung has a better social value when 
used as a fertilizer instead of as a fuel. It should, 
however. be emphasised that, as long as large 
sections of the rural community remain poor and 
without the possibility of gainful occupation 
throughout the year, the use of cowdung as. a 
fuel will continue to be practised. A certam 

*l!'ORl!JST ,Rl!JSOURCl!JS OF JNDTA-Their develoPment and t;utjlisntion by IM Quereshi, Director, Forestry, Forestry 
,·: Rosoorch Institute and College, Debra Dun. 
· ' •*Reporl on 'Sooil\1 Forestry, No.tiono.l Commission on Agrioulturo, August, 1973, 



amount of dung cake will always be used in the 
domestic sector for lighting fires in the hearths 
and for the proper regulation of the flame ob
tained by burning of wood. 

Gobar Gas plants provide the means of using 
both the heat value in cowdung as well as the 
nutrient value. Gobar Gas plants have popularis
ed by the Khadi & Village Industries Commission 
as a means of improving the village economy by 
using local resources. They consist essentially 
of making a slurry of cowdung and collecting the 

_gases produced through fermen~ation. . The gas 
consists mostly of methane leavmg behmd orga-
nic material with high nutrient value. The Com
mission has been extending financial assistance 
in the form of loans and grants as well as tech
nical advice in the construction of these plants. 
About 7,000 ·such plants have so far been cons
tructed. A techno-economic appraisal* of the 
plants was made some years back of Gobar Gas 
plant. It shows that, on strict economic analysis, 
gobar gas would be justified for use in all States 
in India, except Assam, J&K. Madhya Pradesh 
and Orissa. which have comparatively better 
forest resources. A Group under the National 
Committee on Science and Technology examined 
the various possibilities for improving the design 
of the Gobar Gas plant. reducing ils construction 
cost and improving the performance of the plant, 
especially during the winter months when the 
gas production goes down. The Committee has 
made useful sugg_estions which. if implemented, 
will reduce the cost of the Gobar Gas plants. · 
The economic case for the use of Gollar Gas 
plants has been strengthened further by the re
cent large increase in the international price of 
synthetic nitrogenous fertilizers. Considering the 
current and the possible prices of nitrogenous 
fertilizers and fuels for use in the domes'tic 
sector, it is reasonable to anticipate that 
Gobar Gas plants are likely to become more 
popular. The Committee appreciates the enormous 
administrative difficulties likely to be encounter
ed in popularizing the scheme and has, there
fore, not taken note of anv additional contribu
tion to domestic supply of fuels from Gobar Gas 
plants. It is relevant to note that one Gobar Gas 
plant (household size) will produce fuel equiva
lent to only about 1.0 to 1.2 tonnes of soft coke. 
Even if a very large number of Gobar Gas plants 
were .bulit in the next two decades, the energy 
contribution to the domestic sector will be a very 
small percentage of the total requirements*. But 
the Committee would strongly recommend that 
all efforts should be made to intensify the popu
larization of the scheme at least in selected areas 
where the pattern of ownership of cattle :will help 
in its easy implementation in view of the social 
benefits of the nutrient production, pollution 
abatement ec. possible from these plants .. 
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Other waste of animal and human origin 

10.13. Besides cowdung, there are other waste 
materials like human excreta which can also pro
vide the basis for production of gas for use in 
the domestic sector for beating purposes. There 
is a full scale night soil digester in Ernakulam 
capable of meeting the fuel requirements of 
20.000 people. At the village level, there is one 
in Maharashtra State. But these units are not 
economically viable and there are various taboos 
attached to the use of these materials. The Com
mittee, .therefore, does not foresee any significant 
contribution to the fuel supply from these sources. 

Vegetable waste 
10.14. Waste material of plant origin has con

tributed a significant share to the fuel needs of 
the rural community. Bagasse which is now used 
as a fuel is capable of beiqg used as the raw 
material for the -manufacture of paper and gives 
a better social return as an industrial raw mate
rial than as a fuel. Similarly, straw and stovers 
of crops are used as roughages for cattle feeds 
and should, therefore, be used as such instead of 
as fuel. But all other waste material has to be 
disposed of only as fuel. The Committee has, 
therefore, assumed that even when the need for 

· non-commercial fuels in the economy goes down, 
the level of usage of vegetable waste upto 1990-91 
will continue to be the same as in 1983-84. 

Soft coke 
10.15. The level of ·use of soft coke is limited, 

on the one hand, by the emphasis on convenience 
laid by domestic consumers in the urban areas 
and the affiuent section·s of the rural community . 
and, on the other hand, by private cost involved 
in the purchase of soft coke as against vegetable 
waste or cowdung which is obtained practically 
free of cost by the poorer sections of the rural 
community. Any effort at popularizing soft coke 
use will have to depend heavily on the fea~ibility 
of reducing the price of soft coke at the consu· 
mer end. In States like West Bengal, Bihar and 
Uttar Pradesh, which are not very far from the 
area of production of soft coke, it may be pos~i
ble to induce people to use soft coke made m 
bhattas without any subsidy provided adequate 
supply of soft coke is assured. But in. the last 
five years, soft coke consumption has sho~ a 
declining trend from the peak level of 3.2 mdhon 
tonnes in 1969-70. This is on account of the low 
priority given for move~ent o~ soft. coke .in the 
railway system and the mcreasmg dtfficulttes ex
perienced in moving soft coke 'by rail. The 
bhatta method of production of soft coke calls 
for the use of coking coal. at least of the lowest 
grades available. But methods are available for 
the conversion of even non-coldng coal to somke
less domestic beating fuel by using low· tempera
ture carbonization process. Two variations of 

*Note : If two miJiion gobn.r g09 Plants were constructed by 1990-91, their outPut will be less thnn 2 per cent of domestio 

fuel rrquirements. 



this process have been developed in the CFRI at 
Dhanbad and RRL at Hyderabad. A .plant de
signed to carJ:>onize about 900 tonnes of coal 
which will produce about 550 tonnes of coke per 
day _and serve the needs .of over 8 lakhs of popu
latiop, or 1.6.1akhs households, would require an 
investment of nearly Rs. 10 crores. The invest
ment in coke production to meet the requirements 
.of one household will work to nearly Rs. 1,200; 
the coke produced will cost Rs. 250 per tonne 
at the point of production. If the coke could be 
sold at the price, the plant is commercially via
ble. The economics. of the plant improves with 
the extent of by-product recovery; but ·by-pro
ducts can be recovered economically• only when 
the plant is large, say, abqut three times the size 
discussed. Such aprocess can be used near coal
fields .and the coke distributed from central pro
duction points and, even at the high level of prices 
of other fuels prevailing now, the .. products of 
th.is unit can be sold only in highly urbanized 
centres*. · 

· CFRI has ,also developed smaller plants like 
moving bed carbonisers which can be based to 
supply the requirements of smaller towns. But 
these processes require coking coal although of 
an inferior grade. The Committee woud like to 
emphasise the importance of developing cheap 
solid domestic fuels which can be used in small 
towns as well as in rural areas by sections of the 
population who use firewood now. The Commit
tee would therefore urge t>'zat the possibilities of 
setting up plants for · the manufacture of solid 
domestic fuel to' suit the requirements of different 
sizes. ·of urban centres •should be studied further, 
with reference ·to coal available in the nearby 

·Coalfield .. The possibility of reilucing· the cost 
of soft coke to the consumer by subsidizing the 
transport and trading margins on ~oft coke or by 

· raising the required .funds by way of surcharge 
on the price of' kerosene, should be examined. 
This additional •taxation · on kerosene and the 
subsidy on soft coke will have the effect of 

,· ,bfllancing social benefits and private benefits that 
. arise in the ·use' of kerosene which depends on 

imported raw material; and of soft coke which 
d!lpends on indigenous raw materials. The Com
mittee has taken a somewhat cautious view about 
·the . ·level of soft· coke that may be used .in the 

·.economy; .but .. it recommends that all ·efforts 
· -should be made to increase the .level ·as high as 

possible. ,. , , , :1 

Town gas 

W.l6 ... The co&t''df ·~etting up gas production 
unit ~:w4 the djst,r:ibution pipelines. from the gas 
works to the households would call for an invest

.. !~len( ~,f about Rs, 2.000 to Rs, 2,500 per family 
· mclusrve of the private cost of installing the gas 
meter, gas oven, etc., even 'in densely populated 
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cities. A cost-benefit analysis of supplyilig coal 
gas as a domestic fuel to substitute kerosene indi
cates that this is economical only in metropolitan 
areas, especially those where the population den
sity is very high and where there is an industrial 
demand for gas in addition to domestic demand 
(Please see Chapter VII). 

Kerosene 
. 10.17. Kerosene has proved to be the most 

popular among t6e fuels used in the domestic 
sector in view of its convenience of use. Inspite 
of the price prevailing upto 1973, kerosene was 
cheaper than the other fuels available for use in 
the domestic sector. The increase in price in 1974 
has made the price of kerosene somewhat higher 
than. the price of an equivalent quantity of other 
commercial fuels like soft coke or charcoal. But 
on account of its greater convenience of usage, 
kerosene will continue ·to be a popular fuel. The 
demand for kerosene can be controlled only by 
proper distributive arrangements. In our esti
mates, we have assumed that the trends in the use 
of kerosene will continue to be the same as in 
the past unless controlled by the Gove.rnment. 
Even on this assumption, the share, of kerosene 
in the total oil products used in the economy will 
be only 7.5 per cent in 1978-79, 6.5 per cent in 
1983-84 and 5.3 per cent in 1990-91. The replace
ment of kerosene by other fuels in the domestic 
sector would depend primarily on the availability 
of other fuels. It is reasonable to assume that in 
big cities like Bombay or Calcutta, only coal gas 
cart replace the use of kerosene; while, in the 
rural areas, the sections of the population, who 
woulll have normally switched over from fire
wood to koresene, can be persuaded to use soft 
coke, provided its price is lower and its ava.ilabi
lity is better than that of kerosene. 

"LPG 

10.18. Liquified petroleum gas is one of the 
light end products in the· refinery and its avail
ability ranges from 1.5 to 2.5 per cent depending' 

·on the measures used for reducing refinery losses 
and refinery fuel consumption. In our Report, the 
use of LPG has been estimated on the basis of 

·its availability from domestic refineries. -If, on 
account of the measures recommended in this 
Report, the level of oil used is reduced and the 
refining capacity operating in the countty is !llso 
reduced, the availability of LPG' will go down 
and to that extent, this need has to be met by 
substitute fuels. 

Electiicity 

· 10.19. The rapid electrification of villages has 
been ·accepted as a policy by the Government 
with a view to upgrading the quality of life in 
the villages and to make it possible for rural in
dustries and agriculture to function efficiently. In 

~------------------~~~----~ · *A• mentioned Oltrlier·in'Cbapter VJy, the Committee in its Report on 'the Fu" Policy for the Sevent.ies rernmcnded 
the setting up of1.wo J,TC plants, one at Calcutta and one near Hyderabad. The Government have approved these two 
proposals recentlY! ' 



the estimates of the use of electridty, it is assum
ed that by 1990-91, 100 per cent of the urban 
areas and 90. per cent of the rural areas would be 
electrilied; but the number of households using 
electricity for lighting in the rural areas has been 
assumed to be 70 per cent, compared with 100 
per cent of the households in the urban areas. 
On this basis, the share of electricity used in the 
domestic sector to the total electricity consumed 
in the economy will be 8.94 per cent in 1978-79, 
9.55 per cent in 1983-84 ·and· 8.22 per cent in 
1990-91. However, the committee would like to 
emphasise the increased social benefits possible if 
rural electrification is undertaken with adequate 
organisational and procedural improvements so 
as to ensure that maximum number of households 
are ekctrified in each village to which electricity 
is extended. In the absence of such improvements, 
inspite of large investments in rural electrifica
tion, only a section of the population is benefited. 

Efficiency Improvement 
10.20. Studies by the CFRI have shown that 

· the oven and other cooking appliances used in 
the domestic sector using firewood and soft coke 
do not have design characteristics which would 
optimize the use of fuels. Even small improve
ments in the design of the domestic chulla will 
ii?cr7ase the efficiency by 10 to l5 per cent. 
Simllarly, the work done at the Indian Institute 
of. Petroleum has shown that kerosene using ap
pltances can also be improved in their designs so 
as to increase their efficiem::y. Considering the 
large !.hare of energy used in the domestic sector 
th~ social &ains as. well as private gains to be ob~ 
tamed by 1mprovmg the efficiency of utilisation 
of fuels in the domestic sector would be enorm
ous. 1'he Committee would therefore recommend 
that r,rsearch and development should be under
taken on the optimisation of . the design of the 
chulla and other appliances used in the domestic 
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sector and aiso other administrative action ·taken 
to ensure that the appliances marketed conform 
to those. design requirements. 

Major implications of policy 

10.21. From the discussion ·above, it is clear 
that the present trend of increasing pressure on 
non-commercial fuels for meeting the fuel needs 
of the domestic sector is likely to wane from 
1978-79. The level of usage of non-commercial 
fuels is likely to stay at a plateau for the next 
five years upto 1983-84. But this expectation is 
~ased on .the assumption that the commercial 
fuels will be made available in increasing quan
tities as indicated in the forecast. The supply of 
soft coke to the leyels anticipated will depend 
not only on the setting up of production facilities 
but also on the provision of transport .facilities · 
and procedures for transportation which will en
able an uninterrupted supply of these fuels to 
hundreds of ·thousands of supply points. It is also 
n~teworthy that even if the quantities of commer
cial fuels are available, the financial capability 
of the. cons~mers to use these fuels in preference 
to fuels which they may obtain free of private · 
cost, is likely 'to be limited unless relative prices 
are properly regulated and the income redistri
bution proceeds at a fast pace. The low income 
level of the rural population is likely to be a con
strain on the widespread use of electricity for 
domestic ·purposes as contemplated_ in this Re
port. The Committee would like to draw attention 
to the fact that the problem of substitution of 
non-commercial fuels by commercial fuel in the 
domestic sector has ·to be considered with due 
regard to the overall economic implications of the 
use of different fuels in this sector and the pricing 
and distribution policies should be based 011 a 
full understanding of the social cost of the use 
of different fuels. 



CHAPTER.Xl 

COSTS AND PRICES IN ENERGY SECTOR 

Cost to the Economy 

V:;t~ious aspects of production and utilization 
of different fuels in the economy have been con
sidered with due regard ·to their 'costs of produc
tion within the c~untry or cost of obtaining them' 
from abroad, By their very nature, coal, oil and 
hyde!· resources occur in environments which 
differ widely from one another. Consequently, 
co~ts of producing fuels and' convet~ them to 
Useable forms vary wid,el~. ' 

11.2. Prices at ·which fuels are made available to 
"' 'the consumers. are determined by the costs of pro

duction, . transport and . trade margiJl$, scarcity 
values, taxes and s!lbsidies on these fuels. The 
level of taxes is usu'ally design6d with referende 

..., to seyeral objectiv~s. like increasing Government 
revenues, encouraging production from sources 
which ~otild otherwise be abandoned or remain 
untapped, !liscouraging 'the use. of . ~uels which 
are in scar~e I!Upply, etc. On account of the in
teraction of these factors, the change in tlie .con
,sumet, prices of fuels over time . will riot depend 
solely on the changes in the cost of production 
of the fuels. 

P~st trends in energy .prices 

11.3. In India, as. in many other countries, 
there has always been an urge for public inter
vention to ensure that prices of energy are kept 
at as low a level as possible. It is common ex
perience in many countries that the rate of in
crease of fuel prices is lower than the rate of in
crease of prices of other commodities whose 
prices are determined by market forces without 
intervention by the Government. The· data for 
the Sixties indicate that in India the change in 
the index of prices of fuels was less pronounced 
than changes in the index of prices of all com
modities, food articles or of industrial raw mate
rials. Table 11.1 bears this out:-
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. TABLE 11.1 

Index Numbers of Wholesale Prices (1960-61 to 
• . ' 1970-71) 

' -
Year 

1960-61 
1961-62 
1962-63 
196~-64 
1964-65 
1965-66 
1966-67 
1967-R8 
1968-69 
1969-70 

1970-71' 

All Food 
< ommodi- articles 
tios 

100·0 
100·2 
104·0 
ll0·4 
122·5 
131-9 
150·2 
167·6 
•165·7 
171·9 

181·5 

(Base : 1960-61=100) 

Item 

Industrial Fuels- , 
raw ma- power, 
terials light 

100·0 
100·2 
105·6 
115·5 
135·5 
144·7 
171·3 
203·0 
197·1 
197·0 

201·1 

and 
lubricants 

100·0 100·0 
98·1 101·8 
95·9 105·1 
93·2 120·0 

113-7 122·5 
130·3 126·3 
155·4 136-9 
153.4 144·6 
154-3 151·3 
176·7 157·9 . 

193·5 164·7 

p.4. A ~tudy of the relative movement of 
pnces of different fuels during the Sixties shows 
that the rate of increase in the price of electricity 
has been lower than that of coal. Among oil pro
ducts, the rate of increase in the price of diesel 
has • been lower than that of petrol (motorgas). 
See Tab!~ 11.2 below:-

Tt.BLE 11.2 

Index Numbers of Wholesale Prices of Selected 
Fuels in /ndia-(1960-61 to 1970-71) 

(1961-62=100) 

OIL 
.All Elec- .A---, 

Period commo- Coal tricity Petrol Diesel 
dities ~ :- ;_.~;.:~;· oil 

1961-62 100·00 100·0 100·0 100·0 100·0 
1962-63 .. 100·24 104·9 109·0 101·9 102·1 
1963-64 .. 108·15 112·2 115·1 120·2 108-9 
1964-65 .. 122·06 116·3 119·6 120·6 109·3 
1965-66 .. 131·89 121-S.. 124-,!1. 127-0 110J 1966-67 152·84· 128·5 137-3 131·5 119· 
1967-68 .. 159·94 147·9 138·5 144·5 119·3 
1968-69 .. 1b5·40 168-2 143·3 148·6 121·7 
1969-70 .. 171·50 166·0 143·9 160·0 122·8 
1970-71 .. 181·10 167·9 150·2 175·5 121·1 

NOTE: In<lex numbers of wholesale prices of other Oil 
products are not puhlished. ' 



11.5. A proper price policy for the fuels will 
have to be based on an adequate appreciation of 
the production cost of each fuel over time. The 
price policy should take into account the interests 
of the producer, the consumer and the nation. 
From the point of view of the producer, a sound 
system of prices should give the incentive to pro
duce the required quantities of energy and should 
assure its regular production at the minimum of 
cost by putting pressure on the management to 

· select optimal projects and operate them effi· 
ciently. The relative price of fuels of different 
qualities should be such as to enable the pro
duction of different qualities of fuels in the re
quired quantities and prevent the wasteful ·pro
duction of fuels which are in scarce supply. The 
price policy should also enable the industry to 
undertake and implement a long-term policy of 
exploration and technical research to improve the 
efficiency of production and transformation of 
energy. From the consumer point of view, the 
price system should provide the ·energy at the 
lowest possible costs, encourage him to use 1 he 
type of energy that best suits his particular needs 
and en1=ourage the use of fuels whose supply is 
relatively abundant and discourage consumption' 
of fuels which are relatively scarce. From the 
national point of view, the fuel prices should en
sure that the pattern of use of fuels is in keep
ing with the optimal pattern of production deter
mined with reference to the long.te)'lD availabi
lity of fuels and their costs. 

. 11.6. In practice, a price system cannot work 
equally satisfactorily from all points of view. 
Many of_ the problems of the energy situation in 
India appear to be due to price policies in the 
fuel sector which have been concerned, pos~ibly 
to an excessive extent with one individual func
tion of the policy namely that of supplying con
sumers with energy at the lowest possible costs. 
As a result, production of sufficient quantities 'Jf 
fuels has suffered, and the country has also been 
increasingly de~endent on external sources of 
supply. In future: in designing a rational price 
policy for the energy sector, appropriate atten
tion should be paid to all the three function~ re
ferred to earlier. 

11.7. While the procedures for price determi
nation will vary with the nature of the fuel in-

dustry for whose products the price is to be fix. 
ed, the Committee feels that the Government 
should indicate a reasonable rate of return to be 
fixed for the fuel industries as a whole which 

· would serve as a guideline for any committee 
which is entrusted with the task of price fixation 
for any fuel. There has been significant variation 
in the rate of return allowed by different commit
tees in the past. Taking note of the objectives of 
a rational price policy in the energy sector. Energy 
Survey Committee (1965) had suggested that the 
fuel industries should yield a return of at least 
10 per cent on the investment. This Committee 
would like to endorse the view of the Energy 
Survey, Committee. The price fixed for any fuel, 
coal, oil or electricity should be such that the 
particular fuel indust{Y, as a whole, is enabled 
to earn a return of at least 10 per cent on the 
investment made in the industry. 

Price policy for the coal sector 

i 1.8. In . any coalfield, in the normal course, 
· the more easily mineable deposits are exploited 
first, leaving the deposits available at greater 
depths and occurring under more difficult n•ining 
conditions to be exploited later. This would lead 
to progressively increasing cost of mining coal. 
However, as only a very· small fraction of the 
total deposits available in the countrybas so far 
been exploited, inspite of the increasing level of 
coal production, the costs of mining have not 
increased significantly. Cost of coal production 
has been analysed by several committees which 
were set up to enquire into the production costs 
and fix a reasonable price for coal. After examin
ing various possibilities, all the committees start
ing with the Coal Price Revision Committee in 
1958 had decided to fix the price on a 'cost plus' 
basis where the ·~plus" factor • was expected to 
reflect a fair margin of profit. For determining 
costs of products, data were collected by team• 
of cost accountants for the Coal Price Revision 
Committee in respect of 63 collieries which were 
selected in consultation with the industry. Analy
sis revealed that there were wide variations in the 
costs of production even among collieries which 
were located very close to each other. Even when 
the elements of costs were disaggregated, these 
elements of costs could not be correlated with 
factors which are normally considered to deter
mine the cost like the size of collieries, depth at 
which coal is mined etc. It was also noticed that 
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the .cost of extraction of coal does not bear any 
, correlation to the quality of coal. The extraction 

i;>f lower grade c6al in some fields is costlier than 
extracting ·good quality of coal ftom other fields. 
The committees which were to fix the price of 
coal wit~ reference to the cost of production had 
to, adopt certuin subjeCtive standards to determine 

' what '.might be regarded as "normal" for each 
dterri of the cost of the production. Though the 
committees_ have not explained the basis for 

"&electing' .''normal cost" of each element. of pro-
duction costs, the "normal cost" determmed by 

·,each committee is very close to the tnean of the 
. observations. of , cost considered by the commit
. tee. . Table 11.3 sets out "normal". elements of 
cost o'f producing a 'tonne of coal in India as 
worked"out in two such· reports-one in 1957 
and 'the other i;n 1971. 

TABLE. 11.3 
' ' 

"Normal. Costs" of Coa[Production--1951 and 
1971 

,1. -Wages,. salaries and administra· · 
tion 

2- Store& 

3. Welfare l:>.1>enditure & Mise 
. : ·-

4. :Power Royalty etc. 

,5: Depreciation .. 

6 .. Cess, brokerage etc .. 

.7, Total cost of production* 

Cost in: Rs. per tonne 
of coal liB commuted 

· in 
.----.A.----, 

1957 1971 

ll·25' 19·50 

1·75 3·80 

1·10 1·93' 

1·85 1·80 

1·70 1·80 

0·25 0·22 

17·90 28·05 

. '" .) c 
NoTE: *~his does not include interest on working capital 

'and·"margin of profit". These elements were added to arl'i vc 
at . the price of coal. 

In· effect, a major portion of the increase in cost 
~rom 195;7 is a~tribpta~le to the rise in wage cost. 
However, a large part of the wage increase 
appear to be in the nature of neutralization of the 
~ncrease ixfprice of food articles. (See Table 11.1). 

11.9. It is noteworthy that 'the element of dep
reciation in the cost taken as "normal" has v:.ried 
marginally only _over a period of 14 years. This 
is partly due to· the fact that price fixation studies 
selected sarriples of coal mines which were 
weighted' in favour ·of the old and private sec
~tor. minelll the public .sector was active in ,1pen
ing new mines in geologically less advantageous 
locations and the average net fixed assets com
mitted per tonne 1 of coal production w.as consi
derably higher in· the 'PUblic sector as compared 
to the private sector, Many of the high cost mines 
were opened in outlyi~g emil fields and in many 
cases the· production fro'm such mines were con
tracted for· supply 'to specific consumers ~It ;rices 
which were specially negotiated. The study by 

-
the Bureau of Industrial Costs and Prices reveal
ed that the price per tonne of production (as per 
the samples examined by them) was as follows : 

Rs. tonne 
-----------A.--------~ 

Private Public Overall 
sector sector 

For all regions: (other than 
Singareni) 8 · 39 24·73 14·31 

NoTE:-The net fixed assets in Sin"areni Colliery were 
computed to be higher than Rs. 24 · 73 pe; tonne. 

~ examin~tion of t~e ~ew investment proposals 
m t~e coal mdustry mdrcates that additional pro
duction of coal would involve much larger invest
ment per tonne of coal to be produq:d. 

· '.11.10. The discussion above, brings out the 
drfficulty of the problem of determining the cost 
of production of coal which can be considered 
reasonable for· all the producers of coal. This 
problem has, however, undergone a change in 
character by the nationalisation of all the coal 
mine.s in the country. It .is, possible now, ·to de
termme the costs of production which will be ac
ceP_table to the public sector coal companies 
whrch manage all the mines in one region or coal
~eld by taking into account, the costs of produc
mg the coal from all the mines under its manage
ment. To start with, computation may be done on 
the basis of cost accountancy studies but it is ne
cessary for long run efficiency of resource utiliza
tion. ;But economically relevant costs are deter
mined for purposes of price fixation. · 

11.11. The problem of fixing the consumer 
price of coal with reference to the quality of coal 
will continue even now. Coal is not a homogen
ous commodity as its quality varies very widely 
from mine to mine. The consumer specification 
for coal involves several characteristics like ralo
rific value, percentage of sulphur, percentage of 
inerts, and fusion temperature, etc. While the 
costs of coal production are not related to ~my 
of these "Qualities" or "factors", the value of 
coal to the consumer depends on a num~er of 
these factors. ,. 

1: Taking all these issues into account the Com- . 
nittee would recommend the following principles 

. to govern coal prices-
(1) Coal prices should be fixed .with refer

ence to the geographical area from 
which coal is mined. 

(2) Price fixed for the coals produced in 
each area should .cover the total costs 
of production and should yield a net 
return of at least 10 per cent on the 
capital invested in prodticing coal in 
that area .. 

(3) Differential price fixed for coal of diffe
rent qualities should adequately reflect 
the value of the specific qualities to the 
consumer as well as the relative scarc
lty of coal of different qualities. 



11.12. Operationally, the determination of coal 
price on these principles could be do?e b~ <tdop~
ing the following procedu~e: Coal mu;tes m India 
can be divided jnto certam geographtcal groups, 
each group consisting of one or more coalficl~s. 
The price of coal in each area could be determm
ed with reference to the cost of producing coal 
to the required level in that area. As the G~JVern
ment or the Coal Company draws plans m ~d
vance for attaining specified levels of productiOn 
in each of the coalfields, the production pl~ns 
would be available for each coalfield from which 
the cost of producing coal can be determined. If 
all the full details of the production plan are not 
available at the time of price fixation, this can 
be done by selecting a "representative mine" in 
the coalfield which will set the trend of costs of 
production of co~l in t~at fiel_d during _the p~rio_d 
for which the pnce wdl be m operatiOn. fh1s 
cost can be called the "bench mark" cost: the 
average selling price of all the coal from the area 
should be fixed to assure yield of net retu~n of 
at least 10 per cent on the invested capital after 
meeting the "bench mark" costs. 

11.13. "Bench Mark" price will apply to the 
coal of the quality which is produced in the la_r
gest quantity in the area. All coal produced m 
the area could be arranged in price groups with 
reference to the price and quality t:oal of bench 
mark. The price groupings could be made with 
reference to, the following:-

1-Calorific value. 
2-Ash content. 
3-Moisture content. 
4-Sulphur content. ' 
5-Content of other impurities like grid, 

abrasive material etc. 
6-Size of coal. 
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Depending on the value of the different characte
ristics of coal to the consumer, a premium or a 
rebate could be allowed on different qualities of 
coal with reference to the price and quality of 
the bench mark coal. Over and above this. for 
taking into account the rapidly exhaustible quality 
of certaW. types of coal. a penalty value for 
scarcity of coal of certain qualities could be add
ed. Point values could be worked out for each of 
t~~se {actors. · 

11.14. In fixing the point value and in deter
mining the price groupings. it should he ensured 
that the total coal sold as per the schedule of 
prices determined in the coalfield should give a 
minimum return of 10 per cent on the capital 
invested in coal production in the field as a whole. 

11.15. As such PDCe fixation will be done with 
reference to the production proposed for a period 
of 5 years. it will make the coal industry cons
cious of its responsibility in achieving production 
at certain cost~. Its failure in this regard will 
lead to a loss; while improvement achieved in 

actual implementation of the projects will in·· 
crease the profits. The period for which the price 
should be fixed will depend on different circum• 
stance's but if stability is envisaged in the level of 
wages and p~ices of inputs, it..should be possible, 
to fix the pnce for at least 2:/3 years at a time. 
In times of abnormal inflation, it will be neces
sary to link the price of cbal to certain indices 
like wage costs or costs of major inputs. Such 
price fixation while defining the· responsibility of' 
coal industry as indicated above, would also en
able the coal consuming industries to project their 
cost of production on a reasonable basis. ·· 

. . ., .. 
Price policy for the oil sector· 

11.16. As indicated in Chapter VIII. India's 
production of crude from indigenous sources will 
be adequate to meet only part of the demand fol' 
such products. The rest has to be obtained from 
?ther countries either in the form of crude m:, 
m the form of products. When crude is obtain-. 
ed, it has to. be ~efine~· before u,se and the pro
cess of refinmg g1ves nse t.o a set o,f joint pro-, 
ducts. These products fall mto three ma.in cate•· 
gories, namely, the light ,distillate products, the 
middle distillate products and the . he~vy;:nds. 
Each of these main categories can• be split .into 
sub-categories and by blending with other pro· 
~ucts or by addition of additives, they are con· 
verted to petroleum products with specifications 
which conform to specific consu~er needs. 

11.17. Each refinery attempts to adjust its' pro
duction to conform to the pattern of demand for 
products that it has to 'serve. In the United States 
where the demand for motor gasoline forms a 
high proportion of the total oil products' demand, 
the refineries tend to. maximise the yield of motor 
gasoline in the refineries. In certain countries, 
where demand for fuel oil is high as compared. 
to other products. as in Japan, the refineries 
maximise the yield of heavyends. In countries 
like India. where the major share of · demand 
comprises diesel oil and kerosene which are mid· 
die distillates. the production pattern of the re
fineries is normally geared to maximise the yield 
of middle distillates. (See Chapter VIII). In a re-· 
finery it is possible to adjust to a great extent the 
production levels of the products within each 
main category without major investment costs. 
Bllt decre~sing th!'! proportion of the heavier pro· 
ducts and increasing the share of lighter products 
will call for investments in equipment which can 
crack the heavier products into lighter ones. The 
yield of even the main categories using the same 
equipment will depend on some. extent on the 
quality of the crude which is· processed in the 
refinery. Certain crudes which ·yield on straight 
disti11ation. a larger proportion of light ends are 
referred to as light crudes whereas those \~ hich 
yjcld a larger proportion of heavyends are called 
heavy crudes. Due to the international pattern of 
demand for different products there is relatively · 
a larger demand for light crudes and in interna
tional market light crudes command higher 



· prices*. The changing price of oil in the inter
national market gives rise to the problem of fix
ing a proper price for crude ·that is produced 
within the country. As long as international price 
of crude was relatively low, as in the period prior 
to October 1973, the crude produced in India was 
priced with reference to the international p1 ice. 
After the sudden multi-fold increase in price 
after October 1973, Government have fixed the 
price of crude at a relatively low level as com
pared to the price of crude in the international 
market and has proposed to collect a surcharge 
on indigenous crude which will be used to finance 
a Petroleum Development Fund. Even with the 
addition of the surcharge, the price of indigenous 
crude has been kept at a level significantly lower 
than the price of similar quality crude in the in
ternational market. The Committee considers that 
the producer price of crude produced in India 
should at least be equal to the long-term cost of 
producing crude in India and the difference bet
ween such a price and the prevailng international 
market price at any point of time should be col
lected by the Government as a tax. In effect, 
the refineries should get Indian crude at prices 
equal to the international price of similar crude. 
Fixing the ex-refinery price of Indian crude 
lower than the international, would involve subsi
dizing the consumption of oil products. Unless 
the case for it is examined with reference to the 
classes of people who consume oil products, it 
is not rational to subsidise the price of crude, es
pecially when any subsidy that is considered de
sirable for a section of the oil product consumers 
can be made available by ·suitable adjustments 
in taxes and subsidies on that particular product. 

11.18. Given the quality of crude and the mix 
of products that are to be obtained from the 
crude, the investment requirements for a 1efinery 
and its operating cost can be determined. There 
are international "norms" regarding the invest
ment and operating costs for converting a stand
ard quality of crude to a given productt. It is, 

-therefore, passible to relate the cost of oil pro
ducts tb the cost of the crude and later allow a 
reasonable rate of return to the refinery industry 
and fix the producer price of each oil product. 
In almost all countries, taxes on oil provide large 
revenue~ to . the Government as the oil products 
are among the goods which are heavily t!'xed. 
The consumer price of a product is made uo of 
the producer price, taxes and the trade and trans
port margin .. The . price fixation of oil products 
could therefore be made on the basis of a study 
of the pattern of demand to which a refinery has 
to cater, the required investment and operational 
cost and the crude prices and the product price 
could be linked to the price of crude. But for a 
numhe~ of reasons set out by them, the Oil Prices 
Comm1ttee:J: had decided to fix the producer price 
of each, product on par with the import .price. The 

*Ot'Jer f<J. 1torsli ke sulp'•ur eon tent also o.ft'e•t 
the pri1'' of crude si<mifioo.nth. 
. .tNolsQn,s ro.tiq~s is o.n eXample ofsuoh norms. 
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price ·of each product relevant to a crude price 
on a particular day was determined with reference 
to tl,le international price of such products and 
the product prices were allowed to be changed 
with. reference to changes in the erude price. The· 
latter changes were determined on the basis of 
the formula that for every change of 10.0 U.S. 
cents per barrel in the crude price, there would 
be 4 per cent change in the product price. The 
international , price of products in relation tc> 
crude price has been varying from time to. time 
and j.n effect the import parity was no~ maintain: 
ed over time, by the adoption of the price for., 
mula followed in India. 

! •I' 
'.-f, 

11.19. In the coming years when India is likely. 
to produce most of the products by refining of 
crude within the country, the Committee does not 
see any particular advantage in maintaining th~ 
"price parity" formula for fixing ex-refinery 
prices. As in any other country, the price of pro· 
ducts at the refinery level could be fixed with re
ference to the cost of producing that product 
after attaining a reasonable return to the refiner. 
However, in the case of a refinery, as propucts 
are produced jointly, there is the problem oflallo
cation of production costs as between the diffe• · 
rent products. A number of methods have been· 
adopted for pricing the joint products in several 

- industries. Similar methods could be adopted ·for 
the oil industry also. The prices could be fixed 
in such a way that the refiners get an ex-refinery 
price for different products , which, taken as a 
whole, cover the cost of inputs, the cost of refin
ing and allow a reasonable profit on the invest· 
ments ·made in refineries. It is possible .to d;:ter
mine with reference to a standard crude. the 
costs of processing by straight distillation. The 
costs of further processing to increase the share 
of any particular product in the pro~uct mix, 
will be different with each product. Usmg these 
cost data, it would be possible to determine the 
index of production costs of diff~rent products. 
Such indices along with the crude price could be 
served as the basis of determining the ex-refin· 
ery price of the various products. 

11.20. The price at the retail level wm have 
to be fixed by imposing taxes or subsidies over 
the refinery · price and ~dding the lraJ?SP?rt and 
trade margins. Dependmg on the objectives of 
the Government, namely, whether it ~hould en
courage or discourage the use of a particular pto
duct., and judgement -of the Govern~ent of the 
subsidy to be given to the consummg sect?r• 
Govei:nm(mt ·could vary the taxes and subsidies 
from time to time. Government have recentlv 
appointed a Committee to go into the pricing of 
oil products. At this stage, the Committee wl?uTd 
like only to suggest that there shofild be. a ~erzous 
examination of the need to contmue the Import 
parity formula · for product pricing and to 

* There have heen 3 repcrts so fo.r-(1) To.lul<dar Commit~ 
Report; (2) Damle Committee :Report; (3) Rhall Comm•· 
~tee Revort, 



evaluate other possible methods of fixing prices 
which will best subserve the national interest. 

Price policy for the power sector 

11.21. Some implication of a rational price 
system for the powe~ sector w~th reference to the 
quantum and intensity of theu power consump
tion by different classes of consl!mers have. been 
dealt with in Chapter IX of thts Report. The 
committees which have examined the pricing of 
power in India have all recommended that the 
revenues collected by the Electricity Boards by 
sale of power should be adequate to cover all the 
costs and should allow a fair return on the in
vestments made on power generation, transmis
sion and distribution. The report of the Commit
tee on the Working of the State Electricity Board, 
1964, (Venkataraman Committee) had suggested 
than the tariff should be so fixed that the gross 
collection covers all the recurring costs and leaves 
a return of 11 per cent on the investment made 
by the Electricity Board. This Committee had 
examined the question with reference to the Elec
tricity (Supply) Act and suggested that this 11 
per cent should be distributed as 1 t per cent to
wards electricity duty, t per cent towards general 
reserve, 6 per cent towards interest charges aud 
3 per cent as net profit. On a comparable basis, 
the rate of return suggested by the Venkataraman 
Committee for electricity is lower than the rate 
of return suggested here for the coal industry. 
However, the rate of return is well below the 
minimum of 9 per cent. The actual return on in
vestment made in the electricity industry is sub
stantially less than even 9 per cent. The report 
of the Finance Commission 1973, which examin
ed the finances of the State Electricity Board 
during Fourth Five Year Plan has stated: "Des
pite this all round awareness of the need to 
achieve certain minimum rates of return on in
vestments made in power projects, the working 
results of State Electricity Boards, far from regis
tering any improvement, have suffered set-back 
during the currj!nt Plan period. The forecasts 
furnished by the State Governments point to no 
significant improvement in the standards of per
formance of State Electricity Boards in financial 
terms in the Fifth Plan period. Taking all State 
Electricity Boards together, while their revenue 
receipts would have increased from Rs 387 crores 
in 1969-70 to Rs. 692 crores in 1973-74 reflecting 
the growth in generation and sale of power and 
revision of tariff, their net surplus, after setting 
on revenue expenditure and obligatory transfers 
to depreciation fund, would have declined from 
4.2 per cent to 3.3 per cent on the capital basis. 
The rate of return will more or less be of the 
same order during the forecast period". This 
Committee would like to emphasise that the in
adequate returns from electricity industry will 
seriously affect the power programme and recom
mend strongly that the electricity tariff should 
immediately be revised in all the States so as to 
give the rates of return as suggested by the 
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Venkataraman Committee •. In fact,. the Com
mittee would like. to recommend that the returns 
on investment .in electricity should be 10 per cent 
in keeping with the rates of return expected from 
other energy producing. industries. The basis of 
pric!ng suggested here should . be: applicable not 
only to State Electricity Boards but also to other 
power generating agencies like the Department of 
Atomic ·.Energy; Central Electricity · Authority, 
DVC etc.• · 

11.22. The determination • of 'the relative price 
of supplying power· .to various categories of con
sumers and for the same ·~ ·class of· consumers 
during different seasons of the year and for dift'e
rent parts of the day calls. for a close· analysis. 
The system of pricing power uniformly through
out the year ·will not lead to optimal utilization 
of the power system capability. A given installed . 
capacity utilized at high load factors will bring 
down the total cost of generation. No consumer 
however will require power of the same intensity 
throughout year, or even throughout a day. There 
are specific periods during which most of the 
consumers would prefer to draw their electricity 
requirements if the price of electricity is the same 
at all times. Supplying electricity during the peak· 
hours, therefore, would involve a higher cost 
than supplying electricity during the off-peak 
hours. To some extent, the divergence in the C(1St 
of power generation for peak supply and off-peak 
supply could be reduced by designing an optimal 
power generating system with due regard to the 
structure of the load that faces the system. Even 
then, the difference in the cost of supplying the 
requirements during the peak hours of the day 
or during the peak season in a year would be 
significantly higher than the supplies to be met 
during other parts of the year or the day. The 
Committee will, therefore, recommend that the l 
electricity tariff should be designed so as to dis-~ 
criminate adequately between the use of power 
during the peak periods and during ·off-peak l 
periods. As the difference in .. the peak demand 1 

and off-peak demand is very large in this coun- \ 
try, the tariff should include a penalty for use\ 
of power during the peak hours so that at least \ 
over a period of time the load curves of demand ·! 

are flattened to a more reasonable level. This _i. 

would bring about substantial savings in the in- ~ 
vestment cost in the power sector. . ~ 

11,23. There are often suggestions for subsi
dizing the cost of power to particular consumer 
categories with a view to enable them to pro
duce . more of certain products or to reduce tbeir 
costs of production. In the industrial sector, such · 
suggestions are mostly in respect of industries 
which are intensive users of energy like steel, 
aluminium, fertilizers and electro.-metallurgical 
industries. The case for a subsidy should be care
fully examined in each case to see whether such 
a subsidy is really called for. The Committee is 
of the view that there is generally no case for 
subsidizinf! the cost of power supply to any in
dustry. As most of the intensive energy users' 
will operate at a very high power factor an~ 



load factor, 'the cost of supplying power to them 
would be relatively lower than the cost of sup· 
plying power to other industries whose consump· 
tion is less intensive. While fixing the orice of 
power supply to such power intensive industries, 
·the fact of the lower cost of supplying such needs 
should certainly be taken into account: but there 
appears to be no case of going beyond this l:lnd 
give a subsiay.•to any of these industries. In the 
agriculture seqtor, power rates have been kept 
very· lo,w during ~he initial period of planned 
development: this should be considered as a pro· 
motional tariff operated during a period when the 
use of power in agriculture was a very ' small 
fraction of the total power supply to all sectors 
of the economy and when the Government \'lias 
keen on promoting a larger use of power in the 
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agriculture sector. At present when the demand 
for power from the agriculture sector is a sub
stantial portion of the total demand and when 
there is no longer any need for a promotiolllll 
campaign to encourage the use of power in the 
agricultural sector (except perhaps in certain 
selected pockets in the country), the tariffs in· 
traduced earlier need correction. The Committee 
would strongly recommend that the agricultural 
loads should be charged with due regard to the 
cost of supplying power to the agriculture sector. 
At the same time, all measures should be taken 

· to bring about a better utilization of the connect· 
ed loads in the agricultural sector "(like roastering 
of agricultural loads) which would enable the re
duction of the cost of power supply to the agri· 

· culturists. 



CHAPTER XU 

TECHNOL<?GY PLAN. FOR ENERGY SECTOR 

12.1. The energy sector extends to so many · 
fuel forms. their production, transformation and 
utilisation that there are vast areas where re
search and development work can be undertaken. 
But in a country like ours with limited resources 
of men and materials for R. & D. work, efforts 
in research and development should be oriented 
towards solving specific problems which are rele
vant to our country. The priorities for action in 
R. & D. should be determined with ref..:rence to 
the nature of the problem, the cnances ·of our 
solving· the problem, the results of efforts under
taken on similar problems in this country and 
abroad so far and the constraints on resources 
available for R. & D. work. 

jt2.2. The important problems in the energy 
sector identified in this Report are the follow
i·ng:-

-resource-wise India is very inadequately 
provided with oil reserves and coking 
coal required for metallurgical indus
tries; but fairly adequately endowed with 
non-coking coal resources; 

-the non-coking coal resources are poor in 
. quality and their beneficiation and tra•ns

port involve heavy cost; 
~nearly half of the energy needs of the 

country are still obtained in the form 
of non-commercial fuels and the con- . 
tinued use of these nan-commercial 
fuels will lead to heavy social costs,· but 
the shift from non-commercial to com
mercial fuels is possible only if cheap ' 
commercial fuel substitutes could be 
provided to the rural poor; 

-within the ~ountry the distribution of fuel 
resources as between the regions is 
somewhat uneven and energy transpor
tation involves. heavy costs. 

~.3. I·n the light of these, the research and ' 
&velopment efforts should be directed towards : 

-increasing the efficiency of use Qf fuels; 
-making economically efficient use of lower 

grade coal wherever it can be used; 
-improving the technology for the use of 

coal/coke in areas where oil products 
are used at present; 

-developing techniques for the economic 
tra•nsfer of energy over long distances; 

-developing new technologies for produc
tion of cheap commercial fuels for use 
in the domestic sector: 

JOI! 

.-developing mining techniques· for improv
ing the efficiency and reducing cost: 

· -developing new sources of energy to sup
plement the fossil fuel supplies. 
' 

Increasing the efficiency of use of fuels in all 
sectors· · • 

12.4. There are indications that without any 
large shifts in the technology ·of fuel utilisation, 
I~rge, savings of e11ergy .can be effected by re
ducing the fuel required per unit of output in a 
number of indl,lStries by adoption ·of more effi
cient methods and procedures of use. As. early 
as 1962, the Government of India obtai·ned the 
services of two experts from the National Fuel 
Efficiency Service .. of U.K. whose findings indi
cate 'that in many factories 15 per cent savirlg 
in· fuel consumption was possible arid in some 
the saving could be as high as 50 per cent. Some 
of the micro-level studies undertaken by the 
National Productivity Council through its Fuel 
Efficiency Service reinforce the findings of these 
experts. There are numerous instances where the 
choice of fuel has been made without due regard 
to national considerations. Often a particular fuel 
is chosen on the advice of suppliers of ·equip
ment without serious considerations of the fi•nan
cial-let alone the economic implications of the 
choice, as the element of .fuel cost is often only 

• a small fraction of the total production cost. It 
is necessary therefore that the choice of fuel by 
each industry should be done with regard to 
technical and national interests. The two objec
tives of ensuring that the optimal choice of fuels 
is made and the ·optimum use of fuel is made 
efficiently in the industries should be achieved 
by having a National Fuel Efficiency Service(. A 
study conducted by the National Committee . on 
Science and Technology has indicated that such 
a service which essentially requires trained fuel 
experts would not suffer for want of necessary 
technically qualified personnel. The Committee 
therefore recommends that a Natibnal Fuel Effi
ciency Service should be organised a searly as 
possible. The Service should also be armed with 
a(lequate authority to ensure that their consider
ed views on selection of fuels and on the level 
of effiaency to be achieved in the use of fuels 
is accepted by the fuel consumers. 

uf12.5. The National Fuel Efficiency Service can 
"be organised either as a central ·agency extend
ing its activities to all r,((gions and all sectors of 
the industry or by forming separate .regional or 
industry-wise Fuel Efficiency Services. Whatever 
be the or~anization. there is need to involve in 



the Fuel Efficiency Service, officials of the Cen
tral and State Governments whose responsibility 
extends at present to problems of fuel usage. 
The Committee would like to emphasise that, 
besides organisational arrangement, there is need 
for setting up facilities for training . operatives· 
who deal with fuel burning equipment. The main
. tenance practices followed in fuel burning instal
lations· are very poor; training facilities for the 
maintenance personnel . is also needed. The train
ing fa~;ilities available now for imparting the 
skills to such operatives are quite inadequate. 
The facilities will have. to be increased several 
fold by first having training courses for the 
teachers who will man training centres and later 

·by setting up traini'llg centres all over the coun
try staffed by properly trained- personnel. Well 
designed Fuel Efficiency Training Schemes should 
be worked for this purpose taking advantage of 
the surplus engineering talents · available in the 
country. today. The Committee recommends that 
.immediate action .should be taken in this regard. 

· · · 12.6. In the agricultural sector, . oil is used 
for pumps for lifting water and for propelling 
tractors; electricity is used for lifting water and 
for -runni•ng agricultural machines. The efficiency 
of. fuel usage for the agricultural pump sets 
varies · widely among pumps manufactured by 
different manufacturers. There is need . to stand
ardise the designs and fix minimum norms of 
fuel efficiency for pumps to . be manufactured. 
However. this is . not of long-term significance 
as reCommendations of this Report imply a 
gradual phasing out. of diesel pumps in operation. 
The ·more important R. & D. effort in the agri
cultural' · ·sector · should be to evolve suitable 
design· and construction norms for reducing the • 
costs of rural electrification. · Some suggestions 
for, .standardising designs and for reducing co~s 
by . using ·. cheaper construction materials' have 
been ·made in the Power Economy Committee 
(See Annexure Xll(l)). This Committee would 
'like to ·endorse their suggestions. 

- . 12.7. In the transport sector, economy in fuel 
efficiency can be increased considerably by deve-

- loping properly ·defined standards for-(i) engine 
exhaust smoke density: (ii) engine performance
axle ratio: (iii) vehicle body designed to conform 
the minimum specific requirements of stream
lining; (iv) operation of engines as per ·designed 
specifications; (v) norms and. code practices of 
preventive· maintenance; and (vi) use of lube oils 
of· proper quality. Efforts should, therefore, be 
mounted with the cooperation of the .various 
institutions already in existence, like the Indian 
Institute of Petroleum, Indian Standard& lnsti
'tlfte, The <;entral Mechanical Engineering Re
search Institute and· others, to implement a time 
bound programme of increasing the efficiency of 
utilisatipn' of oil in the transport sector. 

I . 

12.8. As already discussed in the Chapter on 
Policy for Power Sector, it is possible to increase 
the efficiency of use of coal in thermal power 
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plants by technological improvements. Efficiency 
m the use of coal increases with the unit size of 

. thermal power plant is as follows: 
Size of Generating Set 

C ( 
. 60 NW 100 MW 20 MW 3 o MW 50 li1W 

oa, average 
caJorificvalue o{ 0·67 0.60 0·53 0•52 0•50 
4500 kealfk~) re· 
quired per 1. w h of 
energy generation 

Th.e u~t sizes upto 200 MW are being manufac-
tured m the country. , 
. 12~9 .. The considerations on which the .optimal 

stze of the power plant has to be made have 
been discussed in Chapter IX. It is evident from 
the data that if regional grids become effective 

, by. th~ end .of the Fifth Plan, thermal plants of 
umt stze of '500 MW may become optimal in 
some regions. Development work on the manu
facture of. 500. MW units with indigenous know
ho_w should be taken up immediately. Although, 
thts task of developing individual compo]\ents 
for ~uch a large size plant would be time C9n
summg and may call for large investments it 
will provide an opportunity for developing 'the 
local design and development skills and would 
enable the country to take up the larger prob
lems which will emerge in the power sector in 
~uture. A comprehensive survey of the problems 
mvolved in developing an indigenous 500 MW 
generating unit has been made and it is the 
c.o~~dered view that the devolop~~nt respon
Sibility could· be shared by the eXJStmg organi
sations in the country. The Committee . recom
mends that the design, development and manu
facture of 500 MW generating unit should be 
entrusted to an Indian agency with a time ·bound 
prof?ramme to get the commercial production of 
such s_ets started .in the early eighties. The Com
mittee welcomes the initiatives already taken in 
his regard by NCST and the. Government. 

12.10. 'Another process which will greatly in
crease the efficiency of fuel u8e · in the power 
generation is the adoption of MHD (Magneto 
Hydro Dynamics) process. In this process, an 
electrically conducting gas is forced through a 
duct at a high speed in the presence of a tranl'· 
verse magnetic field. The electro-motive force.q 
induced in the gas allow current to be extracted. 
This system. if made commercially workable. 
would offer thermal efficiency of 50 per cent or 
higher (as compared to 34 to 38 per cent in a 
conventional thermal power station). The MHD 
generator requires a very high electron concen
tration in the gas which could be achieved O'lllv 
with very hot combustion gases (4.ooo•....:.. 
5,000" F) seeded with materials having low 
'ionJization p<>tootial like potassium or cesium. 
The commercialization of MHD therefore in
volves the solving of problems in the areas of 
electrical conductivity of coal combustion gases, 
materials which would function at high tempera
tures and corrosive envirO'llment and seed re
covery and gas cleaning. 



12.11. Though the fundamental problems. re
main unsolved inspite of the efforts of very com
petent research groups in several countries · foi: 
over a decade, several groups in U.S.A., U.K., 
Japan and USSR are still continuing their efforts. 
U.S.S.R. has already set up a plant of 25 MW· 
capacity operating on natural gas which is re
ported to be working satisfactQrily. In order to 
investigate the potential of MliD generation in 
India, a study team of experts was set up by 
NCST which bas recommended a ten-year pro
gramme of developme-nt work in this area in 
three phases, namely:-

., (a) to conduct laboratory scale experiments 
at the level of 2 MW size for developing 
necessary scientific and technical skills 
and experience; 

(b) to design and set up a 25 MW MliD 
prototype plant; and 

· (c) to develop design capability for a full 
scale commercial plant in the range of 
500-1,000 MW. 

12.12. Development work on MliD may prove 
to be a very costly and time consuming effort. 
While agreeing with the strategy implied in the 
NCST recommendation far mounting a serious 
R. & D. effort of developing MHD process in . 
Jndi(I, the Committee would like to emphasize the 
need to concentrate work on laboratory and higher 
scale in the critical areas, especially those con
nected with the use of our high ash coals for fuel 
gas production and review the progress periodi
cally before embarking on installation of higher 
capacity MHD units. 

12.13. It is relevant to note that several other 
methods of increasing fuel efficiency in power 
ge-neration like the combined gas-turbine system 
operating on clean low calorific value coal gas 
are also under examination. In other countries 
fluidised bed technology,also provides aroute 
for increasing the efficiency of fuel utilization in 
power generation by 5 per cent (i.e., reductiO'll in 
fuel requirement by 6 to 15 per cent as compared 
to a conventional thermal station). Besides, flui
dised bed technology promises to be a very 
ef!icient way of utilising our low grade coal. This 
process consists of combustion of coal at a tem· 
perature of soo·-9oo· c in a fluidised bed 
operating at an elevated pressure and in direct 
contact with the heat transfer tubes. 'I'he energy 
in the hot compressed product of combustion is 
utilised for driving both gas and steam turbines. 
The process is viewed with great interest in 
other countries. in view of the ability of the boiler 
to 'fix' sulphur and thus prevent air pollution. • 

*"Teohno\o·!ical anrl Economic Fensibility of Advanced 
power Cycles" by F. L. Robinson and Sigmonds, Lewis 
and Cruber; United Aircraft Research Laboratories to 
National Air Pollution Control Admn, December, 1970 
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The Committee would recommend that Research 
and Development in the areas relating to com
bined · pas turbine-steam turbine plants which 
would mcrease the overall efficiency of coal 
utilisation in thermal power stations should be 
intensified. (See Chapter V ll on gasification of 
coal). 

R & · D to conserve coking coal 

· 12.14. Jon Chapter V the likely demand and 
resource availability in respect of coking coal 
have been discussed. As we have large reserves · 
of economically exploitable iron ore and as the 
!lation'~ · need. of iron and steel will keep on 
mcreasmg, the problem of conservihg our coking 
coal is a•n urgent one. While immediate steps 
for blending of prime coking ooal (which is 
c'ritically short) with medium and semi-coking · 
coals (which are available in relatively Iarger 
quantities) and adoption of new steel melting 
technologies like fuel injection and oxygen lanc
ing will help in extending the resources to a 

• slightly longer period, the long term solution 
will depend on the development of a technology 
to convert non-coking coals to coal with proper
ties which can be used in metallurgical industries. 
Several processes for this are under development 
in various countries. The formed coke process 
which has been developed in Central Fuel Re
search Institute shows good promise. Pilot plant 
stage work has been completed and a semi-com
mercial plant has also been approved. t This 
project should be treated as an R. & D. project 
and the products . manufactured in this project 
should be subject to intensive trials in blast fur. 
nances. The Committee recommends that a time
b(Jund 'programme for the development of the 
formea coke process based on non-coking coals 
from different coalfields of India should be 
drawn up and the project carefully followed up. 
Besides conserving the coking· coal reserves. the 
development of formed coke for commercial use 
in the steel industry would enable the dispersal 
of the steel melting capacity in the country as 
our iron ore reserves and non-coking coal re
serves are more widely dispersed than our cok
ing coal reserves. 

Secondary conversion processes in oD industry 

12.15. As indicated earlier (See Chapter V1n) 
India's requirement of oil products will be rising 
rapidly even if measures for curbing the demand 
iri several areas suggested in this Report were 
implemented. One of the results of the oil policy 
suggested in this Report would be that the CO'll· 
sumption of oil products in sectors where it can 
be replaced by coal would be severely restricted; 

t This was reoommenrlerl in our earlier Report "Fuel Poli oy 
for tile Seventies" May 1972 and t.ne project was appro
ved in August, 1973, 



as such··areas 'pertain mostly to the use of fuel 
· oilt the pattern · of consumption of oil products 
that ·would emerge would imply a relatively 
larger rate of growth of . the middle distiilates 
and light ends· than the heavy ends. The pro
gramming •exercises based on the current rela
tive price of crude and oil products indicate that 
it would be economically sensible, in the coming 
ye:~rs, to undertake secondary processing of 
heavy ends to convert these to middle distillates 
~d/or ,light ends. For this, .both hydro-cracker 
and. catalytic· cracking ·can be used. While cata
lytic cracking process has been in use in the 
cm,mtry, we,have no experience in operating 
hydro-cracking plants. The Committee feels that 
intithe Fifth. Plan and thereafter India will have 
to adopt Jarge scale secondary processing of 
heavy end products in the refinery by adopting 
either ,hydro-cracking or catalytic cracking. Both 
technologies have their relevance and the choice 
would · depend on the products in demand and 
the cost:; of . hydrogen production in the area. It 
is necessary that these technologies now obtained 
from abroad should· be developed further in the 
country. There 1s scope for modifying the pro- ' 
cess to suit the specific needs .of our country in 
futufe. It is necessary that -.development work on 
hydro-cracking be, speeded up so that 'the design_
ing, manufacture .(}f suitable catalysts, coTIIStruc
tion and e!Ji,cient operation of secondary proces
sing plallfs could be managed with . indigenous 
skills., ~ 

Utilization of natural gas 

. ·12.16. As indicated in Chapter IV, the chances 
of finding large quantities of natural gas in areas 
underdease in.· o~her countries is bright. In the 
event of· India resorting to import of LNG and 
using--it as a source.of chemicals and/or energy, 
certain 1 technological preparations . are necessary 
in the country. Inputs in this regard shquld be 
examined even now and suitable R. & D. efforts 
taken to- cope with the tasks -if the country were 
to face such a situation. 

. Conversion of coal to 'oil 

I 2.17. The increasing price of crude oil from 
the Middle East and the diminishing ratio of 
proved reserves ·to total crude consumption has 
revive4 . the .ipterel!t in. all developed . countries 
io. the co\llinercialisatiott of converting coal to oil. Coal~oil 'conversion was a technological pos
s\bility_known )or a ~0~1( time. Basically dii-e~t 
<;onv~rsJOn of .coal. to _m\ 1s_ a pro~lem of addi
tion of hydrogett 1\nd removal of merts such as 
asll. oxygen.· nitrogen ~Vnd sulphur. Coal contains on 'an average 5 per cent hydrogen as against 12 
per cent in crude oil and upto 17' Per c~nt. in 
various other petroleum products. A denvatlve 
of. coal ' distillation viz. tar produced ·,at lower 
temperatures has approximately 8 per cent of hy
drogen which is the nearest to cnide 3'nd rela
tively easy to convert to oil products. The chemi· 
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' cal structure of ·coal however is complicated and 
the molecules are large compared to those in oil. 
Therefo~e, the addition of hydrogen has to be 
done simultaneously with the splitting of the 
coal molecules. This could be achieved only in 

·the presence of suitable catalysts at a very high 
pressure (250 to 500 atmosphere). Several coal 
~ydrogenation proce~ses are under investigatian 
m developed countnes. An alternative route to 
oil products is by the versatile 'Fischer .Tropsch 
Synthesis' method. In this process, it is not coal 
but carbon monoxide and hydrogen produced by 
steam-oxygen gasification of coal (exactly as in 
the case of fertilizer production) are reacted over 
a catalyst upto a pressure of !!-bout 30 atmos
phere. The gas has to be ei{tremely pure. De
pending on the conditions and catalyst used, it 
is ·pos~ible to produce a wide range of hydro
car~ons 'and chemicals. 

I 2.18. Though several organizations have been 
doing research and development work for a 
number of years the only commercial scale plant 
to produce oil from coal is operated by Sasol in 
the Republic of South Africa. This plant is 
based on the Fischer Tropsch process and its 
important products are gasoline, diesel fuels and 
waxes. During the Second World War, Germany 
produced 4 million tonnes of oil by the hydro
genati9n of coal and tar; after· the war, these· 

· plants were first adapted to process petroleum 
residues and later even the adapted units were 
a,~andon_ed gradually as they became unecono
miC. 

1i.19. At different periods, the Government of 
India have investigated the· feasibility of pro
duction -of oil from coaL At the instance of late 
Sir J. C. Ghosh. M/s. Koppers Corporation of 
USA and 1M/s. Lurgi had carried out separate 
studies in 1948. The results of these studies in
dicated that possibly the optimum results could 
be obtained by combining hydrogenation with 
'Fischer Tropsch Synthesis'. A site was chosen 
ion the Raniganj coalfield for production of 
domestic coke, ·hydrogenation of tar and F.T. 
Synthesis using the · char fines. The project en
visaged an investment of $ 7.2 million in 1949 

,, for production of 150,000 tonnes of tar hydro
. genation and chemical products annually. But 

the investment was deferred. In 1955, another 
Committee· again under Dr. Ghosh, went into the 
problem of-conversion of coal to oil. taking into 
consideration the changed pattern of demand for 
oil products. In the earlier studies. aviation gaso
line and motor gasoline were primary objectives. 
In the 1955 study, middle distillates became the 
primary -objective. The Committee came to the 
conclusion that combination of tar hydrogena
tion with domestic coke production could be the 
most economic approach. Again investment was 
deferred. In 1958. CFRI made a further study of 
the problems of coal conversion and updated 
the Ghosh Committee data. The conclusions were 
similar tQ those of 1955, 



12.20. CFRI undertook research in the Sixties 
on hydrogenation of Assam coal. Assam coal 
with low ash content was found to be the most 
amenable to hydrogenation. In 1969, CFRI pre
pared a feasibility study on the potentiality of 
conversion of Assam coal to oil products . and 
chemicals by hydrogenation. Although the pro- . 
cesses are not basically very different from those 
used in Germany during the War, there are 
major changes in approach, product patterns 
aond scale of equipment in view of major deve
lopments in high-pressure technology, gas com
pression and other fields of engineering and 
technology. The estimated cost under Indian con
ditions range between Rs. 150 crores. to Rs. 250 
crores for a'll annual capacity of about 1.5 mil
lion tonnes. of oil products with varying degrees 
of secondary processing of products. but with
out units for conversion of chemicals further 
downstream. Efforts to initiate work to produce 
oil from coal have been pursued for over two 
decades even in our own country, though nothing 
concrete has so far come out of this. Every time, 
the question is examined in a somewhat limited 
perspective and action is deferred when the final 
picture of the task and its . dimensions are 
realised. It is necessary that in the context of the 
latest review of our energy situatiop, the rising 
demand for oil products, the limited success in 
our oil exploration efJoNs and the increasing 
price as well as insecurity of obtaining oil from 
the international market, a well thougtout lnnf?
tetm programme for development of coal-oil con
version technology should be drawn up. This 
should be based on a review of the success 
achieved in following the diverse routes for coal
oil conversion by various ai?encies in other coun
tri~;· as well as in our country and the product 
m1x that would lie relevant to our long-term 
demand and supply situation in respect of'· oil 
products. 

1.2..21. The basic implications of the various 
possible technologies on ·coal-oil conversion have 
to be k~pt in view. The simplest and possibly the 
lowest mvestment route for conversion of coal 
to oil is pyrolysis i.e. hydrogenation of tar. But · 
~he production of ·tar in adequate quantities 
would prove a great. hurdle in adopting this pro
cess. Conversion of tar to oil is approximately 
80 per cent by weight (and 100 per cent by 
volume). To get one million tonne of oil by this 
route, we require 1.25 mt. of tar. Distillation of 
coal in any of the known processes produces 
only 8 to 12 per cent of tar, the higher figure 
being claimed for certain new processes develop
ed abroad. To get .1,2 mt. of tar, over 10 mt. 
capacity for coal carbonisation and the develop
Jl'!en~ _of market for the coke has to precede the 
.establishment of a dpacity of one million tonne. 
of. oil production based on pyrolysis of tar. In
vestment required for carbonisation of one mil
lion tonnes of coal may be nearly Rs. 30 crores. 
'rhe process by itself therefore is n,ot likely to 
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be of any significance in the 'next two decades in 
supplementing ?f oil availability. . 

12.22. Coal hydrogenation can be effected in 
two ways-::-

(a) by solvent refining of coal with mini
mum hydrogenation, yielding aon ash 
and -sulphur free heavy end oil products 
or 

(b) pressure hydrogenation of coal (varia
tion of Berjius or Pott-Boche process) 
already studied by CFRI and advocated 
for Assam coals. 

The former process has been studied in U.S. 
mostly to obtain pollution free fuel for power 
stations.. · 

The process investigated by CFRI .involves 
the conversio'll of 2 to 3 tonnes of coal to a 
tonne of liquid fuels. Here the major element of 
the imestment costs are those for producirig 
hydrogen and for setting up pressure vessels. The 
process also calls for good quality coals with ash 
~ontcnt n.Jt exceeding 15 per cent with low oxy
gen anJ moisture content and having as much 
vitrinite as possible. Assam coals' and next. the 
Raniganj coals are found to be th~ most suitable. 
Other .. coals. though not. impossibl~ to be hydro~ 
genated will involve higher costs due 'to lower 
conversion yields. · · 

Fischer Tropsch process has the advantage 
that it. can use even i'llferior grade coals con
taining 30--35 per cent ash. Over 70· per cent 
·of the investment costs are for generation and 
purification .of synthesis gas. But the 'process 
would require 5.6 tonnes of coal' per tonne· of 
liquid product (i•nclusive of coal for power gene
ration, it may require 8 ,to 9 tonnes). The process 
is also a heavy consumer of water. The capital 
costs for F.T. process plants may be, of the same 
order as the coal hydrogenation plant hut recur
ring costs are likely to be higher in the case of 
F.T. process which may be to some extent com
pensated by the· quality and versatility of the 
products obtainable in the F.T. process. · 

~ .; • J 

12.22. In the absence of expenence on com
mercial scale operations in any place _(other than 
South Africa) and the uncertainties regarding 
several parameters of production, it. would be 
difficult to hazard a guess as to when and at 
what price of crude, the coal-oil processes would 
become economical in India. It is, however, 
likely that some of the newly developed pro

·cess for conversion ·of coal to oil may soon 
prove economical if the present ~gb prices r 
crude oil continue. In any case. as a measure f' • 

secui:ity for a country like Jndia with a large 
potential demand of petroleum products, there 
is art urgent need to make a beginning as soon 
as ·possible for installing a reasonably sized unit 
for conversion of coal to liquid products. The 
'studies also indicate that coal to oil pr6cess 

·I 



either by Fischer Tropsch Synthesis or by coal 
hydrogenation can be made more attractive by 
designing a suitable product-mix with a substan
·tial part in. the form of chemicals of high unit 
value. It is relevant to note that the National 
Coal Board, U.K., had worked out early in 1973 
a proposal for a "Coal-Plex"-concept that 
would convert coal into fuels and chemical feed· 
stocks. Steps should, therefore, be taken· to create 
indigenous process and design capabilities and 
for training of personnel in all the promising 
coal-oil conversion processes, namely, hydroge
nation through laboratory and pilot plant studies 
on an adequate scale. The Committee is, there
fore, of the opinion that studies should be made 
of the different product patlerns possible using • 
various coal-oil conversion technologies now 
available using different IJndian coals and keep
ing in view the demand for the products. De
monstration plants and pilot plants of critical 
size should be set up to study alternative product 
pattern and product yield ratios and to ascertain 
the optimum combination of design parameters 
for a full size commercial plant that would suit 
the Indian conditions. Considering the amount of 
money and effort spent on the development of 
this technology in different developed countries, 
we should conciously select the areas where the 
R. & D. effort, in :.India make meaningful con
tribution. As there are a number of research 
and educational organisations engaged in the 
·study of different aspects of chemistry, metal
lurgy, catalyst technology and high pressure 
technology which could make a contribution to 
thils effort, the Committee recommends that a 
competent group should !Je formed to select 
possible areas for future work, assign this work 
to diffdent organisations and td monitor the 
entire R. & D. effort in this direction. 

Coal gasification technology 
· 12.23. Th~ possibility of using coal gas in place 

of fuel oil in industries and in place of kerosene 
used in the domestic sector has beeil examined on 
several occasions. In India, we· have made some 
progress in the use of coal (via coal gas) in place· 
of oil products as feedstock for the nitrogenous 
fertilizer industry. The use of coal gas in the 
domestic' sector has not become economically 
viable on account of the need to supply coal gas 
as a pipeline gas to each household (coal gas 
cannot be bottled like LPG and transported). 
The investment costs on the pipeline are so large 
that unless the volume of gas required is also 
large, the cost of coal-gas at the consumer end 
becomes comparatively higher than the costs of 
other fuel forms. The lack of demand for space 
heating, as in other developed countries; makes 
the . domestic demand for coal gas rather viable 
(compared to the size of a commercially viable 
coal gas plant) even in big cities. However, in 
places like Bombay, which are separated from the 
nearest coalfields by the Western Ghats which 
increase the cost of the movement of coal by 
rail, there may be a case for transporting coal 

no 
gas by pipeline, provide4 full advantage of such 
econo~mes as are available in coal gas trans
portatiOn could be derived by converting a large 
number of oil-product users to the use of coal. 
Coal can be gasified into Synthetic Natural Gas 
(SNG). on the pithead and transported as gas to 
Bombay where all the energy users like Industry, 
Power Houses and Domestic consumers could 

· be .made ·to use SNG a~ a primary fuel for all 
their e-nergy needs. This could become econo
mical in_ the eighties if planning is done from 
now on. The adoption of this possibility will 
depend on our developing SNG gasification and 
transportation techniques suitable for Indian coal 
and conditions. The number of gasification tech
niques like Hygas, Bigas and Synthene procesz., 
etc., have been developed in other countries. We 
should make an evaluatiO'n of the suitability of 
these processes in the ,Indian conditions and 
develop the particular gasification route that 

·would be to our best advantage. The Committee 
therefore recommends that R.· & D. work on 
coal gasification and pipeline transport of coal 
gas should be undertaken from· now on. (See 
Chapter V'll on gasification of coal). 

f R & D for. domestic sector fuel supply 

12.24. In the domestic sector the long-term 
need of energy can be met at the minimum social 
cost by increasing the efficiency of fuel utilisa
tion in the domestic hearth, by reducing the · 
level of use of oil products as well as forest fuels 
and substituting- in their place cheap domestic 
fuels derived .from coal. studies conducted by 
the Indian Institute of Petroleum and the Cen
tral Fuel Research Institute indicate that signi-_ 
ficant ecO'nomies are possible in the consump
tion of kerosene or soft coke in the domestic 
sector by merely changing the design parameters 
of the cooking appliances currently used. In view 
of the very large quantities of commercial fuels 
as well as non-commercial fuels used in the 
domesic sector, it ~ nece~ary to immediately 
chalk out a comprehensive programme for inten
sive development work in the optimisation of 
design of cooking and heating appliances manu
factured in the country .. This programme should 
be implemented by a Group consisting of the 
l'ndian Institute of Petroleum, Central Fuel Re
search Institute, Indian Standards Institution 
and representatives of the manufacturers of 
domestic appliances. 

12.25. The substitution of kerosene by coal is 
possible if coal is refined to a solid domestic 
fuel or gasified and supplied as pipeline gas or 
converted into a liquid. Th~ possibilities of use 
of coal gas in the domestic sector ha~ been dis
cussed earlier. The substitution of kerosene by 
solid domestic fuel may not be possible in metro

. politan ·areas and highly urbanised areas where 
the consumer preference may be for fuel on tap 

. like· gas or more convenient fuel forms merely 
liquid fuels. There is scope for supplying a large 



· ·ut 

·number of cO'nsumers in small urban towns with 
· solid smokeless fuel in place of kerosene or fire~ 

wood or charcoal. Several methods of producing 
solid domestic smokeless fuels have been studied 
in CFRI and Regional Research Laboratory, 
Hyderabad. Basically, these processes _involve 
carbonisation of coal whereby· the volatiles are 
removed from coal. The economics of the plant 
improves with the extent of bye-product recovery 
during carbonisation but the scale ecO'nomy of 
bye-product recovery is such that this can be 
considered only in plants which carbonise about 
1,000 tonnes of coal per day producing about 
660 tonnes ot domestic coke. Such a level of 
production can supply the fuel needs of over 9 
lakh population. A plant of this size with mini-. 
mal bye-product recovery will cost nearly Rs. 12 
crores and the cost of production of coke based 
on coal at Rs. 60 per tonne will be nearly Rs. 250 
per tonne. The investment requirements for a 
low temperature carbonisation plant to supply 
the requirements of one family will be around 
Rs. 650. The two processes developed by the 
Central Fuel Research Institute and Regional 
Research Laboratory, Hyderabad, differ some
what as the former is heated both externally and 
internally whereas the latter is totally an internal 
heating process. The Regional Research Labora
tory, Hyderabad, process gives only solid smoke
less fuels while Central Fuel Research Institute 
process gives only solid yields both solid fuels 
and gas. The Committee feels that both these 
processes are relevant in the Indian context and 
that the choice of the process should depend on 
the requirements of a particular city or area 
and the quality of coal available. But the econo
mics of these units are such that at least during 
the Fifth and the Sixth Plan periods, they could 
be used only to supply the needs of major cities 
with the populati.on of over one million. 

12.26. The Committee would like to empha· 
sise the importance of developing processes .for 
production of cheap domestic fuels which can 
be used in smaller towns as well as in rural 
areas by sections of the population which today 
use non-commercial fuels. A number of processes 
have been evolved by the CFRI like the "moving 
bed devolatizer" and "volatised coke process" 
and "briquet. curing process". The plant size 
based on this process may be about 100 tonnes 
of coal throughout a day and the cost of sup
plying the needs of O'lle family might come down 
to nearly Rs. 150 but these are based on the 
use of coals with low caking index. These pro
cesses are suitable for towns with a population 
of around one lakh, especially those which are · 
near the coalfields where such coal is available. 

R & D in saving oil in power sector 
12.27. In the power sector, the use of oil as 

an auxiliary fuel for coal based generating plant 
is increasing. In these plants, •fuel oil or LDO 
is required as an auxiliary fuel whenever there 
is need to light-up the boiler, support the flame 

during the low load operations and to stabilise 
the flame when there are variations in the quality 
of coa~. The possibilities of reducing the oil re
quirements by better load scheduling have been 
discussed in Chapter IX. Research and Develop
ment must be taken up to evolve boiler designs 
which will avoid the use of oil support even 
when the load on the boiler is as low as 20 to 
30 per cent of its capacity. It also appears pos· 
sible to use a coal gasification or a producer gas 
plant in conjunction with. the thermal plant so 

. that gas could be used in place of oil .whenever 
there is need for an auxiliary fuel support. Suit
able design and process flow have to be develop
ed for using coal gas in place of oil as auxiliary 
fuel. · 

R & D to save oil in industries sector 

12.28. In respect of industrial boilers, there is 
need for developi!ng package fluidised bed-boilers 
to be used in small industries who now use fuel 
oil in view of its compactness of design and con
venience. This work can be taken up by the 
Public Sector power equipment manufacturers 
like BHEL in collaboratiO'n with the CFRI and 
CMERl. 

R & D in nuclear power technology 

'12.29. The most promising long-term solution 
to the problem of depletion of fossil fuels ap
pears to be the development of a commercial 
scale fast breeder reactor (FBR). Nuclear power 
plants are based on the use of heat generated 
while splitting the atom. But the fissile material..,
natural &ubstances which readily undergo fission 
like Uranium 235-are know.n to be available 
in limited quantities only. The solution to the 
shortage of •fissile material is to have nuclear 
reactors which simultaneously "breed" or pro
duce .fissile material while consuming some fis
sile material. Even the nuclear reactors., of the 
kinds now operated produce fissle material viz., 
plutonium. But, in a Fast Breeder. Reactor, the 
quaontity of fissile. material produced will be larger 
than the fissile material consumed. This is achiev
ed by using a fuel which contains both fissile 
material (like U-235 or plutonium) and fertile 
material (like thorium) and making the fuel react 
.under conditions in which an adqeuate number 
of neuttO'ns are released which react with the 
fertile mat~rial and produce fissile material which 
,more than replaces the fissile material lost in the 
first reaction. India is richly endowed with thO:. 
rium. Once we have adequate stock of plutonium 
and the t~chnology of FBR based on the use of 
thorium-plutonium fuel is available, we should 
have no shortage of indigenous nuclear fuels for 
a number of decades. Therefore, the strategy of 
our nuclear programme to produce plutonium in 
the heavywater type reactors which could later 
be used with thorium in FBRs is the appropriate 
one for the country. The Committee is aware of 



the \u.rge problems of construction materials, anti
pollution devices and. safety . devices and cans
truction costs which are yet to be resolved be
fore FBR's could be commercially operated. 
Even so, considerihg that very· large investments 
are .. ,being . made in U.S.A., U.K., Germany and 
Japan; besides India, on the development of 
.~omm!'!rcially viable FBR's, it is i•ndicative of the 
general· expectation that the .difficulties in the 
c;ons.truction of FBR's will be resolved very soon. 

. 12.30. The CommiPtee will, ·however, empha
Sise tha:t, the real success of our nuclear pro
gramme lies in developing our FBR as early as 
possible. The time-bound programme outlined in 
the nuclear plan for the· seventies has not pro
gressed as per the earlier expectatians. We should 
not draw up a revised programme in the light of 
the experience gained so far and emphasise in 
the programme the development of FBR as cen
tral to our nuclear strategy. The Committee also 
recognizes the fact that once the Fast Breeder 
Reactor is developed, the possibilty. of construct
ing the Fast Breeder power stations will depend 
on the availability of plutanium, which is pro
duced in the first generation heavywater power 
stations .. This makes it desirable to build an ade
quate number of heavy water power stations be
fore fast 'breeders can pick up momentum. 

Energy from waste products 

12.31. Technical literature published abroad 
points to the possibility of production of useful 
energy and fuels through the efficient disposal of 
urban waste by· incineration or exidation tech-

' niques ·or by pyrolysis. · But adequate research 
has not been done in India to make an evalua
tion of the commercial possibilities of this pro
cess. It is necessary now to take up this work 

·in view also of· the· several social advantages ob
··tainable ·by the disopsal of waste products. 

The concept of multiple use of cowdung to pro-. 
duce fuel in the form of Metha•ne gas simulta
neously with· high quality manure by means of 
'Gobar Gas Plant has been known in India for 
.'more than ,30 years but the. use ·has been inhi
'bited by (a) high· cost .of the plant; and (b) in-
¢ddveilience- in its maintenance. · 

The gobar-gas plants now in use, produce 
about 13 standard cubic feet of gas of about 550 
·BTU fSc ft; from the use of dry dung from one 
animal. The cost of a plant capable of using the 
dung from five animals is reported to be Rs. 
,;2500 per plant. 

', R & D work on the following problems are 
necessary to make the use of Gobar Gas Plants 

·more ecanomical :-
' . · (l) to work out better and cheaper plant 

· · designs using, wherever possible, local 
or easily available materials; · 

(2)' to evolve cheaper designs and materials 
· · · for gas holders and to improve the effi-

ciency of burners; · 
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(3) to evolve more effective techniques of 
maintenance; 

(4) to unders~a.nd fer"?-ent~tian chemistry 
and condJtiOfi:S wh1ch mfluence greater 
and preferential generation of Methane 
and microbial action so as to devise 
mc~ns .o! i'ilcreasing gas production and 
mamrammg gas production during win
:er when microbial activity tends to be 
slow . 
~ 

R & D in non-conventional energy forms 

' 12.32. A number of energy sources, which 
have not been considered of any practical signi
fi~!l'nce as sources of supply of enery to man
kmd, have recently acquired importance in view 
of t1.1e~~ rcnewubil1ty, pollution fr<:'e production 
poss1b1hty and, more recently, the very high in
creases in oil prices. The more important among 
the non-conventional energy sources are solar 
energy, geothermal energy, ~nd power, tidal 
power and chemical energy. The energy obtained 
from these sources except under very special con
ditions and in limited quantities appears to be 
comparatively of much higher cost. Eve.n in the 
foreseeable future-upto 1990-91 covered in this · 
Report-the possibilities of any of these energy 
sources contributing any significant share of our 
energy needs appear remote. Even so these energy 
forms are likely to acquire practical significance 
sometime in .future and it is therefore desirable 
(hat research and development in these areas are 
kept up in the country. 
I 

'R & D on solar energy 

12.33. The special merit of solar energy over 
other energy form lies in the fact that it is 
abundantly available all over the country and that 
it is inexhaustible. But this energy is available 
in a very dilute form-the average intensity of 
solar radiation is around 600 calories per square 
centimeter in India. If this energy is to be used 
for purposes for which fossil fuels or electricity 
are now used, solar energy as available should 
be concentrated by using collectors and concen
trators; The ·high cost of solar energy in ·any 
usable. forms, is due to the cost involved in set
ting up the collectors and concentrators and in . 
adjusting their position to enable them to get 
the best impact of the· solar radiation through-

. out the day and in all seasons of the year. 

12.34. R & D in India may be concentrated 
on-

( a) the . development of thin-film technology 
to produce cooled surfaces which could 
be used as collectors and concentrators 
of solar radiation, thus reducing the 
costs. 

(b) the po~sibilities of using solar energy 
to convert animal waste, agricultural 
waste and algae into gaseous fuels and 
'methane. 



(c) developing low cost solar water heaters. 
(d) developing solar distillation and de

salination units for use in arid rural 
areas. 
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(e) developing techniques for . the . optimal 
use of solar energy for dryirig and · stO" 
rage of grain, wood and hay and air· 

· •' · conditioning. · · ,,, ; 
.. i I, 1\ j IJ;. I ' I II -: • 

1
.' ! 

R & D in geo~theimal energy .. . ' ' ' . ~ .. ; ; . . ' ' .. · : : . . . . ' . 
''12.35. Geothermal-energy has only limited 

possibilities ·in India (See Chapter IV). The deve
lopment work relevant• to· our country appears to 
be the setting up small capacity, steam. turbines 
at. J,>uga . or other centres, where geothermal ex
plorations'. are hearing completion, so as to en
abl~. collection of operational details. 

' ' I. 'I ' I 

R .& D for using wiod pow.er 

12.36. Wind-power utilisation has only limited 
possibilities in India. (See Chapter IV). However, 
fu'r!her development work· for installing wind
mills I i'n 'clUSter fOrmS fdr pUmping' and . power 
generation is recommended, as it would enable 
the- collection of cost data required to evaluate 
the possibilities. of, wind-power utilisation. Deve
lopment of 5 to 10 kW wind electricity genera
tors could also be taken up in India. -

R & D for using tidal power · 

12.37. The data on the extent of usefut'e.nergy 
that could be obtained from tidal power and the 
costs involved in utilising this is inadequate at 
present. The .. only further work that could be 
recommended at this stage is the collection of 
more data on tidal movements and the prepara
tion of feasibility reports with regard to specific . 
coastal locations. · · -

R & D for chemical sources of energy 

12.38. There are possibilities of developing 
battery powered light, vehicles. This ·project can 
be successful only through the·adoption of all the 
latest technological advances and not by the mere 
replacement of existing petrol engine by an elec
tric powerpack. Development work on this is 
recommended, . . . 

LjP(D) lOOJ\tofEncrgy-9 

12.39. The electrificatia.n of villages which have 
sparse population, say below 500, and are remote 
from other villages has proved to be prohibitively 
costly and such villages have remained unelectri
fied sci far. Such villages can utilise fuel-cells to 

, obtain their power needs. As fuel cell technology 
is still not adequately developed, further work on 
this will be of use. 

Priorities in the technology plan 
I ' 

· - 12.40. Though research and development is 
possible in. a number of areas as discussed above,. 
the importance to be given .to specific· problems 
and the priorities to be assigned will depend on 
the likely benefit cost ratios of the· different R & 
D options and the magnitude. of energy supply 
saving O(. substitution that. is possible in each 
option. The data available on the costs of diffe
rent options and even of the state of the ·arts in 
each area is so inadequate that the Committee 
could not make any meaningful· comparison of 
the possible benefit cost ratib of the different op· 
tions and assign priorities. In a broad qualitative 
sense, we agree - that the. development of non
conventional energy forms is unlikely to provide · 
any large measure of energy supply in the next 
two decades. Among the other options, the im
portant. ones are ·the following : , 

1. Development of Fast Breader Reactor . 
. . 2. Development of Boiler Designs to reduce 

· oil consumption in Thermal power gene
ration plants. 

3. F/uidised bed technology I Development 
of Commercial power generating plant's 
based on this. . . , 

4. Development of SNG production . and 
transport technologies suitable for Indian 
conditions. 

1 
· 

5. Development of technologies for manu
facture of cheap smokeless fuels for use 
in the domestic sector. 

It is of course nece~ary to have a competent. 
group to coordinate the R & · D efforts in the' 
energy sector which will keep under review the· 
progress registered in the different areas and ad
just the priorities from time to time to enable 
the bt!'St results to be obtained. 
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CHAPtER XU1 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

fieniinci for energy 
1. In estimating the demand for fuels the C~n~: 

mittee took note of the "Long Term Perspective 
of the Indian Economy set out in Fifth Five-Year 
Plan .. The Committee has estimated three levels 
of .demand for energy, viz.-

CASE-1! assuming that the relative prices 
of fuel will continue to be the same in 

·future and that technology- shifts would 
follow the same trends as in the past*; 

CASE__:_ IT: assummg , an intermediate level 
between Case-1 and Case-Ill which is 
considered possible of achievement un
der most of the foreseeable set of condi
tions; and 

CASE-lli: as~uniing that the relative price 
of oil products and other fuels will con-

Coal 
Constuning Sector · (Millon Tonnes) • 

. l: ~ 

tinu~ to be in the same state as in the 
first quarter pf 1974 and that the mea
sures indicated in the report for increas
ing fuel efficieticy and for ·substituting oil 
products by other fuels inareas which 

' are viable and desirable on techno-eco
nomic. considerations are implemented 
as suggested. 

'!' ~·. 
(paras 3.8-3.10) 

I ~ • • ' ! 

Case-II has been referred to as the normal case· 
while discussing policy issues relating to specific 
fuels, but the Committee's recommendations are; 
that efforts should be made to bring the demand 
in line with the estimates made in Case-Ill. The 
requirements of the different commercial fuels as· 
estimated by the Committee are indicated in the 
Table b~low:- · , , . 

Oil Pro<luclll Ele'ltricity 
(Million Tonn!J8) (Million kWh) 

----,,------~ --A.-
,--- CASE CASE 

,...,..~----.. Jo.-----, ,-----A 

·r II m I II m ·r II III 
~-- -

1978-79 .,, ·' 

Energy use 132'0 137'8 142·8 26·1 I 24•5 22·1 120 124 . 128' 

~on,Energy 
-~ . 

US<' .. -3·0 3·0 3·0 1·1 1·7 1·7 .. 
b 

. Total 135·0 140·8 Wl-li 34·4 32·2 30•4 120 124 ; 128 
. -
' --. ..---..· 

1983-84. 
' 

Eaergy use 1:>5·0 203·8 210·4 37·0 3:J·2 29·9 199 205 :m 

Non-Energy use . 6·0 7•0 8·0 10·1! ' .. 9·-1 ' 9·0 .·. 

---,,., '. 
Total 201·0 210•8 218·4 47•8 42·6 38·9 199 205- I 211 

1990-91 

Rnergy use 330·0 342·0 352·9 61·0 52·5 44·6 385 392 398 

Non-Energy n~e 9·0 10·5 12•0 16·5 14·2 12·2 

----
Total 339·1.1 352·5 361·9 77·5 66·7 56·8 385 392 398 

(Para 3·35) 
•With certain adjustments in the trends of eowmmption of fnel oil, to correct for the increa~ed n•e af fuel oil in the early 

se\·enties uue to lack of coal, supplies. 
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The estimates of demand for non-commercial fuels are as follows :-
I • ·------~-----~~~~~~~----

J. 1978-79 ' J '1990411 . 
Fael '· r--------'--~ ~-......,,,--------..A---..,.,--r----:.A-co----, 

Fire'lt<iod an-i Charcoal ' ' .• 
Dung cake (dry) • • 
Vegetable waste 

II {• 

Reserves· of coal 

Jnmt 

132 
65 
46 

2 .. A s~mmary of the total gross reserves of the 
diiferent varieties of coal is given below : 

Summdry of reserves of coal available in India 

; · • (In• million tonnes) 

j, 

,, 

·I• 

I. Cooking, Coal 
Prime cookillg coal. • 
Medium cooking coa1 
,Semi to weekly coking 
coal .. 

Total coking coal .. 
2. N on;cooking ooal 

N on•cooking coal 

Te~ary coal 

3. Lignile 

Lignite 

GBANDTOTAL 

Total 
Gross 
Reser· 
ves 

5650 
9431 
5073 

20154 

59968} 

828 

2025 

Proved Indica-
Reser• ted 
ves Reser-

ves 

3650 1540 
3850 4309 

1559 2600 

9059 8449 

12306 22310 

1795 202 

82975 . 23160 30961 

Infer· 
red 

Reser
ves 

460 
1272 
914 

2646 

' 26180 

28 

28854 

Our roking coal reserves will be able· to sustain 
the growing requirement of the steel industry for 
a period of about 40 years only. On very rough 
calculation, it may be stated that. the reserves of 
non-coking coal that have been categorised so 
far would last ·for about 100 to 150 years. 

. , . . , (paras 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4) 

9ilr~rve · 

.3. In the oil prospect map of lildia, 27 basins 
have been delineated on land and off-shore cover
ing a total sedimentary area of about 1.41 million 
sq. km _on. land and about 0.26 million sq km 
lymg w1th the 100 meter isobath of shelf-zone in 
the' Indian 'off-shore. The well studied oil bear
ing area constitutes about 4 per cent of the total 

• I" ' I 

Inmtcr Inmt In motr .In ~t In ~tOr 
-----------------------

125 
' 26 

44 

131 
65 
46 

124 I• 
26 
44 

.}22 ' 
. .53. 

46 

116 
21 
44 

·-------------------~--;,----~ 
(Para 3·~6) 

area of the Indian sedimentary. • basins which 
could be the habitat for oil. The proved reserves 
of crude oil and natural gas are shown in Table 
below:- · · ,.,' · · · 

· Reserve of crude and naturaz-_ gas. )• 

Gujarat 
Assam 

Area 

Total 

• ,I !·4 

Crude Oil • ; Natural Gas 
(In million .. , (In billion . 

tonnes) Cubic 
· · Metres) ·' 

56·38 
71·46 

127·84 

19·66 
42·82 

.62·48 

(Paras 4·9, 4·10 and 4·12) 

Hydro-electric potential 
ll 

4. The economically usable hydro electric po" 
tential estimated for each of these·river •systems· 
and its State-wise distribution is given in Table 
below:- . \-. 

Statewise distribution of power potential 

State 

1. Andhra Pradesh . . • . . . 
2. Assam (including Meghalaya, Nagaland 

Mizooram) 
3. Bihar 
4. Gujarat .• 
5. Jammu & Kashmir 
6. Kerala 
7. Madhya Pradesh 
8.Madr~ .. 
9. Maharasbtra. • • 
10. Mysore • . • 1 
11. OriBSa 
12. Pnnjab & Haryana. .• 
13. Rajasthan 
14. Uttar Pradesh 

'MWat 60% 
' LF ' 

2,476·5 

h,59iH 
609·7 
677·0 

3,590·5 
1,539•6 
4,582·3 
'708·2. 

1,909·6 
3,372·8 
2,062·0 
1,360·5 

15. West Bengal . • • • . , 
16. Himachal Pradesh 

,, 14!!·0 ' 
. 3.764·0 

22·0 
1.867·5 

865·0 17. Manipur .. 

Total 41,155·5 

SouRCE: Central Water and Power· Con1mis·· 
sion. 

•I.·' 
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The Power Economy Committee expressed the 
view that "on the basis of the .latest information 
regarding hydel energy resources and their econo
mics of development, it would be possible to 
instal about 80 to 100 million kW of hydel capa" 
city on our river systems during the next two to 
three decades ...... ". In the absence of details this 
Committee has taken note of the hyde! potential 
as· indicated by CW & PC. The Committee 
would recommend that a more systematic delinea
tion of our hydro-electric potential should be 
taken up as soon as possible. 

(para 4.20) 

Uranium ·reserves ' 
· ,5. The :reasonaoly well assured uranium resour

ces in India ate about 22,0oo··Te U.Os with an 
additional inferred reserves of 24,000 Te- U,Os 
Once these fast br:eeder reactors come on line by 
1985-90, they will produce more plutonium than 
they would burn,- and then the uranium resour
ces available in India would be able to support 
about 600,000 to 10,00,000 MW of installed 
capacity for a life time of 30 years. Thus, the 
potentially. available energy from the presently 
known uranium deposits in India would amount 
to amount 120X1Ql to 200Xl03 billion kWh of 
electricity. 

(paras 4.23 and 4.24) 

Energy perspective beyond 1990-91 
6. The considerations described above suggest 

tha~ the rate of growth of energy demand in the 
penod beyond 1990-91 may not be as high as 
the projected rate of growth of energy demand·· 
upto 1990-91 and certainly not, as high as the 
growth rates observed over .the past two decades.: 

· (i)lua 6.11) 
Regional ener~ policy 

7. If the objective is t~ a~hieve a ~ore balanc
e~ per capita total commercial energy consump
tion by 1990-91, there should be a well conceived 
policy towards_ regional development which will 
take note of the divergences in resource endowc· 
ments. , The regidn-wise ·energy policy should be 
a part of a well conceived regional development 
strategy. · · .. · · · · · 

(para 5.16), 
Review of policy 

8.' It is ne~essary t~ keep the energy p~Iicv 
under periods review and to effect changes \vhere"- i 

ever necessary, If the .. energY. plans and policies: 
are _ to be operationally meaningful, they • ~houfd, 
be reviewed periodically at least once1 in·· three! 
years and the planning horizon extended at each 
time .to 15 years. . : : "·.. ·., '. ,' '.'' 

, (para -6.22) 
Organization to' implement a coherent fuel policy 

9. The implementation -of the recommendations 
of the Fuel Policy Committee which call for ,co
ordinated action by several Ministries and agen-

cies
1 
of th~l 6d~e~mrient.' k''ideal ·.~rganizatlonal 

arrangement for this will be the setting up of an 
Energy Commission clothed with adequate 
powers and manned by suitable talents which 
can: b~ lentrl!sted with the responsibility for the 
peno~1c rev1ew of the energy situation and for 
plannmg for optimal production and distribution 
of .the_ differe;:nt fuels. Howe;:ver,' it is recognised 
that such a Commission will have to take over 
the functions which are now dealt with in several 
Ministries like the Ministry of Irrigation and 
Power, the Department of Mines, the Department 
of Petroleum, the Railway Board and the Plan
ning Commission. It is also to be recognised that 
the scope of work of the Commission will become 
v~ry .. large and some of the problems associated 
With· large organization' will have to be faced by 
the Commission: The .. need; however; to coordi• 
nate the activities of the different agencies of 
Government dealing with energy is very ·urgent. 
The. Committee considers that it, .would be appro
priate to immed!ately set up an Energy Board 
consisting of the Ministers of the concerned 
Ministries supported by a suitably structured 
Secretariat to assist this Board. Such a Board 
would be · somewhat different from a · Cabi
net Gommittee as the Board would have a 
Secretariat which would initiate or undertake 
studies and analysis relevant for the review or 
revision of the fuel policy and would not depend 
entirely on the administrative ·Ministries for such 
studies.·· ' 

" I (paras 6.23 and 6.24) 
... _. . I 

Studies on energy policy 

10. Whether a separate Institute of Energy Stu
dies· is set up or the proposed Energy Board 
takes up the work, th<: working of the agency 
entrusted with Energy studies, should be oriented 
more towards the arranging for the studies to be 
conducted by different institutions and agencies 
in existence now and coordinating the research 
projects. Any attempt to centralize the research 

· efforts relating to, .e!leigy problems which extend 
over a very large area of economics, science and 
technology under a single institution may prove 
co:Unter"productive. , '''" , ·r 1 

•• 1 , I : (para 16.25) 

Coal Resources · 

11. Coal should be considered as the primary 
sou.rce of . energy in the country for the next few 
decades;· lind tHe energy policy of the country 
should be designed on this basic premise. 

I· ' 
(para 7.4) 

1

12. 1The 1ocatiOJ1al aspect of .the coal. deposits 
in 't,he cou~try und~rlint;s the 

1 
need for develop~ 

ihg. a~ efficient aqd adequate; transP?rt sys~em 
wh1cli would ensure;: the. flow .of. availa~le fuel 
resources from the. points of availability to the 
poi~t~ 1 :9t fefl,uirerqen~s .... , _ · ,, , .·. ',' . ' ' 

(para 4.8) 
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13. As the prime coking coal Jiesources may get 
exhausted in about· 40 years' time, and the medi-

. um coking coal after · some . more time, it is 
necessary that all efforts are taken from now on 
fer the conservation .of. prime coking coal, in 
particular, and of coking coal, in general. . 

' (para 7.1 6) 
,r,· I .. 

. 14. Detailed investigations sho~ld be aimed at 
providing sufficient mineable deposits, for the re
quisite level of production related:t~ the <Jemand 
for coal estimated for 1990-91. · 

(para 7.14) 
-.--~ ~oduction planning , .. 

, • 15 .. A careful per~pective.ofwoal production 
, .should b~ phtnned.on tb,lf basis.of the information 
.:available and suiQil>le. action. for exploitation 
'and mine planning taken in advance in the diffe
rent coalfields. This perspective ·plan .. should be 
follo~j;d • by preparing a· shelf pf. project reports 
well m advance of each plan period .. The recently 
set up Central· Mine Planning and Design Insti- . 
tu.te should partic~pate in fill activities, connected 
With . th~ formulation and .implementation of the 
perspective plan' for coal including exploration 
and investigation (in association with the Geolo
gical Survery of India and Mineral Exploration 
Corporation) of promising iiroos · assessment of 

·:their P?tential <?Ver a period of 20 to 25 years, 
s.u~estion of .. P~?rities f?r development and pre
limmary feasibility studies. of the projects.,, ; 

! . · · · · · (para 7.14) 
• ' ' ' • I ' ' • 1 • • t ' ' ~ 

16. Steps should be taken urgently to ensure 
. ade9u~te and uninterrupted power supply 'to the 
·· collienes and washeries. 

I , 

Coal preparation 

,.". 21~- In future, there' should be only three pro-
duct washeries. ' · · · · 

(para 7.21) 

22. It is' necessary to un'dertake research for 
evolving suitable designs for washeries which are 
·best -suited for washing Indian coal and which 
would !l'e.duce the cost of washing. . . · .. 

... ·.,. . . (para 7.22) 

23. In future, there will be need to wash even 
. ·· non-c.oking coaL. .(\.s, Jh~ ,washing .of non-coking 

coal Is ·a costly, ... processi . other _methods of im-. 
..proving th~. quality of, coal like ,simple high speci
fic gravity ,was)ling, hand picking of better grades 
and proper. sizing by screening .etc .. should be ex

.. ,plored .and the choice of beneficiation decided 
'with due regard to consumer requirements, avail
able grades of coal, the scale of the required 

· ·operations etc. 
' , ', (para 7.26) 

1 ' '· : • , I ' , r ! , ~ I • . ' ' • 

. 24. The .coal industry should. accept the res
ponsibility to supply op. a long-term basis the re
quired grade of coal,' if necessary,' by changing 
the source of coal supply from time to time or 
by blending different grades 9f coal to make up 
the required grades. · · · · · · 

,.., ! •. 1 , • • i · (para 7.26) 
. !''• . ' . 
· Coal for 'powet. ~eneration 

25. The Linkage Committee should consider 
the loading arrangements at each end and give 
suitable suggestions for loading, and. unloading 

. as part of the. linkage. . . 
l• . ,· II ·'' I ' I. j 

'I 
·•· (par~ 7.30) 

_, ,..;~. ,;,.....:_., . . . ·. -.· . .,(pa~a 7.!4) 26. The Electricity Boards should give greater 
.. 17,. Production. of• the diffe;nt""g;;des of ~oking '· ·attention to 'the problems of coal .handling and 

coal m. future will need to· be planned in accord- ' storage; optimal stockilevels for each plant 
an~ With the proportion in which they are need- ·' should·1be worked out with · reference ·to the 
ed m th~ steel P!~nts and adequate crushing and source of coal supply, its distance from the 
preparation facilities have to be installed in all . power plant, reliability of the rail link, the sea-
steel plants: In future, the planning of metallurgi- smoannadl. variations in thes~ factors an<f .in t~~ de-
cal coal mmes and the construction .of .. steel 
plants should be carefully synch.ronised. · ·(I · ·' · ) :, . : . · : .:, . (par.a 7.30) 

__,.. · '• · ,~,," ·(para 7.17) · 27. Irl the rriajor ·power plants, it' would be de-
Coal. c'onse~ation , ·. · .• .. · . '· .· • .. •.· ' · · ··. "' . · J,, sirable to have arrangements for sizing and pre-

. . paration of coal before feeding into the boilers 
. 18. 'fohere ar~ several technical ·p~ssibilities of · as 'this would make it possible to deal with 
· . conservmg cokmg coal. Tt. is necessary that re- possible changes in the quality of coal received. 
' ·search and development activities in this regard (para 7.30) 

are speeded up ftom now on. · · · · · · · 
(p 7 . 28. It is necessary to have a suitable pricing 

-· · .. ara .IS) · h f 'ddl' f . . . '. . • · · · pohcy for t e use o m1 mgs or power gene-
19. 'fohe possibility of projecting iarge scale ration, if such use is to increase as estimated in 

m~chaDised open cast mines in Jharia coalfield the Report, to about 21 ·million tonnes by 1990-
With muc'h higher over-burden to coal ratio needs · 91.' · 
to be. studied in depth. .. .. ·(para 7.31) 

(para 7,20) · · · ' ' · . · · 
20. Arran. gement for sto. wing crushed, .stone 29, Meaningful plants for thermal power gene-

locally available should be made 
80 

as to permit ration have to be drawn up from now on in a 
•. Qndersrqun<J mining of "oat .from .thick seams. . ··coordinated manner with the plans for coal, pro-

.,. duction, especially in respect of the sout~ern 
1 

• •: • · ·(para 7.19) ,., 1 re~Po~. The· detailed investigation fo~ coal mmes 



us 
d .• 

.. to.s~pply th¥ requirements of th~ ,power stations 
shbuld l>e ·taken in hand immediately. 

, . · (para 7 .33) 

.. Coal .Dumps _for, industrial coDSBmers . 

· • . 90: If the incr~asing ·coal requireme~ts of !he 
·'industrial -consumers is to be met satisfactorily, 

coal dumps will have to be set up in all the rna
: jor industrial regions. 
1:. (para 7.34) 

"' 3 I. The setting up of coal du~n:ps in major jn
... · dustrial areas will call for coordinated planmng 
·: for movement of coal-from the dumps to the con-
: 'simie.r. 'points :by ·'road · alongwith' ·the plans for 

·i:moving''Coal'from the mines to the dumps. 
-'

1 i .• !.• r. ,·, · · · · (para 7.49) 
;.-, 

.'. . · 32. A- five•fold increase in the next two decades 
in the requirement of coal for industries calls for 

• ·detailed industrial location planning from now 
. c;m .. and th~ .locational plans . regarding industries 
:should· be ·consistent with the plans for the pro-

- -duction and movement 'of coal. ' : . ~ . ' 

(para 7.35) 

' · · Coal for' the domestic sector 

i:.~.-: 33:-'A.plan should be drawn up for increased 
movemen,t of soft coke frqm the Bengal-Bihar 
region to the urban cc:;ntres in the country. 
·· · ' .,.. -· (para 7.39) 

I. 

.:; Coal for expgrts· 

·,· ~ 34 .. Separate plans for opening up export-based 
coal mines near the ports of Haldia and Para-

· ... deep. may 'be 'drawn up, and possibilities of ex
... porting this coal to Bangladesh and Burma and 
•·<countries in··the:Pacific · •region will have to be 
iJ considered without affecting domestic require-
; ments. ·· 

L' . 
" ·f :· · · ·, (para 7.40) 

· Productivity 

35.'Studies should be initiated immediately for 
:, the· optimal ,use i and maintenance of machines 

, and for· t,rain~ng coal mines. workers in the use 
and. maintenanee. of equipment.· · · 

:i, 
" · · · '· "· · ' ' · . · .(pani 7.43) 

· T~ansport ' ... 

· ' '36. The studies made by the Committee indi
. ·cate· that,Railways constitute the most economic 

way of moving coal for most of the consuming 
~ classes and consumer .locations in India. Ade

. ·, quate· attention- should be paid to rail transport 
pl11nning in regard to development of additional 

·line· capacity, yard capacity and signalling and 
. , co,mmunic~~on, . which would . facili~te . , spe~er 
' , tum-roun·~. p( ~ag()nS flS well as ~ugmentat10n 
,,' of the_ ."\'a~?I\. fl~e~. . ' 

(para 7.45) . '~ : ') . . .. -~ 
i37;, Sl)ti9U.$J.Cdl\Sjderation should be given to 

~he probJ~~~.:':.~~ · coal movement in the Bengal-
·),_ ~ - ..... ~ 

, ·j ,'•,' t1 •· • I· 

Bihar area and for. removal of tlie f~t~rs which 
limit the capacity. in the Bengal-Bihar region for 
movement in. specific sections towards, the, nor-

. them, western and southern regions. , : , 
(para •7.46) 

38. The Central Water and Power Commission 
should prepare a feasibility study for the trans
·portation 'Of coal by pipeline for: a super thermal 

..power station of more than 1,000 MW capacity. 
(para 7.51) 

Use of ,inland waterways " ·' 

39~ · It would be useful to make a careful study 
of , the techno-economic · feasibility of transport 
by river to selected towns like Varanasi. · Allaha
bad etc. We would.· however. emphasise that•·for 
the scheme to . be successful, large scale river 
training schemes -will have to be taken''in hand 
and a navigable channel marked throughout the 
course. Aids for night navigation may also have 

' to be · provided ·if· the tum-round-time bas- 'to be 
· 'kept within economic limits. · · · ' ' 

(para 7.52) 

(:oal gasification 

40. It is -difficult to foresee any large size· gas 
plants located at the _pithead transporting gas _for 
industrial.or· dOmestic- users far away from cities; 
but in, major cities like Bombay and Calcutta. 
gas plants located .near the cities With ~maHer 
capacities ma:Y tie. a,jviable proposition. 

, . • · · · · ., . " (para 7.57) 

. 41. Research and development should be con
. ·tinued ·.on the, tecbRo-economic ;aspects oli gasifi

cation and specific, passibilities should be investi
gated for using poo~ quality coal for gasification 

,! and for use, in industrial locations 
(para 7.58) 

Machinery· 

~42· tA Committee of representatives of the con
ce~~d Departments and , ~!g~isations ~ho~ld 
make an assessment of the · mdigenous capac1ty 
!or the manufacture; of . coal. mining! machinery. 
suggest increases in _Ciqla~ty ~nd fix. ~I?Ort re· 

. quirements for: the , penod till 1t,he mdtgenous 
capacity catches:.up11wi.t~ the aemand. This- Co~
m~~t"'e should also take up the task of standardis
ing' the equipment. It may be made obligatory 

, for the equi\'ment manufacturers to l?roduce a 
certain quantity of spares for the machmes every 
year. 

(para 7.60) 

· Cb~ice of tecbnology'
1 

. 

. 43. The selection ·of :the..: optimal'· lechriology 
· \ $Q;U!4 be made on economic grounds using ap

·' · propriate weightages for machine utilisation un· 



ll9 

d~~''lndian conditl~ns and for the availability of 
f\bundant. labour force. ' · 

(para 7.61) 

Li "te . &111 ' '.. ' . 
44. It ·is strcuigly re~nunended that the second 

mine cut at Neyveli be taken up and the capacity 
of the power plant be increased to,,800 MW. 

(para 7.62) 

. 45. The possibility of manuf~~turi~g · bucket 
.wheel; excavators in the country should be exa
mined and the manufacture of the required num
.bei; I Of, eXCaVatOrS' taken Up in a CO~rdinated man-
ner .•. , 

, • ..J I (para 7.64) 

'
1 4~. In view .of the location of Neyveli lignite 

.deposit in relation to other fuel s~urce~, i.nsp!te 
of the heavy investment, the Committee IS mchn
ed to r-ecommend the opening. of additionlll mines 
at- Neyveli and·im:J;'easing t~s production t9 a lev(fl 
of .about 20 mt.~ 

(.para 7 .65) 

OIL 

Oil Policy, ... ,,,.·,,,..·.,.·. . •. • , 
.. A1. India's Oil Policy should be based on an 

. understanding ·of tbe . int~mation!H'' oil situation. 
'It' should· bt: designed with' the specific 'C!lbjectives 
_of: 

1
• ., 

: .(a) reducing the q~antity of oil products t~ 
• ' 1 be 1 imported; · · · 

;; (l;>) .redu~in~ the, total foreign exchari~e ex-
. . ; penditure. and , , . 

(c) improving the· security of supplies of 
1, n· . crude ij,D,d ,<Jil.:prodqcts;,require!}

1
from 

. : 1, SOUfC~S,OU~SJde. the,,count;ry. ·; . , 
·IJ !;• . . , , . . 1 (paras 8.W1 and ·8.17) 

.,, r/ ·I .• , , 

-.Oil, E~ploratiOil 
, •. '., .j 

r:• ., ' 
'I 

. 48. Oil exploration' iri India · sho,uld: be' given 
, · ~riority a~tention, The exploraqon actiyiti~s par
. t1cularly m ·the .off-shore areas and selected on

shore areas should 'be speeded up. There ·is ur
. gent need to augment the capabilities of the 
'· O.Npe. py ~ pr~v.iding . them ''Yith more-- moliern 
.. qq,ulpment. : , : ; , 1 

(para 8.27) 

. 49: The following steps inay have.: to be Ptken 
m od exploration: . . , .. , .. , .. 

"(i) Expedite the exploratory drilling in the 
Bombay High region. ... ,- ,·- ···~ - .,. 

(ii) Undertake a large volume of exploration . 
drilling operations in· the .. TPipura. and 
Cachar areas and in the South-Eastern 

·· ·border of'the Upper ~rallmaputra Val· 
... · ley. · · · · · · · · · 

·'I 

(iii) Re-survey. some already explored por-' 
tion of the Cambay basin and the Upper ' 
Brahmaputra Valley region of the As- • 
sam-Arakan Basin using sophisticated 
geophysical.. techniques, and intensive 
exploration drilling operations in . such 
portions, tp. locate . additional traps in 
particular stratigraphics which might 
have been missed in the course of the 

' exploration work conducted earlier. 

(iv) Extend the exploration operations to the 1 
portions of the Cambay Basin and the ' 
Upper Brahmaputra Valley· region of 
the Assam-Arakan Basin which had not 
_been explored so far. , · 

'(\')';Conduct extensive seismic surveys in all 
the areas and follow up the results by 

· drilling of exploration wells. Poriority 
to be assigned to the continental shelf 
in the Arabia Sea adjoining the area 
already covered, the continental shelf 
area south of Sunderbans and the con 

, tinental shelf area of the · Amluman 
. , , Islands. • . . • 

(vi) Test by deep drilling already known 
, , structures in .,th~ Shiwali~ foot ~ill belt 
, 1 of Jammu and . Kashnur, PunJab nnd 

Himachal Prade~h~,. 

(vii) Intensify the exploration work, includ-
. • ing seismic surveys and drilling opera

tions, in the Ganga valley in West Ben
gal, Saurashtra and Jaisalmer area. 

(vii) Intensify. the exploration work, including 
commencement of exploration drilling, 

'· .,in the land· area of Andaman and Nico
. bar Islands .. 

., (para 4.15) 

·' 50. All attempts should be made to take ad-
vantage of the complementaries of the resource 
endowments of India and the oil exporting coun 
tries and meaningful bi-lateral arrangements in 
eluding participation in crude production in other 

·col.intries ·entered. into~ 1 
• · 

'' " (para 8.21J 

: • Cru,d~ sl~cking , · 

. : ~j't'.' With a view to provid~g an insurance 
against short-run . breakdown. m the supply of 
crude to. the country, there .. -is need for building 
.tip 1J. stock of .crude . within the country.· We 
should explore -various ways of building up our 
stocks ~onsistent with our resources. 

,(• (para 8.30) 
r • . 
. , R~finery 'planning 

. 52. Iri ·each plan. period, there should be a 
careful examination of t{le refinery locations. the 
product mix required in each refinery. the extent 



. of 'second~ry·· pr~cess to' be established and the 
feedstock choice in the··fertilizer industry. 

· · ' · · (para 8.25) 

. Oil products supplies and pricing 
. ' ·-·· 

' 53. While the potentia:!' for export of oil pro
ducts should be kept . in view, adequate care 

· should be takeri' to analyse the long-term pros
pects for · the product before investment options 

j are approved. . , 
' . • I • , 

(para 8.29) ... ' v ', 

,Na))htba :. 

54. Since light distillates will be in short supply 
.right upto 1990-91; Naphtha demand will have to 
.be regulated by proper licensing of fertilizer and 
petrochemicals projects and it will be necessary to 
price the naphtha product . within the country 
appropriately. 

·<Para 8.32) 

HSDQ 

55. The price of HSDO and kerosene should 
,.continue ~o be kept at par. with each other. H, at 
'any time, jt becomes necessary . to tax the con

: su'mers. of HSDO and kerosene at different rates, 
tax should be levied . on' the consumers of HSDO 
by suitable levies on other products which they 

· use like tyres, tubes or, spare parts, . , ., .. 
(para 8.39) 

'' -·· '. 

Road-Rail coordination . 

56. The Committee ·recommends that imme-
·l'aiate action be taken to coordinate the road and 

rail transport in an· optimal• manner in order to 
manage the HSDO demand·.to 1 levels indicated in 
the report. Long distance movement of commodi· 
ties by road should be discouraged while simulta
neously increasing t~e capability of rail trans-
p~~· ! I' ' ',jl ' :I 

,. •• 1• (par~· 8.~5) 

. Dieselizafion in railways . 

'S7. It has been esfumited.that 1,800, 3,000 and 
,. 4,000 Km.of railway track will be electrified dur

ing. the Fifth, Sixth and the Seventh Plan periods, 
which would take the total electrification to 
12,800 Knis. With electrification of track increas
ing to that extent, it is anticipated that tl).e rail
ways can maintain the stock of diesel locomotives 
at a constant level of about 2,600 (whi<;h will be 
reached by 1978-79) and the ·consumption of 
diesel at 0.8 mt per year from then,on. In other 
>Vc>rds, diesel consumption which was '0.5 mt in 
1970-71 will increase to 0.8 mt by 1978-79 and 
stay .at that level from then on. Though the stock 
of diesel locomotives will remain the same from 
1~78-79 onwards, ~he areas in which they·operate 
will change .from time ·to time. The diesel traction 

, . will .be, in~roduced in .~he areas where the steam 
. trilCtio!l wdl .. be Qn!lble to ]Jandle tn~ iqcreasin$ 
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load .traffic. but. electricity could not be extended 
for want of adequate traffic:.'"~'"-'"'.' ,~, 1 " 1 " '·' ······I .,, ... (pam'8.31) 

Fuel Oil . 

58. Fuel pil being a valuable raw mate~~~i'lo~ 
the productiqn of high· 'cost· petroleum ; ptoducts 
which have· good· expbrt potential or· can: serve ,as 
import · substitutes, large quantities of it: should 
be' earmarked for the production of high value 
products like lubes, bitumen, petroleum coke and 
wax. . ·~ ~-~·-~! ~: ~~ '~" . :ii,.~ ~·.. . ·ii Jt . 

·, 
1 

.: '"'·' I :,r:. ,i <''>iLl (para• 8.39) 
' ~ ' ., ' " - ' I I "; • I I .. ' i 11 (I ' ' I ' ."J : I . 
59. l'he Committee;recommerids thateve:i:t'at'iti~ 

stage of licensing new industries, the use' of ftie) 
.oil in fu111aces should be prohibited and the 
nationalised coal industry should be asked to 
t<tke. imme~iate .!lteps 1? !!~t J1P ~oal d~m11s il\ all 
th~ mdustq~l. Ce~tres 0( th9 ~~~P.~· ' 

1 
i '' , ,.,' ·:, 

,.,, •': · •. •'' ol' ·, • , • II/' •I . II . _l.!.!!»'~ 8.39) ~ • < .'1° •~I' .Jill ! 

60. The · Cotnmittee recommends tliat the • Gov
'ernment shoUld take 'immediate; steps t(Hmpro\le 
the ,design of indigenous thermal lequlpment with 
'the specific objective of reducing the technologi
cal requirements of oil in the thermal plants. 

: · · (para 8.40) 

Coal and fuel oil as fertilizer feedstocif·Jiiu'l 11 ' 1 

•I -· •.'~ , . .'t i.._[; 'ni;, J··r;n'T li! 1 -· ti !.I \L 
. 61,: ;rhe Coplllllttee IS of tJJe VIe'f, tJtat. :ilew,J,er

. tilizer projects should,be designedlt<i.m~tke use .~f 
coal as the feedstock. However, in the refineries. 
even when. the surplus heavy-end products· are 
subjected 't6•' secondary processing,. ·there' will be 
some quantities of heavy residul\l material which 

. ~annat be.· use~ fo~ a!l~ pu.IJ10Se .ex.cept !or burn· 
mg a~ a feedstock tor f(f~i,lize~. prQd~c~on: Such 
matenal should be used as feedstock' m prefer-

, ence tO their: USe as fuels,;: '. • J;,. ;·iT j : .d 

· ·The Comlh~u:ee is :or 1the Vtew··that' even if iD 
. view of the lack of operati~g' exi,>erience of large 

s'cale fertilizer production based on coal and the 
need to complete quickly a few _more fertilizer 
projects within the country to rtteet' thlf $hortage 
of fertilizer. a fe.w ,project$ J?ased .on fllel oil are 

. ,taken ,up during the 1 F~ffu:! Plan,,these projects 

.. should have adequl\te. provision to. switch ·over 

. ,to the use of cqal at a ht~ei;" ~ate.' :,;. ·. ". · ·. 
...• ;, · .•' · ·: ·., ... ,, ... !(pa,fcl"~'11) 

·' 62: Reeelit 'explorations, inland · and oh-sliore, 
indicate 'the possibility of discovering· ·substantial 
quantities of natural gas. The production of ferti

. liz~rs, met"an!ll and o,ther .~~mi93ls base4 on 
natural gas will have to be g~ven pr~ference· over 
the use of natural gas a mere fuet ·' · ·' " 

o I 'il··l: ·rl 'j(ll•<;•, ,,,;, '•,.I;J((.o''·l({l¥a 8,42) 

· E~E<('~~~CI'fY. r,,.• · 1 ,, 

I Installed eapacifi . 1' :,.,.,q.. ., l'i·tl 
1\'' f ~·;d :1'. (;~t;, ' .,, .,, .' ·!.) 

'· · 63 .. The ,jnstalled,,, oopacity, ,requirements for 
different years in future to meet the· ~nerw re· 



quirements corresponding to the . Case-II esti
mates are indicated below: 

instolled ~apacity requirements for power- genera
tion in 1978-79. 1983-84 and, 1990-91 

ForeCMt of Forecast of · Insta11ed 
,., .Ycar , .. , energy energy c&pacity 

coneump- require- noedcd 

~ : I ·. ~ ' I • ~ I 

· tion (b kWh) ment (b kWh) 
. (mkW) 

1978-79 
1983-84' 
1990-91 

. : . ~ : . 

100·3 
167·7 

820·4 

116·4 
193,6 
370·7 

33·6 
53·0 
87·8 

·• •t the·bW:I-bal", i.o ., consumption plus line I~. 

NOT~': -(1) On the baeis of the calculationQ for 0·48 pl&nt 
factor and 90 per oent availability the installed 
capacity· required in the year 1978-79 would he 30·7 
miiUon kW. However, as there is a large , spillover of 
w-orka from the Fourth Plan and due to bnnohing of 
new proj.,ct& the oapaciy eoming on stream into 
the final ye"r of the Fifth plan Ia very Ia.rgc. But 

,. ; as many of them would he operative only in the 
1 

• !tllCOnd half of the final year, only h&Jf ofthe benefits 
· ,haw been eountcd towaroe the Fifth Plan and henlG 
· -the inoreaeed provillion of installed oopaoity. 

'(2)'F~r the year 1983-84. on the basis of0·4Q5 pla.nt 
factor and 92 per cent availability the instaUed 
eapaclty should be 48· 6 Dl kW.. '!;;hill ill, however, 
being IISI:IIU!led Bl.l 63·0 Dl kW for reaBoD.!I which are 
limilv Min the oase oi1978-79. ' 
(3) The figUre of installed Ca.pcity haa been arrived at 
87·8 m.k.W on the basis of 0·01 plant faotor and 95 
per eent availability. 

' ·· (para 9.32) 
· .Power system planning . ' 

64. The Committee would strongly recommend 
, that rational measures should be initiated in 
·planning and operating the power systems so as 
to ensure gradual improvement in the plant fac
tors of o~ration of power system. 

(para · 9.33) 

. 
1 1ll:np~vhig load ,actor of operation 

· -65, The Committee recommends that during the 
~ Fifth Plan period, efforts should be made to deve
- lop a more optimal load structure: . 
·: 

11 
• • (1)' by setting up more pumped storage: 

f • · • • schemes as such schemes would improve 
the system capability ·at minimum cost; 

(2) by identifying industries which are inten· 
1, . • , I • sive users of electricity and are also 

capable of organising their production 
· schedule in such a way that their peak 
demand would occur during ~he system 
off-peak period and by giving to such 
units adequate incentive through special
ly designed tariff to encourage them to 

.. reorganize their production; 
(3) by general pricing of the industrial tariff 

and agriculture tariff to provide- incen
tive for use of more ~lectricity during 
<Jff-peak 1lour3, 

l21 

Hydro-eledricity 
. .. ~ I: ; .; ~I 

66. In. order. to achieve the objective .of maxi
mising the gerie'rating· capacity with the fund.> 
available and to generate cheap power, it is re
commended that 'during· the Fifth' and Sixth Planll 
the level of new generating capacity to ·be' added 
should be derived from hydro stations, both of 
tne ~nergy_ intensive_ and p1aki;n,g: c~teg~ries .. 

,,.·.~ (para 9.39) 

: 67, The Committee would urge that during tit1 
Fifth .Plan, a very strong effort should be' mad~ 
to complete as many as . possible .of the hyder 
stations under construction. 

(parn.9.40) 

· · 68. The Committee .waul~ stn;mgly. urge that a 
. detailed investigation :_of the 1 specH1c projects 
which could be set up to utilise fpe hyClro-eJect.r\c 
resources should . be drawn up within the next 
two years and the. scheduling of different hydro 
projects should be determined with referen-ce -to 
the cost of the projects. the characteristics' of the 
projects and their locations. On this ba~is, a 
detailed hydro-electric power development pro·. 
gramme should be drawn up for the flltUn<.upto 
1~90-91 or even 2,000 A.D. ,., 

'~~ ' ( . . :(para 9.42) 

Nuclear power .. ·. 
69. The capacity of the nuclear power stations 

is estimated to be a$ follows : ~ 

1978-79 10201£W 
1983-84 1900 MW 
1990-91 , • . 8620 MW 

The Committee would like to end~ise' ~ ih~ Vl~W 
of DAE that nuclear power capacity, if possible. 
should be increased to the maximum extent pos
sible by 1990-91. It would recommend that a re
view of nuclear programme should be made ·by 
1978-79 in the light of the pace of construction 
of nuclear power stations in the pjfth Plan period • 
the preparedness of the J;>AE in respect. of <le
sings for 500 MW nuclear power plants and the 
. progress made by them towards the. · commer
cialisation of the Fast, ,Breeder technolQ~ .. 

Source-wise possible generating capacities has 
been suggested as follows:- ' · •· -

(Million kW) 

Yearf - 1978-79 
Mode of generation 

198!1·8~ 1990-Di 

...... 
Hydel 13·00 · 20·00 21HO 

Nuclear 1•02 1·_90 8·62 
Thermal ' 19·56 81·10 50·30 

Total 33·57 t!3•00 ,• . 87·32 

NOTJIJ: -Ther•nGI stations include ooal ~il .lignite QaSed 
-power 11t.a.tjona, · 

· <pai-a· 9.43> 
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Plant size 
'.I 

. 70. Th~ Committee wo~id recomm~nd that im
mediate studies should be . undertaken to deter

• .. J;Dine .the optitr~l. plant siie for~ different regions 
11 of the. country. 

, · . . (para '.9.47) 

. 71. During Fifth Plan period, the desigq cap
. 'ability should be developed and operational 

1 i#lorms for a. ·500 MW, .set should· . be studied by 
·setting up an R & D plant of 500 MW capas~ty. 

(para· 9 .48) , .. 
.Locations 

172. The Committee feels that in the overall in
terest .of ~he economy and environmental conside

:'rations more and. :tnore of such power stations 
should be· located at pit-heads. Depending on the 

'local conditions, however~ construction: of power 
{ stations at load centres can be' considered on 
merits as a special case. · 

I. , (para 9 .49) 

· Transmission ., 
:'' 

73. The Committee would very strongly urge 
that the schemes for setting up of regionaL grids 
and regional load despatch centres should be 

:vigorously pursued;. : l!iJ;Dultaneo\!sly .procedures 
for the integrated· planning and · operation .of 
power .systems based on system studies -~hould 
be introduced. · · " r. 

~ar~:: 9.54) 

.Ru~ral·elec~cation r;, 

· ~: 14, Procedure's: should b!l found for a proper 
~valuation of the relative socia,l . benefit cost of 

: electrifyiJ!g different, .are.a~·~yn!h:referenc~ to the 
,.grpund water potentia\, the pos~ibility ofjn~reas
. ~M l?roductio~ .ip _th,atl :a~~a. th.e·~th,er. horl"agric~l
. tUr<\1 • production .t]l).lt~ mtght'be triggered off m 
. the.'area , et<;; The ccirtecf apptO\llth to rural elec
-frification· shoUld ·be through tbe formulation of 
an inte~rated rur~i' development . programme, (or 
clusters' ot' villages -fri which the supply of electri
city -w.ould.· be- one ,ot the inputs arranged by the 
Government. ;, • · ,,; , · 

(" 
(para 9.'57) 

75. The Committee recommends a proper pric
ing policy for the power supplies to the agr)cJ.U- • 
tural loads so as to encoutage tlie consumers'· to 
use the optimal size· of -pumpsets and· for draw
ing supplies during the system off-peak hours. 

":: , (para 9.58) 
76. The Committee would _recommend that 

rural electrification should be pursued '~'on lines 
whi~h would . ensure the electrificatipn of almost 
all houses in the villages to. whjch, electricity is . 

, .c;xteq!le~. · 
(para 1Q.l9) 

Captive power generation ·, · . 1, • 1 , 

I ',·; ·., • I ' 'f' 

77. The Committee feels that in the overall. 
·national'irtterest and in order 'to achi.we theltai:
get thto'ugh' the'•limited resourcesl avnilable, the. 
setting -up of captive power stations l:lhould not 
be 1 ·encouraged. · Efforts should be made to· in~ 
crej~se the capacity of the power utility··system 
to meet all the. demjlnds with' high reliability . 

(para 9.59) 

Nuclear power progr~e . 

· · 78. Apart from the n~cessity of getting th~ p~~
jects sanctioned and exec1Jted in time, the ,re~
sation of the nuclear power programme depends 
on uranium. production. Uranil,IJ;D .mining .. from 

, other, u.ranium deposits will have to be taken up. 
.At' the 'same: time exploration work '

1 
tO' fueate 

additional Ufllniuni .deposits ·wou1d also .be essen-
,, tial to meet the long-term requirements of the 
· nuclear power programme. 1 ·' • • • 

· , : ' " :; (P.ara 9.63) 

79. The. re'alisatiori of thb projected ·nuclear 
{)power programme:wm also' depend ,uj)o~ the in

digenous industrial back up that ,could .be built 
up during the next .few years .. The Indian manu
facturers will have. to develop·: their capabilities 

· to produce many of the sophisticated any heavy 
0 'compomlnts as well !IS special pumps and instru
, ~e~ts ~eq,ui_r~~ f~r .t~~ ./?ucl~~r powe~ p~p~amme. 

.. ! ., · ., . . ·: .·• . : ... .. '(para 9.64) 
~--~ I ' 

. , 80. The committee would recommend that, if 
' possible, the nuclear capacity should be increas-

. ed in the years beyond }983-84. This. ,shquld be 
. based on a re-appr11isal of the nuclear power 
'progra.mme on the' lines suggested. 1 .... , 

. ·"' . •, ' . ''(p!it~ 9.69) 
~ ~ , . . , . '· ~: ··I 

i>OMESTJC!SJtcTC)R~' •' ' · " 1 
- . I j • I q.. ··"'( l,l 

• Firewood 

81. A fairly generous, estimate of the, ,.,fQrOO,t 
f,uel resources puts the availability of 'forest. fuels 
~hi 1978-79 to"be atoundi94 int as .agaihst'··•our 
·'ei;tim'ate of demand of<l32 lilt (equivalent of '125 
mtcr). The solution to this probiem: lies in taking 

,, up· programmes t:>f afforestation especially. with 
wood :species which are_.quick growing and are 

; capable of yielding:Wood for fuel purposes. 
.. , J:t. , ... , . ! ,;,.,' (para;IO.lO) 
t • .. ' ' '.. . . . - . 

. .8~. The so<;~al forests can be .a, supplement to 
·I the other ,measures for. SIJpplyin'g the fuel needs 
; ,pf tbe .rural

1
; P,\)P~latiq~~- ifhe. <;o~JDit~ee recom

' mends that consideratiOn.· be gtv~n .for the pro
'1gramme .o~ -~~ee. plan~apo~.o.n the., ;road sides, 
, ~anal'. sides . and ratlway'.stdes to· IJ;Icrease the 
'availability ;

1
of fi~ewq?d·:' ., 

'1 !•. 
''·(~ara 10.11) 

r. ·,, " ~ • 

.,Co.wDung · ·.•. l::r· 

· : 83. Tii~··cociinittee would st~ongl{recommend 
that all ~!forts ~bould be made to intensify the 
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,~pop¢a,risation of 'Gobar Gas Plants' in suitable 
·: areas where the pattern of ownership of cattle 
will help in its easy il;llplementation in view of 

; the social benefits of ·the nutrient production, 
pollution abatement etc., possible from these 
plants.· 

(para 10.12) 

,.,Soft coke 

84. The Committee urges that the possibility 
o£ sening up plants for the manufacture of solid 
domestic fuel to suit the requirements of different 

• 1 urban centres should be studied further. 
(para i0.15) 

. SS .. The P<>ssibility of reducing the cost of soft 
coke to the consumer by subsidising the trans

.. port , ~d trading margins or by raising the · re
quired f11nds through a surcharge on the prjce of 

. k~rosene should be examined. 
. ' . (para 10.15) 

· 86 .. The Committee recommends that all efforts 
, should be made to increase the level of usage of 

soft coke as high as possible. 
(para 10.15) 

. •n 87. Th<:,Cowmittee.~ecommends th.at Research 
. . . . and. · ~yelopment should be undertaken on. tbe 
. . d~.ign of heating .appli,ances in the domestic ,sec
"' .tor ~nd also other administrative action be taken 
; . t.o ensure that the appliances marketed conform 

to the design requirements. 
. (para ·10.20) 

91. The Committee would like to endorse the 
view, taking note of the objectives of a rational 
price policy in the energy sector., that the price 
fixed for any fuel, ·coal, oil or electricity should 

·be such that the particular fuel industry, as a 
.whole, is enabled to earn a return of' at least 10 
~r ,cent on the investment made in the industry. 

· (para 11.7) 
·Price. Policy for coal sector 

' A 92. The Committee would recommend the' fol-
lowing principles to govern coal prices:~ 

'(l) Coal prices should be fixed with refer
ence to the geographical area· from 
which 'Coal is mined, ' · ' J, • 

(2) Price fixed for the coals produce·d:;in 
each area should cover the total costs 
of production and should yield a net 
return of at least .10 per cent on ·.the 
capital' invested in producing coalin that 
area. · · 

(3) Differential price fixed for coal of diffe
rent qualities should adequately rl!t;J.ect 
the value of the specific .qualities to the 
consumer as well as the relative 'scarcity 
pf coal .of different qualities. · · 

(para 11.11) 

· Price :Policy for :oil .sector 
..... 

. · 93. The Committee considers that the producer 
price of. cr.ud~ produced in. India, should at l¢ast 

·.be. ~qual .to the long-term cost'' of producing 
crude in Ixl.dia: and the difference between 'spch 
a price and the pr.e. vailing' international . market 

· .' ·. Majoi ~pH~'tioos ·• , . . . . . . . , . . · . price at any point of time shoul.d be cpllected 
· · .: 88. ,The Committee 'would like to draw atten- by the Government as a tax. In effect, tl,te · refi-

tion to the fact that the problem of substitution .neries. should get Indian crude at prices equal 
of non-commercial fuels by commecrial fuels in ·.to the internati?J1.al, price of similar c!ude .. 
thet;Cik>~estic sector has to be considered with (para ,1L17} 

.. ,d~e r((gard to t~e overall economic impli1=ations ·· ·c· · • "d · th. h · · 
' ' .· Qf the . ;use .of different fuels in this sector and • . 9~. The ommitte~ . consi . ers. . at t ere ,!s .no 
.. :I the ' pricing and. distribution policies should be . . . pat!ic?,lar advantage. Ill; mamtammg the. pn~e 
.'' ~ased.on a full understavding of the social cost: P!inty formula. for fixmg ex-refinery pnces, m 

· : of the use of different fuels · v1e.w of producm~ ~ost of the pr<;>ducts by !e-
. 10.21) finmg of crude w1thm the country, m the commg 

(para years. 

COSl'S ANn .PJ.tiCES 

', .. 

89.•A 'PI'opet> price policy for the fuels will 
:have to be· based on , an adequate appreciation· 
of ·the production cost of each ·fuel over time. 
The price policy should take into account the 

' interest of the producer, the consumer end the 
nation. 

(para 11.5) 
. '· ·' 90. The Committee feels that the Government 

"'·should indicate' •a <Ieasonable rate of return to 
· • 1 be •fixed for the fuel industries as a whole which 
· would serve as a guideline for any· Committee 

which is entrusted with the task of price fixation 
·for/:lJJ,ly, fuel. 

(para 11.7) 

, " ,..., ~ ,; . 
(para 11.19) 

95. The Committee would like to suggest that 
there should be, a serious .examination of the 
need to continue the import .parity formula for 

. product ,pricing· and to. eValuate otlie,r. possible 
metho.ds of fix),ng .prices which will b~st subserve 
the national interest. · ; . · i '· . ~ f 

(para . Jll .20) 

Price policy for power sector ' · 

96. The Committee would like to emphasise 
· the inadequate returns 'fi'orit"electricltyi industry 

will seriously affect the power programme and re
commend strongly that the electricity tariff: should 
immediately be · revised irl all the · States so as 

r to -gi¥e the rates of return as suggested by the 
Venkataraman Committee. The Committee would 
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' ' .I 

like to recommend that the returns on invest
;'.'ment in electricity should be io per cent in keep
' · ing with the rates of return expected from other 

energy prod'ucing industries. The basis of .pric
. ing' suggested here should be applicable not only 
.·to. State Electricity Boards but ,also' Jo other 
. p0wer generating agencies likcr the. DepartipeiJf pf 
Atomic Energy. Central ElectriCity' Authority, 
DVC etc. . 

· · ·,• · ;' : •(pata U.21) 

· 91.' The .Committee recommends' that ltbe- elec
tricity tariff should be designed so .as to, discrimi
nate ,adequately between· th~ use o~ pow~r ,during 

. the peak periods and during ;off-peak; periods. As 
the difference in th,e peak deq~.and and off-peak 

.. demand. is very large jn this country. th,e tariff 
· l!ho'uld include a penalty for use of power' during 

... ,the. peak ho'urs so that ttt least over a period of 
time the load curves of de~~nq: we fl~ttened to 

· a mo,re reasonable Ieve.l. Th)S would bnng about 
.substantiai savings in the invest~ent cost in the 
power sector. · 

·:·(para 11.22) 

· 98. The Committee is of the view that there is 
' g~neitilly no case ~01' ~ubsJqizing · the cost of' 
· power sqpply to an? ind~Stf¥., .. , · 

,, : ' 

· .. · (para 11.23) 

99. The Committee considers that the tariffs 
introduced earlier need correction. in view of the 

, fact that at present: when .the,, deijland for power 
' from the agriculture sector is 

1 
a s~J?.lltaqtial ,por

, tion of the total demand . and when there is . no 
1'' longer ~Y need fo~ a p~omotiona). ,' ,campaign 

I to encourag~('the Use of power iri' the agricult)lral 
· .. ,sector (exc~pt. perhaps, in. certain selected pockets 
· ~ in the country). The, C0inmitte~ would strongly 
. recommend that the agricultural loads should be 
'charged with ,dl!e .regard tq' ~he, cqst 9f supplying 
power . to the agricultural !!ector. At the same 

I time; all 'measures should be taken to bring about 
a better utilizatiqn of the c0nne~ted. loads in the 

' . agricultural sector, (like· roa~tering of agricul~)lra l 
, : loads) which would , enable ·the· r,eductiop.; of the 

cost o~. power. supply tci ~he agriculturi~ts · 
· >m ,, ,, ·r. (para.:n.23) 

. I! TECHNOLOGY 

· . 102. A .well-designed fuel, e,fficiency training 
· :~cheme' s]Jorild be ~or ked 'otft immediately, 'ilikihg 

... advantage of the surplus engineering tal~ts avail· 
I• able' in the countrf tciclay.' '' . 1' "

1 
\jl ' II 

.w.,, ·· .. . ·· ·'· ... · --···,p··! :.fnara 't2.5) 

.~ ·--~rli . •· jl 1 :·n·.:r!11i: w;,ll!J·r".:i 
Reduction in investment costs , ' , 1,; 

• '\J ' '. 

., 103. Suitable design and construction norms 
for reducing the costs of rural electrificlltion·and 

.for meeting the : flgricultu_ra~ P,U~psets should be 
'evolvedl . ) ' " . . " . ' <!_, \ ' ' 

1• ' 

u: ... ·· :·'' ,.,,,, .. , 1''' '"" ·, (]:iatal2.6) 
,r;· 1 .·,J'.'"• ·(f '. • l'..it! , 1 ,,··, ,· 

104. Efforts · should ·be · mounted with 1the' ·co
,: operation of .the various institutions to implement 

a time-bound programme of increasing the effi
'ciency of utilisation of• oil' 'in: the'ttransport sec-

.·~ tori. 'JJ' ~ ' • ., r ,,.-... 0 ·:·nt f' ._, ~fd 

.·)·, · · · ... :r• .... , .,. ·'· .~:' ••, • .:' ,, (para 12.7) 
: ' - r! . ; ' ' r l • ' ' 'I I ' ; ' • I f ' I I ~ . . ' . -~ ' . ' : ' ' 

105. The Commtttee recommends that the de
. sign, 9F.velop~ent and' manufacture of SOO MW 

generatmg umt should be entrusted to an Indian 
' agency with a time•bound programme to get the 

commercial production• of •such · sets· .started in 
the early Eighties.· ' -

(para 129) 

106. While agreeing with the strategy<iniplied 
~Il the NCS:;tj' .. r~commendation for 

1 
~10unting a 

'' :se'tio~s' R;.~ :O' effort ,for: deyeloJ?ing ~, pro
' cess m lndta, the Committee would hke to em

·, pQasis~ the need. t6/cc:ncen~~tr: 'Y~r~·l·.~~s.~': on 
1 

• laboratory and higher scale m' the ·cntical areas. 
' I 't:i 1·• I .1.•1 °- ··I 

, , · .-. .- , , . ·:>: , ,_ (para1 12.12) 

' ' ' 107 ~'The Committee would recommend that 
· research and development iA,th!f .. ~r~;r~~~. to 
combined gas turbine-steam turbme plants whtch 
'would increase· d1e overall' efficiency· of coat utili

; sation in thenhirl 'power' •stations should ber in-
. tensifi.ed~-·:···· '.,;.-·, .d ··.i:. ,.; r,,;·n·.o~n,_.,, 1 .- • ;., 

·, .• '·. · : .,.,,., ··~ '·' ·.,·I ,.,,. · _.·1, ·(pa'ra,12.13) 
' ' : : . • j '\ J I ' ; i ,·I . ,.... If ' 'I~. ' • I I I ) I : . 'l . ~ '.J I} ! • 

., .1 JO~. Researqh an~ developme~t mqst b!' .~ken 
•. ·!JP .io evolve boilers,A~signs which .w.ilJ avoi~ the 

t <) .u~e of oil. suppor,t,,evep. 1 wpen, ~h.e lo.a!J,. on, the 
· boiler is as low as 20 to 30 per ,cent ofJts capa-
~~ . 

tpara 12.27J 
t' . ' . . ' , . . i. ' 

Conservation' of cokmg coal·'· 
·: J?uel efficiency'' · · •;, •r·, o ·:<~ :· · r . ,;,.,., .. ; " 

: r ' · .,:.. ·• .• : . . .' ' • · • . ·: 109. The Committee recommends that a time· 
... 1~0. The .. Comm.tttee rec~111rne!lds, that a,;:· bOund programme for the'l development·· of a 
'·' Na~10n~l Fuel Effi91ency Servtce. ~,th, c.entres at 'r ni•formed coke process b~sed. o~·:no!l-coking coal.c; 
, th_e reg10nal sec~or an~ mdustry ll!vels apd arme.d , . , :should be :drawn up and the pro1ect should be 

V.:tth adeqaute !luthonty to: ensure. that .. thetr carefully followed.! :: .,,:, ... ,,., ·,,,, .. ,, · 
,,.. ytew~ on selection of fuels· and on the level of . .'~ :·r , -; 1 , ·l• , .. ,· • ,,<!, ,., 1 ,•: ' (para 12.14) 
· efficiency are accepted by the consumers, should . . 1, , , : · 

be instituted as.early as .possible;· · ,,., ·r; · 1 Secondary conversion processes . 

... : •.• ·'·.: ••• , ·-:,., •• ,~., 1 : 1 "' ,, •.• , ,.fpara 12·4) . ··.: ... •110.' Development work :pn ... bydro a:tc~g 
· , • 101. The .Committee· would like •. to emphasise · •should be--speeded up sm .that 'the Jdestgru!lg· 

that •. besides·· organisational anangements~ . there :: '.·manufacture . of suitable catalysts; tonstrucl!on 
is need for·setting up facilities for trainingr.opera- '''and .efficient •operation ·of secondall}', ptoces~mg 
tive~ who deal·with fuel: .burning equipment. •· '1Jiants :could be managed with•lindigenou&•skill~. 

· ·' ( · 12 5) : ·· (para 12.15) · para . . ,. 
r, . , · ·,, · · · ~ · · 1 • I 1 , •..• • 1 , 
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Conversion o~ coal to oil 
. "3'' 

(c) developing low cost solar water he~ 
111. It is necessary that in the context of the t>. , 

latest review of our energy situation, the tising . , 
(u) developing solar distillation and des1 

nation units for use in arid rural an'{' 
demand for oil products, the limited success in ' ' . 
our oil exploration efforts ;1nd the increasing price 
as well as insecurity of obtaining oil from the 'in• I 

ternational market, a well thoughtout long-tenri · 
programme for development . of coal-oil conver
sion technology should be drawn up. This should 
be based on a review of the success :1chieved in 
following the diverse routes for coal-oil conver
sion by various agencies in other countries as 
well as in our country and the product mix thr.t 
would be relevant to our long-term demand and 
supply situation: in respect of oil products. 

(para 12.20) 

112~ A competent group should be formed 
to ··select possible areas for future work, assign 
this work to different organisations and to moni

. tor the entire R & D effort in coal-to-oil conver-'. 

(e) developing tehniques for the optimal Jr•·, 
of solar energy for drying and stott 'A. 
of grain, wood and hay and air-co~~ 
tioning. . ~·, · · . 
· ' · (para 12.34) ~ 

Tidal power J 
117. The collection of more data on tidljl<>i 

movements and the preparation of feasibility re~1 
ports with regard to specific coastal locations i ( 
recommended. _ 

· · . (para 12.37 

Chemical sources of energy . ~-· 

ll8. Development work on battery power~d 
light vehicles is recommended. · '' ' 

(p;."tra 12.38) -. 
sion technology. 1 o F h k p· 1 c 11 1 (para 12.22) I. . . urt er wor on ue e Techno ogy 

1 for, use in remote villages will be_ , of use~. . ~-
Coal ga~ification . (para 12.3 · 

113. The Committee recommends tHat R & D Priorities :. 
work on coal gasification and pipeline transport 
of coal gas should be undertaken from now. 120. Among the other options the important 

,. {para 12.2~) ones are the following: 
114. It is necessary to immediately chalk out . (1) Development of Fast Breeder Reactor. 

a comprehensive 'programme for intensive deve-'·: (2) Development of Boiler Designs to re~ 
lopment work in the optimization of design of duce oil consumption in thermal powc 
cooking and heating appliances manufactured in generation plants. . ,., .. 
the count.~y,,,,,,, 73) , ;Fluidise,d be_d . ·.technologyfDe_v,elopme 

:(p·'ar;~' 12 .. 24). '' '· •I • ' ·,,... .,. ""'of commerc~al powe.r generating,plan 
Non-conventional energy forms , based on thts. 

liS. Research and development in the areas of ., , , (4) Development or' SNG production 
non-conventional energy should be kept 

1
up.. .. "· ·: · · 'transport : technologies ' · suitable 

,, '" ; · India·n,·conditions. 
Solar energy,. , , (S) Oevfllo{Jinent of technologies !or manu-
- n6. R · & · D; .on solar. energy 'in India may be. . .' ''.' facture of cheap smokeless fuels for use 
couceptlflted ;on

7 
•.. · · . . · · · . . , ·" ·. . in ,the domestic . sectQr; ', ,1 , , : ·. . 

•• • • • •• . • • ,, • · ., •• 1 .. . , , 1 ,,_ '·""'····· • , • .,,,.·;(para 12.40) 
(a) the development of.thin-film technology 1 · • · · · 

to produce cooled surfaces which could " ,., Coordbtatiort 'of R & D efforts in energy sector 
be used as collectors and concentrators 
of solar radiation, thus reducing the 
costs; 

(b) the possibilities of using solar energy to 
convert animal waste, agricultural waste 
and algae into gaseous fuels .md me
thane. ·,· 

121. It is of course necessary to have a com
petent group to coordinate the R & D efforts in 

·the energy sector which will keep uoder review 
the progress registered in the differ.!(nt areas and 
adjust the priorities from time to time to enable 
the best results to be obtained. 

(para 12.40) 



Annex Table ll-1 
~: '·. · • (Referred to in Chaptel' II) 

..,tTORWISE CONSUMPTION OF COMMERCIAL ENERGY FOR THE PERJOD 1953-54 
•n.k · •·:·• TO 1970-71 . . . ·. 

:I .. ' . In Million Tonnes of Coal Replacement and Coal Equivalellt 

' 1053·54 r ---A. 

' · Sector Coal Oil Products Electricity Total Commercia!· 
It.· I .:.·· in Enffrgy in· 

,.--- ~-r- ---""----...,-...-o-, .... ~ 

AI o.r. c. e. c..r. c.e. 
-. 

,. }lining and Manufacturing ;. 13·80 3·65 1·12 5·00 8 19·92 
I. . 

f Tr>ii\sport. 12:10 'l•76 2·70 0·60 21·46 15•·!0 

. Domestic .2·20 9·79 3·01 0·70 12·69 5·91 

. Agriculture ' 1·61 0·5 0·20 1·81 0•70 
.. • ;.• ,I / I 

and Oth<•rs ~F111prci~l/flov~.rnmcut 0·60 1·10 1·70 1·70' 
·---I 

f Tota.l 28·70 23·81 7·33 7·60 60·ll: 1-lHI:l 

. : •. '1:1__ ,. 

ercentag~ of total } .in. c.e. 63·78 i6·80 17·42 100·00 
.l 

'i) I .. , · m c.r. 47·75 39•61 12·6! 100 00 

,rce :-

(The details for the· period 191i!.l·M to 19111·62 are taken from the report of the Energy Survey of India Committee. For tbe · 
,roil 1961·6:! to 1970-71', the figures are obtained from the Energy Survey Division of the Planning Commillllion. · 

/ Sector-wise consumption details a~e not available aftor 1970-71. 
. . ', ;· "i • . 

. NoTE:: {l) . .Figure of oQal does not include coal for power generat.ion. '' 
{2) Figure of oil prod.uob oollllllmption doe~ not. in"lude oil used r., non-energy uses, 

. . : 
0 . , {3) While attempting to calculate sector-wise fuel used for the years 1971-72 ownards, it was noted that the oil ueedio' 

for tra.otors in agricnlturalaeotor is counted in the transport sector. Similarly H.S.L.O. used for lifting wateriJ1 · 
agricultural sector has not been counted in agricultural sector. As it is difficult at this stage to estimate the use of 
oil produota in agrioultutal sector for all pr!lvions years, corrections are not attempted at this stage. 

"•' 

' ' ' ' 
1 

{4) From the yABr 1961-62, part ofthe karoaene has been used in the transport sector in place !of H.S.D.O, to take J 

" .. advantage of the low ooDRllll1er prioe of keroeeile relative to the prioe of H.S.D.O. 
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Sector 

I. Mirting and Manufacturing 
2. Tran•r:ort 
3. Domestic 
4. Agriculture . . . . 
5. Commercial/Government and Others 

Total 

PP.rcent4lge of Total 'l 
J 

inc. e. 
in c.r. 

I. Mining and Manufacturing' 
2. Traru!port 
3. Domestic 
4. Agriculture • . . . 
5. Comruer iai/Government and l)thcrs 

Total 

Percentage of To~l 'l in l'.e .. 
'f in o.r. 

1. Minlng and Manufacturing 
2. Transport 
3. Domestic 
4. Agriculture 
5. Commercial/Government and Othera 

Percentage of Total . } 

I. Manufacturing 
2. Ttansport 
3. Domestic 

Total 

inc.e. 
in c.r. 

4. Agrioultur" . . . . 
5, CommercialfGov~rnment and Others 

Total 

Percentage of Tot.ql 'l in c.c. 
J in c.r. 

l. Mining and Msnuracturing 
2. Transport · .• 
3. Domestic ' 
4. Agrionltore 
5. ' Commercial/Government and Others 

,, il Total 

Percl!lltnge of Total .} in O·e. .. in or. 

., 
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Oil Prorlucts iu Total oommerc. 

Coal • Elll('tricity 
Energy in 

r.r. c.e. c.r. 

1954-55 

--l3~80'- --'4:u---I.3o--- 5-6o---7~ - - .•. · 
1!·70 9·36 . 2·88 0·60 '2r66 ·. 
2·40 10·54 3·Zi 0·80 13·74 

1·63 0·50 0·20 1·83 ' 
0•60 1·20 1·.80. 1-

28·60 

63·59 
45•48 

_____ .............,. 
13·30 
12·30 
2·60 

0·70 

Z8·80 

69·69 
42·04 

13·40 
13·70 I 

2·90'' 

0·70 

30·70 

61·11 
42·60 

16·60 
14·.70 
2·80 

fl·50 

34·60 

60·87 
43.07 

25·73 

41·12 

4·70 
10·37 
13·51 
1·72 

30·30 

41•23 

6·05 
11·51 
12·70 
!-!)0 

.. 
31·16 

43·.24 

5·54 
12•94 
18·28 
2·17 

33·93 

42·24. 

--------
17 .. 110 5·95 
14·80 14·14 
3·10 13•69 

2·:15 
0·60 ' .. 

36 .. 10 36.·13 

59·76 
42•26 42•29·. 

7·92 . 

17·67 

1955-56 

8·40 

18·74 
13·40 

62·67 44·t 

100·00 

--- -- ;}4.3~) - ~05 1·45 6·30 
3·19 0·70 23'·37 16·19 
4·16 0·80 16·81 7·4f 
0·53 0·30 2·02 0·'! 

1·30 2·00. 2 i 

9·33 9·40 68·50 47·5; 

19·63 . 19·78 ~00·00 
13·73 100·00 

1956-57 ---- {.g!i~ii) 1·55 6·90 .. , 21·85 
3·54 0·70 25·91 17·1' 
3·91 0·90 16·50 ·7: .• 
0·34 0·30 2·20 O·f 

.. 1·4.0 2·10 
" 

2·1 

0·34 .10·20 72·00 60·24' 

18·59 20·30 IP<J•OO 
14·6 100·00 

1957-58 

1·70 7·70 I' a;~v .. 26·0(\ 
3·98 0·60 28·44 19·48 
4·09 1·10 17·18 7·99: 
0·67 0·60 2·77 .1-·27 

1•60, 2·10' . 2·1Q 

10·41 11·80 80·33 56·84 

18·37 20·76 100·00 
14•69 100·00 

1958-59 

1 :S:l- --;. 80--:-(_~~-~~ 28·23 
4· 35 0· 80 . 211~ '74 19·55 
4·21 1·20 17-119 8·51-' 
0•72 0•60 2·95. 1·3i'. 

' 1•80 r 2'40 ./ 2·.4Q 

11•11 13·20 85·43 60•41 

18·39 . 21·85 WO;,~ 
15·45 100 



j, L 

· ~cotm· 

~and 1\fanufaoturmg 
port 

· _.~estic 
Jiculture · .. · .. 

fmmercialJGovornmcnt and Others. 

1 · Total 

(~entage of Total . \.J in·c.e. 
:() in c.r. 

l 
\. l\Hning am\ Manufn~turing 
\ Tran.•port 
{Domestic 
'.wiculture · . . . .. 
Jmmercial /Government and Others r· .. · Total 

' I'~rcenfuge of Total \. 
J 

ih ~.£'. 
··,- in c .. r 

I . 
·. J 

' l\finjng and Manufacturing 
-, , ~ 'TraDPport 1 

• • •• : •• 

.Domestic . • • · .• 
l\griculture > · . . . · .. 

>t:Ommerciai/Govemmont lmd Others 
I . 

l Total 
,( . ' 

I I'eroentage or Total . L in c.e. 
in c.r. 

~ J 
1 

' 1. Mining and Manufacturing'·· 
2. Tt:amport · ' . . ' 

' 

:t' 'Pcmestio . ·. ' 
4., Agriculture · • • • • 
5;· Commercial/Government and Others 

' ··)· ·I• 'l'otal 

Percimtage of ~o~l , } · · ., iri c.e. · 
in c.r. 

1. Mining and ,Manufacturing 
2. Transport . . . , , 
~- Domestic · ' • ,' · .. 
• · · Agrieulture' . , . : . • • !! Commeroial/Gove~ent and Others 

Total 

ina.e. 
1 in c.r. 
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Oil Products in 
Coal 

r-----.A.--- ----, El ctricity r-
c.r. o .. c. c.r. 

1959-60 

Total Commercial 
Energy in 

---. 
o.c. 

16-rio----;i:-«- --~:ns-- 10~·;;--~- -;o:o; 
15·20 15·53 4·7B o-r.o :n-sa 21J·88 

3·00 15·52 4·7:! l·4tJ 1!1·1.12 !H8 
2·58 0·79 0·70 3·28 1·4!1 

0·70 2·10 2·80 2•80 
----

M·70 

56·28 
39·16 

40·07 

13·95 

20·9\) 7·23 
16·00 17·37 

2·80 16·52 
2·74 

0·70 

40·40 43·86 

57·0S 
39·94 43·36 

~-M ~-co ru-n 63·43 
------ ·----

19·44 

1960-61 

2·22 
5·34 
5·0S 
0·&1 

13·48 

19·04 

24·28 
l6·S9 100·00 

100·00 ' 

11·60 --~~---;-;:-;; 
O·SO a-1·17 22·14 
1·50 20·82 9·al! . 
0·80 3·54 1·64 
2·20 2·90 ' .,,, ' 2·90 

·16·90 

23·8S 
16·70 

101·16 

100·00 

70·73 

100·00 

-----------------
1961-62 ·------- -----~-----

14·46 ' (@-3~ 41·03 24·20 7·69 2·37 
16·70 19·47 5·99 0·58 36~5 23·27 
2·80 18·43 5·67 1·70 22·93 10·17 

2·92 9·00 0·99 3·91 1·89'' 
'0•40 1·64 O·!M 2·0i-

44·10 48·51 14·93 19·37 111·98 78•40 

56·25 19·04 2-1.·71 100·00 
39·38 43·32 17·30 100·00 --

1962-63 

- ~ 28-:-oo--9-:-33-- - 2-:87 --1s-:oo -:---ro;-:;) - 47 :'37. 
17·40 · 21·78 . 6·70 0·90 'i~Fo8 25·00. 
3·20 20•25 6·23 1·92 25·37 11•M. 

3·17 0·98 1·10 4·27 2-os. 
"·50 2·15 2·65 2·65 · .. 

19·10 

55·51 
38·91 43·21 

16·78 

18·97 

1963-64 

22·57 

26·52 
17·88 

126·20 

100 

---~~---6~6---2~;---19~3--~~~;r--M~s 
17•40 25·35 7·80 0·76 4:f.!H 25·96 
3•50 20·25 6·23 2·06 25•81 11.79 

3·44 1·06 1•15 4·59 2•21 
0·70 0·61 0·19 2·11 3·52 3·00 

' . • • 48·60 56·21 ~7·30 25·21 130·02 91·11 

---------------~---------------------53·84 18·99 27·67 1110•00 
37;38 43•23 19·39 100·00 
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} 

~ 
Oil Products in Total Commerci 

Coal Electricity 
Energy in 

Sector 
....___! 

o.r. e. e. c.r. 

1964·65 ----------------- --~..:.:·::..·~-"" 
1. Mining and Manufacturing 

27·20 7·15. 2·20 .. 20·92. (55·27-' . 

2. Transport . ' .. 
8·40 ~·D 8~6 1·00 M·M . 

3. Domeetic .. 8·40 21·66 6·66 2·25 27·31 

4. Agriculture • • • • 
3·44 1•06 1·40 4·84 

5. Commercial/Government .t Others 0·30 0·65 0•20 2·19 3·14 

Total 48•30 60·41 18·58 27·76 136•47 9-. 

Perc~ntagc of Total I in. e.e. 51·04 19·63 . 29•33 I Of 

L. in c.r. 35·39 44·27 20·34 100·00 (. 

' 
'' 1966-66 --- -- - ~o-80 --w I. lfinin~ and Manufacturing 30·10 8·09 2•49 22•62 

2. Transport 
H·30 31·26 9•62 1·16 9·72 . 28 

3. Domestic .t·10 20·00 11-16 2·36 26·46 2~1 

4. Agriculture • . • • 4·41 1·86 1·89 6•30. 
6. CommercialfGovernment and Othera 0·30 0·86 .0•26 2·53. .. 3·68.: J • 

Total 61·80 . 64·61 19·88 30·66 146·97 102' 

Percentage of Total 1 in c.e. 60·67 19·44 29;89 100! 
'in o.r. 35·25 43·96 20·79 100·00 

J 
1966-67 

1. Mining and Manufacturing 30·40 9•06 2·79 24·38 
__,.........._, 
(_63·84 j 67'. 

2. Transport I6·90 33·36 10·26 1·27 lil·li2 2 ,, 

3. Domestic 4·50 20·58 6·33 2·63 27·71 1: \ 
4 . .Agriculture • • • • .. 5•13 1•58 2·ll 7·24 
6. Commercial/Government and Othera - 0•50 0·95 0•29 2·82 4·27 :q 

Total 52·30 69·07 21·25 . 33·21 I64·58 106·1, ' 

Percentage of Total 
1. in c.e. 48·99 19·90 31·ll 100·(JO 

J in o.r. 33·83 44·68 21·49 100·00 l •• 

I967-68 ----------
I. Mining and Manufe.oturing] 33·00 9·85 3·03 26·79 (69•64 I 62·82 
2. Transport 16·70 35·29 10·86 1·38 63·37 28·9< 
3. Domestic 4·30 21·39 6·56 2·93 28·62 l" 
4. Agriculture .. .. 6·27 1·62 2·58 7·85 
li. Commercial[Government and Others 0·50 Hi5 0·48 3·08 5·31 

Total 64·50 73·35 22·57 36·76 164·61 

Percentage of Total 1 in o.e. 47·88 19•83 32·29 
in o.r. 33•ll 44·56 22·33 100·00 

J 
1968-69 ' • 

I. Mining and Manufacturing 31·90 10·39 (_ 72·22 ') 
I 

3·20 29·93' f 

\ 2. Transport 16·30 39·72 12•22 1·32 57·34 
' l 3. Domestic 4·30 23·76 7·31 3·18 31·24 

4. Agriculture • • • • 6·85 2·ll 3·46 10·31 
6. Commercial[Government and Others 0·50 1·55 0·48 3·57 6·62 

Total 53·00 82·27 26•32 41·46 176·73 llt 

, 
Percentage of Total } in c.e. 44•25 21·14 34·61 100·0• 

in o.r. 29·99 46·55 23·46 100·00 

P(D) 190:I<Io£Energy-10 
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t· 
Oil Products in Tot&! Commercial 

Sooter Coal "r-; Electricity 
Energy in 

:. ... 
. ,, c.r. o.e. o.r • o.e, 

1969-70 

-and lltanUfaoturi ug ~·34 9,·36 2·88 32·34 
,r::-~ 
liJ,:_92 70-511 

')l't ·12 43-35 13·34 1·49 30·9i 
.uio 4·80 2&·5(! 7·86 3·49 33·84 16·1; 

uulture O·tll 
4·54 i-40 3·77 8·31 5·1 

·, _,tneroiai/Government and Others 7·26 2·23 3·97 ll•63 6·60 
i 

Totai ' •• 56·66, 90·06· 27·71 49·02 191·74 129·39 ;: 
1 /entage of 'l'otal in o.e. 43·79 !'I 21·42 34·79 100·00 

l ' " J in o.r. 29·55 46·97 23·48 100·00 

I 
1970-71 

!Mining and lta'nufaoturing 31·07 10· 90' 3·35 34·36 \..76·32_) 68·77 
'lt-aoaport 15·91 47·23' 14·63 1·43 64~57 31·87 

~estio 4·07 27·58 8·49 3·83 35·48 16·~ 

culture' . . . . 4·51 1·39 4·54 9·05 6·93 
·;unercial/~ernment and Othera 0·30 6·97 2·14 '"48•60 ll·77 '6·94 

( Total 61·35 97·19 29'·90 48·66 197·19 • 129·90 

\olitage ofToral l in o.e. 39·53 23·02 37·49 100·00 r in o,r. 26·04 411·20" 24·67 100·00 



.u,ae~ Table D-2 

·TO'I;'AL. CONSUMPTION OF COMMpRCIAL 
E,NeR,GY FUEL-WISE IN OJUGINAL 
UNITS ' 

1953-54 
1954-55 
1955-56 
1956-57 
1957-58 
1958-59 
1959-60 
1960-61 
1961-62 
1962-63 
1963-64 
1964-65 
1965-66 
1966-67 
1967-68 

.1968-69 
·1969-70 
.].970-71 

Yeal' 

: .. 

NOTll B :.......:• 

Coal in 
Millioll 
Tonnee 

28·70 
28·50 
28·80 
30·7() 
34·60 
36·10 
35·70 
40·40 
44·10 
49·10 
48·6Q. 
48·30 
51·80 
52·30 
54· 50 
53·00 
56·66. 
51·35 

Oil in 
Million 
Tonne& 

3,·66 7·60 
3·96 8·40 
4·66 9·40 
4·6.7 1·20 
5·22 11·80 
5·55 13·20 
6·16 15·40 

•·; 6·74 . 16·90 
7·46 19·37 

.'. 8·39 22·57 
8·65, 25·21 
9·29 27·76 
9·94 30·56 

10·62 33·21 
11·28 36·76 
12·66 41·46 
13·85 45·02 
14·95 48·65 

. 
1. Coal ooliSlliDption fignree exclude coal used in -power 

generation. · ' ' 

2. oil cioimmiptlon figUres exclude oil uaed iJi power 
generation and refinery boiler fuel. 

AnDes: Table D-~ 

"TOTAL CONSUMPTION OF COMMERCIAL 
ENERGY FUEL-WISE IN MILLiON TON~ 
NBS OF COAL REPL.Affi..~NT 

Year Coal Oil Eleotn. ' Total 
city 

1953-54 28·70 23·81 7·60 .1!0·1 
1954-55 28·50 25·77 
1955-56 28·80 

8·40 62·7 
30·30 9·40 68·5 

1956-57 30:70 31·16 10·20 72·2 
1957-58 34•60 33·93 11·80 80·3 
1958-59 36·10 36·13 13·20 
1959-60 36•70 40·07 

85·4 

1960-61 ·40·40 43•86 
15·40 .. 91·2 

1961-62 . 44,10 
16·90 101·2 

48·51 19·37. l08•l I 1962-63 ... 49·10 54·63 22·q7 
1963-64 48·30 

126·2 
56·21 26·21. 130·0 1964-65 48·20 60·41 27·76' 

1965-66 51·80 64·61 
136·4 

1966-67 52·30 69·07 
30·/j6 147·0 

I 33•21, 154·5 1967-68 .; M·60 73·36 36·76 
1968-69 53·00 82·27 

164·6 

1969-70 41·46 171J·8 
56·66 90·00 46·02 

1970-71 . 51·35 97·19 48·65 
191.7 

~eJ;. Table 0-4 

COAL CONSUMPTION DJ;RECT AND' 
· . ; ou,mcr i953-54 td 1970-11 

(:M:il.lion.A 
~' . 

ColiSlliDption of Coal ~ 
,-------A----·-·~ 

Direct Power · Totak 
uae Stations · .._, 

Year 

19113 .. ' 28·7 3·1 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957-68 
19,58-69 
1969-60 
1.960-61 
1961-62 
1962-63 -
1963-64 
1964-66 
1965-66 
1966-67 
1967-68 
19.68-69 
1969-70 
1970-71 

28·5 
28·8 
30·7 
34·6 
36·1 

. . 35·7 
40·4 
40·2 
49·1 
48·6 
48·2 
51•8 
62·3 
54·6 
53·0-
56·6 
51·4 

... 
Annes: Table l(-5 
.. 

3·3 
3·7 
4·0· 
4·6 
5·1 4 
5·8 4 • 
6·7 t.7 
7·2 . .. 
S·O 
9·8 I , 

10·5 . 
12·4 '. 
13·0 ·, 

! 
U·7 
15·4. 
17·1 . ~ ~ 

17·1 t \ 

ELECTRICITY GE~MTION AAI;> I COl ', 
SUMPTION (MILLION k:Wh) ~1953-54 -; , 

-.1970-71) 
·1 ·' 

' 
... 'rl 

Souroewiae Electricity Generated " ' 
Year 

Hydol Thermal Nuo- Total 
(coal & lear 01 

oil) ~·-

1953-54 . 2,914 3,783' 6,69'7 
1954-56 8,237 4,285 7,52f 
11!55-56 3,742 4,850 8,59! 
1956-57 4,295 5,367 9,661 
1967-68 .. 5,072 6,297 11,369. 
1958-59 5,848 7,146 12,994 
1959-60 7,207 8,006 l6,03f 
196Q-(j1 7,8,37 9,100, 16,93~ . '., .. 
1961-1}2 . ·.· 9,814, ' 9,855 19,669 
1962-63 '11,805 10,5fi9 22,364 .. 
1ll(j3-64 .. 13,697 12,86~ .•. 26,818:. \ 
1964-oll' .. 1.4,799 14,764 29,536 
1965-6tl 16,226 17,765 32,990 2-... 
1966-67 16,734 19,641 

··~· 
36,376' 2, 

1967-68 . .. 1!1,658 22,537 \&1.~95 32 
1968-69 20,723' 26,71() 47,433 37, 
t969-70 23,04.6 27,604 1,a69 61,989 41,~ 
970-71 26,248 28,162 2,417 56,827 43,724-
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''Annex Table m-1 
''L REQUIREMENTS ' OF TilERMAL 
WER STATIONS (1978-79, 1983-84 AND 

p0-91) 
· .. 

• Estimated generation of 
i electricity (b.kWh) •• 
'\Hyde) contribution (b.kWh) 
~'"'mal nower to be gene
\ted in b.kWh .• 
)lntribution in b. kWh •• 
i) from Nuclear power sta-

tions, 
' (a) 1020 MW (5000 hraj 

;. yr) • • • • 
I J {'>) 111111) MW I MOll h ... l 
\. V1'\ 

1~\ 411110 lfW flilifiO h"'l 
vrl** · 

) Lignite baaed power 
~.· station 
((a) 500 MW (4000 bra/ 
. yr) ' • • • • 
_:'(b) 1,000 MW (4,000 bra/ 

. yr) ,.i . 

~· (c) 1400 liW (5000 hrsf 
~ yr) 

Coal based generation in 
):Wh •• .. 
'J requirement in m to
Iii 
(Actual consumption for 
• 22·5 b. kWh generated 

in ·1970-71 
' (b) For 56·5 b. kWh addi-

1!178-
'19 

134• 
48 

86 

6 

2 

79 

33·9 

1!183-
84 

205 
75 

130 

10 

1!100-
!11 

39 
135 

·257 

I 

22 

''1 

,.•·,·7 

·-n6 228 

33·9 33·9 
tioanl power in 1978-

. 79@ 0·6 kgfkWh •• 
'•c) For 37·0 b. kWh addi-

. ' tiona! powert jn ,_I,!IIliHl4 r · • , 1 nJ. 
• @0•575 kgfkWh •• 21·3 21·3 

I< fd) For 11~ b. !t,wh ,additio- · i, . 
•. nal power . to' be. gene- . , , ·, 
~- ·. •· ·rated in 1990-91 ·@0·55 (, ' ' 

l: ILHl~ /·1 1·', 
,'( ., il ".! /.. ,/ 

', 6l·6 \ kgfkWh 

'a! coal requirement in 

lr:• 

\onnes 
,: ., .· . 

48·4 69·7 131•3 

- Say "' ,,,4811 70 131 

· .ldl. requirement on acoo-
lt for inferior quality 

',1 in m. tonnes 

• ·,(m, ,tonn~ of coal) · -. ; 

5 10 13 

53 .so 
~t .... . ··('' i-'-~~------
:;tpply as middling .. · ' • ·.5 12 · 21 
~ment of coal (9-10~ . 48 68 ·' 123 

'I 

. . ' •, •• ·.·1, 1.', 

~~.:the :~eneration requireriuipt is only :~i!l(b 
lWh' lis pel' the Draft Fifth Plan, jn order to provide 
. .1r·the' fact that energy potentia.! and demand,in 
different regions vary widely. 130 ·b. kWh . hp8 
been taken as the 'plan ·for powtlr generation, · lJI. 

I our: calonlation this add!. 10 ·b. kWh has been 
added to the estimateS' in all ·the three ce.ses. ~ . 

#' ,. \ ' ' • :. . . • • . ~, ~ • • 

•The ,;unclear ·power generntm" prti>grnmme enV!~ages 
! a· . ·:capacity of 8620 MW tQ, lie: in . operation by 
'·' · 1980-91. .But this lower illlin-o here has' been 

t '• · aR8uincd tb provide ·a cush1on against possible 
short falls ivariou.s modes of generation. 

I •'l 
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Aanes Table lii-z 

ESTIMATED DEMAND FOR COKING COAL 
· AND ' BLENDABLE COAL IN INDIA IN:. 
1978-79, 1983-84 AND 1990-91 

(ID million tonnes) 

1978- 1983- 1990-
79 84 91 

1. Hot metal production· 14·3 l!~·S 36·0 ,_ .. 

2. Coke rate· per thousand 
tonnes of hot metal · · 0· 85 0•85 • 0•85-

11. Sized coke requirement ., 

(a) for Iron a: Steel Indu-
try•:.. .. •• 12-Cl 111·0 30·6" 

•' ;. 

(b) for engineering foundry 
· and other indu.strie11 3·0 .. 4,•5 8·0· 

Total 15·0 · 23·5 · 38.·6 

4,, Equivalent grosa oolte (add 
15% to 3) 17·20 2'7·0 . 44·(.-l 

. ' • ,, ' ~ \" • . t ' • ~ 5: Equivalent dry eoal (.drld 
331% to 4) • • 23·1 18·8 59·0· 

: ·- {i '1_:. 

6. Raw coking coal 3·8 4,·0 li·t 

7. Raw blendable coal 1·7 2·0 2·0· 

8. Washed coking coal 183 29·5 49·6· 

0·5 2·5 

.. , 1.) ... :·-L ,,, ;·1,· ,, ...... t·1 ... -,_,lj _i; 

19'-; ~w co~ equivalent of 8 ; •. : i7·6 ' 4,6·0· 
. ... . ' ll ' .·. '.; -1 )i 'l i l ) ' 

(Actoal of existfug washeries 
plus input calculated at 

. 60% yield for new; :washer-
, · 1ies) ···.'"' • 

ll. ~w coal eqi,ivaleni of.~ 

12;; ~otal cokin~ coal (~H~) 1 30•6 .. 
.If. 

~ '•' 

13; :T!ltal bleri,d«tble Coal' ('l;i-11) ,: "{ 7 .. '• . ' 

· (a) for 'tranmormation ' to 
: · coke· .. .. 
·,; . 

.. 
32.·3 

(I>) Middlings, in power.~ 
tions · .. : ·.: .. 6·0 

(c) Rejeote etc, . .. 3 · 3 

'i·O 

8·0 6·&. 

53·0 :- 90·01 
1< . 

36·0 .59·0.· 

J2·0 I 21•0. 

6·0 10·0· 
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Annex XD-1 

EXTRACTS FROM CHAPTER VI OF THE POWER ECONOMY COMMITTEE ST\ 
GROUP REPORT IV ON RURAL ELECTRIFICATION 

Standardisation of Designs, Specifications of Ma_terials and Equipments and . Constru'. ~-_ 
· Practzces. : \., ,~ 

A Technical Standards Committee at the nation· 16. (Juide for engineers for cl~ecking . 
al level under I.S.I. w~th the collaboration of and sub-station contracts. ' . ... .~ 
C.W.P.C. and Rur11l Electrificati<?n 1Corp~ration, q. Guide for !Daking an operation w.' 
and of the manufacture of electnca equ1pments maintenance sur,vey of transmission-

· should be formed to \YOrk on standardisation distribution syste~s. '' ' 
and implementation of standards for ~chieving 18 Guide for repairs pf .distributio~ 
national · economy. This Technical Standards ' f · h --
Committee should bring out bulletins and books ormers, swltc es,- me_t;ers, etc. ,~ 
along with Pr'awings and charts on the different 19. Guide for voltage and current mea$,:. 
aspects of rural electrification right from its con· meilt on rural distribUtion system •. · 
ception to operation and maintenance of the 20.. quiJI' f:or e!lerl:l~ thet~rs. ', . : · - r 
completed rural electrification scheme. It_Jho~ld 21. Guide for pole .~umbering and maitt· 
provide a standardised procedure . and gUI es ur . niillce. , .. . . 
the following:- · 22. ·Guide for complete en~neering, ,• 

1. Investigation survey and system plan· anhd construction: .of rutal elect·· i ! 

ning guide for electric distribution sys- sc eme~. · · · -. '-' • i . ; 
terns in rural areas. 23. Guide for design of . civil <(}.' ~ l , 

2. Economic design of primary lines and works . for different types o. i ; , 
sub-stations for rural distribution rocky areas. ! t 
schemes. 24. Guide for design and constru(· \ \ ; 

3. Electric system capacity. of earmarked . service lines to consumer insta. ~ ! 
rural areas for intensive and integrated Some of the specific suggestions concern' I 
developments. tain major aspects of designs which could t'-::· .. 

4. Standards for the preparation of circuit mise in the rural electrification schemes are nt 
diagrams and electrical data sheets. hereafter: •' 

5. Construction work plans for rural 
schemes. 

6. Single-phase designs and guide for de
sign and selection of single-phase and 
three-phase systems for · rural electrifi· 
cation schemes and comparative econo
mic studies. 

7., Guide for conversion of single-phase 
into three phase systems. 

8. -Guide for economic selection of trans
former size. 

9. Specification drawings of wood pole 
lines and its construction. 

10. Specification and drawings for 11 kV 
line construction. 

11. Specification and drawings for 11 kV 
and 400 volt line (HT /LT) construction. 

12. Specification and drawings for 66, 33 & 
22 kV line construction. 

13. Specification and drawings for 66/33/ 
22/11 kV sub-station construction and 
methods for determination of capacity 
and economic size of transformers. 

14. Specification of line construction con· 
tracts. 

J 5. Specification of sub-station construction 
contracts. 

L/P(D)l90MofEnergy-ll 

I. RURAL LINES 

(a) Supports 
The type of supports used for the rural 

varies from State to State, PCC, RCC, · · 
structural section, second hand rails poles, ' 
poles, jointed wood poles, fabricated pol 
are used according to the availability. It 
time that one or two types which are m 
nomical are adopted and should be east 

. · available. 

(b) Spans 

. ........ It is, therefore, recommend,..-.., 
maximum possible span, say, upto 
in all the areas should be employe 
practicable. 

(c) Conductr~s 

. ........ Only economic standard sizes of 
after proper system study and optimisation 
be adopted. 

(d) Insulators an4 Fittings 

......... research and experiments may be · 
ducted to evolve a most econc.:nical type cit 
sulator for rural areas ............... ll kV pin in. 
lators with 540 kg. failing loa(l as per IS ~ot 



As regards disc insulators, insulators with 
dim strength of 4500 kg as per IS specifi-
~ would be sufficient. · 
RruJ Others. , . . . . • 

~t ,e/0.4 kV SUB-STATION. 

~ 'rhe following _suggestions 'are made in this 
\regard: · · · · 
'~. y (a) Sonie State Electricity Boards are using 

~ · · econoi:ni.cal · type · of· gang-operating 
switches. These switches are at present 
being made for a rating of 200 amperes. 
The full load current of a 100 kVA 
transformer at 11 kV is about 5.5 
amperes; of course, the fault current will 
be much higher ....... ,, The State Elec
tricity Boards may install some percent-

. age 'of the sub-stations with the simpli
fied gang-operating switches as above 

• and. ·.:gain experience: The method can 
'- theri' be further extended. ' · 
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,\omission of 11 kV lightriirig arresters 
~m -transformers, sub-stations upto 50 . 
.I 

' 

... 

•' I 

',I ) 

(c) 

(d). 

kVA in all the regions and upto 100 
1 KVA in areas with low isoceraunic 
· level. Instead arresters may be installed 
?nly at str~tegic points. 

Use of transformers with low iron loss 
and high copper loss. This will help in 
keeping the losses low as the load factor 

- is -very low in rural areas. 
. . 

...... .' .. it was decided that the use' of 
25 kVA 50/63 kVA. and 100 kVA 
transformers should be standardised as 
this would help in considerable reduc
tion of manufacturing costs. 

(e) Installation of transformers of capacities 
. to match with the anticipated loads in 
only the next 2 to 3 years and avoiding 
installation of large capacity transfor
mers as far as possible. 

(f) The low tension switch should be install
ed ori the sub-station structure itself to 
economise on the length of low tension 
cables. 1 
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Technical Note 11(1) . . , , 
(Referred to in Chapter II) 

NOTE ON CONVERSION 
SURES 

FACTORS USED FOR AGGREGATION OF ENRGY' M 
. . . f~ (\} 

The Energy Survey of India Committee keep
ing in view the particular problems of the Indian 
energy economy adopted the coal replacement 
method (also known as the total substitution 
method) by which each type or source .of energy 
is measured in terms of the coal it replaces, when 
both the original source and ·the coal are used 
in appliances or equipment, and with the thermal 
efficiencies that are likely to be used in practice. 
The methodology used by the Energy Survey 
Committee for determining conversion factors of 
oil and electricity, the r:easons for their adoption 
and the. assumptions involved therein are exten
sively discussed by them on pages 322-329 of 
their Report vide Annex 5. 

2. Briefly, (a) one tonne of coal is taken as 
one tonne of coal irrespective of its calorific 
value; (b) in the case of oil products-

(i) the cooking efficiency of kerosene is cal
culated on the assumption that calorific 
value is-11,000. kcal per kg and thermal 
efficiency is 51 per cent; ajl soft coke is 
assumed to have a calorific value of 
5770 kcal per kg its thermal efficiency 
in an oven is 18 per cent. One unit of 
kerosene can replace 5.7 units of soft 
coke; as each unit of soft coke is pro
duced from 1.5 units of coal to be pro
duced, the coal replacement value of 
kerosene is 8.3; 

(ii) in the case of HSDO, the actual perfor
mance of the Indian Railways in 1960-
61 showed that for moving a unit of 
goods in the Indian Railways, the coal 
required. is 9 times the diesel required. 
Based on this, the Energy Survey Com
mittee has used a coal replacement 
ratio of 9 for HSDO and IEC. The Re
port of the Expert Committee on Coal 
Consumption' in Railways in 1953 esti
mated the varying ratios of coal con
sumption in steam locomotives to oil 
consumption in diesel locomotives to be 
8 : 1. The recent statistical information 
of the coal and diesel consumed in the 
Indian Railways indicates that this ratio. 
may be more than 9: 1. However~ the 
Fuel Policy Committee for the sake of 
continuity retained the use of 9: 1 is 
the coal replacement for HSDO , LDO 
&oel> into different uses where the rela
tive efficiencies vary widely. ', However, 
the coal replacement ratio' of 9 for LDO 
adopted by the Energy Survey Commit-
tee bas been retained; : 

(iii) in t~e case of fuel oil, the efficiency of 
use m the furnaces is the same whether 
the fuel oil or coal is used. The calori
fic value of coal is taken as 5000 kcal 

· ·· . · per kg and that of fuel oil.~s 'io.ooo . .)11 
per kg. The coal replacement ·ratio for· 
fuel ·oil is taken as 2. v. 

(c) in the case of electricity, the coal rep~· 
ment has been measured by the Energy ~ r 
Committee in terms of' the total value o. 
and oil used in thermal power stations in' , 
of one unit of electricity to be sold. In ' 
words, the auxiliary ·consumption ·and trans. 
sion losses are accounted fQr in . cojil replc,. 
ment measure (pages 3 to,'{ of th<: Energy Sw:· 
Committee Report). It may be argued that 1 
coal replacement measure should be calculi! 
with reference to .the energy generated but 
Committee felt that the concept establil''~- · 
the Energy Survey Committee can be c . . 
Based on this. the coal replacement ~ l 1 
electricity of one kg per kWh, one mi.~,- ; 
of . coal for one billion kWh of them. ·~ ·' . 
has been assumed.· This slightly impro: \ ; 
times as indicated in the Table below:-4 \ 

. ' . 
1971-72 1978- 19831. l ! 
(acmal). 79 84, ; 

--~------~------~--~-------~ }· Total energy gene
rated by steam 
power stations 
(b. kWh) 

2. Consumption by 
auxiliaries and losses 
in transmission eto. 
(b. kWh) 

31·24 

8•22 

.1:: ( 
74 115 

16·2 _, 24·4 . 
3. Net energy con- . 

sumed (b. kWh) . 23•02 · 57·8 -'9o;6 
4. Total consumption· 

of coal · and lignite 
· (m. tonnes) 19 · 20 ·: · .... 50 

.'I~ 5. Oil consumption in . 
terms of coal re
placement (m. to-
nnes) 2·64 2•96 ; •· 4•• 

6. Total coal con
sumption (m to-
nnes) 21·84 52·96 80•60.-

7. Coal consumption 
per ·kWh of energy ' i • ... , 
consumed .. 0·945 o.'916 0• · 

~. 'Note:...:.. :For the y~rs 1978-79;'1983-S"t: and 1bb, 
tion· of oil in thermal Power Stations ·has been 
0·02 kg per kWh of energy generated keeping in V. 
Thermal Power Stations in future would operate t 

. efficiencies and higher plant factor thereby re_d;nciq. 
consumption which is required for flame stabdize.tlc 
plants are opera ted at lower load factors. The oo 
has adopted 1·00 kg coal consumed per kWh of ener, 
Used for the sake of continuity. -

' 

In the case of non-commercial energy, ; 
amounts of each non-commercial fuel requi 
to replace a tonne of coke and the a~ount 
coal required to make that coke, the ra.ttos W~l 
arrived at by the Energy Survey Com~tttee V(it 
data furnished by the C.F.R.I. The ratios are • 
follows; 



,. 
I, ofsoft coke , • requires for manufacture 

ooke·l· 50 tonnes (of ·coal. 

): of dried dung , .. ~eplaces .0 · 27 tonnes of soft 
coke-0 · 40 tonnes of coal. 

~ of firewood , , replaces 0 · 0 • 65 tonnes of soft 
"',·I • .. , . . : , 1 1 coke-0•95 tonnes of coal. 
I tonne of waste produ- replace~ .0·63 tonn~ .of soft 

ots co~e-0 · 95 tonnes of coal. 

l'\ ~ ~ Technical Note 11(2) · 
' ' '1 ' : ' ' '" -' . . . A; (R~ferred to 1n Chapter II) ·· 

-.J!!f!:.S ON REGRESSION MODELS. RELAT
·~o ENERGY :REQUIREMENTS TO VA-
1RIOUS EXPLANATORY VARIABLES 
r J'. " -. :. . . 
,_Dependent _Variables 

•\Energy fioin _Coal consumption for energy 
',"'-\• ' I ' 

. "tJi~.nsumptio1l :f~r ~nergy (D)tcr). 

~ .... tncity (mtcr), and 

: .m.I tommerclaii!nergy (mter). 

Janatoey _Yariables . 

· . .rational ilicome eM crores). 

-. -·i.. Income from Mining and. MabMadturlng 
10 crores ), 

"3. Index of ~ndustrlai Production .. 

~Tbe l\Jodels . , . ,, 

~inear, regression models relating each of ~the 
~en&nt variables to each of_ the explanatory 
iables were developed, and regressed for the 

_1953-54 through·l970-71. A set of log linear 
ls was also developed. :· 

;ridant' •. 
-variable 

Indepen
dent 
variable 

Linear Model 

1;:· ., . 
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. - .. National Income y..:....7 ·li400+0•3594X 
·~· tL'>._, ·,~ . · Y-653~'15.i-0'·8487X 

ilitY,,... ., . . Y-46·3375+0·4994X 
t~ercie.l Ene- . ~' ., . · Y-i'l9• l636+!•7071X 

f· 

o I• 

, .. 
2., Oil 

1 
~. · .·Electricity 

.. '-Jni:ome Y-,7·SUPI.>+ l·Hl7!'X 
frum 
1r!"inin. · '''· 1 

' ' ' & Ma:v1 'l ' .'' · '' 
· factu- " · 

r!ng. 

,. 
Y-252314+8·4889X 

Y -22'· A5o6+ 2. oo79x 

(',4.'' Total eou;mercial' · .''' 

S. · Dependant 
N<!· variable 

Indepen· 
dent 

variable 

Linear Model 

I. Coal Index of Y -13 ·0565 +O· 2612X 

2• Oil 

3. Electricity 

4. Total Commer-
cial Energy .. 

4. 'l'he Results 

of Indus-
trial pro-
duction 

" Y-14·8408+0·6006X 

Y-16·6603+0·35~7X 

Y-18·4128+1·2152X 

The results from the linear models are briefly 
tabulated below:- · · 

:J;lependent variable Indepen
dent 
variable 

'1. Coal National 
Income 

2. 'on 
3. Electricity " 
4. Totai'Commercial 

Energy .. 
i. Coal Income. 

from 
Mining 

'· and 
Manu-
factoring 

2. Oil 

3. Electricity .. 
. 4. Total COmmercial 

Eitergj 

. Index of 

Square Standard Durbin-
of Error Watson 
linear S ., Stat a-
Cor. tics 

Coeff. 
(r2) 

. (·877 ·0336 1·235 

•973 ·0352 1·671 

·966 ·0233 1·171 

·975 ·0679 1·998 

·955 ·0848 1·846 

•941 1·291 0·344 

•939 ·1316 0·280 

·969 ·3204 0·464 

·924 ·0188 1·224 1. Coal 
Industrial 
ProdiiC·' 
tion 

'2 •. '011. ·971 ·0260 0·388 

3. :Eiectricity .. ·966 ·0166 0·389 

4. Total ConimeriC..I 
·Energy . ·985 ·0378 0·743 

Since results with linear models were consider
ed better (in t~rms of r•) than the results with 
log-linear model, the log-linear ·results have not 
been presented. Some multiple regressions using 

·"tional income, -population and index of indus-
trial production were also attempted. While these 

, ,models • explained the past, trend~ s~ghtly better; 
. these could not be used for proJeCtion purposes 
·,"in view of lack of reliable information on inter-·Energy· .. - .. y.:...40·641i4+7 .1127X 

1 •. 'sectoral 'erowth rates. 
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Technical Note· Vlli(l) 

REFINING CAPACITY, HYDROCRACKING 
CAPACITY AND FERTILIZER FEED
STOCK CHOICES: A MATHEMATICAL 
PROGRAMMING APPROACH 

Programming Approach 

Our approach to th~ problem of investment 
planning for petroleum industry ~as been to ~on
sider the feedstock choices, locatwnal alternatives 
and refining process flexibilities . simultaneously 
using a Mathematical Programmmg ¥odel. The 
optimisation approach is broadly outlined below: 

Given the spatial pattern of demand for pet
roleum products and nitrogenous fertilizers, the 

·approach focusses attention on the following 
points: 

(a) 

(b) 

To determine the optimum level of re
fining capacity that ought to b~ e~tab
lished in the country. Also, to md1cate 
the foreign exchange implications and 
community trade pattern under ·various 
alternatives open to the economy. 
To suggest the optimum regional distri
bution of refining capacity and quantify 
the impact of locational"decisions. 

(c) To indicate how the limited technologi
cal flexibility in refining operations 
could be increased by considering the 
addition of hydrocracking capacity · at 
existing refineries as well as new loca
tions. 

(d) To bring out the inter-dependence of 
investment and operating decisions in 
the petroleum industry and the nitro
genous fertilizers industry. More specifi
cally, to find out the best technological 
mix for the fertilizer industry indicating 
what proportion of nitrogen output be 
based on each of the available feed
stock. 

MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING MODEL 

Various formulations of this programming 
approach have been considered. Realistic consi
derations regarding the spatial aspects of the 
problem have increased the dimensions to about 
325 . constraints and 2800 choice variables. Be
cause of computational reasons, the Linear Pro
gramming version has been used for empirical 
estimates. 
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Various activities of the linear Programming 
Version are : Imports of petroleum products 
(Mk j), refining of crude to yield various products 
(X;t), transportation of these products from re
fineries to demand points (Xk;j), exports of pro-· 
ducts (Ek;p), crude imports (I!' ;), indigenous 
crude transportation (G.;), Hyarocracking of 
heavier fractions (X;kh), production of nitroge
nous fertilizers (X;,.•f) and transport of these 

fertilizers fro~ p~nts, demand points , 
Each one of these activities has a corresr 
cost parameter. The level at which each ( 
activities shOuld operate is determined b· .1;-
~ising ~he s.m~ o~. ccsts subject .to th~ . f~t -s:J~, 
constramts .. ...,...- . , · , , . . 1,. . 

Petroleum Products Requir~ments, Fertil~e 
. Demand, Fertilizer Demand and Sv
Balances, Refinery Product Ba' 
Crude Demand and Supply Br 
Indigenous Crude availability;·. 

.. Capacity Constraints and 'the No~. 
tivity Constraints. · · 

The mathematical formulation of the IlK 
along with variables and parameters can be 
sented as below:- · 

There are:-
K Petroleum product k=l,2 .. I j 

;r . demand points for petroleum 
products .. .. j=l,? 

l' Porta for imports p=l,2 
I .refineries i=l,2 .•. 
S sources,of indigenous crude s=l,2 •. 
A supply locations for nitrogenious 

fertiliiizer. a=I,2 •• 
R techniques availabl~ for production 

of nitrogenous fertilizers .. r=l,2 .. · 
B demand points for nitrogenous 

fertilsizers . • • • b=l,~ 

(Small letters denots parameters : Capital Jette 
bles) 

AND 
k denotes, for the kth product, t;; 

y • plus transport cost per unit fr.,., 
' PJ jth demand point. 
k · is quantity of kWh product import 

M};j and transported to jth demand 
is . the unit reilning cost, inclusi~ ci 

chargee, for ith refinery. 
Xi is quantity of crude processed at ith 

k is unit transport cost for kth pre 
t ij refinery to jth demand po~. 
X~ is quantity of kth product \ 

J refinery to jth demand pp 
w~ is the profit (negative oost' 

1p product from ith refinery 
E~ is quantity exportad from ' 

1p product through port p. 
fpi is C.I.F. import price of crude a. 

transport cost from pth port 
per unit, 

Fpi is quantity of crude import 
through port p. 

q is unit transpoJ;t 'cost for crude 
si to ith refinery. · 

o
8
i ;9 quantity of crude shipped fr 

hi is unit cost of hydro.oraokin~ 

is the quantity of heavier fracti< 
x~h used as charge into the hydt 

1 finery i. 
is the per tonne oost of produc~ 

crf fertilizers (in terms of nutrient N, 
a Ill usinl! rth technique •. 



is quantity of N produced at location a getting 
raw materials from· refinery i and using the 
technique r. 

unit cost of transport of N fertilizers from location 
a to demand point b corrected for difference 
of material. 

qu~tity of N -fertilisers transported from 
, supply location a to demand point· b' 

is quantity of kth petroleum product required at 
\ jth demand po!nt. ' · · 

is the quantity of N required at fertilizer demand 
point b. ' 

is the yield coefficient of kth petroleum product 
' at ith reil.nery (i.e., it denotes the proportion 

f kth product per unit of crude processed at 
reiinery i). 

'• 
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is the quantity of naphtha required per tonne 
Q~ f of N for production technique r at supply 

16 location a using naphtha from ith reiinery. 

b~ 
I 

is yield coefficient for kth product per unit of 
feed used in the hydro-cra.oker at ith re

il.nery. 

is the quantity of fuel oil required per tonne of 
N for production technique rat supply loca
tion a using fuel oil from ith reiinery. 

is the quantity of crude Produced at indigenoas 
source location s. 

h
k_ h is the ooefFcient representing requirement of 

1 
heavy-stock per unit of hydro-cra.oking feed
stoclr. 



OBJECTIV 

Z=L: 
p,j,k 

FUNCTION 

y:j M;j + L C; X;+ 2 
• i,j;k 

'Y orf x~f + 'Y ef x 1 
~~~ ta ~ab ab 
a,r a,b 
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,';·1-.: ''·"'f·· . . .... .• "· . . .. . . . "'· ~- '; ; ,. " 2 ,. ... ,. ·z . , 2: z t .. X::- w •$:' +·.' .'.:f.;; Fp; + q.; G.; + ·. 
•3 •J ii• •P ··P~ 1 

i,p,lc p,i i,s ; 'l!r 

CONSTRAINTS ... 
I. Petroleum Products Requirement 2M~ + 2 xt ;;nj for all J o!p 

p • 

2. Fertilizer Demand ;.;.> '7. for all b-

a 

a. Fertilizer Demand and Supply 2 X~! - 2 xfw 
. i,a b 

4. Fertinery Products Balances : 

{a) k=l . "" ~~~ x~-) x~.-"" E~ -"" lf x~f + b~ x~;;.;. 
NAPHTHA, M.S. ~ I I ~ •J ~ •.P ~ Ia Ia I I • 

j P r 

(b) k= 2 3 4 • "" a~ X~ - ""X~. - ""E~ +. ~~ X~ 
KS, HSDO, LDO ~ I I ~ IJ ~ 'P I • 

j p 

(c) k= 5 
FO 

"" =~ X~ - ""X~.- ""E~ - "" ~"/ X~J -X~ X~ L..,• I ~·J L..,•P ~tala I I 

j p 

5. Crude Demand and Supply Balances - X0 + 2 F pi + 2 G ri ;?Ofor. 

p 8 

6. lndigenous Grude Availability 

\ 

7. Non-Negativity aoustraints :;;>OforaJI"" 

LIP( D) lQOMofEnergy-1000- 2<1-5-74--GIPS 
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